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d’alembert:  [ . . . ] Si c’est une qualité générale de la matière, 
il faut que la pierre sente.

diderot:  Pourquoi non?
d’alembert:  Cela est dur à croire.
diderot:  Oui, pour celui qui la coupe, la taille, la broue et qui 

ne l’entend pas crier.

Denis Diderot, Entretien entre Diderot et d’Alembert, 1769.
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Preface

Why membranes, why molecular machines, why me? It 
may come as little surprise that someone embarking on 
historically uncharted territory such as this has previous 
experience with the subject. Membranes and proteins had 
been literally in my hands: From 2004 to 2008, I worked 
as a PhD student in a molecular biological laboratory 
of Humboldt University of Berlin, growing bacteria in 
large culture flasks, extracting their membrane fractions 
by  centrifugation, and purifying proteins from them that 
were known to perform transport processes across the cel-
lular membranes. My goal was to characterize the struc-
ture and dynamics of one such protein experimentally. 
Through years of sometimes pretty tedious lab work, the 
group that I was part of described bits and pieces of the 
process, or mechanism, by which this protein was able to 
push its freight across the membrane. Thus, the objects of 
this book, and their representations, similar to the ones 
depicted in plates 1 and 2, had been part and parcel of my 
daily work.

My itinerant scientific socialization— before pipetting, 
I had studied philosophy and turned to the history of sci-
ence after my PhD— has certainly colored my take on the 
topic of this book, not least through the usage of terminol-
ogy from different disciplines. You may have wondered 
reading the last paragraph about what membranes and  
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proteins exactly are, and you may not want to switch to a screen to check. 
I have attempted to remedy this somewhat necessary evil of work on con-
temporary science through a short glossary of key terms at the end of 
this book. More importantly, my time working with membranes and 
proteins had put a topic on the map for me that hardly existed histori-
cally or philosophically.1 Whereas heredity and the gene had received 
plenty of attention by humanities scholars, especially in the wake of the 
Human Genome Project around 2000, and while midcentury biochem-
istry had been scrutinized by a previous generation of historians of sci-
ence, membranes and proteins remained a desideratum of study and 
only a few studies had scratched the surface of this subject.2

As someone with one foot still in the lab, the neglect of these topics 
looked utterly strange in light of the huge impact this research had made 
on contemporary science as well as on biotechnologies and medicine, 
but even more so since membranes seemed to reveal the life sciences in a 
different light. Sometimes, or so it seemed to me, impressive amounts of 
ink had been spilled to refute narratives that placed molecular genetics at 
the center of biology in the twentieth century; however, very few schol-
ars dared to grab the plethora of fascinating histories beyond the gene. 
As membrane research was based on different conceptual and techno-
logical premises, and as it engendered a different picture of bodies, cells, 
and life, looking at it more closely would help to correct such historio-
graphical artifacts.

Here are some new, membrane- based questions that went through 
my beginner’s mind in the history of science, many still revealing my 
scientific as much as my philosophical past: What does it imply for 
our understanding of life, and for the capacity to act on it in the early 
twenty- first century, if we can take cells apart and put their molecular 
components back together to perform physiological processes in a test 
tube— a problem that has become obvious in recent discussion of syn-
thetic biology, but that has been pertinent to membrane and cell biol-
ogy at least since the interwar period? What I held in my test tubes were 
greasy lumps of active protein and lipid matter, supposedly standing in 
for the delicate membrane films that surround the living cell, and the 
molecular machinery sitting therein— what did this tell me about the ma-
teriality of life in contemporary laboratory science? Or, how could the 
concept of the membrane “transporter” I was tackling, an example of a 
machine- like molecule, be related to the models and narratives of mo-
lecular mechanisms that I had discussed in my thesis: Was this protein 
really some sort of mechanically functioning machine, or was this just a 
fancy way of talking about enzymes and biochemistry? Or, even more 
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broadly, what did it imply for the concept of life, and many other central 
problems of biology, to look away for a moment from the problem of 
heredity and the informational language of midcentury molecular biol-
ogy, and to look at protein molecular machinery as an instance of active 
matter— the latter being a topic at the crossroads of the history of the life 
science, chemistry, and nanotechnologies that was just gaining momen-
tum while I was writing this book?

In order to address some of these huge questions historically, I set 
out on a case study on a well- researched molecular machine, in fact a 
“pump” that I knew from textbooks and lectures— more on that in the 
Introduction. Doing a close- up, or so I hoped, would also allow the 
much debated problem of molecular mechanisms in the philosophy of 
science to be viewed from another angle. When comparing the “ready- 
made,” extremely simplified sketches of exemplary molecular mecha-
nisms with my experiences from the lab, these seemed to somehow miss 
a central point: Even if experimentation was discussed here, the fact that 
scientists significantly impacted on organisms, cells, etc. in order to spell 
out these mechanisms seemed underappreciated in philosophical analy-
ses. In how far had recent research on molecules and mechanisms trans-
formed the materiality of life? Concisely, is the stuff that life is made of 
still the same that it was before these sciences set out to take cells apart 
and put them back together?

But there are also historiographical reasons to scrutinize the surge 
of membranes and molecular machines, some of which began to dawn 
on me only in the course of my study: In what follows, I will describe 
the work of a generation of influential protagonists from the 1970s to 
1990s, who had been shaping a novel molecular biology in these years, 
and who were, at the time I was beginning this project, leaving their 
posts. In early 2009, I traveled from Berlin to Munich and met with bio-
chemist Dieter Oesterhelt, director at the Max Planck Institute (MPI) of 
Biochemistry since 1979. He was an enthusiastic supporter of my project 
from the beginning, and soon we went through his notebooks and docu-
ments, in the midst of a still running laboratory. A few scanning sprees 
made significant parts of his papers available to me. A year later, while 
I was working at the University of Exeter in England, I profited from 
a second, similarly fortunate encounter: Richard Henderson, structural 
biologist and director of Cambridge’s famous Medical Research Coun-
cil Laboratory of Molecular Biology (LMB) from 1996 to 2006. Shortly 
after our first meeting, I was sitting in his attic, leafing through the print-
outs and photos from his electron microscopic studies of the 1970s. And 
as I am writing this preface seven years later, Richard Henderson has 
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just shared the Nobel prize in chemistry for exactly this work. More-
over, through interviews and conversations, looking at photos, confer-
ence programs, and molecular models during my visits to the labs in 
Cambridge, Munich, Irvine, San Francisco, and Santa Cruz, I became 
immersed in the community of membranologists that had been flourish-
ing when I was learning to walk and talk. Insofar, this book may also 
be read as a preliminary first insight into a generation of influential sci-
entists of the near past, in a field and in institutions of science many of 
which have not garnered proper attention. Moreover, although most of 
the protagonists are alive and well, this past looks quite distant in many 
respects— certainly regarding the technological possibilities of research, 
but also the larger ramifications of the life sciences. Whereas many of  
my protagonists had very basic- looking projects on their hands, the field 
is nowadays strongly influenced by envisaged usages of “molecular ma-
chinery” in nanotechnologies or the neurosciences. For an example, one 
could just mention optogenetics, a field in between membrane research, 
recombinant DNA, and neurobiology that attempts to influence nerve 
activity by engineering the molecular machinery the emergence of which 
will be discussed in this book. Insofar, this is also the history of a con-
stellation still in flux, and one with many open questions about scientists 
and their objects.
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Introduction: The Molecular- Mechanical Vision of Life

Enzymes are awesome machines with a level of complexity that suits me.

Arthur Kornberg, 1989, p. 299

Organisms, and so ourselves, composed of tiny machines 
may be an unfamiliar thought. Are we not made up of 
flesh and blood, and fibers, vessels and bone? Yet, the idea 
that our cells are composed of molecular machinery made 
of specific, active matter responsible for our bodily pro-
cesses from digestion to movement to perception may be 
closer to our everyday lives than we think. In the coming 
pages, I will introduce some basic scientific premises and 
concepts of what I consider as a powerful, materialistic 
vision of life of our days, before setting out to discuss the 
epistemological and the historical basis of this vision, the 
study of which forms the topic of this book.

My little tour through the contemporary life sciences 
starts almost as close as it can get to us: in our stomach. 
Imagine suffering from heartburn. In the industrialized 
world, the most likely advice from a physician— apart 
from changes in lifestyle or diet— would be to reduce the 
excess acidity in your stomach, using a pill containing a 
substance called a “proton pump inhibitor.” In fact, these 
pharmaceuticals count amongst the biggest sellers world-
wide. Proton pump inhibitors, or so Wikipedia will tell 
a curious patient, modify the action of tiny “pumps,”  
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proteins that sit in our cells’ membranes, that is, in the thin lipid films, 
which form the boundary in between cell and environment. The phar-
maceutical will thus “block” the action of these specific proteins, in this 
case those sitting in the cell membranes of the gastric mucosa. After in-
gestion of a proton pump inhibitor pill, gastric mucosa cells excrete 
fewer protons into the stomach, leading to less acid production. In other 
words, the substance alters the mode of operation of our body’s “mo-
lecular machinery,” thus modifying cellular physiology. Problem solved? 
It is exactly this way of thinking and acting, or so I believe, that makes 
the molecular- mechanical vision so appealing to researchers, the phar-
maceutical industry, and the health care market as well as patients or 
other individuals alike. If we take into account that many drugs used 
to treat psychic phenomena from anxiety to insomnia, schizophrenia, or 
depression, described as working in a similar fashion, we can estimate 
the reach and the implications of this vision. The controversial pharma-
ceuticals called SSRIs (or “selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors,” bet-
ter known under such brand names as Prozac), for example, are thought 
to act as “molecular wedges,” interfering with “transporter” proteins, 
which sit in nerve cell membranes and facilitate the re- uptake of the neu-
rotransmitter serotonin from the synaptic cleft between the cells. What 
is more, the molecular- mechanical vision is not at all restricted to phar-
maceuticals: The plant poison curare, for instance, which is used to poi-
son hunting arrows as well as in surgery to relax muscles, or so we are 
told in today’s textbooks, achieves its stunning effect by “blocking” 
the muscle’s acetylcholine- receptors, and in fact all sorts of physiologi-
cal processes are explained by specific protein machinery moving, being 
blocked, pushing something, reacting with certain substances, etc.3 One  
caveat beforehand: In what follows, my aim is neither to legitimize cer-
tain drugs, nor a specific way of conceiving of and acting upon organisms 
that is widespread today. My aim is to show how science and technol-
ogy got to this point in the last half- century or so, and I will do so by fol-
lowing where concepts of molecular machinery have appeared, how they 
have materialized, and how they were put into practice in the laboratory. 
In brief, when I discuss how a “vision” of how to understand and act 
upon life became so powerful, I claim neither that molecular- mechanical 
models of physiological processes are epistemically adequate or produc-
tive at all times, nor that they are the only way of conceiving of life. And, 
needless to say, I do not want to advocate that taking biomedical pills 
is always the best way to cure an ailment— eating less greasy food may 
do better in the case of a heartburn, which illustrates the social aspect 
of the seemingly esoteric scientific topic of molecular machinery.4 How-
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ever, it remains uncontroversial that the molecular- mechanical vision is 
extremely influential in today’s life sciences, biotechnology, and medical 
practice. As this book will show, it has become a “winner’s perspective” 
for how to conceive of and act upon life, and it is in this sense that it may 
be comparable to the midcentury rise of the “molecular vision” of life de-
scribed by Lily Kay, when it comes to epistemic dominance, to dissemi-
nation and popularization, as well as, presumably, to funding or institu-
tional support in the past decades.5

But back to science for a moment: The mentioned drugs are complex 
organic molecules binding to their target “machines” on the basis of 
chemical specificity, similar to how an antibody recognizes a bacterium, 
or how an enzyme recognizes its specific substrate, namely according 
to a so- called lock- and- key model as described by organic chemist Emil 
Fischer around the turn of the twentieth century. Yet, the pivotal ques-
tion of how contemporary science understands the target machinery re-
quires further explanation. The Machinery of Life is a richly illustrated 
atlas of life at the microscale, which was first published by illustrator 
and molecular biologist David Goodsell in the early 1990s. This was not 
at all the first book to present a popularizing image of life’s molecules— 
under the title Mr. Tompkins inside Himself, physicist George Gamow 
and biologist Martinas Yčas, for example, had published the “adven-
tures in the new biology” as a voyage into the molecular body already 
in 1968. Yet, Goodsell’s book allows us to get an impression of the con-
temporary molecular cosmos in which proteins, DNA, lipids, and other 
substances of life act and interact. Similar to the famous 1977 film Pow-
ers of Ten by Charles and Ray Eames, which zooms in from the hand of 
a picnicker at Chicago’s lakeside to the surface of the skin, into the cells, 
and finally into the atomic makeup of the molecules composing the cells, 
Goodsell takes the reader on a trip through our interior micro- universe:

The human body is a living, breathing example of the power of 
nanotechnology. Almost everything happens at the atomic level. 
Individual molecules are captured and sorted, and individual at-
oms in these molecules are shuffled from place to place, building 
entirely new molecules. Individual photons of light are captured 
and used to direct the motion of individual electrons through 
electrical circuits. Molecules are packaged and transported ex-
pertly over distances of a few nanometers. Tiny molecular ma-
chines [ . . . ] orchestrate all of these nanoscale processes of life. 
Like the machines of our modern world, these machines are built 
to perform specific tasks efficiently and accurately.6
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Life’s processes at the molecular scale are depicted here as carried 
out by molecules performing technological jobs like machines— there 
seems to be an inventory of life forming a universal toolbox for car-
rying out physiological processes. For example: Specific enzymes, i.e., 
proteins performing specific biochemical reactions, help catalyze the 
copying of a DNA- strand by linking its components, similar to a tape 
recorder or an assembly line, whereas a rotating protein device sitting 
in the cell membrane produces the universal energy currency of the cell, 
ATP (adenosine- triphosphate; biochemists call this protein the ATP- 
synthase, see below), while receptor proteins detect chemical or visual 
stimuli. Copying machines, molecular “turbines” or “motors” as well as 
“switches”— these and other exemplars of protein machinery are found 
in every organism, or so the reader is told. Goodsell speaks of a “com-
mon birthright of molecular machines”— as this protein machinery is 
coded in our genomes, it represents a widespread evolutionary heritage 
(in fact, human beings share much machinery with microbes).7 This also 
means that molecular machinery forms a common basis of explanation 
in very different branches of the life sciences providing causal explana-
tions, from plant physiology to microbiology to biomedicine, from fun-
damental to applied.

How did life scientists explain what was going on in our bodies be-
fore the molecular- mechanical vision became as dominant as it is to-
day? An answer to this question is difficult, as it would have to include 
very different types of explanations on different levels— for the case of 
a heartburn, doctors may have stated that cells of the gastric mucosa se-
creted more acid, zooming out a little from molecules to tissues. Thus, 
many biological phenomena simply had no molecular explanation. In 
other cases, such as regarding enzyme function, different models existed, 
for example in colloid science, which focused more on small molecules 
than on large, and more on chemical reactions than on mechanical pro-
cesses such as movements (see chapter 3).

The question of how science was able to zoom in as close as it did 
on biomolecules in past decades, and how molecular mechanisms be-
came so dominant, brings us right into recent history, and thereby into 
what this book will explain. Goodsell’s descriptions and especially his 
images of “working” biomolecules resulted from insight into the spa-
tial structure of these, and until a few years ago most of these insights 
were based on models from X- ray crystallography, a method to obtain 
data on which atom sits where in a molecule by exposing it to radia-
tion and reconstructing its spatial structure from the spots this produces 
on a photographic plate. Everybody has seen such models of molecular 
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structure— the most famous is the double helix of the hereditary sub-
stance. Since the DNA days of Francis Crick, Rosalind Franklin, and 
James D. Watson more than sixty years ago, a plethora of similar struc-
tures of proteins have come about, such as from hemoglobin, the stuff 
that makes blood red and transports oxygen through the body. Crystal-
lographic models of DNA and protein structures have formed one main-
stay of how life’s makeup and processes were explained by postwar mo-
lecular biology, and, not least, images of these models have become icons 
of scientific and biomedical progress— countless logos and sculptures of 
the double helix bear testimony to this.8

The inventory of enzymes, structural proteins, and functional mo-
lecular complexes whose structures have been “resolved” (the scientists’ 
term for obtaining a spatial model of an unknown molecule) is ever in-
creasing, and novel methods to get such structures (such as by electron 
microscopy [EM], discussed in chapter 2), of building and displaying 
these models, e.g., on computer screens, and of working with the mod-
els have been conceived since the 1960s.9 Repositories filled with the 
data on a plethora of DNA and protein structures from different organ-
isms and imaged under different conditions, nowadays online databases, 
allowed Goodsell to depict manifold scenarios of how life works on the 
molecular scale in the first 1993 edition of his book.10

Let us look more closely at one example for Goodsell’s book to un-
derstand what message these images convey, and what their implications 
are: Plate 1 is a rendering of a portion of a bacterial cell as an assembly 
of molecules, from the yellow- reddish threads of DNA and the transcrip-
tion machinery (DNA polymerases) toward the cell’s center on the lower 
left, to the cytoplasm, in blue.

This latter is depicted on the molecular scale, not as a drop of watery 
solution as one may imagine, but as a space that is quite crowded with, 
for example, the protein- making machinery of the ribosome (i.e., the 
“tape recorder,” in purple). The cell and its outer membranes are shown 
at the upper right (here, rendered in light yellow and green) as a curved  
film forming a boundary between the cytoplasm and the exterior; fi nally, 
there is a hair- like sugary coating protecting the cell from the out-
side. Whereas the yellow parts of the membrane make up the lipid film 
that forms the actual boundary between the interior and exterior (not  
unlike the delicate film of a soap bubble), the greenish blobs within rep-
resent the kinds of “pump” and “channel” proteins— and this book will 
describe the history of research on this type of machinery. The plethora 
of analogies to devices from our macroscopic world notwithstanding, 
Goodsell argues that the molecular machinery performs “their jobs in 
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a strange, unfamiliar world”— for example, they are driven by random 
molecular vibrations or Brownian motion, that is, they bump around 
until they find the right place.11 Still, the strong resemblances between 
the mechanical, machine- like action of molecules and macroscopic de-
vices are evident.

This book’s leading question will be to find out precisely how, in the 
last quarter of the twentieth century, the life sciences came to consider 
cells and their substructures as such “molecular landscapes,” i.e., as or-
dered arrangements of molecular machinery. I will address this problem 
not primarily by following problems related to imaging and modeling 
techniques (although this is done in chapter 2 for a novel electron micro-
scopic approach). Imaging and modeling in X- ray crystallography has 
been fairly well studied by historians of postwar molecular biology, such 
as in Soraya de Chadarevian’s monograph about “structural biology” 
(thus the name of the field in between physics, chemistry, and biology 
carrying out X- ray crystallography and related methods) at Cambridge’s 
LMB.12 Instead, I will focus on how these mechanical molecules have 
materialized in the laboratory— by isolating proteins from organisms 
biochemically, by modifying them with the help of chemical methods or 
putting them together in a “plug- and- play” arrangement that displays 
their function in the test tube, or by attempts to actually turn them into 
devices. My assumption is, that such practices addressing proteins as 
the active “springs of life” (to adapt a term by Evelyn Fox Keller) have 
changed the latter’s materiality since 1970, leading to a situation as de-
scribed at the outset, where it appears self- evident and daily practice to 
block a molecular pump within a stomach.13

Goodsell has also hinted at the personal and social implications of 
the molecular- mechanical vision for how scientifically informed contem-
poraries conceive of and act upon life under the heading “You and Your 
Molecules”:

Your molecular machines are far too small to see. You might 
think that it would be impossible to affect them yourself, to 
speed them up or stop them, since they are so tiny and inac-
cessible. However, we modify the action of our own molecular 
machines every day. If you take a vitamin each morning, you  
are tuning up your molecular machines, making sure they are in 
top form. If your doctor gives you penicillin, you’re actively at-
tacking the molecular machines of the bacteria in an infection. 
[ . . . ] If you take an aspirin, you are blunting the function of 
molecular machines in your nerves and brain. With vitamins, 
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poisons, and drugs we deliberately modify the action of specific 
machines, and by careful use, we can improve their action and 
thus our own quality of life.14

This statement adumbrates a materialistic perspective on life, which 
takes health a matter considered not so much at the level of a society, the 
psyche, or even a whole organism, but of its components, and thereby of 
specific portions of active matter that can be modified, even “improved.” 
So, in a broader perspective, contemporary discourse on molecular ma-
chinery in science and medicine forms part of what Nikolas Rose has 
termed “molecular biopolitics,” that is, ways in which molecular ele-
ments of life become modified, mobilized, and transformed in novel 
ways in order to alter bodily states, with the ultimate aim to change 
or to optimize the self. With respect to the neurosciences, for example, 
Rose and Joelle Abi- Rached speak of the contemporary “neuromolecu-
lar gaze,” as a common language, ethos, and approach brought about 
by the practices and techniques of this field— the ex amples of Prozac but 
also of heartburn pills seem a prime example for what this means within 
and beyond the world of “neuro.”15 One of the many pertinent histori-
cal, sociological, and philosophical questions that will not be addressed 
in this book is why (post)industrial societies at the turn of the twenty- 
first century have tended to predominantly conceive of their health or 
other bodily processes and states in such molecular- mechanical terms, 
as opposed to explaining them by reference to higher levels of biologi-
cal organizations such as organs or organisms and their constitution, 
or even by social factors such as nutrition or stress. The issue of why 
“somatic” individuals, as Rose has called this way of conceiving of bod-
ies, and health in the age of biomedicine, have become part and par-
cel of our expert and everyday cultures would need to go into analyses 
of medicine, healthcare systems, the pharmaceutical industry, politics, 
selfhood, etc.16 Here, I will restrict myself to understanding how this 
novel molecular biopolitics has been put into place, or “realized” in a 
material sense, by transforming the materiality of life in the hands and 
minds of scientists in the laboratory. This may be important to stress, 
since this book is not primarily a study of contemporary biomedicine, 
but of fields of the life sciences and notably also the chemical sciences 
(membrane and protein research, organic and colloidal and biological 
chemistry) which have been influential in shaping the current molecular- 
mechanical vision in biomedicine and elsewhere, and which allow an 
exemplary historical investigation of how we got to the point where 
we are. As the history of materials, instruments, and scientific practice  
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described in this book will show, science, technology, and medicine of so-
cieties around the globe have become able to act with and on our bodies, 
as well as on living beings in and around us, in this particular molecular- 
mechanical fashion. Insofar, this study should be considered as a step-
ping stone on a terrain that has found hardly any historical attention, 
and that invites other studies bringing in, e.g., political and economic 
developments related to health, medicine, and technology in recent de-
cades. Let me explain another central aspect of molecular machinery. 
So far, the image we have encountered of the molecular microcosm has 
been essentially static. However, when thinking of any physiological 
process— be it the blocking action of a proton pump inhibitor, a protein 
motor, or the transfer of a signal through the cell membrane— we must 
imagine dynamic molecules. To this end, scientific illustrations include 
a series of snapshots, creating something like a cartoon strip, or videos 
displaying simulations of molecular dynamics over fractions of a second. 
Such visualizations are frequently found in scientific periodicals or on-
line tutorials nowadays. In 2000, Nature featured a “News and Views” 
piece under the title “Bacteriorhodopsin— the Movie,” illustrating the de-
tailed functioning of a model molecular machine, the membrane- bound 
proton pump bacteriorhodopsin (BR; fig. 1).17

Here, this pump’s transport of a proton across the membrane was 
displayed as a series of mechanical steps. The “tilting” or “bending”  
of the protein’s parts, modeled simply as seven rods stretching across 
the membrane, mechanically pushed its freight, the proton, across 
the boundary of the cell. The umbrella term in science for such shape 
changes or molecular movements of proteins is that of “conforma-
tional changes.” Sequences of coordinated conformational changes, e.g., 
movements of the protein’s rod- like subunits in the present case, explain 
its biological function. Conformational changes make the analogy be-
tween proteins and mechanical devices quite strong and seemingly self- 
evident— just like in a macroscopic mechanical (Cartesian) machine, in-
ternal movements of clearly discernible parts of a molecule bring about 
its function. In other words, the abovementioned molecule is considered 
a pump since there are mobile elements in its organization that push 
something over a distance, in this case moved by the energy of light. 
Note also what is discussed in more detail below, namely, that this mol-
ecule is thought to be endowed with a specific activity related to life, 
whereas at the same time it could also be regarded as a complex, struc-
tured, and reactive form of matter.

In addition to images, many professional articles from the contem-
porary life sciences propose quite extensive— for an outsider tedious and 
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incomprehensible— descriptions of what causes what within a molecule. 
These mechanical narratives, with actors being molecules or their parts, 
explain the function of a protein at the level of its substructures in a 
mechanistic framework, down to single atoms. Here is an example to 
skim over from a 1998 publication detailing the steps of BR’s “transport 
mechanism”:

After photoisomerization of the retinal from all- trans to 13- cis,  
15- anti, the Schiff base proton is transferred to Asp- 85 located 
on the extracellular side, and a proton is then released to the 
bulk from a site near the surface. [ . . . ] Reprotonation of the 
Schiff base is from Asp- 96 located on the cytoplasmic side, aided 
by tilts of the cytoplasmic ends of helices F and G that were 

F I g u r e  1  scientific representations of proteins as molecular machinery, c. 2000. left: cartoon of the mecha 
nism of the protein bacteriorhodopsin (Br). illumination of the protein, schematized as seven rods (known 
as alpha helices), leads to a series of “conformational changes” (twisting and bending of the rod substruc
tures) that catalyze the transport (“pumping”) of a proton across the membrane (the central dark region). 
at the end of the catalytic cycle, the protein returns to its initial state. right: computer generated model 
of Br’s structure, showing the same process at higher resolution. such molecular models, generated on 
the basis of data indicating the position of atoms in space, are the central result of X ray crystallographic 
analyses, as pioneered in the 1950s on dna (see chapter 1 and 2 for more historical detail). the protein’s 
rod like alpha helical elements are depicted schematically as spirals, or as flat arrows (beta sheets). func
tionally important amino acids of Br are highlighted as ball and stick models. arrows indicate the path of  
a proton from the intracellular to the extracellular space (top to bottom). the cell membrane is indicated 
by black lines. left: from Kühlbrandt, Werner. 2000. “Bacteriorhodopsin— the movie.” Nature 406, p. 569; 
right: courtesy of d. oesterhelt, martinsried. reproduced with permission.
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thought to result in increased hydration of this region. Repro-
tonation of the Schiff base through a proposed chain of water 
molecules is followed by reprotonation of Asp- 96 from the cy-
toplasmic surface and reisomerization of the retinal to all- trans. 
Finally, transfer of a proton from Asp- 85 to the vacant proton 
release site completes the cycle.18

Forget all the incomprehensible details of the process, graphically dis-
played in figure 1, whereby this protein, sitting in the cell’s membranous 
boundary, transports its freight by way of rearrangements of protein 
structure out of the cell, and returns, after a series of specific conforma-
tional changes (transfers, tilts, isomerizations, etc.) to its initial state, 
thus completing a functional cycle. The point to keep in mind is that 
in opposition to mathematical expressions of physics or theoretical bi-
ology, or to chemical formula in a reaction equation, the explanation 
given here takes the form of a highly complex narration. For each pro-
tein, the respective experts could tell the function in similar ways, iden-
tifying crucial steps of functional cycles, or important elements, such as 
a channel’s “gate” or “hinge,” and of course it is these explanations, in 
conjunction with images, that allow scientists to conceive of ways to in-
terfere with this process— metaphorically speaking by throwing a span-
ner in the molecular works. For their complexity of molecular cast and 
action, and the descriptions of the process in “scenes” of a “play,” recent 
systems biologists have called this explanatory style fittingly a “Shake-
spearean biology.”19 Whereas this label may have been intended to be 
slightly deprecating from their point of view, as systems biology aims at  
a “Newtonian” mode of explanation, in which processes of life are to be  
spelled out in mathematical language, Shakespearean molecular narra-
tives excite many biochemists, biophysicists, and drug designers, even 
if they may sound to outsiders like descriptions of Rube Goldberg ma-
chines. Plentiful, highly idiosyncratic, detailed and branching (this was 
the origin of the analogy to Shakespearean plays), similar narratives of 
molecular structure and action as well as interactions are spelled out, 
amended, revised, and retold in the contemporary life sciences day by 
day. However, within the sheer diversity of molecular narratives there 
are also recurring motives and plot structures of molecular action to be 
discerned. It would be promising to scrutinize the distinction between a 
Shakespearean and a Newtonian biology for an epistemology of expla-
nations in the life sciences (notably, one would have to take into account 
chemistry here, and its descriptions of reaction mechanisms by text and 
formulae). However, in this book, I am not so much interested in differ-
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ent biological explanations, but in exploring how science came to con-
ceive of such narrative descriptions of mechanisms in the past four de-
cades by materializing molecular machinery in the lab. Which fields of 
the life and the chemical sciences contributed to this research, which in-
struments and approaches have been used to materialize proteins as me-
chanical devices, which conceptual changes have occurred? How have 
molecular mechanisms and proteins as machinery become so naturalized 
and self- evident that all kinds of biological processes are spelled out in 
this framework today, and that we can buy a proton pump inhibitor pill 
at a pharmacist’s without wondering too much whether we really are 
composed of tiny machines?

Descartes among the X- ray machines? Mechanisms, molecular 
machines, and the epistemology of science

The molecular- mechanical vision as described so far has a striking look- 
alike in the history of natural philosophy. (In)famously, early modern 
natural philosophers have explained life by the motion of corpuscles cir-
culating through the body, being moved for example by sensual percep-
tion, or flowing through nerves and blood similar to gases or liquids in 
hydraulic machinery. In fact, such materialist theories of life were linked 
to the idea that organisms represented merely mechanical automata, 
as modeled by Jacques de Vaucanson’s famous eighteenth- century me-
chanical duck. Whether different versions of mechanist theories included 
a nonphysical spirit of human beings, René Descartes’ res cogitans, or 
whether they reduced also mental states to physical events, such as in  
Julien Offray de la Mettrie’s “Man a machine” (L’Homme Machine, 1748),  
the analogy to Goodsell’s picture of life is obvious— there seemed to be 
not much more to life than matter, corpuscles, and mechanics.20 So, does 
the dominance of the contemporary molecular mechanical vision mean 
that early modern mechanical theories have been vindicated? Put this 
way, the question is obviously misleading, but a comparison of aspects 
central to these accounts may help to sharpen our picture of what we are 
seeing today.

First of all, the early modern natural philosophers considered organ-
isms or their organs as machine- like, whereas in our cases, the question 
pertains to biomolecules. The discussion whether organisms are, or can 
be sensibly described as, machines has been ongoing since the nineteenth 
century also in biology, and often enough the early modern mechanist 
theories have served as a background, if not a caricature, against which 
organicist or vitalist theorists have sketched alternatives. Still before the 
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rise of modern biology, but inspiring its discourse, Immanuel Kant high-
lighted the fact that in contrast to mechanical machines, organisms dis-
played a different relationship of whole to parts and that they had the 
capacity to reproduce, i.e., to sustain themselves and to bring forth off-
spring developing a similar organization. French historical epistemolo-
gist Georges Canguilhem has developed Kant’s argument further in the 
twentieth century, asking for a switch of perspective in which the knowl-
edge of organisms, such as ourselves, should be considered as epistemo-
logically primary, and mechanical machines as derived or secondary. 
Even if the problem of molecules as machine- like entities may differ in 
important aspects from the long- standing issue of organisms and ma-
chines, this argument is worth keeping in mind.21

Second, a family resemblance between these two approaches is their 
focus on mechanisms to explain processes of life. In this context, it is 
remarkable that in parallel with the rise of the molecular mechanist vi-
sion since the 1990s, “mechanism” has also become a privileged concept 
in the philosophy of the (life) sciences through the works of William 
Bechtel, Lindley Darden, Carl Craver, Marcel Weber, and many oth-
ers.22 Darden and Craver, however, seek to sharply distinguish “mecha-
nisms” from “machines.” They point to the terminological distinction 
that machines are material entities whereas mechanisms are processes, 
and that the former can insofar harbor one or more mechanisms, but the 
two are not identical. One could add with Canguilhem that machines 
are man- made constructions, and that their functioning contrasts to 
processes encountered in nature. Canguilhem went on to state that no 
such thing as a “machine monster” existed, and somewhat similarly, 
Darden and Craver contrast the messiness of evolved mechanisms with 
engineered machines that have clearly distinguishable parts.23 However, 
these points of distinction seem less obvious to me when looking at re-
cent debates about molecular machinery in science. Molecular cell biolo-
gist Bruce Alberts, for example, introduced proteins in the third edition 
of his richly illustrated and well- known textbook Molecular Biology 
of the Cell (1994) not as “rigid lumps of material,” but as possessing  
“precisely engineered moving parts whose mechanical actions are cou-
pled to chemical events. It is this coupling of chemistry and movement 
that gives proteins the extraordinary capabilities that underlie all the dy-
namic processes in living cells.”24 In many of the historical sources ana-
lyzed in this book, the clear distinction between evolved mechanisms of 
nature (such as in proteins) and designed machines appears blurry: Not 
only do scientists often talk in a self- explanatory way of proteins as ma-
chines, but they model and analyze their materializations as specific ma-
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chinery (pumps, channels, etc.), they characterize distinguishable parts 
(switches, levers, hinges), they generate novel knowledge by describing 
mechanical interactions of these parts, and not least, they aim to repur-
pose and use this machinery to do work at the molecular scale in bio-
medicine and nanotechnologies.25

One reason for why this different relationship of mechanisms and 
machines in contemporary science has not found the attention it de-
serves may be that generally mechanism philosophers did not attribute 
great significance to the submolecular level of protein parts, atoms,  
and chemical bonds. This is somewhat of a paradox: Although the “ion 
pumps” and “channels” of nerves, or the membrane proteins of the re-
spiratory chain, a central part of energy metabolism, are important ex-
amples for Craver and Darden or Weber in their conceptual sketches of 
mechanisms, they take cells and proteins as the lowest level of mecha-
nistic analysis, and do not go much in detail about what scientists had to 
say about the latter’s substructure. However, it is precisely this level that 
is most important to the molecular- mechanical vision as outlined above, 
since the submolecular realm forms a common explanatory ground, ad-
dressed by biological methods from crystallography and electron mi-
croscopy (EM) to spectroscopies, from various fields such as physiology, 
cell biology, biochemistry and biophysics. I will argue that this is the 
level where science’s practices and concepts have blurred the boundaries 
between mechanisms and machines and that it is this level that needs to 
be studied historically if one wants a more articulate answer to the ques-
tions sketched above.

And yet, should one not take the mechanical, technology- inspired ter-
minology of molecular machinery as metaphorical on a superficial level, 
or merely as a smart way of advertising the future benefits of biomedicine 
or nanotechnologies, another recent endeavor where natural or synthetic 
molecular machinery is promoted, wrapping biochemistry in a discourse 
of novelty, design, and control?26 Thus, a skeptic may argue that molec-
ular machines actually are proteins, together with DNA the other main 
class of substances making up biological cells. More specifically, speak-
ing the language of biochemistry, the “machinery” would form part  
of those proteins that catalyze biochemical reactions, which have been 
called enzymes since at least the 1930s.27 However, such dismissal of the 
machine analogy on the molecular level as merely linguistic would be 
too easy. First, as studies of informational metaphors in molecular ge-
netics have argued, a clear separation between metaphors and “proper” 
scientific terms is neither possible nor advisable, since it would mean 
missing out on understanding the generative potential of conceptual  
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transfers, as has been shown for the case of between text, code, and life.28  
Also in the present case, the adoption of mechanical terminology has 
shaped a new discourse in which the assumption of a machine- like func-
tioning of proteins actually has found explanatory value. This is evi-
dent in, e.g., Alberts’ textbook or a classic volume on X- ray crystallogra-
phy, Branden and Tooze’s Introduction to Protein Structure, as well as a 
plethora of papers in protein science, as discussed below: Characterizing 
a “switch” within a protein, or remaking it, is informative for scientists 
as it helps them describe physiological processes such as nerve excita-
tion, hormone action, or photosynthesis on the molecular level, and it 
helps them to modify these.29

Biomedicine, pharmacology, and nanotechnologies setting out to cre-
ate molecular devices highlight another argument for why the molecular- 
mechanical vision has become much more than fancy or opportunistic 
linguistic packaging of more orthodox scientific terms. To revisit the ini-
tial example of heartburn in contemporary biomedicine, one may para-
phrase the dictum of philosopher of science Ian Hacking that if you can 
spray electrons, they are real, as follows: If you can block the proton 
pumps in your gastric mucosa and record the effect both on the level of 
the protein (decreased function) as much as on that of the organism (de-
crease of acidity in stomach, relief of pain), these pumps must have be-
come real in some way to the scientific community, and to those endors-
ing its knowledge production.30 My adoption of what became almost 
a slogan emblematizing entity realism, introduced in Hacking’s 1983 
book Representing and Intervening (foundational for a combined ap-
proach of history and philosophy of science, as well as of the practical  
turn), does not mean that I would like to make a normative, trans-
historical statement on the reality of molecular machinery. By contrast, 
it appears to me that the process of concretion and materialization of 
what grew out of a long- standing cultural stock of mechanical meta-
phors may help us to understand the historical development not only 
of science’s concepts, but also of its objects.31 For comparison, remem-
ber that an object as material and as self- evident to biologists as the cell 
started its development as a metaphor in the nineteenth century, when 
a concept known from architecture and electrochemical technology was 
transferred into biology.32 And there is evidence that molecular machin-
ery acquired a similar, uncontroversial matter- of- fact status as cells have 
around 2000: A report in Nature on visualized movements of the ATP- 
synthase rotor protein stated that “some enzyme complexes function lit-
erally as machines, and come equipped with springs, levers and even 
rotary joints,” whereas a historical monograph on protein science in-
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troduced the sodium/potassium pumps of the neuronal membrane (the 
proteins that create nerve electricity) as “robots par excellence.”33 Even 
a scholar of science as critical to blunt reality claims as Evelyn Fox Keller 
stated in a recent argument on the history of active matter that “molecu-
lar motors deployed in intra-  and extra- cellular motion are interesting in 
part because they are so dramatic: Watch these processes unfold and you 
know you are watching life.”34

Certainly, there have also been skeptical voices: Cell biologists have 
argued against the machine analogy, calling for some sort of “molecu-
lar ‘vitalism’” on the basis of differences between macroscopic and mi-
croscopic mechanics (molecules bumping around statistically, as heard 
above)— however, even these authors used the term “molecular motors” 
affirmatively throughout their article.35 In an intriguing book on con-
temporary protein crystallography, anthropologist Natasha Myers de-
velops another angle of critique: She focuses on practices involved in the 
creation of molecular models and explanations, and pays specific atten-
tion to how the bodily actions of the researchers can be positioned vis- 
à- vis the mechanistic understanding of life that they promote.36 She puts 
the all- embracing explanatory claims that the molecular- mechanical vi-
sion of life entails into perspective, particularly with regard to research-
ers’ lab discourse, which abounds with tropes regarding teleology and 
liveliness (such as when proteins are said to “breathe”). To address such 
critique comprehensively, however, one would have to ask who advo-
cated what type of machine concept in which context, when, and what 
came out of it— these are all questions that will be dealt with in detail 
throughout this book.

To sum up, I argue that important distinctions between early mod-
ern mechanistic theories exist not only on the level of theory and con-
cepts, but especially regarding materialization and practice, and possibly 
these characteristics have contributed to making molecular machinery 
self- evident among many scientists— and therefore worth questioning. 
Based on a historical understanding of Hacking’s theme, I will analyze 
the emergence not only of the molecular- mechanical way of thinking, 
but also of the corresponding ways of acting on life in the lab. I will ex-
pose why and how this vision of life has become as powerful as it is in the 
present- day life sciences by analyzing not so much the problem of meta-
phors or visualizations, but primarily the materialization of molecular 
machinery. That is, I will describe how a molecular pump has become 
real to scientists as a material substance that could be isolated from cells, 
that could be modeled, modified, and remade— in iconic experiments, its 
actions were observed with the bare eyes.
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If historians and philosophers should acknowledge the omnipresence 
and impact of the molecular- mechanical vision of proteins, this should 
also not be taken as an argument vindicating molecular mechanisms as a 
fundamental or privileged means of explanation for the processes of life.  
My take in this book will be descriptive, and thus steer between the nor-
mative philosophical positions of either naturalizing molecular mecha-
nisms or criticizing, even rejecting it wholesale, e.g., for being unable to  
adequately explain higher level biological phenomena.37 I will tread this 
somewhat agnostic middle path, because I am interested less in the philo-
sophical problem of explanatory adequacy and more in studying agency 
through historical sources. A “normative moratorium” is, I believe, ben-
eficial to understand why and how we have reached our current position 
in the life sciences, considering the present neither as a corrupted state 
nor as the end of history (contemporary scientific insights will be dis-
cussed in the Conclusion).

Life and matter— another history of the molecular life  
sciences after 1970

Turning from epistemology to historiography, this book problematizes 
two central issues of the recent life sciences. First, the history of mem-
branes and molecular machines can be read as a novel answer to the 
question of “what happened after molecular biology,” that is, after the 
postwar molecular “revolution” of biology connected to names such as 
Watson and Crick. Second, and in connection to that, this story high-
lights the relevance of chemical objects, practices, and concepts to the 
development of the life sciences, revisiting received narratives and get-
ting into view an often neglected, but pivotal dimension of these latter, 
that of matter and its activities.

The historiography of molecular biology after 1945 is still dominated 
by the narrative of the rise of molecular genetics— from the double helix 
to the introduction of cybernetic, informational discourse into genetics 
to the cracking of the code in the late 1960s, as described beautifully in 
Lily Kay’s Who Wrote the Book of Life? These developments led to the 
first experiments on recombinant DNA, or genetic engineering, around 
1970, that allowed a “rewriting” of the code, thereby sparking molec-
ular biotechnology and consequently our genomic present. A second, 
smaller historiographical strand has focused on biophysical research 
such as in structural biology, that is, EM or X- ray crystallography of 
proteins. Whereas the leading background metaphor employed to un-
derstand life on the molecular level has been that of reading and rewrit-
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ing the book of life in genetics, it has become that of machines and a 
mechanical functioning of organisms in structural biology. Thus, Soraya 
de Chadarevian has analyzed the emergence of molecular mechanisms 
between structural biologists and biochemists studying enzyme activities 
at Cambridge’s LMB in the 1960s.38

This study will take up these two historiographical strands, but em-
bed them into a picture of a molecularization of life in the twentieth 
century that transcends both: Membrane history, bringing in physiol-
ogy, cell biology, bioenergetics and biophysics, but most importantly 
organic, colloidal and biochemistry, will show how this moleculariza-
tion has been more than genetics plus structural biology before 1970, 
and how these different fields of research have been recombined in the 
life sciences as we know them today, which integrate concepts, tech-
niques, and resources from all of them (chapter 1 and 2). A genealogy of 
practices, proposed as a historiographical approach in chapter 3, seems 
especially pertinent to understand the development of a seemingly very 
recent field, synthetic biology. Moreover, this story will complexify the 
picture of what happened after 1970, by revealing, to simplify quite a 
bit, that biotech was not only what it often appears to be, namely bio-
medicine and business, that the recent molecular life sciences are not 
only development and epigenetics or genomics and computers, and that 
the natural history approach of collecting genomic or structural data co-
existed with a further flourishing of the experimental approach of earlier 
biochemistry and molecular biology. The story of membranes and mo-
lecular machines will make it clear that this approach, closely knit with 
the materialist and reductionist thrust of postwar molecular biology, has 
remained alive and well at least in some quarters of these sciences, al-
though in a transformed way.39

I will address these issues by flanking my case study of the emergence 
of a model molecular machine by broader analyses of the membrane 
field before 1970 (chapter 1), by its ramifications with a synthetic biol-
ogy avant la lettre (chapter 3), and by bio-  as well as nanotechnological 
projects after 1980 (chapter 4). My case study on the emergence of a 
novel research object connects to Angela N. H. Creager’s Life of a Vi-
rus (2002); she has followed tobacco mosaic virus as a model research 
object within different sites and cultures of biochemistry and molecu-
lar biology from the 1920s to the 1960s. Another important point of 
departure to conceive of the coming into being of a new research ob-
ject has been Hans- Jörg Rheinberger’s Toward a History of Epistemic 
Things: Synthesizing Proteins in the Test Tube (1997). This book’s ar-
gument about the emergence of novel “epistemic things” in the course 
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of laboratory bench work has been particularly germane to reconstruct 
at the microlevel what happened in membrane research around 1970. 
Somewhat similar to the “conjunctures” of material preparations with 
functional tests described by Rheinberger, the molecular machine in the 
center of this book also took shape by relating materials in test tubes to  
molecules with a defined structure, and ultimately to biological function 
(chapter 2). Creager’s and Rheinberger’s work on viruses and protein 
synthesis, respectively, are important for another reason: By taking into 
account chemical techniques (e.g., purification, preparation) and con-
cepts (e.g., analyses and synthesis), they reveal that often enough, bio-
chemistry and molecular biology have represented rather two sides of 
one coin than separate disciplines or fields. Take the case of how cells 
make proteins: One could frame this either in terms of molecular biology 
as a process of information flow from DNA to RNA to protein (Crick’s 
“central dogma”) or as a biochemical synthesis of a molecule within a 
cell. It is important to stress this ambiguity since it shows that the under-
represented chemical dimension of molecular biology is already there— 
inherent in the sources and to be picked up from existing historiography 
by reading them differently.40

However, in comparison with Rheinberger, there is also an impor-
tant difference in how this story conceives of scientific objects and their 
development. Here, it is less about materials that exist as mere “traces,” 
as minute portions of substances analyzed by instruments, but as almost 
brute matter on hands: Stuff as evident as “a slap in the face.”41 Thus, 
somewhat similar to the materials in the earlier days of chemistry the re-
actions of which sometimes hit back at those investigating them (in the 
worst case by blowing them up), the materials and processes analyzed 
in this book subvert the boundary that Lorraine Daston has drawn in 
between mostly elusive and hard- won scientific versus quotidian, self- 
evident objects. It is the peculiar materiality of objects of chemical re-
search, a discipline characterized by Ursula Klein and Carsten Reinhardt 
as a “materially intervening, productive enterprise changing nature, 
technology and society” that is at the heart of this story, and the rele-
vance of which for the recent life sciences I intend to flesh out: The mak-
ing and the impact of matter’s macroscopic aspect, of that which can be 
stared at or touched, thereby providing access to an apparently ineluc-
table level of reality, informs my take on the problems of materiality in 
scientific practice.42 As I will argue, such tangible properties of matter 
and thereby objects of research have played a far larger role than one 
may expect in the age of the highly instrumented life and chemical sci-
ences. To conceive of what appears as an ordinary but overlooked trait 
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of matter as literal stuff that “smite[s] the senses,” I will introduce the 
German term Stoff, designating both material substances and textiles or 
fabric, that is, something produced and structured that lends itself to us-
ages (chapter 2).43

More specifically, the matter that stands in the center of this book’s 
narrative can be characterized as a structured biological molecule en-
dowed with specific activities (i.e., a machine). Thus, it is a prime ex-
ample of what has been recently discussed by scholars of science and 
technology as “active matter.” As a concept originally from physics, ac-
tive matter obviously includes many entities and phenomena displaying 
coordinated behavior, enlivened or not, on the micro-  as well as the mac-
rolevel (flocks of birds have been mentioned as much as nanotechnologi-
cal materials changing their properties). Active matter has challenged the 
stereotype of matter as inert, inherent also in the early modern mechanist 
theories, and, one should add, as homogeneous.44 From what has been 
said about membranes, molecular machinery, and its materializations, 
it should be clear that the case discussed in this book provides one step 
toward a history of active matter research avant la lettre. Indeed, many 
episodes from the history of biochemistry (enzymes) or surface chemis-
try (membranes, films) of the interwar period (chapter 1), bioenergetics 
and biophysics (chapter 2), material cell models (chapter 3) and finally 
early nanotechnologies tackling material activities (chapter 4), form a 
strand of inquiry into peculiar, lifelike activities of matter, which Evelyn 
Fox Keller has followed back to nineteenth- century research on proto-
plasm. Whereas debates on this topic, as much as on the activ ities of 
organisms in general, sometimes suggest vitalistic, or even hylozoistic 
explanations, this story will exemplify what historian of science Berna-
dette Bensaude- Vincent has demanded: A closer look at chemistry and 
its concepts related to matter, such as molecular structure and reactiv-
ity, will clarify how matter has been conceived of as active, and thus 
situate this topic within the history of the sciences.45 In contemporary 
debates on active matter in between architecture, materials science, bio-
tech, and computing, the idea of “programming matter,” i.e., of creating 
self- organizing, sensing, or reacting materials, looms large.46 The story 
described in this book provides a concrete historical case in point of an 
early endeavor to put matter to work, the expectations and difficulties 
experienced by the actors, as well as the oscillation of this project be-
tween the mundane (chemical synthesis, chapter 3) and the quixotic (the  
biochip, chapter 4).

As this book highlights the relevance of chemistry— as the prime sci-
ence of matter and material activities— to the recent life sciences, it can 
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also be read as a response to Angela Creager’s recent “chemical reac-
tion” to the historiography of this field.47 Taking up her pun, my hope is 
that this history will be “reactionary” by reemphasizing the influence to 
the late twentieth- century life sciences of fields such as biochemistry, or-
ganic or colloidal chemistry, which have been studied by a previous gen-
eration of historians, including, e.g., Frederic Holmes or Robert Kohler, 
but the relevance of which has been overshadowed by focusing on mo-
lecular genetics and genomics in the past decades. This is not to revital-
ize the old debate whether molecular biology or biochemistry was more 
important— as Lily Kay has argued long time ago, the rise of the molecu-
lar vision of life since the 1930s was linked to no small degree also to the 
“protein paradigm” of the gene, and thus chemical thinking and work-
ing, before DNA moved center stage in the 1950s.48 Instead, I intend to 
reactivate the historiographical as well as the epistemological potential 
buried in this older historiography by following its themes into a later 
period and thus by using it to ask novel questions in a different frame-
work. In this sense, I hope to be not only reactionary, but reactive in the 
sense of bringing together existing studies on these topics in this book, 
which might hopefully create a critical mass, and this will be the last of 
my stolen chemical puns, to create a chain reaction for further studies on 
similar subjects. To oversimplify dramatically: This story can read as an 
argument to challenge the Linné- Darwin- Mendel stronghold in the his-
tory of the life sciences, and to resurrect Lavoisier, who has started to 
frame essential functions of life, such as respiration, in terms of material 
processes and chemical reactions. More seriously, it should be read as an 
argument to forget about founding fathers altogether, and to confront 
the diversity and heterogeneity of recent science, asking new questions 
pertinent to our day.

Constitutive and exemplary: Bacteriorhodopsin, membranes,  
and the rise of molecular machinery

The history of life’s molecular machinery could be written by looking at 
various domains of cell biology, biochemistry, biophysics, or molecular 
biology. Readers familiar with postwar molecular genetics may imme-
diately think of the ribosome, a complex of RNA and proteins catalyz-
ing cellular protein synthesis, which has been analogized to an assembly 
line, a tape recorder, and other informational devices.49 Another exam-
ple mirroring the influence of cybernetic discourse on molecular biology  
would be DNA polymerases, the enzymes catalyzing the fast and ac-
curate copying of the double helix’s nucleotide strands. The American 
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biochemist Arthur Kornberg, whose name is synonymous with decade- 
long work on polymerases, lovingly called them “astonishing machines 
of replication.”50

In this book, I will explore the history of molecular machinery by 
studying the history of research on cell membranes. There are reasons 
for writing an entangled history of membranes and molecular machin-
ery: First, some prime examples of these machines, the ion pumps or 
channels, the hormone or light receptors, or the photosynthetic reac-
tion centers mentioned above have been found in membranes. Their ac-
tivity, the enigmatic physico- chemical processes of specific membranes, 
have puzzled scientists (as documented in the expression of the “riddle 
of surface action,” see chapter 1) and attracted scores of plant or neuro-
physiologists, biochemists, and many more since the late nineteenth cen-
tury to the study of what they called, e.g., “excitable tissue.” While such 
membrane research had a first heyday in the interwar period, it remained 
scattered and largely stagnant after 1945— a molecularization compa-
rable to that of genetics set in only after 1970, and it quickly led to the 
characterization of said pumps, channels, and transducers, and the spell-
ing out of their molecular mechanisms. Thus, writing what I consider an 
exemplary aspect of the history of biological membrane research, which 
is a much broader field encompassing cell biology, immunology, physi-
cal chemistry, etc., allows me to analyze the rise of an important part of 
the molecular life sciences as we know them today, and a constitutive 
case for the rise of molecular machinery.

Even if membranes remain as yet largely a desideratum of scholar-
ship, a number of studies exist— among them Max Stadler’s dissertation 
on cells and membranes in between colloids, physical chemistry, and 
neurobiology during the interwar period, Daniel Liu’s work on micro-
scopic techniques leading to the lipid bilayer model of the membrane, 
Kärin Nickelsen’s monograph on photosynthesis (another membrane- 
bound process central to biology) and several, mostly philosophically in-
clined studies on bioenergetics, i.e., the postwar research field setting out 
to find molecular explanations for how cells generated energy at their 
membranes.51 My hope is that this book serves as a platform bringing 
these and other studies together with a large number of primary sources 
in order to shape a first, preliminary picture of another thorough mo-
lecularization of life after and beyond molecular biology (conceived 
of, following Robert Olby, as genetics plus structural biology).52 Argu-
ably, other times and other cases may modify this picture considerably, 
but it appears to me that this book comprises many leads that could be  
followed in one or the other direction.
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A bibliometric analysis of key terms in scientific publications pro-
vides tentative quantitative evidence backing up my assumption of a 
joint rise of membranes and molecular machinery after 1970, as well 
as of the constitutive and exemplary character of my case study on the 
purple- red membrane pump BR. Researchers in the molecular life sci-
ences and adjacent fields increasingly used the terms “pump” or “chan-
nel” in conjunction with “membrane” in their publications throughout 
the period analyzed by this book (c. 1965– 1990), with an even steeper 
increase in the 1990s, when the molecular life sciences in their present 
state began to unfold.53 Concurrently, the frequency of the terms “mo-
lecular mechanism,” in combination with “protein” or “membrane,” 
began to rise from the mid- 1970s through the 1980s, and continued to 
increase at a pronounced rate after 1990.54 These developments corre-
late to the drastic overall increase in publication number on BR after 
1975 (peaking around 2000); moreover, also within this corpus of pa-
pers, the frequency of the term “mechanism” increases after its first us-
age in 1973.55

The generic term “molecular machine” used in combination with 
various proteins first appears in scientific journals the 1990s, when more 
proteins became characterized on the molecular level, and as increas-
ing numbers of protein structures accumulated (see chapter 4 for the 
appearance of this term in popularizing journals). Two landmarks of 
this development may have been the Nobel prize for the first membrane 
protein structure, a photosynthetic reaction center, in 1988, and for the 
molecular rotor of the ATP- synthase in 1998— the latter called by the 
awardee, the American bioenergeticist Paul Boyer, a “splendid molecu-
lar machine.”56 The frequency of the term “molecular machine” further 
increased in the new millennium, presumably in conjunction with nano-
technology (chapter 4).57

A note on people and places, times and sources

This history centered on materials and objects can also be read some-
what against the grain, as a rapprochement to the people, the places and 
the institutions, or the times or places of a recent and only partly stud-
ied phase in the history of the life sciences. There are certainly limits to 
such an understanding, as the archival records I have studied, as well as 
the interviews I have conducted with a number of important actors, are 
confined to the geography of research of a case study. Centers of the BR 
project existed, among many other places, at the University of California 
at San Francisco (since 1969), the LMB at Cambridge, UK (since 1973), 
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and the University of Munich or the MPI of Biochemistry in Martinsried, 
Germany (since 1970). However, the large number of published primary 
sources analyzed in this story has enabled me to considerably broaden 
and back up a case story that is already intrinsically transnational, and 
which includes a number of countries novel to the map of the molecular 
life sciences, such as the Federal Republic of Germany (West Germany 
hereafter) or the Soviet Union.

Chapters 1– 3 are largely based on a wide range of sources of aca-
demic science from notebooks to patents, or from scientific articles and 
monographs to correspondence between researchers, grant applications, 
pedagogical material, or graphic representations and images. Chapter 4 
extends the focus by bringing in popularizing magazines, books, newspa-
pers as well as “science journals beyond the scientific jour nal” present-
ing the topic of molecular technologies to specific target audiences or a 
general public. These sources bear testimony to an important shift of the 
discourse on life and technologies in the 1980s that was possibly related 
to scientists’ self- understanding and expectations. A number of research 
interviews with relevant actors have been carried out to complement 
textual sources. These retrospective narrative constructions of both the 
material and the social dimensions of the actors’ research have supplied 
information that is rarely put on record in the sciences apart from recol-
lections, e.g. regarding mutual perceptions, personal attitudes on certain 
issues, or memories of important moments. These interviews, in combi-
nation with a number of other written or oral exchange with actors, have 
served as a heuristic guiding the investigation of written sources (e.g., 
laboratory notebooks, popularizing magazine articles) rather than as oral 
histories in themselves.58

In the Conclusion, I will provide some leads as to how this book 
could also be read as providing insight into the specificity of the two cen-
tral sites, San Francisco and Munich— hubs of high- tech in their respec-
tive countries— as well as to the encountered persona of the life scientist 
in the 1970s and 1980s, in between research and biotechnology.

Outline of the book

Chapter 1 will provide basics on biological membranes and the history 
of research on their structure and dynamics from the interwar period 
until 1970. I will familiarize the reader with basic concepts and experi-
mental approaches, sketch the field’s connections to (neuro)physiology, 
bioenergetics, enzymology, cell and structural biology, and outline why 
membranes should be of interest to historians and philosophers of the 
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life sciences. The bottom line of this chapter is that membranes have re-
mained since their first heyday in the interwar period at one remove from 
providing molecular mechanisms, couched in between hope of finding a 
new general molecular principle of life comparable to DNA, that might 
explain, e.g., signal transmission or energy generation of cells, and the 
experimental difficulties of getting ahold of membranes and their myste-
rious dynamics. The history of Hodgkin and Huxley’s action potential 
in nerve illustrates this as much as that of models of membrane structure.

In chapter 2, I will zoom in on the emergence of what was to become 
a model for a molecular “pump,” the photoactive protein BR, and the 
emergence of this brand- new topic at what I call the “membrane mo-
ment” of the early 1970s, when lots of the problems described above 
were resolved at once. BR epitomizes the sudden coalescence of research 
from various directions around a materialization of a membrane and its 
active components— this was active matter as tangible as it gets. Using 
text and images from laboratory notebooks and publications, supple-
mented by interviews, I analyze the trajectory of the formation of a re-
search object that started with the observation of a strikingly colored, 
active material substance in the test tube, that lent itself to all sorts of 
experimental approaches, thereby drawing in diverse researchers to a 
new topic and spreading globally. This chapter detailing how a mol-
ecule became conceived of as a pump can be read in many ways, for in-
stance as a history of active matter in the molecular life sciences or as 
an important episode toward optogenetics, a current method using this 
molecular machinery to influence the neuronal activity and behavior of 
experimental animals in stunning ways (see also chapter 4). Moreover, 
chapter 2 foreshadows a development that became influential in the 
present, by telling the story of how a novel method to image molecules, 
crystallographic EM, unfolded through work on BR. In 2017, Richard 
Henderson from Cambridge’s LMB shared a Nobel prize for contribu-
tions to this method. Through a close- up on Henderson’s work, as well 
as on that of bacteriorhodopsin’s other central protagonist, Dieter Oes-
terhelt from the MPI of Biochemistry at Martinsried, this chapter pro-
vides insight into the work style and the topics of a new generation of 
researchers in the 1970s, which formed a novel network at lesser and 
well- known sites of the molecular life sciences.

The tandem of analysis and synthesis, as a central trope of how 
chemists have inquired into matter and molecules by taking them apart 
and putting them back together since the nineteenth century, has in-
spired the overall structure of this book: Whereas its first two chapters 
focus on how membranes have been materially taken apart and a mo-
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lecular pump has been isolated, the following two chapters take into 
view ensuing attempts to remake membranes and to assemble molecular 
machines— following a material version of Richard Feynman’s dictum 
that one does not understand what one cannot create, and thereby illus-
trating the path of this research into bio-  and nanotechnologies. Chap-
ter 3 details the practices of (re)making biological molecules, as well as 
material models of cells (membrane- ensheathed droplets called “lipo-
somes”), and putting such components of life back together in what I 
call a “plug- and- play” mode of research. From the second half of the 
1970s onwards, methods of recombinant DNA, but also earlier strate-
gies of organic chemical synthesis, have changed the materiality of life’s 
inventory. My analysis focuses on the work of Har Gobind Khorana, a 
chemically minded molecular biologist inspired by syntheses, who set 
out to gradually remake life’s components— not least the first functional 
synthetic gene, before he transferred this approach to membranes and 
proteins. His research will also illustrate how mechanisms have been 
spelled out by taking apart, modifying, and remaking molecular ma-
chinery. On a more general level, my focus on practices of making things 
biological will allow me to conceive of a genealogy of synthetic biology. 
The history of this recent endeavor looks quite different if we take into 
view seemingly mundane, chemical approaches such as the making of li-
posomes, material models of cells pioneered by Cambridge biophysicist 
Alec D. Bangham and Cornell bioenergeticist Efraim Racker, or if we 
reflect on the impact of machines to produce proteins and DNA (such as 
the solid- phase peptide synthesis automat devised by Rockefeller chem-
ist R. Bruce Merrifield).

In the climate of burgeoning 1980s biotechnologies and microelec-
tronics, the idea of molecules as machines moved beyond the confines 
of traditional labs and academia when a motley group of physicists, 
chemists, genetic engineers, and tech enthusiasts attempted to devise and 
build “biodevices” or “biochips.” Chapter 4 tells the curious story of 
such attempts to turn a molecule into a technology that was to lead to 
improved, because smaller, more efficient and lifelike computing. This 
adds an unexpected dimension to the history of biotechnologies: Beyond 
venture capital and biomedicine, I will show that 1980s biotech also set 
out as a quite radical attempt to redesign existing technology through in-
spiration from life— this included a countercultural figure such as Lynn 
Margulis, as much as later nanotech poster- child Eric Drexler, and many 
other actors defying received categories of science’s and biotech’s histo-
riography. Projects aiming to tackle life’s molecular machinery existed, 
e.g., in US labs and start- ups as well as within the more conventional 
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German chemical industry. This chapter also forms a bridge in between 
the historiography of the life sciences and that of materials science and 
nanotechnology: My case story of a BR- based biochip will put more 
flesh on the bones of nanotech history, often centered on programmatic 
or singular individuals, by following the attempts to materialize such a 
technology. This chapter is also a history of changing scientific media 
and perceptions of science, as it follows molecular machinery from the 
scientific press into novel tech- zines such as Omni, and, as one could say, 
from laboratories in California to Californian labs on both sides of the 
Atlantic. Finally, this chapter will juxtapose 1980s biochips with opto-
genetics, a recent endeavor to make molecular machinery work within 
organisms to modify their behavior, to address neurological diseases, or 
to create semi- organic prostheses.

In the concluding section, I reflect on how this book’s history can 
inform our understanding of materials, Stoff, and active matter in be-
tween the chemical and the life sciences and what we can conclude on 
the thorny philosophical question about the “reality” of molecular ma-
chinery (following a historicist understanding of Hacking’s theme). I will 
also position membranes within a broader history of the recent life sci-
ences, formulating a number of questions for further research that this 
book has opened out—not least on the geography of the molecular life 
sciences, and the question of how to characterize the persona of those in-
dividuals we will observe taking life apart and repositioning it to mecha-
nisms, molecules, and active matter.
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1 What Membranes Can Tell a Historian and  
Philosopher of the Life Sciences

Just as chemistry could not have developed without test tubes to hold reacting 

substances, so organisms could not have evolved without relatively impermeable 

membranes to surround the cell constituents. [ . . . ] It can truly be said of living 

cells, that by their membranes ye shall know them.
E. Newton Harvey, foreword to Davson and Danielli,  

The Permeability of Natural Membranes, 1952.

Trivial but true— life takes place in containers. As much 
as multicellular organisms are surrounded by a skin, an 
integument, an epidermis, or other surface layers, every 
cell is surrounded by at least one layer of membrane, and 
often several of them. Thus, in most definitions of life, 
the container, or the boundary, seems the least contro-
versial point, as compared to, for instance, metabolism 
or a system of heredity.59 The obviousness of a boundary 
required to separate cells from their environment, thereby 
creating a milieu, a space for metabolic reactions, and a 
compartment that harbors hereditary molecules, may 
have contributed to the neglect of what specifically bio-
logical membrane research has told us about life and what 
it has allowed us to do with it. However, without such 
membranes, cells would not be discernible, and we would 
be left with some ill- defined protoplasm, primordial 
soup, or surface in which metabolism and heredity take 
place. Stanislaw Lem’s science fiction novel Solaris (1961)  
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impressively shows how difficult a scenario of life without boundaries 
may be to imagine. Here, an ocean covering an entire planet seems to 
be “alive,” in the sense that it somehow interacts with the humans that 
approach it in their spaceships; however, within the enlivened ocean, no 
boundaries of an organism- like structure are discernible, leaving the psy-
chologists and cyberneticians in utter incomprehension regarding their 
counterpart.

In addition to their obviousness, another reason why membranes 
have been neglected by the history and philosophy of the life sciences, 
in spite of their indubitable relevance to science, may be the fact that re-
search into them has been much less disciplined than, say, the study of 
heredity in genetics. Plant physiologists of the nineteenth century stum-
bled upon surfaces and interfaces of tissue when studying water trans-
port, that is, the curious phenomena of osmosis (the tendency of water to 
flow across semipermeable boundaries from solutions of lower to higher 
concentrations of ions). Everybody has experienced osmotic effects, for 
instance, in the miraculous recovery of withered plants upon watering, 
or the swelling of a gummi bear in a glass of water. Osmosis illustrates 
another almost trivial necessity of living in a container: As much as a 
boundary is required for life, this boundary must be traversed in order 
for metabolism to occur. Water needs to flow into plant tissues, while 
cells need to take up nutrients and excrete waste products, etc.60

Another important research field where membranes moved into the 
focus of early twentieth- century biology was the physiology of “excitable 
tissue,” such as nerve or muscle. Just as in electrochemical devices (e.g., 
batteries, composed of two compartments filled with different ionic solu-
tions, separated by a semipermeable membrane), nerve membranes were 
the site at which the electricity of the tissue was generated, which was 
a centerpiece of sensory physiology since the nineteenth century. More-
over, biological membranes seemed to be examples of an “active sur-
face,” similar to the artificial membranes used in, for example, filtration. 
Just as the thin layers of synthetics such as collodion, they were endowed 
with properties perceived as extraordinary: Surfaces behaved very differ-
ently than expected from the physics and chemistry of bulk matter, such 
as common gases, liquids, and solids. Thus biological research success-
fully cross- fertilized with other fields interested in what British colloid 
chemist Sir Frederic Donnan evoked as a “fourth state of matter” in the 
interwar period, among them even electrical engineering.61

One major step of twentieth- century membrane biology was to 
distinguish the biological membrane proper from other surface layers 
of cells and tissues, such as the cell walls of plants, fungi, or bacteria. 
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F I g u r E  2  elusive boundaries— models 
of biological membranes, c. 1970. this 
figure, taken from the first edition of 
albert l. lehninger’s biochemistry text-
book, displays competing models of 
membrane structure, illustrating the 
lack of consensus about membranes as 
a fundamental principle of life organized 
on the molecular level. lipid molecules 
are displayed by their molecular heads 
and tails, proteins as saw- tooth, spiral, 
curvy, or circular lines (illustrating pos-
sible different conformations). some of 
these competing models, possibly ap-
plying to different membranes (e.g., 
intracellular), had been around since 
the interwar period, such as Davson- 
Danielli type models (top; also called 
unit- membrane in the postwar period). 
For more on these iconic models, see liu 
(2018). From lehninger, albert l. 1970. 
Biochemistry: The Molecular Basis of Cell 
Structure and Function. new York: Worth 
publishers, p. 212.
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Whereas the latter are more or less inert sheaths rendering the cell with 
mechanical stability (e.g., against “explosion” due to the osmotic influx 
of water and swelling), the membrane was conceived of in the 1930s as a 
delicate double lipid, or fat layer, only several nanometers thick (fig. 2).

This lipid film, too thin to be visible under optical microscopes, but 
intriguing for its effects, actually led to a veritable membrane- craze in 
the 1930s and 1940s (not only amongst neurophysiologists), before mo-
lecular biology as we now know it had formed.62 Yet, the exact molec-
ular architecture and the function of the thin double layers composed 
of lipids and proteins remained controversial even in the postwar age 
of the electron microscope, as the following section shows. How mem-
branes achieved their remarkable effects— the generation of action 
potentials in nerve, the selective uptake of ions or nutrients in blood 
cells or bacteria, respiration, or photosynthesis (all of these center-
pieces of twentieth- century life sciences) only became noncontroversial 
and properly addressed after 1970, in cases such as that described in  
this book.

Exploring these membrane histories does not just add a novel dimen-
sion to our picture of the life sciences. The way in which researchers have 
conceptualized and dealt with life in membrane research provides novel 
insight for a philosophy interested in the concrete, as it suggests view-
points and questions that differ from those posed by genetics and evolu-
tionary biology. Take heredity, for example: Cells “inherit” half of their 
membrane (as their metabolically produced and self- maintained bound-
ary) when dividing. Obviously, this transfer of a material structure is 
a form of heredity radically different from that of DNA. Or, consider 
membranes’ dynamic mode of existence; that is, their self- organization 
and the fact that they remain discernible entities in spite of continuous 
material exchanges with the environment, with which they form a dy-
namic equilibrium. Membrane research is of interest to study the inter-
play of the life sciences with physics and chemistry (thermodynamics, 
reaction catalysis, etc.), especially in regard to models for the emergence 
of larger structures, the formation of order, or the origin of cells. It is the 
material modeling of membranous objects and their dynamics— from 
mixing lipids and water for spontaneous membrane formation, to ex-
tractions, centrifugations, syntheses of “protocells” to the study of com-
munication between cells and interactions with their environment— that 
has allowed membrane research to re- formulate and re- cast many of the 
central issues of the life sciences. Stories from membrane research chal-
lenge distinctions such as those between the living and the unenlivened, 
or the “natural” and the “synthetic.”
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Bringing membranes into history and philosophy will not only high-
light a realm in the life sciences that is quite different from the ones that 
have found more scholarly attention; insight into membrane sciences 
will also expose the extent to which the late twentieth- century life sci-
ences have been an endeavor of chemical thinking and working; that is, 
of isolation, preparation, making, unmaking, and reassembling matter.

The cell’s elusive boundaries and the molecular age

Excitement and disillusion were close counterparts when it came to 
membranes in the 1960s. Let us first examine excitement. Under the 
heading “Molecular biology— the next phase,” Max Delbrück hit on 
the subject of membranes in 1968. Evoking physicist Richard Feynman’s 
“There is plenty of room at the bottom” address, later taken as foun-
dational charter of nanotechnology, Delbrück outlined membranes as 
a form of natural technology, as the cell’s “chemical factories” in enzy-
mology, or as its “surface structures” transmitting signals in the nerve 
fiber, which influence cellular behavior:

On the molecular level these [i.e., the membranes’] transducer 
mechanisms are not understood and will constitute the princi-
pal challenge for the next phase of molecular biology. The depth 
of our ignorance in this area may be compared with the depth 
of our ignorance with respect to the molecular basis of genetics  
30 or 40 years ago.63

Despite Delbrück’s next frontier rhetoric, and his group’s work on sen-
sory physiology of simple organisms (somewhat unsuccessfully), he was 
not among the important membrane researchers of the time. Yet, if we 
take Delbrück’s role as an interdisciplinary leader and community orga-
nizer with a nose for the vanguard of science seriously, his 1968 essay 
indicates that membranes were emerging as a novel subject of the mo-
lecular life sciences and drew attention in the later 1960s. Potentially 
similar in architecture and function, membranes from different cells or 
organisms were another candidate for a general principle of biological 
function at the level of physics and chemistry. At least for Delbrück, 
genetics cast its long shadow over this surmised next big thing of mo-
lecular biology— he framed the topic in a cybernetic discourse on in-
formation and technology that seems familiar from both the story of 
DNA, the genetic code, and later neurophysiology.64 Thus, we will 
again encounter Delbrück, as well as Feynman’s promise of molecular  
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technology, when it comes to 1960s “transducer physiology,” and bio-
logical macromolecules as “switches” or other “devices” in the 1980s 
(see chapters 2 and 4).

So much for membrane enthusiasm— but what was the nitty- gritty 
of research at the time? In 1968, a lengthy review on “Current Models 
for the Structure of Biological Membranes” (note the generalizing ex-
pression, as opposed to particular membrane specimen) by Rockefeller 
University electron microscopist Walther Stoeckenius discussed almost 
300 references, only to conclude that the most acceptable model, or at 
least the one with the fewest counterarguments, was the “Davson and 
Danielli bilayer model,” which proposed two lipid films with proteins 
attached, and which dated back to 1930s research. Two years later, the 
first edition of a biochemistry textbook authored by American Albert L. 
Lehninger (known among biochemists as “the Lehninger” to this date) 
openly reflected this lack of consensus on membrane structure by depict-
ing different models of how these were made up from their components, 
lipids and proteins (see fig. 2).65 The situation was no better regarding 
the investigation of membrane activities in neurophysiology or bioener-
getics. Arthur B. Pardee, another molecular geneticist on the lookout for 
new subjects, stated in 1968 that the details of membrane activities such 
as transport of substances into cells were “completely mysterious” and 
that the existing “black- box approach” of physiology did not permit one 
to decide the central issue of mechanisms.66

Another controversial and perhaps the best- known arena of inquiry 
into membranes at the time was bioenergetics, or the study of cellular 
energy generation, which had developed out of intermediary metabo-
lism studies and photosynthesis in the postwar period. Membranes of 
mitochondria and the so- called thylakoid membranes of chloroplasts 
were known as the sites of production of the central energy metabo-
lite adenosine- triphosphate (ATP), yet if and how the lipid- protein- 
film was involved in ATP synthesis remained a matter of controversy.67 
Whereas many biochemists thought the membrane was of less impor-
tance, and looked for enzymes and intermediate reaction products, the 
so- called chemiosmotic model developed by British biochemist Peter 
Mitchell had put the membrane center stage. Similar to the semiperme-
able membranes used in batteries, which serve to create ionic gradients 
between two compartments and thereby electricity, Mitchell thought 
of the membrane and the ionic gradient as a general biological strata-
gem to catalyze and utilize surface processes, thereby revealing himself 
as a late acolyte of interwar chemistry in the age of molecular biology. 
So, conflicting evidence and clashing styles of biochemical working and 
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thinking had turned bioenergetics in the second half of the 1960s into 
an acrimonious controversy. Efraim Racker, an Austrian- American bio-
chemist from Cornell who was deeply entangled in the debates, put it 
thus: “Anyone who is not thoroughly confused just does not understand  
the situation.”68

From these contrasting assessments, membrane research emerges as 
an endeavor loaded with expectations for new general insights into life, 
but plagued by conceptual confusion and experimental stagnation since 
its first heyday in the interwar period. Membranes did not live up to their 
promises. To exaggerate, one could say that different membranes were 
researched by different communities in the 1960s: The relationship of 
the biochemists’ membrane (a lipid fraction prepared from cells) to the 
physiologists’ membrane (the electrical effects of which in living cells 
were recorded on paper slips and screens) to the electron microscopists’ 
membrane (visualized as thin dark lines in stained specimens of cells and 
tissues) to that of physical chemists’ (e.g., assembled synthetic thin films) 
remained unclear, with one participant of a 1967 conference speaking of 
different “tribes” inhabiting “membraneland.”69

In the remainder of this chapter, I will present this scattered landscape 
of 1960s membrane research, with its cornerstones such as the bilayer 
model reaching back into the 1930s. I will first venture into the prob-
lem of membrane structure, then on membranes as known by remaking 
them, and third, on their— to echo Pardee— mysterious dynamics. The 
bottom line of this story is that membranes have remained at one remove 
from providing uncontroversial models of structure and dynamics up to 
the late 1960s, different aspects of membrane research remained uncon-
nected, and most importantly— the object itself materially elusive. Thus, 
this chapter, composed of somewhat disconnected threads, can also be 
read as a story of slow- moving, meandering research, which yet prepared 
the ground for the coming “membrane moment” of the 1970s.

Neglected dimensions: Membrane structure

Even if much remained controversial about membrane structure and as-
sembly in the 1960s, it was accepted that these delicate films represented 
dynamic aggregates of relatively small lipid or fatty acids molecules. 
These latter comprised hydrophobic, i.e., water- adverse, tails and hydro-
philic heads, thus often being depicted in a tadpole- like schematic (see 
fig. 2). In the cytoplasm, or watery solutions more generally, these mol-
ecules spontaneously assemble into spherical aggregates of microscopic 
size, not unlike soap bubbles. Whereas the lipids’ water- loving head 
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groups would face the outside solution, the water- adverse tails would 
spontaneously orient away from water for thermodynamic reasons. The 
analogy between such processes of membrane self- organization and the 
formation of cells, and thereby a major step in the origin of life, is easily 
made, and had in fact been drawn already in the early twentieth century 
by the Soviet chemist Alexander I. Oparin.70

Lipid films as flat sheaths or the spherical liposomes and micellae ev-
erybody knows from turbid soap solutions, formed part of what German 
colloid chemist Wolfgang Ostwald (the son of physical chemist Wilhelm 
Ostwald) has famously called the “world of neglected dimensions” in 
the early twentieth century, i.e., a realm of aggregate structures the size 
of which ranged in between those of the organic molecules studied by 
biochemists and larger cellular structures visible in the microscope. This 
cosmos of colloidal substances and effects encompassed enzyme action 
and cell structure as much as it promised to explain the properties of 
paint or ketchup, all of which seemed to elude what was known from the 
ordinary chemistry of solutes. When crystallography and the ultracen-
trifuge revealed that protein enzymes were not organized as aggregates 
in the 1930s, but as macromolecules, colloidal chemistry as a biological 
research program largely collapsed, yet, membranes remained a strong-
hold of colloidal thinking and working. They formed if not a world, then 
at least an island, of neglected dimensions next to or within postwar mo-
lecular biology.71

Yet, how had researchers already concluded in the 1930s that the 
membrane was organized as a bilayer, if these structures were too small 
to be visualized directly and, as aggregates of small lipid molecules, too 
dynamic to be analyzed by crystallography? Interwar colloidal and bio-
chemistry had veered into the world of neglected dimensions largely by 
way of indirect experimentation. The idea that cellular membranes were 
made of double layers of lipid film, for example, resulted from extracting 
lipids from a known number of red blood cells (easily accessible mate-
rial) and comparing the surface area covered by these lipids as an uni-
molecular film with the calculated total surface of cells.72 A factor of 
two emerged, which could be interpreted as evidence for a membrane 
bilayer. That is, by way of chemical extraction, the invisible membranes 
had become a tangible material substance, which was used to re- form a 
secondary, macroscopic film in an instrument. The properties of this lat-
ter allowed inferences about the molecular membrane organization in 
vivo, which were only directly observed years after the war. At the same 
time, the concept of molecular orientation or “anisotropy,” i.e., the fact 
that lipid aggregates were not amorphous masses of round molecules 
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but ordered structures of particles with heads and tails, resulted from 
physico- chemical investigations of, e.g., oil films on water surfaces.73

The bilayer got its epithets “Davson- Danielli,” from a linchpin work 
of prewar membrane and surface chemistry that remained influential un-
til around 1970, The Permeability of Natural Membranes, first published 
in 1943 by the British physiologist Hugh Davson and biochemist James F.  
Danielli.74 Here, the protein fraction that was also found in membrane 
analyses was modeled as two extra sheaths adjacent to the double lipid 
film (see fig. 2). Davson and Danielli’s bilayer should be understood in 
the context of different perspectives on subcellular structure at the time. 
In between the microscopic cell biological tradition and the molecular vi-
sion of structure endorsed by early X- ray crystallography, for example, 
the bilayer was a way of bridging morphology and biochemistry by look-
ing at intermediate level structures. A similar avenue was tried out at the 
time by Joseph Needham’s work, straddling chemistry, crystallography, 
and developmental biology, or in the work of German cell biologist Wil-
helm Schmidt, who studied among other things the well- ordered molec-
ular surfaces of frog retinae, using polarization microscopy as an indi-
rect means to model the as yet inaccessible microworld of biomolecular 
structure and organization.75 However, not only biological surfaces and 
interfaces, but also synthetics such as coatings and lacquers, were taken 
as exemplary of this world of neglected dimensions. It was not least their 
study, far and not so far from biology, that promised physiologists to get 
a grip on the vexing “permeability problem,” i.e., the question of how liv-
ing membranes managed to catalyze specific activities such as the uptake 
of a substance or the generation of electricity.

Let us now fast forward into the postwar molecular life sciences. Tak-
ing into account that knowledge about biological membranes resided 
almost entirely in indirect analyses, that is, nobody had ever managed 
to obtain an image of an intact membrane or studied it in isolation, the 
electron microscope must have appeared a boon to the field, particularly 
since the instrument rapidly transformed the image of cells.76 Once meth-
ods of ultrathin section (microtomes) and fixation for biological materi-
als had been established, glossy plates of micrographs from stained tis-
sues or cells filled the pages of novel periodicals such as the Journal of 
Cell Biology. For membranes, as much as for other subcellular architec-
ture, it may have felt as if the electron microscope stretched the realm of 
morphology and anatomy down to the molecular dimension.

Indeed, electron micrographs from the 1950s revealed two thin dark 
lines at cell boundaries separated by a lighter layer, sometimes termed 
the “railroad track model.” These images were interpreted as suggesting  
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a sandwich- like layer of proteins outside and lipids inside. This “unit 
membrane” was regarded as a confirmation of Davson and Danielli.77 
However, the issue was far from resolved. Electron microscopy required 
highly elaborate and harsh sample preparations. Staining procedures 
employing heavy metal compounds such as osmium or uranium were 
suspected to interfere with the structure of the delicate membrane layers, 
and subsequent drying of the sample led to shrinkage and consequently 
deformations. Thus, the procedures required for the imaging process, in 
which the actual biological material served more as a scaffold for a cover 
of heavy metals deflecting electrons than as the proper basis of the im-
age, were prone to producing artifacts.

Moreover, different cultures of interpreting the electron micro-
graphs’ contours and shades existed.78 Whereas researchers from Keith 
Porter and George Palade’s department at Rockefeller University under-
stood micrographs in connection with biochemical data from, for ex-
ample, cell fractionation, others privileged EM as a direct visualization 
of ultrastructure, and rather tried to enhance resolution than to recon-
cile their data with other methods. The Swede Fritiof Sjöstrand main-
tained, in opposition to the Rockefeller group, that the membranes of 
mitochondria or retinal cells were not organized as continuous films of 
the unit membrane, but were formed by discrete, globular “subunits” 
shown in the bottom diagram of figure 2.79

Contradictory evidence and confusion regarding membrane struc-
ture surfaced in a 1965 Ciba Foundation symposium on Principles of 
Biomolecular Organization, which brought together structural biolo-
gists John D. Bernal, Francis Crick, and John Kendrew with electron 
microscopists such as Keith Porter and Walther Stoeckenius. Among vi-
ruses and proteins, membranes loomed large on the agenda. The exten-
sive discussions on how to interpret electron micrographs, how to rec-
oncile different specimens (EM had revealed a plethora of intracellular 
membranes), or how to take into account preparation methods nicely 
illustrate how the techniques of imaging complicated matters of struc-
ture rather than deciding them. Bernal, for one, derided sample prepa-
ration as “sophisticated cookery,” depending not on principles, but on 
results.80

This is not to say that electron micrographs did not supply important 
information; however, the crux lay in their making, their interpretation, 
and the choice of the membrane specimen from amongst nerve, mito-
chondria, bacteria, etc.

Even worse for those interested in the physiological dynamics of 
membranes, EM could not resolve the “permeability problem,” or how 
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to explain membrane activities such as osmosis, substance transport, or 
the electrical excitation of nerves, since the instrument produced only 
static snapshots of a fixed specimen. George Palade jokingly asked his 
colleague Porter, on a trip to Berlin, to bring back an Übermikroskop 
showing sodium ions crossing a nerve membrane during an action po-
tential. This remark illustrates not only what many considered a central 
problem of physiology emerging from Hodgkin and Huxley’s model, but 
also that the ultimate goal was to make such “molecular events” visible, 
if only with an impossible instrument.81

In other words, a noncontroversial model of membrane structure in 
a living cell or tissue, or molecular mechanisms therein, as they were 
emerging in the 1960s for processes such as DNA transcription or trans-
lation, remained inconceivable on the basis of EM. The island of ne-
glected dimensions was tucked in between the promise of life’s next fron-
tier on one side, and confusion or frustration on the other.

“The riddle of surface action”— membrane dynamics

as J. loeb complained many years ago, obscure or inexplicable phenomena in biology are fashionably 

brought into the currency of “knowledge” by way of the philosopher’s stone “a change in perme-

ability.” When to this the more modern elixir of “surface action” is added, night unto night sheweth 

knowledge. . . . but the sooner superficialities are replaced by a detailed understanding of underlying 

mechanisms, the better for science. We hope that this book will assist in defining what can, and 

what cannot, be done by the cell membrane, by “surface action” and by “changes in permeability.”
H. Davson and J. F. Danielli, The Permeability of Natural Membranes, 195282

In 1966, Nature featured a short note that reveals much about the persis-
tent problems of membrane research. In fact, “Simple Allosteric Model 
for Membrane Pumps” was more a sketch of an idea than a paper de-
scribing experimental data. The contribution was authored by the Amer-
ican biochemist Oleg Jardetzky, later a pioneer in biological nuclear 
magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR).83 It revolved around an illus-
tration displaying how membranes, or more specifically the proteins sit-
ting therein, would accomplish the transfer of substances across the im-
permeable lipid film (fig. 3).

In Jardetzky’s model, the protein would form something like a pore 
in the membrane. The transport of substances across the membrane 
would be accomplished both by the docking and release of substrate 
from a binding site, as known from enzymes, and by the mechanical tilt-
ing of the protein subunits. These latter were depicted as rigid molecular 
structures spanning the membrane. Jardetzky’s reference was the elec-
trically active sodium/potassium ion “pump” of nerve, and his scheme 
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F I g u r E  3  the “riddle of surface action” in the age of molecular biology. Diagrammatic model of how the 
nerve membrane could generate electric potentials, and more generally how substrates could be transported 
across the permeability barrier provided by a membrane. the three lines represent a cell membrane, the two 
spirals a membrane pore or transporter (possibly related to proteins), which binds the substrate (a sodium 
ion) on the intracellular side, then changes its conformation and releases the substrate on the other side. 
as many other metabolic processes, the reaction was thought to be driven by the addition of an energy- 
rich phosphate group (a process called “phosphorylation”: see in glossary under atp). the diagram implies 
a “pushing” or “pumping” of sodium out of the cell against a concentration gradient. this model drew both 
on the allosteric theory of enzyme regulation and studies of “pumps” in postwar nerve and muscle physiol-
ogy. however, it was based on indirect data and conjecture, remaining speculative at the time, as indicated 
by the bare pencil- sketch style that leaves out many biochemical details. since the 1990s, when related 
“alternating access” models of membrane protein function became widespread, this paper has been cited 
numerous times and is considered a conceptual origin. From Jardetzky, oleg. 1966. “simple allosteric model 
for membrane pumps.” Nature 211, no. 5052: 969. reproduced with permission.
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proposed to understand its dynamics by a “molecular mechanism” anal-
ogous to macroscopic technologies: “It [i.e., the pump, M.G.] operates 
on the same principle as the locks in overland waterways, by altering the 
potential energy of the transported species.”84

This model may serve as an entry point to understand the state of 
membrane transport research in the 1960s. The schematic character of 
Jardetzky’s mechanism, which he stressed as one of its virtues, looks 
hopelessly simplified when compared to the sophisticated graphics of 
molecular mechanisms as presented in the Introduction. What was new 
about this model at the time, and what did it promise to explain?85 The 
thrust of this paper was that its graphic and argument not only rendered 
Arthur Pardee’s mysterious membrane activity visible, but also promised 
to understand it within the framework of 1960s molecular biology. Jar-
detzky mentioned for instance the allosteric theory of enzyme regulation 
as proposed by French molecular biologists François Jacob and Jacques 
Monod. Allostery formulated a model for how physiological activities 
could be regulated on the molecular level by the binding of effector mol-
ecules to enzymes. Not only did this approach straddle biochemistry and 
the cybernetic theory of signal transmission, but it depicted enzymes 
as objects that could undergo changes of shape, or transmit molecular 
movements in order to regulate a process.

If one reads Jardetzky’s paper as the sketch of a molecular idea on 
how to address the lingering membrane problem, the nucleus of his idea 
was that physiological processes such as nerve excitation were to be ex-
plained by structure and dynamics of as yet hypothetical protein com-
pounds (or complexes) within the membrane. To make membranes mo-
lecular, these dynamic, mechanically moving entities would have to be 
subjected to scrutiny by the cutting- edge concepts and techniques of mo-
lecular biology and biochemistry.

Membranes as black boxes

Jardetzky’s proposal was certainly avant- garde pondering. Concerning 
experimental approaches to membrane dynamics, it would be an exag-
geration to say that not much had happened since the interwar mem-
brane craze, but it is fair to say that the problem lagged behind when it 
came to molecular explanations.

Davson and Danielli’s 1943 book on The Permeability of Natural 
Membranes (second edition, 1952) had collated approaches and data 
on what researchers since the late nineteenth century, from botany to 
medicine, had referred to as the “permeability problem”— the vital 
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question of how certain substances were able to cross the impermeable 
lipid films in living cells, whereas others remained outside. The problem 
was compounded when researchers realized that different cells effected 
specific “changes in permeability”: Theories of “filters” or “sieves” in 
the membrane proliferated, and even a breakdown and reassembly of 
the membrane was discussed. Taking into account the electrical phe-
nomena of the nerve membrane made things even more complex. Cu-
riously, membranes of dead cells lost these inscrutable activities, and 
substances such as narcotics had an effect on them, making the problem 
appear as a hallmark to distinguish the living from the unenlivened.86

Davson and Danielli had differentiated cases of mere passive diffusion 
through membranes (acting like a customary filter) from those “where 
the laws of thermodynamics are apparently broken and molecules accu-
mulate on one side of a membrane, in excess of the amount on the other 
side.”87 Such observations of concentration gradients actively maintained 
by living cells had been made on nerve, muscle, and other “excitable tis-
sue,” as well as on erythrocytes.88 As Davson and Danielli considered a 
breach of the second law of thermodynamics improbable (which implies 
that concentration gradients tend to equilibrate over time), they inferred 
that the cells must supply energy: membrane activities, as part of metabo-
lism, were a characteristic of life, without which it would end rapidly.

Insight into the coupling of membrane processes to cellular energy 
generation created a conjuncture of surface chemistry and membrane 
physiology with the burgeoning field of intermediary metabolism bio-
chemistry. When radioisotopes of sodium or potassium (the ions central 
to the generation of action potentials in nerve) became available from 
cyclotrons in the 1930s, researchers followed their pathway through 
cells and studied their distribution across membranes, similar to how 
carbon isotopes were used in photosynthesis research.89 Many other 
cross- connections between intermediary metabolism and the perme-
ability problem existed, for example, Fritz Lipmann’s characterization 
of adenosine- triphosphate (ATP) as the cell’s central energy metabolite, 
driving all sorts of cellular processes, including membrane activities; 
however, transfers into membrane research (often carried out by physi-
ologists working on cells or tissues) remained technically difficult. In 
essence, the central method of biochemists, to extract cell components 
and to analyze their properties, destroyed what was at the heart of mem-
brane processes, namely the cell’s architecture, and thereby the distinc-
tion between inside and outside.90

The most important membrane- related problem around midcen-
tury was the generation and conductance of electricity by nerve.91 Since  
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Helmholtz, this problem had kept scores of physiologists busy, but how 
nerve cells generated electricity across their membranes, leading to a po-
tential difference that propagated along the fiber to carry an impulse, 
was a matter of controversy. In the 1930s, the squid giant axon became 
a model system of physiologists. As electrons could be directly inserted 
into this fortunately large structure in an approach called “voltage clamp-
ing,” it became possible to display its electrical impulses on an oscillo-
scope screen as curves. The iconic spike, as seen also on paper slips, is 
found in biology or medicine textbooks ever since. After the war, the use 
of radioactive potassium and sodium tracers allowed physiologists to con-
ceive of these impulses as an overlay of different, specific ion fluxes across 
the nerve cell membrane: The electrical impulse was generated by the de-
crease (depolarization) of the preexisting, negative resting potential— this 
could be recorded as an influx of positively charged sodium ions from the 
outside through the membrane into the nerve’s cytoplasm. The rise of the 
membrane potential was then terminated by efflux of positively charged 
potassium ions— from the inside of the nerve cell into the medium, leading 
to a re- polarization of the membrane potential back to its original state. 
This, in a nutshell, was the model of the action potential published in the 
early 1950s by Alan L. Hodgkin and Andrew F. Huxley.92

Hodgkin and Huxley gained fame not only for detailing the sequence 
and the ion specificity of how the nerve membrane accomplished a pro-
cess that was certainly as significant to biology as the copying of DNA, 
but also for modeling the membrane and its activity as a set of electri-
cal elements— as resistors and condensers, or currents and charges that 
could be described mathematically. But even if this physical explana-
tion of how electrical “signals” were generated and transmitted along 
the nerve was a spectacular feat of physiology, the explanatory scope 
of Hodgkin and Huxley remained on the level of the behavior of ions in 
bulk: It was about concentrations in- and outside, whereas what hap-
pened within the membrane, e.g., how the ions traveled in this specific 
sequence, and how a double layer of lipids and proteins orchestrated 
such a complex process, remained out of reach. Hodgkin and Huxley’s 
action potential did not move down to the scale of “molecular events.” 
This lack of a molecular dimension may have inspired Palade’s fantasy 
of an Übermikroskop visualizing sodium ions crossing the membrane.

In other words, Hodgkin and Huxley conceptualized membrane pro-
cesses in a living cell by macrophysical theories of reaction kinetics, elec-
trochemistry, and thermodynamics, such as permeability coefficients, dif-
fusion processes, or membrane potential equations. In analogy to physical 
theories, this approach can be called phenomenological as it reflected a 
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statistical expression of how the measured electrical potentials and cur-
rents could be explained by the behavior of bulk ion fluxes. The membrane 
itself, represented by Hodgkin and Huxley as a resistor and condenser in a 
circuit diagram, remained a black box: a microphysical explanation of the 
molecular processes occurring within the membrane was wanting. Even if 
Hodgkin and Huxley concluded that “channels” of the membrane must 
be responsible for the in-  and effluxes of specific ions in the nerve, saying 
what these were or how they functioned remained beyond the possibilities 
of their electrophysiological approach. Hodgkin and Huxley’s “channels” 
of the 1950s resided on indirect inferences; however, the word was out.

In that sense, membrane physiology of the 1950s and 1960s had a 
scope very different to that of molecular biology. The model of semi- 
conservative DNA replication, for example, or that of protein synthe-
sis by a ribosome moving along the RNA, focused exactly on the mi-
crophysical dimension of specific molecular processes in biology and 
rendered these visual. That is, the permeability problem went another 
way in the postwar decades than those of molecular biology93: A general 
“molecularization,” which would have bound the different physiologi-
cal, biochemical, and biophysical arenas addressing membrane activity 
into a common experimental, explanatory, and social framework was 
not seen, and theoretical proposals on paper such as Jardetzky’s were 
only to mark this absence.

Pumps and transducers— metaphors in search of a substrate

If a historical line can be drawn from discussions such as Jardetzky’s to 
the molecular “pumps” and “channels” inside the black box of the mem-
brane, it may be worthwhile to briefly examine the origins of such me-
chanical concepts to describe life’s dynamics. As these date back further 
than postwar mechanical models of genes and proteins, and bring to the 
fore physiology, this generally repositions their conceptual history.

The Cold Spring Harbor Symposium of 1940 was held under the 
heading “Permeability and the Nature of Cell Membranes,” illustrating 
how important and somehow self- explanatory this problem must have 
been.94 Physiologist H. Burr Steinbach discussed experiments on the ionic 
concentrations in cells and tissues, using isotopes, but also more conven-
tional approaches. Steinbach was critical about the interwar models of 
the membrane as a sieve, or of selective permeability, as cells seemed to 
actively readjust ionic concentrations after perturbations— remember the 
connection between membranes and intermediary metabolism biochemis-
try. Pondering the fact that cells maintained a lower sodium concentration  
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than their environments (just as in the abovementioned nerve case), he 
brought up “some mechanism of pumping” as an explanatory alternative 
to the sieve. Cautioning against the confusion of passive “permeability” 
and active “accumulation” of ions, his initiative suggested to “also take 
into account forces which actually do the moving.”95

Note that Steinbach cautiously used the verb “pump” to address the 
active process, but remained agnostic about a possible entity behind it. An-
other physiologist at the time went further, speaking of “some sort of a 
pump,” when discussing the “mechanism” of sodium excretion from cells.96 
Yet, also here, the question of what this pump was— the entire membrane 
of the tissue, parts of it, a component sitting in it, etc.— was not addressed, 
and even if usage of the term occurred in conjunction with the term “mecha-
nism,” the ways in which such assumed device worked remained elusive.97

In other words, whether the physiologists’ “pumps” of c. 1940 were 
to remain terminological placeholders or metaphors (potentially pro-
ductive, potentially dead) to describe a physiological process directed in 
space, i.e., the active transport of ions against a concentration gradient, 
was as open as it was for Hodgkin and Huxley’s channels (as it turns 
out, the model for action potentials accepted today includes both— the 
channel for rapid passive flow of ions over the membrane, the pump for 
active exchange). The question whether there was a material correlate 
to these could not even be sensibly addressed in those studies, as they 
included neither biochemical work (such as preparations of membranes 
for chemical analyses), nor visualizations (such as by EM), but resided 
on the phenomenological level of bulk ion distributions across mem-
branes. Physiology treated the membrane as a black box, and it was to 
keep doing so for decades, even if the 1950s saw some spatial models of 
how the transfer of substances across membranes could be accomplished 
by molecular entities.98 However, most of these also remained agnostic 
regarding the molecular representation of this function.

A first step toward a materialization of the assumed membrane pump 
was the biochemical preparation of a membrane protein from crab leg 
nerves by the Danish physiologist Jens Christian Skou around 1960.99 
This mix of lipids and proteins was far from being a pure chemical sub-
stance such as an enzyme or DNA, but it was a material correlate of the 
membrane in the test tube, which allowed one to study its biochemical 
activities in isolation. Its activity was scrutinized by the methods of bio-
chemistry, such as assays probing its activity by adding substrates. Skou 
observed a stimulation of ATP splitting by the membrane, when the po-
tential substrates of transport, sodium and potassium, were added to the 
test tube. In other words, a positive correlation between ion concentration 
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and energetic activity of the membrane preparation existed. In Hans- Jörg 
Rheinberger’s terminology, these experiments substantiated the conjunc-
ture between the physiologists’ membrane in living cells and the biochem-
ists’ membrane as a material substance in vitro. One could also say that 
Skou’s study moved the abovementioned different communities inhabit-
ing membraneland— physiologists and biochemists, especially enzymol-
ogists studying intermediary metabolism, closer together. The fact that 
what I would call a first materialization of a membrane pump has been la-
beled as its proper “discovery,” and that Skou shared a Nobel prize for it, 
underlines the relevance of these experiments in a development leading up 
to the molecular machinery that is the subject of this book.100

By the mid- 1960s, the conjuncture of physiological and biochemical 
experimentation had corroborated that the characteristic sodium/potas-
sium exchange in nerve membranes, which established the negative elec-
tric resting potential, was accomplished by an enzyme- like compound 
within the membrane. This latter could be characterized: It was known 
to be spatially oriented in the cell, its activity was stimulated by ATP 
(furnishing energy), as well as by its transport substrates potassium and 
sodium, and it was inhibited by poisons.

That is, membrane pumps had become more concrete since the 
1940s, and this was part of the experimental basis on which Jardetzky 
sketched his model. However, even if the pumping activity (i.e., energy- 
dependent movement of sodium and potassium ions) could now be at-
tributed to a biochemical membrane preparation, the alleged pumps had 
not been characterized as one or several molecular compound(s) of these 
preparations, which consisted of various proteins and lipids. Sometimes, 
the entire membranes, e.g., nerve, were designated as “pumps” and an 
accepted model of a process or mechanism on the molecular scale was 
still not available, even if the problem was on the mind of researchers.101

Thus, by the mid- 1960s, membrane pumps had moved quite a bit 
from being hypothetical entities or metaphors without a material sub-
strate; however, what this substrate was, and/or what mechanism ac-
complished the process, remained elusive and controversial. Just as 
membranes in general, pumps remained also far from becoming con-
crete molecular objects.

Receptors and transducers, or materializations of cellular 
communication in the cybernetic age

Meanwhile, other generic concepts to make sense of membrane dy-
namics took shape in 1960s sensory physiology, hormone, and vision  
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research, that is, the sciences studying how the surfaces of cells and tis-
sues interacted with their environments. Sensory perception was what 
had made Max Delbrück so enthusiastic about membranes, as he saw 
the possibility to push this field to the “limits of molecular biology.” 
For what he and his coauthors broadly announced as the “next phase of 
our quest for a mechanistic understanding of life,” Delbrück had again 
turned to a simple model organism, the fungus Phycomyces.102 Rather 
than adopting electrophysiology to study nerve cells, which involved a 
plethora of processes in or around their membranes, he advocated to 
follow the successful example of how genetics had been molecularized 
by using simple phage instead of complex flies. Thus, he chose to study 
what he deemed a clearly delineated process in an easily studied organ-
ism: Phycomyces’ growth away from light. Delbrück’s aim in the Phyco-
myces project was a “transducer physiology” that was to single out the 
conversion of one environmental stimulus (light) to the first cellular “in-
put” (in this case, cellular growth).103

Yet, the largely unsuccessful scrutiny of Phycomyces (which has in fact 
been called the “phage of perception,” mistaking intention for effect) re-
mained on the level of cybernetically framed behavioral studies, and thus 
a far cry from singling out the molecules of behavior.104 Even after more 
than a decade of Phycomyces research, a molecular correlate of the “sig-
nal transducers” that Delbrück was so excited about in 1969 remained 
wanting. That is, precisely what he had demanded for molecular biology’s 
next phase eluded him at the time— preparations of active sensory mem-
branes or a molecular correlate of Phycomyces photoreactions.105

These specific shortcomings of his Phycomyces project reflected gen-
eral problems of molecularizing membrane research at the time. The pro-
gram of the 1965 Cold Spring Harbor Symposium on Quantitative Biology 
on “Sensory receptors” gives a similar impression.106 The program strad-
dled subjects as heterogeneous as hearing (the ear’s mechanoreceptor hairs 
and the “cochlear transducer”), vision (eyes and retinae of diverse animals), 
taste and odor receptors, as well as bacterial chemotaxis. From many of the 
contributions, the aspiration to common models of “bioelectric transduc-
ers” can be gleaned. The broader direction of the meeting seems to have 
been to integrate electrophysiology, pharmacology, psychophysics, and in-
formation theory into a general cybernetic understanding of signal trans-
mission and transduction depicted in an abstract way as circuits or switch-
boards. However, the lack of a coherent perspective on the subject is visible 
even on the terminological level: “Receptors,” mostly used for hormone or 
chemical detection processes, were not clearly distinguished from, e.g., elec-
trochemical “transducers.” Moreover “receptor processes” were described  
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at very different levels— mostly on the physiological, ranging from en-
tire organs down to their membranes, as studied by electrophysiology. A 
proper molecular approach was outlined for vision only. Here, the cellu-
lar receptors of the retina (rods and cone cells being responsible for black/
white and color vision, respectively, converting optical stimuli into cellu-
lar signals) as well as the molecular receptor rhodopsin were known. This 
photoactive pigment, sitting in the “disc membranes” of the retina’s rod 
cells, had been studied since the late nineteenth century, not least since bio-
chemists had succeeded in preparing the reddish- purple substance in large 
amounts from excised tissue (this fraction, called also “visual purple,” took 
a somewhat similar position to Skou’s “pump fraction” from crab nerves).

Whereas visual physiology and psychophysics had detailed the reac-
tions of cells or organisms to optical stimuli, biochemistry had, since the 
1930s, characterized the molecular makeup and photoreactions of rho-
dopsin in the test tube. At Cold Spring Harbor, rhodopsin emerged as the 
most diversely studied example of a molecular receptor: Ruth Hubbard, 
Harvard professor, former collaborator and wife of physiologist George 
Wald, discussed how “bleaching” of visual purple in the test tube (i.e., 
a color change of the material from purple to yellow upon illumination, 
studied by optical spectroscopy) could be correlated to the process of 
perception. The first “message” of the visual receptors to the nerve was 
characterized by electrical measurements, and Hubbard pondered how 
“conformational changes” of rhodopsin were correlated to the transduc-
tion of a light stimulus into an electrical signal of the nerve.107 Referring 
to conformational changes, that is, movements and changes of shape of 
the rhodopsin protein, she adopted a key term of the unfolding mechani-
cal discourse to understand protein function (see next section).

In that sense, vision was certainly something like a “pioneer sense” 
for a combined physiological, biochemical, and biophysical study of the 
receptor/transducer problem, and thereby membrane dynamics or “sur-
face action.” Yet, the precise relations of the phenomena as studied by 
different techniques, let alone a molecular mechanism putting together 
the activation by light, and the changes of protein structure and cellular 
signal generation were not available.

This lack of a molecular approach to the receptor problem was even 
more pronounced for other cases, when one participant at Cold Spring 
Harbor picked up the old formula of a “change in permeability” to ex-
plain the membrane’s electrogenic activity.108 Time and again, the phe-
nomenon was explained by rephrasing it, digging out the tautological 
“philosopher’s stone” that Davson and Danielli had hoped to bury de-
cades ago. The molecular substrates and consequently the dynamics of 
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most receptors and transducers remained elusive, and even for an ad-
vanced case such as vision, research lagged far behind expectations and 
programmatics.

Proteins and the promise of molecular mechanisms

If Jardetzky’s short paper leaned toward a molecularization of the per-
meability problem in the late 1960s, what he looked up to were clearly 
molecular and structural biology’s successes, that is, the visual models of 
DNA and proteins, the recent molecular models of enzymatic regulation 
that went under the term of allostery, and the promise of a molecular 
biomedicine coming with it. Thus, molecular biology was the reference 
that many membranologists strived for, as it seemed to offer an ultimate 
level of physical explanation of life. Here, we shall briefly look at what 
protein structural biology had to say about molecular mechanisms in 
the 1960s. In fact, the elucidation and modeling of protein structures 
by X- ray crystallography flourished at the time, expanding its scope be-
yond the few molecules that had been tackled before. Moreover, as the 
method was becoming more articulate and less laborious, it was prac-
ticed beyond the field’s early centers such as Cambridge or Caltech.109

The first edition of The Structure and Action of Proteins (1969), an 
introductory textbook coauthored by the architect and illustrator Irving 
Geis and Caltech’s structural biologist Richard E. Dickerson, documents 
the breadth and vigor of structural biology’s vision of how to explain 
life on the molecular scale. This book, which was to become a classic, 
promoted a simplified, visually appealing style of explaining molecular 
diversity and function. Photographs of complex, asymmetrical ball- and- 
stick models of molecules, for example, were replaced by redrawn sche-
matics of molecular structure, or “outlines” of molecules. Moreover, 
cartoon- like sequences of such models were taken to display physiologi-
cal processes (plate 2).110

Dickerson and Geis’s images of life at the molecular scale resided on 
recent insight from protein sequencing (as pioneered by Frederick Sanger 
on insulin) and enzymology, but most of all on the modeling culture and 
language of structural biology.111 However, the authors’ narratives and 
imagery took the analogies between organisms, macromolecules, and ma-
chines to a further level, anticipating the molecular- mechanical vision of 
the coming decades. In their words, the living organism was a “complex 
factory,” with small molecules such as vitamins serving as “the nuts, 
bolts and cogs that keep the wheels [ . . . ] turning.”112 Proteins were 
“the most remarkable chemical substances within the living organisms,”  
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playing “two distinct and separate roles: as structural materials and as 
machines that operate on the molecular level.”113 The main thrust of 
Dickerson and Geis was to explain how the structure and dynamics of 
these protein machines (NB: the generalizing expression) carried out var-
ious physiological processes.

Prime examples were the oxygen- binding proteins of blood and mus-
cle, hemoglobin, and myoglobin. Hemoglobin had been a subject for pro-
tein studies in medical research, physiology, and biochemistry since the 
nineteenth century. It was rapidly obtained as a material substance in 
a pure state from blood and could be used to monitor physiologically 
significant changes (such as a color change upon binding of oxygen) in 
test tubes.114 Due to this easily accessible materialization and its medical 
relevance, hemoglobin had advanced to a trailblazer for molecular and 
structural biology in the postwar years: Mutated hemoglobin genes were 
correlated to a functionally impaired protein that caused sickle cell ane-
mia, the first “molecular disease.” No less important were the structural 
models of hemoglobin established by X- ray crystallography (the protein 
crystallized spontaneously, a fortunate exception for structural biolo-
gists) from Max Perutz’s group at the LMB, Cambridge, which spelled 
out important physiological phenomena as conformational changes of 
the protein.115 To estimate the role of these models, one should keep 
in mind that by 1969, X- ray structures of only four (small and water- 
soluble) proteins were known.116 For Dickerson and Geis, hemoglobin  
became the molecular “carrier” and myoglobin the “container” of oxygen  
in the body.

The science of proteins, embracing structural biology as well as se-
quencing and enzymology, promised to render all sorts of biological func-
tions molecular— from hereditary, to metabolic, immunological, and  
ultimately cognitive: Basically, all of life’s diverse processes appeared 
rooted in interactions or conformational changes of proteins. These pro-
cesses were often described in the framework of classical mechanics, with 
proteins docking, binding substrates, moving in space, flipping around, 
rotating, being attached to one another, split, cleaved, etc. Depicted as 
cartoons, a space of “molecular action” within organisms emerged, in 
which proteins somewhat self- evidently began to figure as molecular ma-
chinery, and their substructures or atoms as moving parts.117

To understand the position of the novel molecular mechanical vision, 
one should mention that this was not the only fundamental and general-
izing conception to understand life at an ultimate level. There were, for 
example, attempts at a “quantum biology,” in which the electronic pro-
cesses governing chemical bonds would be at the basis of physiological 
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phenomena. Such a “submolecular biology” was advocated by muscle 
researcher and bioenergeticist Albert Szent- Györgyi or Alberte and Ber-
nard Pullman in France.118 Moreover, as discussed in the next section, 
bioenergeticist Peter Mitchell championed yet another understanding in 
which electrochemical processes as known from batteries or fuel cells 
would take the place of molecular mechanics.

In contrast to the membrane problem, some cases that took pro-
tein mechanisms beyond the more speculative level already existed at 
the time of Dickerson and Geis; for example, when structural biology 
merged with enzymology to connect spatial modeling of proteins with a 
chemical understanding of enzymatic reactions. At Cambridge’s LMB, 
the groups of David Blow and Brian Hartley pioneered this merger by 
focusing on the digestive enzyme chymotrypsin, a protein cleaving pro-
teins into peptide fragments. As for hemoglobin, chymotrypsin was easy 
to tackle, and even commercial preparations were available. These could 
be used for advanced techniques such as X- ray crystallography or pro-
tein sequencing, which required high amounts of a chemically pure sub-
stance.119 The chymotrypsin work of the structural biologist Blow, expe-
rienced in Max Perutz’s hemoglobin project, and Hartley, a biochemist 
in Fred Sanger’s department, brought together the structural and en-
zymological approach to proteins step by step. In 1969, the team pre-
sented chymotrypsin’s “mechanism of action” in Nature. That is, a com-
bination of protein sequencing and structural biology had allowed them 
to map its enzymatic function onto its 3D- macromolecular structure.120 
“What happened” at the enzyme’s catalytically active site in molecular 
terms was modeled as a sequence of chemical reactions in space, both as 
structural formulae and as ball- and- stick models.121

The molecular mechanisms and the machine analogy turned into far 
more than connotation as well when protein or nucleic acid components 
isolated from cells were used to “reconstitute” biochemical reactions; 
that is, when biological processes were staged from their component 
parts in the test tube. Studies on protein synthesis, which contributed to 
the elucidation of the genetic code, are a good example.122 In the 1960s, 
the Indian- American chemist Har Gobind Khorana incubated synthetic 
nucleotides with cell fractions and enzymatic substrates to produce mes-
senger RNA or polypeptides in vitro. This experiment not only helped 
to understand the biological protein synthesis as a set of chemical reac-
tions, but also moved it into the realm of human control and interven-
tion (see chapter 3).

Structural biology’s expansion from a few model systems to the entire 
diversity of the subcellular microcosm also was an issue of scale. Dickerson 
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and Geis, for example, take their readers on a veritable journey through 
the whirling microcosm not only of molecules, but also of cells, which 
culminates in a sort of “molecular drama” of five acts— the destruction 
of a bacterium by the immune system’s proteins, ending in the demise of 
the invader after its membrane is permeated. The next step for structural 
biology would be to move up in order to understand, in the authors’ 
words, “complex macromolecular systems” or “multienzyme machin-
ery,”123 that is, structures in the range of the neglected dimensions. Mov-
ing crystallography up from small molecules toward the cell’s supramo-
lecular organization, or, correspondingly, moving other techniques such 
as EM down to this level, was attempted within and beyond the hubs of 
structural and molecular biology. At Stockholm in 1964, for example, 
Munich biochemist Feodor Lynen, one of the few dynamic biochem-
ists who worked on enzymatic reactions and metabolism in West Ger-
many after World War II, had presented electron micrographs of the 
fatty acid synthetase complex, a large assembly of enzymes. The “giant 
particle” (Riesenpartikel), as one of his PhD students, Dieter Oesterhelt, 
had called it, emerged as a torus- shaped object (fig. 4).

This complex sat somewhere in between the cosmos of molecules 
and that of subcellular structures.124 Membranes were another case in 
point for these neglected dimensions; and for their general relevance 
within physiology, they may be the most important one. However, if 
EM had produced conflicting data on membranes, X- ray crystallog-
raphy was even less suitable to address this problem: Biochemistry’s  
membranes, such as Skou’s crab leg nerve preparations, were mixed and 
insofar impure aggregates of proteins and lipids. They could not be sep-
arated easily, let alone crystallized, which was a prerequisite of X- ray 
analyses such as for hemoglobin or DNA. Moreover, the precise assem-
bly and function of proteins and lipids within the membrane remained  
unknown.

The membrane frontier

The molecular- mechanical vision of life as adumbrated by Dickerson 
and Geis, which was to spell out protein dynamics and move in scale 
and diversity over the entire range from cells to molecules, thus stands in 
stark contrast to the lagging advance of the membrane field.

This contrast, as well as the programmatic statements by, e.g., Del-
brück or Arthur Pardee, may have acted as an attractor to take up the 
challenge.125 This could explain why a number of young biochemists 
and biophysicists finishing their PhDs in the second half of the 1960s  
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F I g u r E  4  approaching a world of neglected dimensions. Images of a large protein aggregate, the so- called 
fatty acid synthetase complex from yeast, in Dieter oesterhelt’s doctoral dissertation. top: electron micro-
graphs showing contours of particles in between the dimensions of molecules and cells, taken in the lab of 
peter hofschneider, mpI of biochemistry, münchen. bottom: schematic model of the molecular structure and 
assembly of the complex. these images seemed to suggest that there was a cosmos of structured molecular 
objects in cells that accomplished biochemical reactions in space, i.e., as processes that could be imagined 
to function like mechanical processes. From oesterhelt, Dieter. 1967. Zur Kenntnis der Fettsäuresynthetase aus 
Hefe. münchen: Dissertationsschrift ludwig- maximilians- universität münchen. reproduced with permission.
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were drawn to this difficult and, for many, uncommon subject. Remem-
ber that most previous membrane studies had been carried out by physi-
ologists or physical chemists, whereas enzymologists or structural biolo-
gists had shunned the cell’s boundaries as overly complex and intractable 
using their methods. Among those moving toward membranes was Di-
eter Oesterhelt, who had become interested in supramolecular structure 
in Feodor Lynen’s lab when working on the fatty acid synthetase com-
plex. He decided to take a sabbatical in the laboratory of the Rockefeller 
membrane electron microscopist, Walther Stoeckenius, who was to start 
off his own department in San Francisco in 1969. In the same years, 
Richard Henderson, who had contributed to the elucidation of chymo-
trypsin’s “molecular mechanism” in Blow’s LMB group, remembered 
getting the advice that soluble enzymes were “all basically solved” from 
a structural biology point of view, whereas membrane proteins were the 
new frontier.126 Thus, he set out to do what must have looked like the 
take- home message from Jardetzky’s paper (and yet was thought im-
possible by many)— to establish an X- ray structure of the “pump” that 
generated biology’s most famous spike, the action potential. Henderson, 
Oesterhelt, and Stoeckenius (who represented an older generation) will 
be the three main protagonists of the following chapter who contrib-
uted, among many others, to turning around the problem of membrane 
dynamics, or, in other words, the decade- old “permeability problem” or 
“riddle of surface action.”

Conclusion

Taking the different histories of membranes in structural biology, physi-
ology, and biochemistry into perspective, the “pumps,” “receptors,” and 
“transducers” of the 1960s should be considered less as operationalized 
concepts like the gene, which had found material and molecular corre-
lates since the DNA structure of 1953 (if also with multiple references). 
Rather, within a membrane science that remained one remove from pro-
viding molecular explanations, the molecular machinery described in this 
chapter remained a programmatic placeholder for ill- explained phenom-
ena, often placed within a cybernetically framed discourse that promised 
to uncover general patterns of life related to membranes, such as chemi-
cal and electrical messaging, or cellular signaling and communication.127

A transformation of these pumps, receptors, and transducers, involv-
ing further, specific materializations and molecularizations comparable 
to the attribution of DNA, RNA, and proteins to genetic processes, would  
gain real momentum only in 1970s membrane research, driven by the 
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upsurge of new objects of study, the transfer of biochemical and bio-
physical techniques, and a new membrane model. The hope of Delbrück 
and others to discover one general explanation of how membranes me-
diated signals between organisms and their environments, or how they 
transported substances, was to quickly evaporate in light of the diver-
sity of molecules and mechanisms uncovered. However, a generalized 
molecular- mechanical vision of life, as outlined in Dickerson and Geis’ 
Structure and Action of Proteins, or ideas on a “biomolecular organi-
zation” straddling molecules, aggregates, and cells, provided the back-
ground for a new generation of life scientists, e.g., at Cambridge’s LMB 
or the MPI of Cell Chemistry at Munich, who worked on protein struc-
ture and function. The developments, topics, and people described in 
this chapter were certainly not the only roots to the membrane moment 
of the 1970s. However, they contributed significantly to moving life’s 
machinery further down the road from placeholder toward materiality, 
and thereby effecting a change in how the science of our times thinks of 
and acts upon life.
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2 Active Matter

Structure without life is dead. But Life without structure is un- seen.

John Cage, Lecture on Nothing, 1961, p. 113

In the 1970s, membrane research exploded. Where pre-
viously there had reigned relative stagnation mixed with 
hope for a new molecular approach to biology, the con-
crete results now piled up rapidly. Novel methods finally 
permitted membrane proteins to be isolated biochemically; 
spectroscopies provided insight into the molecular dynam-
ics of membranes; and material models such as liposomes 
allowed membrane processes to be “reconstituted” in the 
test tube. All of these developments will be the subject of 
this chapter. A new general model of membrane organiza-
tion, the “fluid mosaic,” was rapidly accepted after 1972, 
and quickly put to rest debates about the 40- year- old 
Davson- Danielli structure (fig. 5).

Fast forward half a decade after this “membrane mo-
ment” to the late 1970s, and biological processes from 
bioenergetics to neuro-  or cell biology would be explained 
within a general framework of membrane proteins per-
forming mechanical motions. Furthermore, in the 1980s, 
signal transduction, membrane protein structure, as well 
as membrane technologies became hot topics, all related 
to the premise that the membrane and protein dynamics 
would be spelled out as “molecular mechanisms.”
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Here, the surge in and transformation of membrane research will be 
told through the looking glass of the unfolding of research on a newly 
characterized research object, bacteriorhodopsin, a molecular pump 
similar to the examples discussed in the preceding chapter, which was 
isolated from active membranes of a bacterium. BR rapidly gained 
ground as a model system for the long expected molecular approach 
to the topic. This is not to say, however, that this was the single, most 
important story of the membrane moment around 1970— similar epi-
sodes could be told from the perspective of photosynthesis, neurophysi-
ology, or cell biology.128 However, zooming in on the history of one con-
crete object, and following it advance on the level of laboratory practice 
from a curiosity toward a globally researched model object, enables us 
to understand the role played by specific materializations of membranes 
and proteins in the transformation of this field, and the subsequent rise  

F i g u r e  5  the dynamic topology of membranes. the “fluid mosaic” model of membrane structure accord-
ing to Singer and Nicolson. Membranes are displayed as a matrix of tadpole- like lipid structures and pro-
teins. Note the important differences to prior models depicted in figure 2: in the fluid mosaic, proteins are 
thought to represent asymmetric “lumps” sitting in or traversing the membrane (rather than being attached 
to it from the outside). Based on an integration of results from, e.g., immunology or biophysics (such as on 
the speed of molecular movements within the membrane), the fluid mosaic is thought to represent a “two- 
dimensional solution” of oriented proteins and lipids (Singer and Nicolson 1972, 720; Morange 2013). As 
much as Davson and Danielli’s bilayer in the 1930s, versions of this figure (e.g., with a curved membrane 
sheath) became emblematic of the membrane moment around 1970, being reproduced countless times in 
textbooks etc., and the model is considered as valid ever since. to exaggerate: this model became the double 
helix of membrane research. From Singer, S. J., and Garth L. Nicolson. 1972. “the Fluid Mosaic Model of the 
Structure of cell Membranes.” Science 175, no. 4023: 723. reproduced with permission.
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of a molecular mechanical style of explanation. As a tangible material 
substance, as stuff or Stoff endowed with a specific activity that indeed 
smote the senses of researchers, and that lent itself to various experi-
mental approaches, BR has a trajectory that emblematizes a novel, in-
tegrated approach to the membrane problem. Due to its properties, it 
brought together the membranes of the physiologists, the (bio- )chemists, 
the biophysicists, and the electron microscopists, which existed discon-
nected before. Thus, what started as an encounter with a curiously col-
ored lump of matter endowed with specific activities was to bring true 
the promise of membranes in the 1960s, if also in an unexpected way.

The new, simple model object BR rapidly garnered the attention of 
a wide range of researchers in “membraneland,” from bioenergetics to 
physiology or structural biology.129 This chapter will argue that material 
availability, accessibility, and activity made BR an object of choice for 
researchers in San Francisco, Munich, Cambridge, Moscow, and many  
other places. Among the people and places involved were major figures  
and renowned institutions of molecular biology, but notably also a younger 
generation of researchers who used this “material opportunity” to get a 
grip on the membrane problem, and who were to shape their fields for 
two to three decades after 1970. By relying on sources such as grant ap-
plications, laboratory notebooks, correspondence, and interviews, and by 
comparing them to the “folk history” of BR’s discovery, this chapter will 
complexify the existing narrative, and highlight contingencies as much as 
the contributions of different actors.

In sum, this history of the membrane moment may also be read as 
a sketch characterizing a new beginning and a new generation of mo-
lecular life scientists after 1970, who were inspired by molecular biol-
ogy’s approaches and explanations, but also by a hope for medical and 
biotechnological progress that has been central to the life sciences ever 
since, not least in optogenetics, a contemporary method of the neuro-
sciences employing exactly the molecular machinery the emergence of 
which is described here.

From membrane images to membranes as Stoff— Rockefeller 
University, 1960s

The Cytology Laboratory led by Keith Porter and George Palade at the 
Rockefeller Institute in New York City had been a hub for electron mi-
croscopical research on cellular ultrastructure since the 1950s. Methods 
were introduced, standards of how to interpret micrographs were being  
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forged, and Rockefeller published a specific Journal of Cell Biology re-
plete with glossy plates detailing mitochondria, membranes, etc.130 Thus, 
it is no surprise that Walther Stoeckenius, a German medical researcher 
in his 30s, chose the Cytology Laboratory for a one- year Fulbright fel-
lowship to the United States. Stoeckenius was a membrane microscopist: 
He had previously conducted both light-  and electron microscopy to ad-
dress the problem of structure, studying among other things so- called 
myelin figures, membranous aggregates that spontaneously formed when  
lipids were dissolved in water, and that resembled the myelin sheath of 
nerves.When Stoeckenius fled the academic “backwater” of Hamburg 
in West Germany and arrived in New York City in 1959, Porter advised 
him to continue to study membrane structure using electron microsco-
pies of actual nerve myelin.131 Stoeckenius, however, had also become 
involved in the debate about the arrangement of mitochondrial mem-
branes, in which the Rockefeller Laboratory argued that electron mi-
crographs of thin sections of cells and tissues had to be interpreted in 
conjunction with histological evidence from light microscopy and the 
biochemical composition and function of materials prepared from cells.

One may wonder why Stoeckenius reacted to a 1963 Journal of Cell 
Biology paper, which claimed that an obscure microbe, the salt- loving 
Halobacterium salinarium, might possess a “subunit membrane,” that 
is, a membrane not made up of continuous lipid film as proposed by the 
Davson- Danielli or unit membrane models, but from spherical vesicles 
or “blobs” sitting next to each other (subunits were a competing mem-
brane model depicted in figure 2). A subunit model was at odds with 
what was accepted at Rockefeller, but remember that membrane struc-
ture was still controversial at the time, as the question whether there was 
one structural model for all biological membranes, or different ones.132 
Moreover, Halobacteria were exotic objects of study— generally, Stoeck-
enius and the Rockefeller department focused on membrane specimen of 
medical or physiological relevance. By contrast, the curiously red- tinged 
microbe thriving in salt lakes such as the Dead Sea could not be claimed 
to have any such significance whatsoever; it had been studied by a few 
non- medical microbiologists in ecological contexts.133 In short, hardly 
any molecular or cell biologist of the mid- 1960s, let alone medical re-
searchers, would have ever heard of the organism and whether what was 
true for Halobacteria was true for elephants must have appeared more 
than debatable.

Yet, there were better reasons than arguing about “subunits” or un-
common organisms that led Stoeckenius to pick up this topic. The Journal 
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of Cell Biology paper included not only the glossy plates of cell sections  
typical of EM at the time, but also micrographs of biochemical prepa-
rations from the bug’s membranes. That is, the authors showed images 
of the membrane as a material substance in the thick. Moreover, it was 
noted that these preparations could be obtained by simple experimen-
tal procedures, such as the transfer of cell materials into distilled water 
(Halobacteria live in concentrated brines). That is, Halobacteria seemed 
to possess a membrane that was both easily visualized in the electron mi-
croscope and was easily prepared biochemically.

In this respect, these specific membranes promised to be a “mate-
rial opportunity”: They lent themselves to combine electron micro-
scopical with biochemical studies of membranes, which was not always 
feasible, and precisely the approach practiced at Rockefeller. In other 
words, these potentially idiosyncratic bug membranes promised to bring 
together the structural and the biochemical membranologists of the  
1960s.134

Stoeckenius’ grant applications reveal that the red bugs represented 
one option within his broader membrane project. In 1963, he submit-
ted a proposal with Palade, headed “Fine Structure of Cellular Mem-
branes”; within two years, he had hired a microbiologist, microbes were 
being grown at Rockefeller, and the membrane material was prepared 
and fractionated (i.e., separated into components with different prop-
erties) in order to distinguish components of the cell surface for visu-
alization.135 By the mid- 1960s, Stoeckenius had hired a microbiologist, 
microbes were being grown at Rockefeller in fermenters, fractionated 
in distilled water, and the resulting material was centrifuged to further 
separate the cell surface substructures. As Halobacterium cultures pos-
sessed a striking red to purple hue, fractionation products differing in 
color— orange, red, and purple— became distinguishable and could be 
isolated in further rounds of centrifugation: Here was the elusive cell 
membrane as a material substance, as a stuff that one could see with the 
bare eye, and that could be literally sucked or scooped out of the centri-
fuge tubes.136

In essence, the advantage of working with the weird red bugs was that  
cell surface structures, visible in electron micrographs as dots or thin 
lines, could be matched with biochemical membranes. The striking col-
orations of these membrane substances, which contrasted to the mostly 
inconspicuous cellular preparations from other organisms, provided  
researchers with “indices in the test tube” to distinguish them, such as 
when one product of centrifugation was designated as the “purple pellet.” 
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Moreover, these materials were plentiful, which meant that the chemi-
cal composition and enzymatic activities of the greasy, purple- reddish 
precipitates or the “supernatants” (i.e., what floats atop) could be tested 
and compared.

The endeavor to materialize membranes as preparations and to cor-
relate their properties to images of the cell surface in situ continued in 
the second half of the 1960s. When a biochemically trained postdoc was 
assigned to further separate the different membranous components by 
using the ultracentrifuges in the department of Rockefeller cell biolo-
gist Christian de Duve, he fortuitously encountered a “purple band” in 
the test tube.137 As this purple band (the term refers to its presence as a 
segment in the centrifuge tube) was shown to consist of membranous, 
sheet- like structures in the electron microscope, it was henceforth called 
the “purple membrane.” This term is of interest since it highlights what 
scientists took this membrane to be at the crossroads of biochemical 
preparation and visualization: The name referred to both the biological 
structures in the microscopic images and to the fraction’s most notable 
macroscopic characteristic.138

It is notable that the purple membrane was not even of central inter-
est to Stoeckenius’ project at this stage, but merely a collateral product 
on the way to something else. The purple membrane was even washed 
down the sink at the beginning as a possible contaminant or artifact 
of preparation, and thus rather represented something disturbing, even 
waste, than something worth questioning. Epistemologically speaking, 
at this early stage this materialized membrane had not properly acquired 
the status of an “epistemic thing” in the sense of Rheinberger, as it was  
not a focus of inquiry, let alone a “scientific object” in the sense of be-
ing well defined.139 Even though the purple membrane resulted from so-
phisticated lab manipulations such as ultracentrifugation, it retained 
the unspecified materiality of a mass, a purple blob, or “something” 
at the bottom of the test tube with unclear reference to the membrane. 
The German term Stoff catches this vague, pre- epistemic status of the 
novel preparation very well: Stoff refers simultaneously to the macro-
scopic presence of material substances in the chemical sense (think of a 
jar filled with white powder) as well as to textile matter, that is some-
thing produced and structured, but still in bulk form and unshaped. The 
purple membrane was to remain mere Stoff for some years, as in 1967, 
Stoeckenius had accepted an assistant professorship at the University  
of California San Francisco (UCSF) Medical Center and his postdoc left 
the Rockefeller project soon after prematurely.
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From Stoff to molecule— San Francisco c. 1970

A decisive turning point in a so far unspectacular project, as well as in 
the biographies of those involved, occurred when the problem of mem-
brane structure in Halobacterium was taken up in a novel environment. 
In addition to generous funding offered to Stoeckenius at the UCSF 
Medical Center, he later remembered that the “attractions of Califor-
nia” had lured him to leave New York. This was also true for one of 
his early sabbatical visitors, Dieter Oesterhelt.140 Whoever has strolled 
down Parnassus Avenue, toward the towering, white building of UCSF’s 
Moffitt Hospital, nestled into one of San Francisco’s hills, overlooked 
by greenery, and only a few steps from the Haight- Ashbury and Golden 
Gate Park, may not find this too surprising.

In addition to the marvels of land-  and cityscape, UCSF was situated 
at the crossroads of the changing research topology of the life sciences  
in the Bay area. In 1967, UCSF Medical Center was not yet a hub of the 
“biotech” revolution that kicked in a few years later. On the contrary, 
the Cardiovascular Research Institute (CVRI), where Stoeckenius was 
hired, has been described as a site of “basic research” since the Sputnik 
shock.141

The Stoeckenius group at the CVRI focused on electron microscopic 
studies of biological membrane structure. Work on the colored mem-
brane preparations resumed in 1969, when two young researchers ar-
rived on sabbatical— the physicist Allen E. Blaurock and Dieter Oester-
helt. Oesterhelt had studied chemistry at Munich University and then 
worked as a PhD student in the laboratory of Nobel laureate biochemist 
Feodor Lynen at the Max- Planck- Institut für Zellchemie (fig. 6).

The prior focus of Oesterhelt’s work had been predominantly en-
zymological, involving, for example, the characterization of reactive 
chemical groups within a large protein complex called the fatty acid 
synthetase. Yet, his 1967 dissertation also reveals an interest in mac-
romolecular structure and function, a more general development in 
Lynen’s department at the time (see chapter 1). He included a sche-
matic model of the structure of the protein complex, as well as elec-
tron micrographic pictures that represented the Riesenpartikel (giant 
particle) as the torus- like supramolecular object shown in fig. 4, and 
mentioned the concept of a molecular radiating “arm” to explain the 
sequence of reactions carried out by the protein. While Oesterhelt had 
studied molecular structure before only in collaboration with other 
groups, he recalled that his interest in coming to San Francisco was to 
learn EM himself. Walther Stoeckenius appeared to him as one of the 
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most renowned specialists, and he planned to leave his Mittelbau post 
(an intermediate level position in German academia) for a year to gain  
expertise.142

Stoeckenius had previously had visitors who complemented his elec-
tron microscopic approach with “wet” microbiology and biochemistry 
at Rockefeller, and one may assume that his interest in Oesterhelt was 
similar. The proposals submitted by the latter to the Deutsche Forschungs-
gemeinschaft (DFG, German Research Foundation) for a travel grant in 
1969 provide further insight into where the project was originally in-
tended to go. Oesterhelt mentioned EM, X- ray physics, and biological 
membranes as significant for his planned work on different macromo-
lecular structures, such as ribosomes or enzyme complexes. The attached 
research plan described the halobacterial membrane preparations from  
Rockefeller, and mentioned the possible reassembly or the recombina tion 
of these preparations (and the microscopic fragments they contained) into a 
functional membrane.143 That is, Oesterhelt wanted to learn about cutting- 
edge topics and high- tech instruments, whereas Stoeckenius required  

F i g u r e  6  the excitement of molecular structure. Dieter Oesterhelt and his PhD advisor, biochemist and 
Nobel laureate Feodor Lynen, at the MPi of cell chemistry, Munich, 1967. Lynen is inspecting crystals of a 
large protein complex, the fatty acid synthetase, with a loupe. crystals had been obtained in the course of 
Oesterhelt’s PhD project, and they were considered a big step towards structural research on large active 
proteins. copyright MPG/krella. reproduced with permission.
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someone skilled in biochemical preparation, analysis, and possi bly even 
synthesis, i.e., more customary laboratory handwork. As conceived at 
Rockefeller, the Halobacterium project offered both.

To reconstruct a detailed account of the experiments performed in 
the retrospectively decisive year 1969– 1970 solely from the recollections 
of the three scientists involved is problematic, since the published ac-
counts disagree on several issues, and since all accounts were conceived 
of years after these events that were to transform the whole endeavor 
and that had a significant impact on the actors’ careers— in fact, both 
Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius would continue with the project started here 
throughout the 1980s and 1990s.144 In this respect, Dieter Oesterhelt’s 
laboratory notebooks have proven to be a very valuable resource, espe-
cially with regard to the impact of materiality on research. This neatly 
kept experimental diary is not a complete record of all the experiments 
that were conducted in the group. Yet, the notebook reveals how what 
appears post hoc to be a momentous “discovery” resulted from an ex-
tended and at times erring series of biochemical and structural biolog-
ical experiments. Most notably, however, the experimental trajectory 
outlined in Oesterhelt’s notebook shows the impact of the purple mem-
brane’s materiality on the development of the project. It becomes clear 
how the observations of and interactions with the purple membrane as 
active matter, i.e., as tangible “stuff that did something,” turned the 
project from a general inquiry into membrane structure to that of a spe-
cifically active substance and molecule.

Oesterhelt’s San Francisco notebook describes in detail 60 experi-
ments carried out from September 1969 to July 1970. Each experiment 
has been numbered, and most of them dated. In addition to handwritten, 
comprehensive descriptions of the experimental set- ups, observations, 
results, and remarks, the notes also contain some printouts from instru-
ments (such as spectrometers) as well as sketches, curves, and prepara-
tory protocols. The electron micrographs mentioned in some of the ex-
periments, however, must have been filed elsewhere.145

Upon his arrival at the Moffitt lab, Oesterhelt must have spent the 
first weeks of his stay growing Halobacterium and preparing the mem-
brane fractions that had already been mentioned in the papers that had 
resulted from the work at Rockefeller. Even if preparations of materials 
for experiments are crucial for all biochemical projects, and often enough 
prerequisite as much as obstacle, their importance sometimes goes un-
mentioned in retrospective accounts, as, once established, the proce-
dures become black- boxed as mere routine and they are often delegated 
to subordinate lab workers such as technicians.146 Oesterhelt’s records, 
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however, show how a scientist unfamiliar with the culturing of a new 
organism, and the properties of its cells and biochemical fractions, appro-
priated step by step the established routines, reflected on unexpected ob-
servations, and tried out different approaches.147 These careful trials are 
marked by frequent cross- checks with routine methods, and by extensive 
note- taking on minor issues, which went unmentioned later or in publi-
cations, including observations on the properties of cultures and prepa-
rations such as color or turbidity. One should understand these early, 
preliminary steps as both a form of comprehensive memory for further 
consultation, as well as a form of autodidactism.

Oesterhelt’s primary goal was to reproduce the colored fractions 
as defined in a 1968 paper from Rockefeller, such as the purple pel-
let. One month into the project, he noted that indeed a round of ultra-
centrifugation did produce a “purple pellet, red supernatant,” a result 
that he doubly underlined.148 Furthermore, the indexical function of the 
preparations’ materialities can be gleaned from the records: Oesterhelt 
sketched a centrifuge tube, he designated the fractions therein as “bright red” 
or “purple red,” and as “without discernable structure, protein clouds,”  
or composed of “big flakes in addition to small granula.”149 Such qualita-
tive, perceptible characteristics of material substances, or Stoffe, must have 
guided Oesterhelt as he learned how to make preparations, and color was 
arguably the most important of these.

“Purple” and “red” became a shorthand for the respective material 
substances, and in mid- November 1969, Oesterhelt noted an effect that 
he would later highlight as a turning point of the project. Having sepa-
rated “purple” and “red,” he characterized these using optical spectros-
copy and added acetone to the purple pigment. In a sort of aside at the 
bottom of the page, he added:

Regarding purple pigment: Acetone causes immediate irrevers-
ible decoloration; yellowish ‘protein’ then precipitates with TCE 
[i.e., trichloroacetic acid], supernatant is colorless. Urea does not 
cause change of color, nor subsequent addition of dithionite.150

Even if instruments such as spectrophotometers or the electron mi-
croscope were used to analyze molecular composition and structure, 
big stretches of how this late twentieth century biochemical project has 
been conceived of and carried out at the bench appear to have been as 
much informed by Oesterhelt’s chemist’s skills and nose, that is, his 
sense of the perceivable properties and effects of tangible material sub-
stances.151 Seemingly fuzzy categories such as flakiness, cloudiness, or 
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color changes allowed Oesterhelt to orient himself in the maze of materials  
he encountered. So, manipulating materials with the hands and observ-
ing the effects directly did not lose their importance in the late twenti-
eth century, when new technologies and instruments arrived. Not only 
did these skills allow Oesterhelt to understand and improve the steps of 
preparation, but they would be central to the most important observa-
tions he made.

The perceivable aspect of Stoffe, the relevance of which is highlighted 
by the notebook here, may be also described as their macroscopic or  
molar dimension. The term molar, from the Latin moles, a mass or bulk, 
can be used to designate aspects of a scientific object such as the body,  
or in this case matter,— the shape, color, immediate effects, or other tan-
gible aspects— in opposition to its microscopic or molecular aspects, 
such as chemical composition. In a similar vein, Ursula Klein and Wolf-
gang Lefèvre have distinguished the perceivable dimensions of chemical 
objects, referring to visual appearance, etc., as opposed to models of im-
perceivable microstructure.152

Purple to yellow— an active membrane material

But back to the test tubes— what had happened here that apparently 
caught Oesterhelt’s interest? The addition of well- known organic sol-
vents, used to precipitate or separate substances, had caused the color  
of the purple membrane preparation in the test tube to change. When in-
terviewed forty years later, Oesterhelt remembered the effect as striking 
and interesting to a chemist, and added that it set him on the track to de-
termining what biochemical substance caused it, since he took the phe-
nomenon as extraordinary among biological materials.153 However, he 
pinpointed the observation to an experiment that was performed later, 
according to the notebook in February 1970, when he prepared sam-
ples of the purple membrane for analysis of their molecular structure by 
X- ray diffraction, carried out by his colleague Allen Blaurock. Then, as 
before, he added another solvent to the purple membrane in order to 
separate protein from lipids (it was known by then that the fraction con-
tained both, as biological membranes did generally). With a yellow ex-
tract in hand, or so Oesterhelt said, he had asked Blaurock and Stoeck-
enius about the curious phenomenon. The 1968 Rockefeller paper had 
in fact mentioned in passing a similar color change of the purple mate-
rial, but not much significance was attributed to the effect— the project 
being centered on the problem of membrane structure, and the colored 
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fraction being considered more as waste than anything else. Oesterhelt, 
however, seems to have been alerted by what this material was able to 
do. Finally, a connection was made to similar color changes observed 
by Blaurock when conducting X- ray diffraction experiments on frog 
retinae in Maurice Wilkins’ biophysics lab at King’s College, London: 
Sometimes, the visual pigment of the retina, rhodopsin, also changed its 
color from purple to yellow (the protein was found in disc- like structures 
that had interested structural biologists in the postwar years).154 In Oes-
terhelt’s account, this analogy prompted him to go to the library, and 
search for chemical protocols to detect the chemical substance causing 
the color effect in the retina, which was known to be retinal (also called 
vitamin A aldehyde, the co- factor of rhodopsin). To demonstrate the 
presence of retinal in the purple membrane was to him the “discovery” 
of BR, as the protein behind the effect became baptized. The core of this 
story, formed by the analogy of the color changes between the two pro-
teins, became widespread— Oesterhelt presented it thus, for example, at 
an award ceremony in 1999.155

Looking at the San Francisco notebook, the story looks more nu-
anced. It is true that the color change had repeatedly caught Oesterhelt’s 
attention since November 1969, but it took until May 1970 for these 
observations to be addressed with an experimental strategy. A success-
ful detection of retinal seems to have been carried out only in June 1970, 
and then within a few days shortly before his return to Munich.156 In the 
meantime, Oesterhelt had conducted a series of biochemical experiments 
on the purple membrane— analytical ultracentrifugation, chromatogra-
phy, or gel electrophoreses to separate its components, EM to obtain 
visuals of macromolecular assembly— all with the aim to characterize 
the material’s components. He had tried various detergents (soap- like 
substances) to separate protein from lipid, the addition of some of which 
had equally caused the protein to bleach, i.e., to turn yellow, which was 
remarked upon repeatedly. However, the effect seems to have been dis-
cussed at first as a possible sign of damage to the membrane material— 
thus, more of a chemical artifact than a potentially interesting effect of 
the material.157

There are also other stories of how the conceptual stimulus to sus-
pect retinal behind the color effect came about, all of which center on the 
spring of 1970.158 Until July, when Oesterhelt returned to Munich, a few 
months if not weeks of condensed experimentation and hypothesizing 
must have taken place, which were to change the paths of both the proj-
ect and its protagonists. Wherever the stimulus to think about retinal 
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may have originated exactly, it is clear that Blaurock’s prior experience 
with rhodopsin, in combination with Oesterhelt’s attentiveness to chem-
ical materiality, led to the transformation of this project. It is also clear, 
however, that this transformation occurred through a meandering path 
of experimentation that took several months until research had taken a 
new direction: The San Francisco project developed from an inquiry into 
the assembly of membrane structure to the investigation of a peculiar 
substance therein that changed its color under certain conditions. What 
had been waste at Rockefeller now became an object of research.

The relevance of specific skills and a sense for the significance of ma-
terial behavior for this transformation can also be gleaned from retro-
spective accounts of similar projects at the time that did not take this 
new direction. The author of the 1963 Journal of Cell Biology paper that 
had originally inspired Stoeckenius at Rockefeller, recalled that he had 
also observed the purple fraction when in the 1960s— and kept washing 
it down the sink.159 The substance had been present in a blatant sense, as 
tangible matter on the hands, but only a specific environment turned it 
into an object of research.

The chemistry of material activity

The conjecture that retinal caused the color change in the purple mem-
brane coalesced in the last months of Oesterhelt’s sojourn in San Fran-
cisco, when he adapted a whole body of chemical tests to analyze the 
composition of the material. This fueled the shift in focus from mem-
brane to molecule.

By 1970, biochemistry and the physiology of vision were established 
fields and the active surface of the retina, what anatomists called its disc 
membranes, and the rhodopsin molecule were of interest to research-
ers worldwide, as seen at the 1965 Cold Spring Harbor Symposium on 
“Sensory Receptors,” or in the 1967 physiology Nobel prize on chemical 
processes of vision.160 Thus, besides the immediate interest that the reti-
nal conjecture must have raised, as it seemed to reveal a biochemical link 
between evolutionarily distant organisms, there was a long- existing and 
reputable body of knowledge and technique that Oesterhelt could refer 
to in pursuit of this question.

Biochemical inquiries into purple- tinged retinal tissue had com-
menced in the late nineteenth century with German physiologists Franz 
Boll and Willy Kühne, the latter a successor to Helmholtz’s chair at Hei-
delberg. From excised retinal specimens, Boll and Kühne had isolated a 
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pigment, which they referred to as Sehrot or Sehpurpur, that is, visual red 
or purple. This substance displayed light- induced bleaching, a change 
from purple to yellow known from the entire retina. The finding that  
vision was somehow related to a photochemical reaction in the retina 
was analogized to photography, and had actually been used in the late 
nineteenth century to record so- called optograms, that is, transient im-
ages in the biological tissue, even of living animals.161

The term rhodopsin, referring to rose- red and vision in Greek, was 
introduced for the colored protein found in the retina by the Ameri-
can physiologist and biochemist George Wald.162 Wald, one of the re-
cipients of the 1967 vision Nobel prize, had taken up vision research in 
the 1920s. Following studies with physiologist and psychophysicist Selig 
Hecht at Columbia, Wald explored the chemistry of vision on a postdoc-
toral tour through renowned European biochemical laboratories, such 
as Otto Warburg’s Kaiser Wilhelm Institute of Cell Physiology at Berlin- 
Dahlem.163 When conducting spectral analyses of rhodopsin extracted 
from retinas, the conjecture of a carotenoid, that is, a vitamin- like sub-
stance, as the coloring agent of rhodopsin emerged. Retrospectively, 
Wald credited the Carr- Price- reaction (a test for carotenoids adapted 
from vitamin research, causing a bright blue coloration in test tubes) to 
have changed his life in the direction of a biochemical analysis of vision. 
The finding that the active substance of vision, which helped to convert 
light into a cellular signal, was related to vitamin A established a link to 
the burgeoning science of nutrition and vitamins. The relationships be-
tween foodstuffs and visual capacities in animals and humans had been 
researched since the nineteenth century, and around 1930 they coalesced 
in the knowledge of the chemical kindredness of biological substances 
from plants, vitamins, and visual pigments.164 To make a long story 
short: Vitamin A, henceforth also called “retinal,” was what made not 
only rhodopsin red, but also carrots, and this is the scientific rationale  
of why people were told that eating them enhances their vision.

Back to Oesterhelt and the purple membrane. The irony, or maybe 
the deeper message, of this project’s development was that after having 
toiled with cutting- edge molecular biological techniques such as gel elec-
trophoresis or EM for months, in summer 1970 he adopted the some-
what old- fashioned methods of retinal detection and studies of chemi-
cal bonds, thereby returning to what he knew best from home— natural 
product chemistry had been a mainstay of Lynen’s lab in Munich.

He added the reagents for vitamin A- like chemicals known from vi-
sion research to the dissolved membrane and indeed found characteristic  
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F i g u r e  7  From membrane to molecule. undated sheet from Dieter Oesterhelt’s San Francisco lab notebook 
(presumably summer of 1970) displaying photochemical reactions of the purple membrane material upon the 
addition of reagents (noted next to the arrows, “SDS” [a detergent], “BH4

- ” [a reagent known from organic 
chemistry], etc.). Oesterhelt noted the optical effects of these test reactions and used them as evidence of 
how the retinal cofactor may be bound to the protein (see formulae of chemical groups possibly involved in 
this bond, such as - NH2, - SH, or - cH). Such studies of chemical bonds by reagents were a mainstay of organic 
chemistry, and thus illustrate the shift of the San Francisco project from analyzing membrane structure to 
exploring structure and action of a protein. From Oe SF, v44, MPG Archives (see note 145). reproduced with 
permission of D. Oesterhelt, Martinsried.
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colorations, among them the brilliant blue that had impressed Wald, 
which revealed retinal presence. A notebook sheet presumably dating to 
summer 1970, headed “Scheme of λ- changes,” illustrates the impact of 
analytical biochemistry on the project (fig. 7).

The gist of this sketch is that Oesterhelt started to interpret the mem-
brane’s color changes in the test tubes as evidence for how the small reti-
nal molecule was linked to the purple membrane’s protein and which 
chemical reactions were behind its color effects. These direct, material 
indices of retinal presence from organic chemistry were corroborated 
by quantitative data from mass spectrometry, a contemporary physical 
technique to directly determine the weight as well as the composition of 
molecules. That is, both old and new methods were recruited in tandem 

F i g u r e  7  (continued)
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to tackle the problem of the molecule under scrutiny— a research strat-
egy repeatedly observed in this story.165

By summer 1970, the project deviated quite a bit from the original 
plans of Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius, as documented in their research pro-
posal a year earlier: The focus was now the protein of the purple mem-
brane, its similarities to the visual receptor rhodopsin, and the observed 
color changes, which must have looked utterly similar to what happened 
in the retina. Had the “molecular eyes” of bacteria been found?

Membrane structure rendered tangible

Yet, there is another line of how the San Francisco project developed 
that needs to be threaded in here, as it connected the biochemical studies 
of the membrane’s molecules to analyses of their structure. Zoom back 
in time to January 1970. The purple- yellow effect observed by Oester-
helt in a test tube had probably not even given rise to a defined question, 
when another important feature of membrane materiality surfaced in the 
San Francisco notebook. Reporting structural studies of the purple ma-
terial by X- ray diffraction, Oesterhelt noted the observation of a “hex-
agonal pattern of membrane.”166 In other words: Photographic records 
of membrane samples subjected to X- rays displayed a characteristic mo-
lecular arrangement. The membrane seemed to be composed of molecu-
lar structures ordered in regular hexagons, and this was quite remark-
able, since such type of symmetry was only known from crystals. Was 
the purple membrane a crystalline structure?

Structural studies of the purple membrane were among the reasons 
Oesterhelt had actually come to San Francisco. To this purpose, he em-
ployed X- ray diffraction, a technique to characterize supramolecular or-
ganization, that is, shape and arrangement of molecules in the “world of 
neglected dimensions”— those larger than most molecules, but smaller 
than cellular components. The advantage in comparison to X- ray crys-
tallography, the technique’s “big sister” widely known from the postwar 
work on DNA and proteins, was that X- ray diffraction worked for all 
sorts of colloidal aggregates or subcellular structures that showed some 
degree of order, such as found in silk or cellulose fibers, in soap or deter-
gent micellae, membrane stacks of chloroplasts, retinal rod cells, or the 
myelin sheath of nerve.167

What is more, such structural analyses of membranes had been the 
domain of Stoeckenius’ other sabbatical visitor, the physicist Allen E.  
Blaurock. During his PhD, Blaurock had analyzed the rhodopsin- 
containing disc membranes of frog’s retina by X- ray diffraction, which 
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made him aware of their light- dependent color change. On a postdoc-
toral stint at the Medical Research Council’s Biophysics Unit in Lon-
don, he had continued along these lines with structural biologist Mau-
rice Wilkins, among Watson and Crick the lesser- known third party of 
the 1962 Nobel prize for DNA structure.168

Just like Oesterhelt, Blaurock also remembered that he had unexpect-
edly encountered a structural pattern on a photographic plate that indi-
cated crystallinity when exposing a suspension of the purple membrane 
to X- rays.169 To check whether the observed pattern was caused by a 
contamination or by the membrane, Blaurock dried the purple mem-
brane preparation on a surface, a procedure adapted from Wilkins’ lab. 
Here, the materiality of the purple membrane again became important: 
By spreading the “membrane lump” on a surface, Blaurock reconsti-
tuted the original character of the material as a thin film. To put it dif-
ferently, he created a laboratory model of a membrane that shared many 
properties with the molecular layer surrounding cells.170

Such reconstituted purple membrane films were well suited for struc-
tural studies: Whereas other laboratory models of membranes, such as 
myelin or erythrocytes, disintegrated when vacuum- dried on surfaces 
for experimentation, all this could be done to the purple membrane 
film without problems; moreover, the material was available in ample 
amounts that allowed for many trials.171

With these membrane films in hand Blaurock confirmed that they 
contained molecules in a crystal lattice. The question now arose whether 
the molecular organization could be attributed to one of the two molecu-
lar components in the fraction. Since the Rockefeller work, these were 
known to be protein and lipid. And here is the nexus point of Blaurock’s 
structural story to Oesterhelt’s analytic- chemical story told previously: 
It was for these attempts to separate the material’s components that Oes-
terhelt added lipid solvents such as chloroform or ether to them, and this 
was how he stumbled once again on the color change. The conjuncture 
of these two lines of research could also explain why Oesterhelt remem-
bered having observed the effect when preparing samples for Blaurock in 
an interview, even if it was on record before these experiments— the phe-
nomenon may have only surfaced on his mind when it was discussed.172

After separating the two compounds, it was soon found that the hex-
agonal pattern was caused by the purple membrane’s protein. In the en-
suing X- ray and electron microscopic studies scrutinizing the structure 
further, the pattern became visible in a peculiarly direct way: When Oes-
terhelt analyzed a film specimen as prepared by Blaurock using EM,  
he noted a series of peculiarly oriented lines in the image. It seems that 
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F i g u r e  8  Molecular organization made tangible. undated sheet of triangular scale paper inserted into 
Oesterhelt’s San Francisco notebook. Numbers indicate the electron microscope run; outline and dimension 
of purple membrane patch are indicated by pencil. the material’s break lines upon desiccation (similar to 
cracks in the mud surface of a dried- out puddle, indicated as short pencil lines), match with the 60° angles 
(and their multiples) of the triangular raster. Oesterhelt interpreted this as revealing the membranes’ mo-
lecular organization, formed by aggregates arranged in a hexagonal symmetry (see figure 12). this “mate-
rial insight” matched with data from X- ray diffraction. From Oe SF, filed following v27, MPG Archives (see 
note 145). reproduced with permission of D. Oesterhelt, Martinsried.
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Oesterhelt had conducted the structural analysis himself in this case, as 
the notebook contains preparatory protocols and descriptions of the re-
sults, even if the micrographs themselves must have been filed elsewhere. 
When interviewed, he remembered that the regularity of the lines’ orien-
tation appeared to him when plotting their patterns on triangular scale 
paper. In fact, a diagram in the notebook nicely shows how a struc-
tural pattern, displaying 60° angles between the lines, and thus some 
sort of hexagonal structures, became visible when the micrographs were 
transferred to the paper. Some weeks previously, Oesterhelt had already 
noted on a similar experiment: “Cracks of the membrane: precisely 60° 
[angles], that is, possibly caused by hexagonal structure (fig. 8).”173

When Oesterhelt had performed these experiments in January and 
February of 1970 and reflected on the regular cracks, Blaurock’s observa-
tions of structural patterns indicating crystallinity were probably already 
around.174 Yet, the causal connection between the structural pattern and 
the protein probably emerged through their collaboration, and the lat-
ter’s plotting of the structure on triangular scale paper rendered the ob-
servations tangible. Again, it was communication between individuals 
from different research fields, and here in addition a specific way of rep-
resentation that turned experimental effects into remembered findings.

Whatever the exact sequence of events, it had become clear through 
Blaurock’s and Oesterhelt’s experiments that the purple membrane was 
indeed composed of a protein in a regular, crystal- like arrangement— this 
was quite an uncommon feature of a biological membrane. More impor-
tantly, this turned the membrane into a material opportunity for struc-
tural biologists attempting to tackle the lingering membrane problem: 
Here was a membrane material that could be easily produced in large 
amounts and that displayed molecular order. Thus, analysis of a mem-
brane by X- ray crystallography, as successfully performed for DNA and 
proteins, must have appeared in reach, with the Stoff resisting, not least, 
the harsh experimental conditions. The strange red bug’s membrane, that 
is, tough and structured, was biological matter made to work with.

The new biology of membranes

In February 1971, the trio submitted two manuscripts to Nature. The first, 
authored by Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius, was a biochemical argument for 
the presence of a retinal- containing protein in the purple membrane. The 
structural data were separated and authored by Blaurock and Stoecke-
nius.175 By the time the revised manuscripts went into print in early fall, 
the team had already ceased to exist for a year. Oesterhelt had returned  
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to his post at the university’s Institute of Biochemistry, in the Karlstraße  
of downtown Munich, while Blaurock had signed again to Drury Lane, 
London, i.e., Wilkins’ Biophysics Department at King’s College.

The papers had been relegated from Nature to Nature New Biol-
ogy, a newly founded satellite of the classic journal, which published a 
number of important contributions on membranes during its brief exis-
tence.176 Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius’ contribution, entitled “Rhodopsin- 
like Protein from the Purple Membrane of Halobacterium halobium,” 
listed spectroscopic, chromatographic, and chemical evidence about the 
size of the protein, its alleged co- factor retinal, and its binding to the pro-
tein. The novel naming of the molecule, however, only appeared some-
what couched in the last sentence, usually a site of speculations: “On the 
basis of these observations, we suggest that the purple membrane may 
function as a photoreceptor and propose the name bacteriorhodopsin 
for the purple membrane protein.”177

This reluctance may be comprehensible in light of a referee’s critique. 
Taking very much a biologist’s perspective, the referee had doubted the 
analogy between the purple membrane protein and visual receptor rho-
dopsin on the basis of chemical analyses, and pointed to the evolutionary 
distance between the red bacteria and any organisms known to harbor 
rhodopsins.178 This skepticism illustrates the unexpectedness and novelty 
of the findings from San Francisco, and their implicit message that a weird 
red bug may have photoreceptors on a molecular scale that were similar 
to eyes of animals.179 Keep in mind that the paper indeed contained no 
data on what must have been the most central issue for a biologist— the 
function of this structure in the organism.

In a letter to Oesterhelt, Stoeckenius stated that the referee’s com-
ments were “clearly those of an old man, whose identity is not difficult 
to guess,” thereby referring to George Wald, the most senior researcher 
on the biochemistry and physiology of vision. In fact, Wald may have 
been another reason why the paper also included the customary methods 
from rhodopsin detection in addition to modern data from mass spec-
trometry and gel electrophoresis.180 The role of these “old” methods may 
have been twofold: Oesterhelt adapted them to rapidly detect retinal af-
ter the conjecture arose in summer 1970, while, in the publication, they 
were supposed to convince possible referees from a different fields and/
or a different generation.

Blaurock and Stoeckenius’ paper, published back- to- back, com-
menced on the striking X- ray diffraction patterns. The membrane’s hex-
agonal lattice and the protein’s regular arrangement were not only in-
ferred from these patterns, however, but the direct visual evidence of the 
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cracks played an important role in their argument as well.181 The paper 
outlined a spatial model of the purple membrane’s molecular structure 
as an ordered, two- dimensional “protein landscape.”

Together, the twin papers from San Francisco, with a few follow-
ing suit until 1975, established the purple membrane and BR as objects 
of science and set the stage for an entire research field. Publication ac-
tivity rose exponentially after 1971— these papers had been cited more 
than 1,400 times by 2014— and laid the foundation for Oesterhelt’s and 
Stoeckenius’ further professional developments insofar as the laborato-
ries of both would focus on BR and other membrane proteins studied by 
similar methods. It is certainly not an exaggeration to state that, among 
scientists, the 1971 short publications were what scientists worldwide 
would think of when hearing the name Oesterhelt or Stoeckenius.

However, the pivotal role of these papers and the way they present the 
“discovery” of BR obfuscate that their data and argument have resulted 
from a major shift of the project from a study of membrane structure to-
ward the analysis of an active material substance prepared from it. This  
shift was the outcome of almost a year of meandering experiments, 
which unfolded on the basis of the prior experiences and skills of the 
three people that worked together at San Francisco. Most notably, a 
comparison of the archival records studied here with publications and 
interviews could not single out the one “eureka moment,” but rather dis-
solve it into a chain of events that show coherency as a pathway toward 
a goal only when reading them against the papers. Thus, the momentous 
finding memorized by the protagonists may, to take up Frederic Holmes’ 
interpretation of another momentous experiment from molecular biol-
ogy, refer not to anything on record, but to the inner life of the partici-
pants. That is, as scientists, they were expecting a moment of discovery 
and striving toward it, and this experience may have even become real 
at one point of time.182 However, this experience may not have been the 
same in all minds, it may not necessarily concur with the first instance of 
an observation on record, and it may not even be possible retrospectively 
to attribute it to one experiment isolated from the environment of the 
research group. Moreover, countless re- actualizations of this moment 
in light of later developments may have modified its memory. Regarding 
the differing accounts of Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius, for example, one 
should not forget that they became competitors shortly after 1973, lead-
ing to a complicated relationship.183

Whatever each individual may have contributed, the new membrane 
biology of BR has ever since been tied also a specific place, San Francisco. 
Thereby, I mean not only to Stoeckenius’ Moffitt Hospital department at 
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UCSF: When Oesterhelt gave a talk at a 1972 biochemical meeting on a  
subject that was probably unknown to everybody in the mostly German 
audience, he started with a slide showing an aerial view of the salt works 
of San Francisco Bay, where square miles of red brine indicated the mass 
growth of Halobacterium.184 In numerous talks, articles, and books that 
have followed, as well as in the conversations the author has held with 
members of the BR community, the fact that the purple organism, which 
had helped push membranes into the molecular age, thrived here has been 
evoked. When flying into the South Bay airport, or so the stories go, a visi-
tor could discern the tinge of the blooming brines from above. A new bi-
ology had found its place, its time, and its narrative, and one that would 
generate further resonances between the protagonists and their Californian 
environment— such as the connections to NASA’s nearby research facility, 
or the stories of biotech that were to unfold here soon after (chapter 4). In 
the fall of 1971, however, this was all but evident. One could also have con-
sidered the twin papers as unexpected data on an odd topic, or as merely 
chemical evidence on a substance with debatable biological relevance.

Nature’s pleasant clue on membranes

The purple membrane had already made a splash before the Nature 
New Biology papers were out. Walther Stoeckenius had phoned Max 
Delbrück in 1970, traveled to Pasadena for a talk, and sent the manu-
scripts over after submission. Such “briefings” of colleagues— Delbrück 
still seems to have been an important figure in molecular biologies, with 
membranes and sensory perception ranging high on his agenda— can be 
understood as a strategy used by scientists to raise attention to their work 
and/or to acquire feedback from potential reviewers. In the present case, 
Delbrück thanked Stoeckenius for “exceedingly interesting papers on the 
subject of the weird purple membrane,” said he was puzzled by the fact 
that the structural results were more advanced than those from the long- 
studied rhodopsin, but also showed some caution about the data.185

Next, Stoeckenius presented at the 1971 San Francisco meeting of 
the American Society of Biochemists a week before publication, Nature 
announced the findings in the main journal, talking about a possible 
“photoreceptor,” and shortly after, Blaurock even mused in the New 
Scientist, a British science magazine, about the “purple eye of a bacte-
rium” that may help to understand vision.186 That is, the journalistic 
coverage on the results reinforced the impression, only implicit in the 
twin papers, that a simple system for a molecular study of vision had 
been found. In fact, Delbrück, and potentially others, may have thought 
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for a moment that Halobacterium and its purple membrane was the  
long- sought “phage of perception” that would molecularize sensory and 
receptor physiology.187 It was not long until he obtained a bacterial cul-
ture from Stoeckenius and assigned one of his graduate students, Lily 
Jan, to work on the topic at Caltech. Her first thesis committee report, 
probably from fall 1972, expresses the perceived promise of the new 
subject, when she aptly called the purple membrane a “pleasant surprise 
and clue offered by Nature.”188 However, Jan, following to a great ex-
tent molecular biological thinking, wanted to address the problem not 
with biochemistry and biophysics, but through genetics, i.e., by looking 
for dysfunctional mutants of the purple membrane. As with Phycomy-
ces, the approach from Delbrück’s lab did not have much impact, how-
ever, and in the early 1970s membrane research and molecular genetics 
remained disconnected fields (see chapter 3).

However, for many others, BR and the purple membrane indeed be-
came the material crystallization nucleus to molecularize membranes, 
right at the time when the field was undergoing a general transition for 
which many of its protagonists from the 1960s had yearned for so long. 
The fact that the literal analogy to vision soon fell apart did not hamper 
the ascent of what was to become a model system for spelling out the  
molecular mechanisms of membrane proteins. In the remainder of this 
chapter, I will follow this development along the growing group of BR re-
searchers until around 1975. Then, biochemical analyses of the new pro-
tein, the electron microscopic and other structural studies of the mem-
brane, as well as cell physiology were bound together in a fairly coherent 
framework, and the concept of BR as a “molecular pump” had taken a 
clear shape.

Mechanical matter— Munich, 1970– 1974

In summer 1970, shortly after the decisive work in San Francisco, Oes-
terhelt returned to Munich. He held the post of a Konservator at the uni-
versity’s Biochemical Institute, which was housed in the same building 
as Lynen’s Max- Planck- Institute für Zellchemie. Since Lynen was also 
a professor at the university, Oesterhelt somehow returned to his orbit; 
however, he had taken the new topic home and collaborated further 
with Stoeckenius.189 His laboratory notes start with a new “Versuch 1” 
(experiment 1) in September, that is, before the New Biology papers had 
even been submitted.

Oesterhelt largely continued with the biochemical analyses of the pur-
ple membrane protein, both on the level of wet chemistry and analyses by 
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physical instruments (e.g., automated amino acid analyzers)— expensive 
equipment that belonged to Lynen’s laboratory. A grant proposal sub-
mitted by Oesterhelt to the German Research Foundation in spring 1971 
confirms that his interests and work style had remained largely within 
the instrumental and conceptual framework of enzymology and interme-
diary metabolism biochemistry.190 In order to gather materials for these 
experiments, he tried out different preparatory procedures to separate 
and extract membrane components in 1970 and 1971, involving sol-
vents, reagents, etc. These analytic labors were not always successful— 
Oesterhelt noted the “catastrophic results” of a harsh chemical proce-
dure to isolate the retinal co- factor of the protein, involving ether as a 
solvent.191 The failed experiment, which probably cost no small amount 
of time and effort, illustrates the difficulties of treating delicate biologi-
cal matter with organic chemical methods. It also highlights that Oester-
helt had not quite turned into a molecular biologist following his year 
in San Francisco. By contrast, the new topic was treated in Munich very 
much by the customary organic chemical methods of Lynen’s lab. Retro-
spectively, it even seems as if the experimental development toward the 
next milestone of this project was fueled by the preparatory, wet work 
with the purple membrane in the test tube.

From his correspondence with Stoeckenius at the time, it is evident 
that the trials with different solvents were meant to accomplish two 
things: Not only did Oesterhelt try to separate components of the pro-
tein in a better way, but he was looking for conditions under which a  
reversible color change could be obtained; that is, conditions under which  
the purple substance would turn yellow and then return to the initial 
state. In an interview, he described this as “functional thinking” inspired 
by enzymology: All enzyme- catalyzed reactions are reversible, and thus 
a reversible color effect could be taken as an indication that this was 
not an artifact, but a biologically functional process.192 Note that Oes-
terhelt again approached the problem of biological function here very 
much from the standpoint of a (bio)chemist— by contrast, a molecular 
geneticist such as Lily Jan from Delbrück’s lab looked for dysfunctional 
mutants.

At the end of February 1971, Stoeckenius, who had also embarked 
on similar trials of adding reagents and checking effects, wrote in a let-
ter to Munich that when concentrated salt solution was added to the 
ether mix used to separate lipid from protein, the “material is reversibly 
bleached by strong white light! . . . We have repeated this game quite a 
few times and it works perfectly.”193
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Tinkering with the biochemical material and reagents, with the goal 
of isolation or that of obtaining a reversible process, resulted in a test 
tube assay that must have appeared like a “game” played with the mem-
brane substance (the notion appears several times in the notebooks and 
correspondence): Shine a light, the purple stuff bleaches to yellow; return 
to the dark, it becomes purple again. In fact, I have set up the described 
assay myself, by adding sodium chloride and ether to a purple membrane 
preparation, and without any longer trials observed the bleaching. On a 
bright spring day, walking to the window was sufficient to obtain an ef-
fect striking enough to gather a lab crowd to marvel and discuss it (plate 3).

However, the “salt- ether system,” as the assay was baptized, became 
much more than a game. It was a first step toward modeling material ac-
tivity as a biochemical reaction of the purple membrane in vitro, in anal-
ogy to the known bleaching of the retina’s visual purple. This assay, a 
simple and almost crude set- up to display material activity, epitomized a 
central theme of the nascent field: The purple membrane was a reactive 
material in the most tangible sense: Light on, yellow; light off, purple, etc., 
ad infinitum. It was “stuff that did something” or mechanical matter.

From color change to molecular mechanism— optical spectrometry

Obviously, the material’s photochemical effect lent itself to being scru-
tinized by instruments. In response to one of the talks Oesterhelt held in 
Germany and the US, he was invited in March 1972 by Benno Hess, di-
rector at the Max- Planck- Institut für Ernährungsphysiologie (MPI of Nu-
tritional Physiology), to give a seminar at Dortmund.194

Hess had been working with bioenergeticist Britton Chance at the 
University of Pennsylvania on topics such as “metabolic control,” i.e., 
the regulation of glycolysis in yeast or tumor cells. Chance and Hess were 
not so much doing analytic or intermediary metabolism biochemistry as 
Lynen did, but molecular biophysics. “Pathways weren’t my interest, 
mechanisms were,” or so Chance stated in a retrospective interview— that 
is, he studied the molecular details of enzyme action with physical instru-
ments.195 Chance’s department at Philadelphia, the Johnson Foundation, 
was renowned for the development of sophisticated mechanical and op-
tical technology to study biochemical reactions, such as the “stopped- 
flow apparatus.” By rapidly mixing enzymes and substrates with motor- 
driven syringes, it allowed metabolic reactions to be resolved at a high 
temporal resolution.196 However, even the resolution of the stopped flow 
apparatus (which became a classic of biochemistry) was limited by the 
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lag times and inhomogeneities of the mechanical mixing process. As pre-
war studies to follow an enzymatic reaction by measuring fluorescence 
changes of the protein in a test tube by cell physiologist Otto Warburg 
had indicated, light was the means for an even more precise and continu-
ous scrutiny of biochemical kinetics.197 Elaborating this biophysical ap-
proach, Chance’s department had developed the “double- beam spectro-
photometer,” which allowed synchronous illumination of a sample and 
recording of the emitted fluorescence.

Given what we know of the purple membrane so far, it is clear why 
Hess became interested in Oesterhelt’s curious new topic— for spectros-
copists and biophysicists, an optical effect that could be followed by the 
bare eye must have truly appeared as a “clue offered by nature” to study 
protein and membrane dynamics (to quote Lily Jan, see above). More-
over, it was an opportunity to profit from the double- beam spectropho-
tometer in Hess’ department. For Oesterhelt, the collaboration was a 
chance not only to gather data, but also to introduce his uncommon sub-
ject to the German research community.

He traveled to Dortmund and suggested bringing along some sam-
ples of cells and membranes. To his host’s query regarding how much 
of the auspicious material would be available, he replied that he could 
provide at will and proposed a complete scheme of spectroscopic ex-
periments he wished to conduct.198 The collaboration between Hess 
and the newcomer Oesterhelt must have thrived rapidly, as their fre-
quent correspondence from 1972 to 1975 documents, with Hess offer-
ing Oesterhelt a position at Dortmund soon after. Their first joint paper 
in 1973 presented the kinetics of the purple membrane’s photoreactions 
in the salt- ether- system, termed “bleaching and regeneration” in anal-
ogy to visual rhodopsin, as analyzed by the cutting- edge spectrometer 
coupled to a minicomputer.199 Oesterhelt and Hess also noted that the 
optical effects (i.e., color changes as changes of absorption or emission 
maxima of light waves) were accompanied by a chemical change, that 
is, a de-  and re- protonation of the substance in the cuvettes. This re-
lease and uptake of an H+- ion was monitored by attaching a pH- meter 
to the membrane solution. Finally, they included data on the quantum 
yields of the photoreaction, that is, on how many photons were needed 
to catalyze the light reaction. The problem of quantum yield was a long- 
disputed issue in photosynthesis research, and in fact Hess and Oester-
helt used instruments from the recently dissolved Berlin institute of Otto  
Warburg to address the problem. Not only was Warburg’s approach 
and position on quantum yield highly controversial, but his prewar ap-
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paratus versus minicomputer and double- beam photometer again exem-
plify a curious synchronicity of methods in this project that belong to 
very different ages of science.200

On the basis of dynamic, i.e., time- dependent spectroscopy, Oester-
helt and Hess argued that the photochemical changes were accompa-
nied by protein “conformational changes,” that is, rearrangements of 
the molecule’s shape. Even if the overall approach of their work was 
still very much characterized by concepts from enzymology and physical 
chemistry, the question on the authors’ minds was how to obtain insight 
into the “molecular mechanism” of the protein, as they put it.201 That 
is, in this collaboration, we observe a gradual transformation from the 
enzymological approach Oesterhelt had practiced in Lynen’s lab toward 
one of molecular biophysics that understands physiological processes as 
 mechanical changes of proteins.

Meanwhile, Walther Stoeckenius had set up a separate group at  
NASA’s Ames research facility at Moffett Federal Airfield. Among other 
things, Ames, located near Mountain View at the southern tip of San 
Francisco Bay, had been home to NASA’s Exobiology Division since the 
early 1960s, and thus housed a number of scientists studying uncommon 
organisms such as Halobacterium by biophysical means.202

Stoeckenius used Ames to embark on similar experiments scrutiniz-
ing the purple membrane’s photoreaction. The spectroscopic brand of 
biophysics needed for this task was completely different from his elec-
tron microscopic past, but it was the methodology that would become 
dominant in the publications of his group in the coming years. As he re-
membered, the Astrophysics Department at Moffett Field provided a la-
ser, and Roberto Bogomolni, a young assistant professor whom Stoeck-
enius had hired from the group of photosynthesis researcher Melvin 
Calvin at Berkeley, set up a so- called flash spectrometer to study pho-
toeffects with high time resolution.203

For this purpose, the purple fraction was cooled to −196°C, or liquid 
nitrogen temperature. The reasoning behind this was that the photore-
actions’ transient intermediate states, which vanished too fast to be ob-
served at ambient temperature, could be “trapped” in the cold after a la-
ser flash. When the scientists then increased temperature, the next step of 
reactions could be followed through changes in absorption of light. That 
is, manipulations of the purple substance’s physical environment and 
experimental intervention with controlled light pulses rendered its mo-
lecular dynamics observable. Even if much more sophisticated, this strat-
egy was in principle similar to the salt- ether- system that had  rendered  
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the color changes visible in vitro. The result was a model of BR’s “pho-
tocycle,” a scheme of cyclic light reactions, which explained the physico- 
chemical changes the material underwent upon illumination.204

The transition from a concept of photoreactions inspired by enzymol-
ogy as found in Oesterhelt and Hess’ paper toward a graphic scheme of a 
photocycle was the next step toward a molecular- mechanical rendering of 
molecular function. The fact that the sequence of photoreactions was cir-
cular, leading back to the molecule’s initial state, and that these reactions 
could be manipulated, interrupted, and re- started, may have contributed 
to the mechanical appeal BR gained at this time. This change in conceptu-
alizing protein function is also indicated by the increasing frequency of the 
term “mechanism” in publications on BR in these years.205

Thus, BR research became connected on an instrumental and conceptual 
level with established fields of biophysics such as photosynthesis research, 
where spectroscopy and photocycles were the order of the day.206 Spectros-
copists’ enthusiasm, which turned the curious find into a promising model 
for mechanistic protein studies, was related in no small degree to the fact 
that the protein was present as a pure and stable chemical substance— there 
was enough of it to fit into a cuvette for laser measurements; you could take 
the purple membrane on a train from Munich to Dortmund, or from San 
Francisco to Ames, handing it over to biophysicists not skilled in work with 
delicate enzymes. Here was a “part” of life’s molecular inventory that was 
not only simple, but also robust enough to be studied.207

However, the elephant in the room of the purple membrane project 
must still have been biological function. In contrast to the suspected anal-
ogies with vision, and to all the data on the protein’s photoreactions in 
the test tube, evidence of what BR or the purple membrane might actu-
ally do in a living cell was lacking. In other words, the biological raison 
d’être of these structures and molecules remained a matter of speculation. 
The reason was that studying living cells (the most obvious thing to do 
for most cell or microbiologists) had not been a priority for Blaurock, the 
structural biologist, nor for Oesterhelt, the biochemist, nor for Hess, the 
spectroscopist, or Stoeckenius, the electron microscopist. Everything un-
til now had been done on preparations and molecules, with the living cell 
remaining a blind spot of the project.208

Cells in action— toward bioenergetics

In the summer of 1972, the entries in Oesterhelt’s Munich notebook— 
still an example of thorough bookkeeping— became less frequent. The 
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spectroscopic results from the collaboration with Hess were filed sepa-
rately; moreover, the city may have offered ample distraction in the form 
of the Olympic summer games. But other reasons existed as to why less 
laboratory work was carried out: In these months, Feodor Lynen’s Max- 
Planck- Institut für Zellchemie moved from the building shared with the 
university to a brand new research campus at Martinsried, back then 
merely a farmer’s village south of Munich. In a major reorganization ef-
fort, the Max Planck Society (MPG) had decided to centralize Lynen’s 
with two other Munich institutes, the Institute of Biochemistry, headed by 
Adolf Butenandt, and the Institute of Protein and Leather Research (fig. 9).

Instruments and laboratory equipment owned by the MPI were trans-
ferred to Martinsried, and the university department was left with few re-
sources, as Lynen himself conceded. In his grant application to the Ger-
man Research Foundation (DFG), Oesterhelt had already antic ipated 
this situation a year previously, asking for support to purchase basic 
instruments.209

F i g u r e  9  the new molecular life sciences in West Germany. view of the Max Planck institute of Biochem-
istry’s building at Martinsried, south of Munich, undated; probably 1970s. the building’s structure consisted 
of wings gathering loosely around centers, with each wing housing the institute’s departments— this archi-
tecture was supposed to enhance interdisciplinary cooperation between these latter. in the back, supply 
buildings; in the front, next to the pond, library and guest house. Martinsried and the MPi became a nucleus 
for the formation of an entire science campus, attracting university departments as well as a biotechnology 
park and businesses since the 1980s (see ch. 4, conclusion). reproduced with permission of the Archives of 
the Max Planck Society, Berlin- Dahlem.
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Still, his experimental options must have become very limited. With 
the benefit of hindsight, he remembered that the lack of sophisticated 
instruments (such as Lynen’s automated amino acids analyzer) also had 
a positive effect— namely, the set- up of an extremely simple assay ac-
complishing what no one seemed to have done systematically so far: To 
study the physiological behavior of living Halobacterium cells in anal-
ogy to what was observed in the test tube.210

All that was needed for this assay was some standard glassware, a 
thermostat, a pH- meter, a powerful light source such as a projector lamp, 
and a culture of living cells. However, the stimulus to conduct these ex-
periments (which could have easily been done two years previously at San 
Francisco) came from outside of Oesterhelt’s ambit. He recalled present-
ing his data from spectroscopy and the proton reaction at a seminar at the 
Biozentrum in Basel, Switzerland. At this new, integrative center for the 
life sciences, membranes were among the topics du jour, yet again from 
a different angle.211 In the discussion of what the protonation effect was 
about, a membrane biophysicist from Basel brought up the idea of trying 
to check for the proton reaction in the living cells with a pH- meter, that 
is, to see whether the same effect occurred that Oesterhelt and Hess had 
observed for a preparation. Upon Oesterhelt’s reply that he could not do 
so since he possessed only a simple pH- meter, he insisted that this should 
be possible, quoting experiments on chloroplasts from photosynthesis re-
search where such light- dependent changes had been recorded.212

The crux of this idea was to try to measure the same effect that had 
been recorded for a biochemical membrane for a physiological mem-
brane, i.e., a functional part of a cell. Why did none of the protagonists 
from this story see before what was obvious to somebody involved in 
membrane research on photosynthesis? To understand this situation, we 
need to take into account the different groups researching “membrane-
land” again— up to the early 1970s, membranes were something com-
pletely different for a biochemist than for a physiologist or a biophysicist 
and here we see one point at which these detached groups and their ob-
jects became connected.

The larger context of what the membrane researchers at Basel were 
doing was bioenergetics. What were bioenergetics’ membranes around 
1970? The central problem for those interested in how cells generated 
biological energy at their mitochondria or from photosynthesis at their 
chloroplasts was the membrane’s contested role as a boundary to orga-
nize and catalyze biochemical reactions in space (see chapter 1). And 
right at the moment we are looking at here, the so- called chemiosmotic 
theory of British bioenergeticist Peter Mitchell was beginning to be ac-
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cepted by more and more researchers— one advocate of Mitchell, Gott-
fried Schatz, was working at Basel, as the person stimulating Oester-
helt.213 In order to experimentally scrutinize Mitchell’s chemiosmotic 
theory, which proposed that proton gradients across membranes were 
a general driver of cellular energy generation, the alleged gradients were 
measured using intact cells or cell- like organelles such as mitochondria 
or chloroplasts. Mitchell himself had been using pH- meters to this pur-
pose since the 1960s, determining the effect of oxygen on the rate of 
respiration and hence energy production.214 These oxygen pulse experi-
ments, which Mitchell and his assistant Jennifer Moyle carried out on 
isolated mitochondria, i.e., cell- like organelles, showed that the pH in 
the test tubes decreased as an effect of a proton gradient building up 
across mitochondrial membranes upon respiration, and hence increased 
energy generation. As chemiosmosis became more and more accepted, 
these experiments were considered as iconic for the new model to under-
stand bioenergetics: A few years later, Gottfried Schatz would demon-
strate similar pulse experiments in a video teaching session of the British 
Open University, with the rapid movement of a pen recorder upon addi-
tion of oxygen to mitochondria supplying telegenic evidence for Mitch-
ell’s theory.215

As central as the issue of a proton gradient across the membrane as 
the centerpiece of cellular energy generation may have been for bioen-
ergeticists then, and as obvious as it is to biologists today, neither Oes-
terhelt nor Stoeckenius had come across it at the time. Underlining the 
separation between the different membrane communities, Oesterhelt re-
peatedly asserted that he had not previously heard of Mitchell or chemi-
osmosis. In contrast to bioenergetics researchers, or physiologists, cells 
had represented for him a source for biochemical materials or micro-
scopic samples, but he had not researched them as intact, living organ-
isms. Strikingly, his grant application from 1971 did not propose a single 
cell physiological experiment.216 Hartmut Michel, a later PhD student 
of Oesterhelt and Nobel laureate of 1988, who had done internships 
in Munich biochemical laboratories at the time, also remembered the 
separation between enzymological or chemical biochemistry à la Lynen  
and a more physiological biochemistry of the Medical School, where 
chemiosmosis was a matter of discussion.217

The crucial and utterly simple experiment to put Halobacterium cells 
encompassing the purple membrane into a test tube and check whether 
the pH of their medium decreased upon illumination must have been out 
of the ordinary for Oesterhelt. Whereas he dated, numbered, and de-
scribed his other experiments neatly, the scale paper slips documenting 
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the pH- pulse measurements on living cells were documented on a differ-
ent type of paper, were less comprehensively described, and remained 
frequently undated.218 Filed separately, they may have been considered 
as preliminary, and/or they may have been carried out beyond the usual 
confines and rhythms of lab work.

From the cross- references between the labels of the cell cultures and 
the dates of their production in his main notebook at the time, the ap-
proximate onset of these experiments can be dated to summer 1972.219 
Oesterhelt remembered these first experiments vividly, and framed them 
in the narrative of an arcane discovery: In a dark room of the basement, 
he would have filled cell suspensions in a glass cuvette, attached the elec-
trode of a pH- meter to the solution, and set up a projector lamp.

The pH meter’s sensitivity was adjusted to the maximum, and when 
he switched on the light, the recorder’s pen jumped to the edge of the pa-
per slip with an unexpected intensity: The biological activity of the pur-
ple membrane became tangible in the simplest set- up, and the graphic 
method that was a tool of the trade not only in bioenergetics, but in 
physiology generally rendered it perceivable in an impressive way.220 At 
the basis of this effect was again the active membrane: Now it was not a 
substance materialized in the test tube, but a part of living cells, present 
as a violet- colored culture in a glass cuvette, that reacted to illumination, 
generating a spike on paper. This immediately suggested that the mem-
brane’s light reactions were part of the organism’s energy metabolism, 
and this turned the purple membrane into an object of photosynthesis 
research and therefore bioenergetics. So, the idea from Basel instanta-
neously put the effects and reactions of the purple membrane on a whole 
new stage (fig. 10).

The manifold recollections I have read and heard about these pH- 
pulse experiments, which were adopted by many in the early 1970s BR 
community, and then turned into a demonstrative experiment for teach-
ing, have prompted me to repeat it. Using the gear lying around in a con-
temporary biology laboratory, and a leftover culture of Halobacterium 
cells, I had no problem to reproduce curves similar to Oesterhelt’s with 
some basic lab knowledge. Bearing in mind the complexity and fickle  
set- up of most biochemical experimentation, it was remarkable how eas-
ily this physiological process could be recorded, and how robust the as-
say was. As cells actually seemed to do something upon illumination, 
creating repeated motion of a pen, the experiment involves a high level 
of sensory experience, with “bioenergetics” getting a quite literal mean-
ing beyond its complex theoretical background.
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F i g u r e  1 0  energetics cells. Handwritten sheet from Oesterhelt’s folder of his pH- pulse experiments, dis-
playing the membrane activity of living cells upon illumination, 1972– 1973. undated graph of a pH profile 
as generalized from several experiments with a pen recorder attached to a customary electrical pH meter. 
Numbers indicate different phases of the experiment. After the light is switched on (indicated by “+h*v”, 
phase 3), a transient increase of pH in the cuvette is followed by decrease (phase 4), which was later taken 
as the main effect of bacteriorhodopsin: Pushing protons out of the cell, acidifying the medium. After 
switching off the light, pH returns to baseline (phases 5– 7). this diagram also illustrates the adoption of 
physiological experimentation and the graphic method (as used in bioenergetics at the time) into the new 
molecular membrane project. From Folder “Protonenversuche/Bleichungen” (see note 218). reproduced with 
permission of D. Oesterhelt, Martinsried.
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There is another reason as to why these pH pulse experiments were 
startling for a biochemist around 1970, as illustrated by the reported 
disbelief of Lynen when Oesterhelt told him how he interpreted his 
experiments— that bacteriorhodopsin’s function may be to transfer or 
pump protons across the cellular membrane.221 The observed pH changes 
must have appeared out of the ordinary since they were repeatable. Usu-
ally, pH changes in solutions, for example, after two substances have 
been mixed, went one way: Once the chemical reaction reached equilib-
rium, the pH would remain constant. Here, the observed reaction was 
auto- reversible and could be reproduced after the pH had returned to 
the initial level during a rest phase of the cells in the dark. Shine a light, 
pH decreases; switch it off, pH returns to normal; shine it again, pH de-
creases again. Similar to the reversible color change in the test tube, the 
reaction appeared akin to mechanical processes rather than to ordinary 
chemical reactions. After some repetitions, however, the cells in the sam-
ple seemed to lose their power, as shown by a faster return of the pH to 
the baseline— cellular activity “weakened,” as known from biological 
processes such as muscle action.

At a meeting of the German Gesellschaft für biologische Chemie (So-
ciety for Biological Chemistry) in October 1972, Oesterhelt presented  
his spectroscopical results from the salt- ether- assay. When pondering the 
function of the protonation effect in vivo, he ventured an interpretation of 
his first pH- pulse recording from July. The purple membrane would thus 
serve the microbes to build up a proton gradient across the membrane 
upon illumination, similar to what was discussed in chloroplasts— the 
possible coupling of this process to cellular energy production from light, 
and thereby the significance of this new object to bioenergetics, could  
easily be grasped.222 Since the fall of 1972, the pH pulse experiments must 
have spurred Oesterhelt’s interest, as he continued experimenting with 
varying conditions such as measurement times, temperature, and light 
intensity. The spikes of cellular activity he recorded became more differ-
entiated, and in fact, the main direction of the process was found to be 
opposed to what he had first presented, i.e., a net proton export from the 
cell occurred in Halobacterium rather than an import as in chloroplasts.

At the time, Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius frequently exchanged their 
results via mail, and Stoeckenius went to Munich presumably in Sep-
tember. A letter from the following month makes first mention of pH- 
experiments carried out in California as well, and here, the first mention 
of the purple membrane as a “light- driven pump” was made.223 By that 
time, Stoeckenius had reached out to the Berkeley lab of photosynthesis 
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researcher Melvin Calvin. Calvin’s former PhD student, Roberto Bogo-
molni, recalls having performed experiments on a possible connection 
between BR and photosynthesis at Berkeley and was soon after hired by 
Stoeckenius. The development of the pH- pulse experiments toward their 
final form published in 1973, and their interpretation occurred in close 
but complex interactions between these individuals, mingling coopera-
tion with competition, as documented by retrospective publications and 
correspondence. 224

Under the title “Functions of a New Photoreceptor Membrane,” the 
energetic spikes of the purple membrane were published in the Octo-
ber 1973 issue of the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 
of the USA. Here was an answer to the question that had been the el-
ephant in the room, biological function, but it was different than ex-
pected: The membrane’s “bleaching” or photocycle was not associated 
with light perception, but with proton transport across the cell mem-
brane. This process was seen as a means for the cells to generate energy,  
and thus the purple- red protein’s function appeared similar not to the 
eyes of animals, but to the green membrane- bound protein, chlorophyll, 
and thereby plant photosynthesis. On the basis of pH- pulse traces simi-
lar to those found in later phases of Oesterhelt’s records, the paper ar-
gued for the “direct pumping action of bacteriorhodopsin.”225

Subsequent to these cell physiological experiments, the purple mem-
brane would represent what the 1973 paper described with an energetic 
metaphor that should become momentous, omnipresent, and unques-
tioned— a “pump.”226

The relevance of this paper may result from the fact that this simple, 
tractable protein was connected to two central topics related to mem-
branes at the time. First, this was physiology of nerve and muscle, where 
the existence of elusive “pumps” to build up electrochemical gradients 
had been discussed since the 1940s (see chapter 1). The second connec-
tion, to bioenergetics and chemiosmosis, was made explicit by referenc-
ing Mitchell’s 1967 paper on oxygen- dependent pH- shifts in mitochon-
dria. BR as a light- driven ion pump not only seemed to bind together on 
a molecular level conceptually different biological processes such as light 
perception (through the chemical similarity with rhodopsins), photosyn-
thesis, and generation of electrical potentials, but— taking into account 
its easy accessibility and handling— it lent itself to address many of the 
pressing issues related to membranes. Max Delbrück, who seems to have 
been frequently briefed about the purple membrane, admitted to Oester-
helt in a letter from September 1973:
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Dear Dr Oesterhelt: At long last I got around to reading your magni-
ficent four preprints with some care, and to discuss them with Lily 
Jan. You have certainly accomplished in a short time an impres-
sive amount of very high quality work on this fascinating system. 
It puts me to shame when I think how slowly we have been pro-
gressing over the years with our Phycomyces problems.227

That said, he enclosed a meticulous three- page critique of one of Oester-
helt’s manuscripts. This most tangible example of an active preparation, 
a macromolecule that could be isolated, and the effect of which could be 
studied in living cells, promised to indeed be nature’s “clue” to get a mo-
lecular grip on membranes.

Plugged into the circuit— a “molecular electric generator,”  
Moscow 1974

The pump was not the only technological concept applied to BR in the 
early 1970s. Bioenergeticists from the Soviet Union, who had rapidly 
taken up the new object after the first publications, modeled the light- 
dependent effects of the protein as an electrical generator on the molecu-
lar level.228 To accomplish this, the team from Moscow State University 
set up an experimental assay that accomplished another conjuncture of 
electrophysiology and biochemistry by integrating the new material sub-
stance’s effects in an artificial model membrane (created by a septum of 
a nitrocellulose film), to which BR- containing liposomes, microscopic 
spherical lipid vesicles containing patches of the purple membrane, were 
adsorbed (more on liposomes and similar cell models in chapter 3). When 
these thin films were illuminated, the electrical current produced by the 
protein was detected and recorded by the electrodes (the movement of 
a positively charged proton also generates an electrical effect). As the 
curves displayed BR’s action in millivolts, it was only logical that the 
Soviet group represented their assay and its components in the form of 
a circuit diagram as known from electronic technology or cybernetics—  
BR with the sign for an electrical generator, the membrane as a capaci-
tance and a resistor, coupled via electrodes to the voltmeter.

Both the assay and the modeling of membranes as electronic tech-
nology harked back to Hodgkin and Huxley’s model of the nerves’ ac-
tion potential, and further into interwar biophysics (chapter 1). New, 
however, was that these experiments were able to pinpoint the electri-
cal phenomena down to the molecular level. This, in turn, demonstrates 
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how bioenergeticists and physiologists took up the new object in order 
to finally render membrane phenomena such as energy generation or 
neuronal signal transmission molecular. Thus, this assay took a similar 
direction to an epoch- making technique of neurophysiology that dates 
also to the mid- 1970s— “patch- clamping,” which allowed physiologists 
to measure the electrical effects of single protein channels in tiny mem-
brane fragments of nerve, developed by the German biophysicists and 
physiologists Erwin Neher and Bert Sakmann.229

The 1970s experiments shaping BR as an electrical generator should 
be conceived of not only as a way to molecularize neurophysiology, but 
also as part of a long strand of modeling biological activity in terms of 
electrical technology, reaching much further than analogies on paper. In 
the Soviet work, as much as in a number of follow- ups from the US or 
Germany, the purple membrane literally turned into a functional bio-
logical molecule plugged into a circuit, and thus an object in between the 
molecular life sciences and physico- chemical technologies.230 In the wet 
environments of cells and test tubes as much as in the dry environments 
of electronics, the molecule was able to achieve effects that suggested 
it may eventually be able to do technological jobs— generating energy, 
or switching currents. So, these electrophysiological studies paved the 
way for a development that was to kick in a decade later— the schemes 
and ideas to create a new, life- inspired molecular technology that some 
thought would revolutionize microelectronics (chapter 4).

What is more, the paper from Moscow also hints at a possibly differ-
ent geography of membrane research as compared to the largely “West-
ern” story of molecular genetics: Whereas the Soviet Union had clearly 
experienced a lag in terms of genetics due to the effects of the Lysenko 
affair, other molecular biologies had not suffered. Among these were in-
termediary metabolism biochemistry, muscle research, as well as bioener-
getics.231 As a new “molecular biology without genetics,” membranes and 
bioenergetics thus met with existing biochemical and biophysical exper-
tise. Moreover, the discovery of BR in the early 1970s fell into a period 
when the molecular life sciences received a boost in the Soviet Union, in 
which the academician and later member of the communist party’s cen-
tral committee, Yuri Ovchinnikov, played a significant role.232 Ovchin-
nikov’s own field was organic chemistry and analytic biochemistry, such 
as the pu rification of biologically active molecules (antibiotics, peptides, 
or toxins), many of which acted upon biological membranes. BR seems to 
have made such an impression on him that he set his own group to work 
on it. In combination with Munich, and other places of BR research that 
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would soon be added to the map, e.g., in Israel or Hungary, the geogra-
phy of membranes in the 1970s thus suggests both a different genealogy 
and a global extension of the molecular life sciences beyond genetics.

To return to the BR story until around 1975, the increasing use of 
technomorphic terms such as “pump,” “electrical generator,” or “pho-
tocoupler” in connection with the new protein indicates a development 
of the field away from its formation at the crossroads of enzymology and 
membrane structure toward a molecular- mechanical perspective, which 
hinged on spelling out protein dynamics by spectroscopy, electrophysi-
ology, etc. A similar transformation affected membranes and bioener-
getics throughout, with the phenomenological perspective of physiology 
(centering on bulk movements of molecules, as in Hodgkin and Hux-
ley’s model of the action potential) displaced by microphysical mod-
els of “what happened” within one pump or channel molecule during  
function.233

The pump takes shape, Cambridge 1973– 75

Since the 1980s, the molecular-mechanical picture of membrane pro-
cesses has become dominant, with the pump BR or the ATP- synthase as 
their poster children. In 1974, however, these issues were still very much 
open to debate— not least since no structural model of a membrane pro-
tein comparable to DNA, hemoglobin, or other enzymes had been estab-
lished. In spite of increasing attention, BR was still very much an “object 
in flux,” as one could say, to modify an expression of Yehuda Elkana.234 
It was unclear, for example, if chemical effects and reactions related to 
the protein molecule, or the entire membrane. Moreover, it was an open 
issue if the functional object in the cell correlated to the protein material 
in the test tube, or how BR was imagined to “sit” in the membrane film. 
These and more questions were basically unresolved for all receptors, 
transporters, and channels, from nerves to bacteria. However, many of 
them were settled quite abruptly around 1975 on the basis of a visual 
model of BR, and the story of how this was established with a novel 
method of structural biology will be told in this section.

The molecular basis of membrane proteins and their dynamics were 
a pressing issue in the early 1970s. Recall the statement of molecular bi-
ologist Arthur Pardee that, at this level, processes central to metabolism, 
immunology, or neurophysiology remained “completely mysterious,” or 
recall Jardetzky’s speculative sketch of how such pumps were supposed 
to work. The absence of a visualized molecular model must have ap-
peared striking against the successes of structural biology and its richly 
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illustrated textbooks, such as Dickerson and Geis’ The Structure and Ac-
tion of Proteins (see chapter 1).

One young protein crystallographer who took up the challenge of 
membranes was Richard Henderson. With a degree in physics, Hen-
derson had done his PhD work in David Blow’s group at Cambridge’s 
LMB, a hub of X- ray structural biology, where he had contributed 
to the elucidation of the molecular mechanism of the digestive en-
zyme chymotrypsin in a project that brought together structural biol-
ogy, enzymology, and protein sequencing.235 During his postdoc at 
Yale, Henderson’s aim had been to select another enzyme for X- ray 
work, possibly from intermediary metabolism. However, as he remem-
bered, his mentor suggested a different strategy: As a young scientist, 
he would be better to choose something that would make an impact 
in 20 years’ time.236 Thinking back to Cambridge biophysics, Hen-
derson came up with the idea of trying to solve the structure of the 
membrane- bound sodium channels of nerves. The molecular basis of 
the well- researched action potentials had remained an unresolved issue. 
Grosso modo, the “nature of the molecular events underlying changes 
in permeability” that had eluded Hodgkin and Huxley in the 1950s, 
were still beyond reach.237 There was some recent development on the 
issue, however, as Jean- Pierre Changeux or Ricardo Miledi from the 
then coalescing field of “neurobiology” were gradually getting a bio-
chemical hold on receptors from the synaptic membranes of nerves. 
They purified proteins from their membranes as material correlates of 
receptor action, using for this purpose attached toxins or radioactive  
labels.238

In 1970, Henderson embarked on a similar approach to the alleged 
channels in nerves, synthesizing small molecules inhibiting their ac-
tion, and radioactive labels. These were to be used as “tags” in order 
to isolate the proteins from the membranes by methods such as chro-
matography, or to stabilize them for crystallization.239 Remember that  
biochemical protein isolation was well- established for water- soluble en-
zymes, but remained troublesome for membrane proteins, as these tended  
to “stick” within the colloidal lipid- protein mix of the membrane. How-
ever, large amounts of pure protein were a precondition for crystallog-
raphy. As Henderson was toiling with such sophisticated labeling strat-
egies in order to isolate Hodgkin and Huxley’s channels from nerve 
membrane preparations, it is no wonder that a plenary given by Walther 
Stoeckenius at a San Francisco biochemical meeting in June 1971 caught 
his attention: Here was a membrane protein of which one could get large  
amounts in a pure and crystalline state, and which seemed to be related to  
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the visual pigment. Also to Henderson, the early reports on BR must have 
sounded as if nature had offered a material clue on the membrane problem.

After a frustrating year and a half spent with preparatory work on 
sodium channels, he decided to switch to this easy example of a mem-
brane protein. He remembered convincing Don Engelman, a membra-
nologist at Yale who had published with Stoeckenius, to phone the latter 
in San Francisco, to inform him of Henderson’s plans and ask for a cell 
culture. Stoeckenius did not want to collaborate, but agreed to send cells 
for Henderson to start on his own. The correspondence between Stoeck-
enius and Henderson, the latter a junior of Oesterhelt’s generation, doc-
uments the difficulties of setting up the new project’s infrastructure. As 
a structural biologist, Henderson had no prior knowledge of cultivating 
microbes, similar to Stoeckenius almost a decade earlier. Thus, he ten-
tatively asked Stoeckenius for some more details on procedures and the 
state of his work, which he received. Letters between the two research-
ers were frequent and collegial in tone from the beginning, and soon,  
Henderson was returning his own observations. Only a year after he had 
started— Henderson was back in Cambridge by then, and had taken the 
new topic home (also similar to Oesterhelt)— the progress of his work 
may have convinced Stoeckenius to offer this potentially successful rival 
a position as a structural biologist at UCSF. Now, it was Henderson who 
hedged his bets, however, stating that he had just settled in Cambridge 
and preferred to carry out his plans there for now. He enclosed new X- ray 
pictures he had taken, which Stoeckenius found “impressive.” In 1974, he 
finally declined the offer to form a structural biology group in San Fran-
cisco, for the stated reason that a critical mass of instrumentation and staff 
to continue working as he had been in Cambridge were not present.240 The 
correspondence illustrates the shifting relations as well as the exchange 
economy of these two scientists who were working on the same problem, 
with their reciprocal needs, the changing differences in their social status, 
and their interest in maintaining independence at important points.

As Stoeckenius’ former postdoc Allen Blaurock was also continu-
ing to work on purple membrane structure at King’s College, the situa-
tion became even more complicated. Henderson’s work proceeded well, 
and with a Cambridge researcher having taken up a structural topic that 
someone was pursuing in Maurice Wilkins’ department at King’s, the 
possible outcome for Henderson risked sounding like an echo of the 
DNA story two decades earlier, when Jim Watson and Francis Crick 
had used Rosalind Franklin’s experimental data without permission or 
giving due credit. Thus, having submitted a manuscript on X- ray dif-
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fraction data on the purple membrane to the Journal of Molecular Bi-
ology in 1974, Henderson recalled driving down to London to discuss 
his work with Blaurock and passing him the manuscript— the papers by 
the two authors then appeared back- to- back in 1975. The somewhat 
ironic point about this resolution of what could have become a conflict 
in light of past events was that neither of these two X- ray structural pa-
pers was later seen as the breakthrough in the problem of membrane 
protein structure. This only came about when Henderson tried out a  
new method.241

Material bricolage

At the LMB’s Annual Laboratory Symposium in October 1973, an inter-
nal gathering to share each other’s work, Henderson remembered hear-
ing an electron microscopist of Hugh Huxley’s muscle structure group, 
Nigel Unwin, talk about electron microscopy of the tobacco mosaic vi-
rus. Due to its repetitive assembly from helically arranged protein sub-
units, the virus had been used as a model object by structural biologists 
such as Rosalind Franklin. The virus project had started even before the 
double helix and was continued after Franklin’s death by Aaron Klug 
and others.242 Henderson noted Unwin for a curious methodical inven-
tion: It may sound anecdotal, even outright bizarre, but Unwin had tin-
kered with a gold- coated spider thread inserted into the instrument’s 
electron path. The filament served as a phase plate, that is, a radiation- 
permeable material modifying the beam’s phase. The phase contrast ap-
proach was known from 1930s’ light microscopy, where it had allowed 
an important enhancement of resolution.243

To understand where Unwin was aiming with his makeshift phase- 
contrast electron microscope, it is necessary to briefly recall the power 
and the problems of the approach. Since the 1950s, electron micrographs 
of biological material were usually produced from samples stained with 
heavy metal salts, which, however, brought with them the risk of produc-
ing artifacts. A phase- contrast technique promised to detect the low con-
trast produced by the electron deflection of the biological material itself, 
which would mean that one could omit the critical staining process.244

Unwin’s gilded cobweb, surely somewhat fickle, never came into 
play for the purple membrane, as an easier trick to accomplish the same 
effect existed (it may have been merely a catchy episode of the talk). 
Yet, in a sense, the cobweb strategy is illustrative of the project Hen-
derson and Unwin had started: Leaving behind the established methods  
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of X- ray crystallography and EM, the two developed a merger of both, 
which involved material bricolage, or the makeshift assembly of re-
sources that were around in a novel way (fig. 11).

Nigel Unwin apparently had a predilection for this work style. After 
obtaining a PhD from Cambridge’s Department of Metallurgy, where he 
had probed the composition of metal surfaces by EM, he was hired by 
Huxley to the LMB in 1971. Here, Unwin tried out novel ways to con-
duct EM on model specimens and tried out methods for sample preser-
vation. Thus, such an ample and apparently well- structured substance as 
the purple membrane must have fit with Unwin’s methodical interests— 
the material promised to spend time trying out methods rather than ob-
taining it.245 However, even a material as ample and rigid as the purple 
membrane deteriorated under the harsh vacuum conditions required for 
EM. When the team observed that contaminated samples actually pro-
duced better images than pure samples, they took up Unwin’s experiences  
with different additions to the specimen. In a sense mimicking contami-
nation, they added conventional sugar to the sample and ended up with 
something that one may describe as a “sugar icing” of the membrane. 

F i g u r e  1 1  Membrane electron microscopists. richard Henderson (right) and Nigel unwin on the stairs of 
the old building of cambridge’s Laboratory of Molecular Biology, 1980s. unwin worked on neuroreceptors 
after the joint development of crystallographic eM on Br in the early 1970s. reproduced by courtesy of the 
Medical research council– Laboratory of Molecular Biology (Mrc- LMB), cambridge, uk.
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Instead of using synthetics or highly reactive heavy metal salts, sample 
preservation was achieved by tinkering with simple substances found 
in any lab, thereby emulating processes known from a kitchen or candy 
shops.246

The first joint trials of phase- contrast EM with an unstained purple 
membrane specimen worked out well, as Henderson vividly remembered:

And then looking down the binoculars with your eyes, no film, 
nothing like that, you could see the spots really brightly on the 
screen shining at you. So you can see the diffraction spots. At 
that point we knew— it is like three weeks after we had started 
fiddling around— we knew it would work out [ . . . ].247

As in many of the other early experiments, the purple membrane be-
came an attractive object of study for Henderson and Unwin because it 
immediately produced tangible results— you could see with the bare eye 
what was impossible to perceive in other cases. The material lent itself to 
being worked with in many fields of the life sciences, and it advanced to 
a model allowing novel methods to be pioneered and applied in a short 
time. The effect of this was that it connected researchers from different 
fields, which used different techniques— and in turn many of them would 
soon work on the same object.

Data instead of images— a new electron microscope

Hardly anything can be discerned in what Henderson and Unwin qualify 
as “typical” short exposure micrographs of the purple membrane.248 The 
delicate balance between recording an image and destroying the sample 
by the very electrons required for imaging resulted in more or less uni-
form, “underexposed” gray plates. These were interspersed with black 
shades resulting from gold particles, so- called gold islands, which were 
added to the carbon grid sample holder, providing something like “land-
marks” to spot the position of the sample on an otherwise fuzzy screen.

How did Henderson and Unwin proceed from these images that 
showed almost nothing to enhancing resolution of the electron micro-
scope, thereby pioneering a novel use of the instrument toward visual-
izing macromolecules that has nowadays become another pillar of struc-
tural biology?

The explanation is that the duo treated electron micrographs not as 
images to be inspected by the eye, as in light microscopy, but as data sets  
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displaying reflection patterns and intensities similar to those from X- ray 
crystallography, that were analyzed mathematically in order to recon-
struct images. Aaron Klug, student of John D. Bernal’s famed crystallog-
raphy department at Birkbeck College, London, and collaborator of Ro-
salind Franklin on the structure of tobacco mosaic virus, had developed 
principles of this method, and as group leader at the LMB, he was in the 
ambit of Henderson and Unwin. Klug explained the procedure of what 
came to be known as crystallographic EM as follows: In a first step, a Fou-
rier transform of each single micrograph was produced; that is, the image 
was turned into a data set by quantifying the optical densities of the spots 
seen on the micrograph (resulting from diffraction of the sample) and pro-
cessing these mathematically with a computer. When this had been done 
for a great number of micrographs, the back transformation of the ob-
tained Fourier- coefficients allowed an image of the object under scrutiny 
to be reconstructed, in which the noise, or the blurriness, of the single 
shots was averaged out. One big advantage of this method of structure 
determination was that no large three- dimensional crystals were required; 
two- dimensional sheets such as the purple membrane would suffice.249

The need to turn micrographs into data sets meant in practice that 
Henderson and Unwin had to quantify the gray scales of numerous large 
image plates, a task similar to the film scanning routines in the LMB’s 
X- ray crystallographic projects. This laborious and error- prone work 
had previously been carried out by unskilled, often female laborers— the 
so- called computer girls— but by 1972, the institute possessed a semi- 
automated film scanning device, or microdensitometer.250 However, the  
machine was found to be unsuitable for electron micrographs and the 
two had to turn elsewhere. Henderson filled the trunk of his car with 
film cassettes and drove around London to Herstmonceux, Sussex. 
Here, at the Royal Greenwich Observatory, an automated scanning  
densitometer with high resolution existed for the evaluation of astro-
nomical photographs, which he was permitted to use at weekends. Re-
corded on magnetic tapes, the image data were then processed on an 
IBM computer in Cambridge’s Mathematical Laboratory, one of the fa-
cilities the LMB made use of before their own computing power became 
sufficient for such calculations in the 1980s.251

Henderson and Unwin’s approach was “radical” (thus Aaron Klug) 
not only because unstained specimens were used, but more gener-
ally because it tied together an unconventional object for EM, experi-
mental bricolage, and a new way of dealing with images as data sets, 
which involved different resources and actors within and beyond the 
LMB.252 It is hard to imagine how such a methodical tour de force could  
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have worked outside of the few centers of structural biology and EM 
that then existed in the world, which brought together the necessary de-
vices and skills as well as theoretical expertise. However, the approach 
was also radical because it foreshadowed a novel use of an instrument 
and a novel concept of an image: Electron micrographs treated as arrays 
of data, read by machines rather than inspected by the eye, were a pro-
foundly different way to employ an instrument that had become custom-
ary in the life sciences since the 1950s. In a more extended historical per-
spective, this was one step away from an EM as a visualizing method in 
analogy to light microscopy or photography to a method that produced 
reconstructed images. This repurposed, different electron microscope 
became the topic of Henderson’s work for the coming decades, and it in 
fact changed the instrument’s overall use dramatically, which stands in 
our times next to X- ray crystallography as another method of choice for 
protein structure determination.

Contouring the pump

Unwin and Henderson described their new approach in a 1975 issue 
of the Journal of Molecular Biology, the purple membrane being one 
among other proteins to demonstrate the technological innovation, 
rather than the focus of the argument. However, the images from this 
work depicted the heretofore unseen dimension of membranes in be-
tween molecular and cellular structures (fig. 12).253

To pick up Wolfgang Ostwald’s slogan, the new electron microscope 
allowed one to get a glimpse of the “world of neglected dimensions,” right 
at the time when a synthesis of data accumulated in different fields had 
finally led to a novel structural model of membranes as a fluid mosaic, 
that is, as dynamic, self- organizing double lipid films containing domains 
of proteins spanning them from face to face or sitting in them.254 The de-
limitations of molecular objects, one of which was the protein BR, the 
others the far smaller lipids, were traced and modeled by contour lines in-
dicating the density of electron scattering matter. Quite literally, the anal-
ogy with geographical mapping suggested a “molecular landscape”— the 
membrane as an ordered space in which metabolic processes were to take 
place. At a resolution of 7 Ångström (a unit equal to a tenth of a nano-
meter), which was still far away from what could be achieved by X- ray 
crystallography, the protein’s boundaries and its substructures emerged as 
cylindrical features perpendicular to the membrane plane.

The ensuing Nature paper by Henderson and Unwin can truly be said  
to have changed the concept of membrane proteins. From two- dimensional  
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F i g u r e  1 2  Molecular landscaping of the membrane. top: Plot from richard Henderson and Nigel unwin’s 
joint work in 1974. A three- color plotter from cambridge was used to generate a top view of electron density 
(indicating the distribution of scattering matter) within a purple membrane patch. Such maps resemble geo-
graphical contour lines. three round elements plus the adjacent curved shape were identified as the seven 
alpha- helices of one bacteriorhodopsin molecule, oriented perpendicular to the membrane plane. three such 
molecules were oriented around one symmetry axis. to reconstruct a 3D model of the molecule, Henderson 
and unwin transferred such cross- sectional plots from different levels of the membrane to perspex plates, as 
displayed in bottom figure. Stacks of these plates allowed them to reconstruct the spatial contours of the Br 
molecule as shown in figure 13. reproduced by courtesy of the Mrc- LMB, cambridge, uk.
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images, they had advanced toward a three- dimensional model of the 
purple membrane and its protein, which came even closer to what crys-
tallography accomplished.255 In practice, the information required to 
model the third dimension was gathered by tilting the membrane speci-
men with respect to the incident electron beam. The molecular structure 
of the membrane, as a crystalline arrangement of proteins, was then lit-
erally assembled by stacking transparent plates on top of each other. 

F i g u r e  1 3  A molecular pump visualized. 3D- model displaying bacteriorhodopsin’s seven transmembrane 
helices as shown in Henderson and unwin’s 1975 Nature paper. the membrane plane is perpendicular to 
the helices. this was the first structural model of a membrane protein, and it was established with a new 
method. However, the model’s accuracy, or technically speaking the resolution of the electron micrographs 
used to establish it, was low in comparison with what X- ray crystallography accomplished at the time— 
protein substructures were not visualized. reproduced by courtesy of the Mrc- LMB, cambridge, uk.
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These plates indicating electron density profiles represented different 
depths of the membrane film (fig. 13; for explanations see also fig. 12).

The overall appearance of the protein’s structure, or so the authors 
continued, was characterized by “numerous rod- shaped features aligned 
perpendicular to the membrane.”256 Biochemically speaking, these fea-
tures were known as “alpha- helices,” a protein substructure that Linus 
Pauling had previously described. The Nature paper culminated in a photo 
of the protein model, assembled from balsawood slabs jigsawed accord-
ing to the electron density lines by the LMB’s workshop. Graded, slightly 
twisted columns represented bacteriorhodopsin’s seven alpha- helices  
gathered around a central pore. The model may appear coarse- grained 
with respect to the drawings of molecules in Dickerson and Geis’ book, 
but at the time, it was a big step: For the first time, a membrane protein 
had become tangible, modeled as a thing, which one could not only look 
at, but take into one’s own hands and turn around. Here was a molecu-
lar pump— materialized and visualized.

Visualizing molecules and mechanisms

With respect to the membrane problem that troubled physiology, bio-
energetics, photosynthesis, or pharmacology, the 1975 BR model pro-
vided evidence for answering at least two pressing issues. First, regard-
ing membrane architecture: In contrast to what Davson and Danielli had 
postulated four decades previously, and in line with the new fluid mosaic 
model, the membrane formed a two- dimensional “landscape” in which 
proteins and lipids were arranged neatly side by side, with the hexagonal 
arrangement of BR molecules confirming the membrane’s mosaic- like 
architecture.257 The pump protein sat in the membrane and traversed it 
from one side to the other, rather than being attached to either face of it. 
Second, regarding the function of membrane proteins: BR was presented 
as a “simple example” of other pumps and channels, such as those dis-
cussed by Hodgkin and Huxley, the existence of which had so far been 
based largely on indirect evidence. The visualized pumping molecule 
suggested how other such proteins would have to be imagined and how 
they could function as mechanical devices on the molecular scale.

Looking at the image, it may not be immediately evident from this 
static model how the molecule would accomplish its biological function  
of pumping protons. Yet, the idea of a protein straddling the membrane 
from one face to the other rendered some explanations that abounded 
at the time less plausible than others: Whereas it seemed now difficult 
to imagine that the protein rotated within or diffused through the mem-
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brane, it was much more likely that transport was accomplished by re- 
arrangements or conformational changes of the molecule, that is, by me-
chanical motions of the protein, such as proposed in Oleg Jardetzky’s 
schematic model of 1966.258 Bending or twisting of its alpha helices, the 
seven columns traversing the membrane, made protein function conceiv-
able as simple mechanical movements, as opening, closing, pushing, etc., 
akin to what we know from interactions with macroscopic things of our 
everyday world. Mechanical dynamics of molecules, discussed also in spec-
troscopy (see above) and conceived of as rearrangements of assumed rigid 
structural elements, would bring about physiological processes, such as 
moving a proton “freight” across a membrane. This molecular-mechanical  
thinking— presuming in a way a determinist picture of the molecular 
world— became pitted against a statistical conception of the problem in-
spired by thermodynamics and physical chemistry (as found in Peter Mitch-
ell’s conception of membrane dynamics and chemiosmosis; see chapter 3).

Henderson and Unwin’s model formed a center of gravity for future 
research, and in consequence, the research questions of ensuing projects 
changed: The spatial organization and temporal dynamics of the macro-
molecule and its helical substructures within the membrane moved into 
the focus, with conformational changes becoming related to function. 
The ultimate goal became to spell out a “molecular mechanism” of this 
molecule.259

Taking into account the explanatory power and the promises of mo-
lecular models, as well as their inherent analogy between macroscopic 
and molecular processes, it was only a small step for scientists to con-
clude that membrane proteins actually were mechanical devices on the 
molecular scale. Thus, in terms of impact, the small 1975 balsawood 
construction ranges among other models of “living molecules” (the title 
of a long- running exposition at London’s Science Museum) that changed 
the image of life at the molecular scale, such as Watson and Crick’s DNA 
model, Rosalind Franklin and Aaron Klug’s tobacco mosaic virus, or 
John Kendrew and Max Perutz’ myoglobin and hemoglobin proteins. 
Photos and drawings of Henderson and Unwin’s model were shown and 
reprinted multiple times in the scientific and nonscientific press, and one 
of the balsawood constructions is today kept at the Science Museum.260

Toward cryo- electron microscopy

The story of structural research on the purple membrane did not end in 1975. 
Whereas Henderson and Unwin’s model had contoured the pump, and 
thereby helped to answer a number of open issues regarding membranes,  
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the model’s resolution was far from rendering protein parts such as amino 
acids, let alone single atoms, visible. In the coming twenty years, scores of 
scientists would engage in the quest for high- resolution structures of this 
and other membrane proteins.261 Richard Henderson pursued the electron 
microscopic approach at the LMB, with BR becoming his model object for 
method development and enhancement of resolution. An important step 
in the long- term endeavor to establish EM as another method to deter-
mine protein structure (beyond X- ray crystallography or magnetic reso-
nance spectroscopy) was the set- up of a consortium of research groups 
under the umbrella of the European Molecular Biology Organization 
(EMBO), comprising the LMB, the EM department at the MPG’s Fritz-
Haber-Institut at Berlin (FHI, headed, after the retirement of the devel-
oper of EM, Ernst Ruska, by Elmar Zeitler), as well as industrial part-
ners such as Philips.262 In the 1980s, this consortium used the expertise 
of the different groups in instruments development to devise crystallo-
graphic EM methods that worked at liquid helium temperatures in order 
to minimize thermal vibration and radiation damage. The purple mem-
brane, as other supramolecular biological structures such as ribosomes, 
were studied by these early cryo- electron microscopes, huge and sophis-
ticated prototypes housed in shock- absorbing towers next to the FHI.263 
The outcome of this research and development consortium was not only 
a refined EM structure of BR that stretched down to the level of atoms, 
published in 1990, but more importantly technical and conceptual contri-
butions for a method that has become a viable alternative for molecular 
structure determination. Single- particle cryo- EM (which does not require  
any ordered arrangements of molecules such as crystals or membranes) 
is nowadays applied to an increasing number of proteins, and has, on the 
basis of improved optical technologies, led to a “resolution revolution” 
in structural biology.264 In December 2017, as this chapter found its pres-
ent form, Henderson’s contribution to the development of cryo- EM has 
been rewarded by a share of the Nobel Prize in chemistry. Whereas his 
co- awardees, Jacques Dubochet and Joachim Frank, contributed rapid 
freezing methods and mathematical methods to treat the image data, 
respectively, the Nobel committee mentioned the BR work in Hender-
son’s case. Maybe one could take this statement one step further and 
add that the material substance that had caught his attention in the  
early 1970s had an impact on redirecting him from crystallography 
to this new field— as he remembered in an interview, the BR’s spots 
seemed to directly shine at him through a binocular in the first trials, 
and that it was this object that made the collaboration with Nigel Unwin  
fruitful.265
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Henderson, to be sure, was not the only structural biologist who 
noted the material promise of the purple membrane and took a bet on it: 
Hartmut Michel, PhD student in the lab of Dieter Oesterhelt, stumbled 
upon crystal- like formations of BR in a preparation in 1977— a trope 
repeatedly mentioned in crystallographers’ stories, underlining the ser-
endipity involved in obtaining protein crystals.266 Thus, Michel, doing 
Mitchellian bioenergetics studies of BR before, re- directed toward struc-
tural biology, visited Henderson at Cambridge and attempted to resolve 
the purple pump’s structure by X- ray crystallography. To make a long 
story short: It did not work, with BR remaining recalcitrant to X- ray 
studies until the late 1990s, but Michel, who became a group leader in 
Oesterhelt’s department at the MPI of Biochemistry in the 1980s took 
up another microbial membrane protein that naturally formed crystals. 
From this photosynthetic reaction center, he and crystallographer Jo-
hann Deisenhofer resolved the first X- ray structure of a membrane pro-
tein, sharing a chemistry Nobel with Robert Huber in 1988.

While a more detailed history of structural biology after 1970 show-
ing the contributions of and displacements between different methods 
such as X- ray, cryo- EM, or NMR remains to be written, it is obvious 
that the purple membrane as a material that lent itself to structural stud-
ies would play a significant part within it, and that research on it helped 
to shape the present situation, in which protein structure determination 
is increasingly becoming routine research. In the wake of the 2017 No-
bel prize, it was suspected that resources may be redirected from the 
large synchrotrons producing X- rays to smaller cryo- EM facilities, struc-
ture determination may be outsourced to external facilities like DNA 
sequencing nowadays, and sets of protein structures for entire cells or 
organisms may enable novel in silico approaches to understand the dy-
namics of life, similar to what genetics has seen in the past decades.267 
This is all speculation— however, these musings, as much as the devel-
opments of the past forty years, may attribute new layers of meaning to 
what was conceived as an aleatory array of words by composer John 
Cage, what figured as an epigraph to a cryo- EM proposal in Richard 
Henderson’s papers almost three decades ago, and what I chose to put 
in front of this chapter: “Structure without life is dead. But Life without 
structure is un- seen.”268

Conclusion– from Stoff to molecular pump

In March 1976, UCSF invited journalists to a press conference at the 
Parnassus campus. The topic was the “new bacterial system” discovered  
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by UCSF scientists that, as the journalistic formulation promised, would 
convert “sunlight into chemical energy and food.”269 The meeting in-
volved Stoeckenius, his lab members Roberto Bogomolni and Richard 
Lozier, as well as Janos Lanyi from NASA’s exobiology program at 
Ames. A press photo shows Lozier and Stoeckenius presenting an image 
of the Cambridge model to the audience. The take- home message was 
that BR represented a pump able to convert solar into electrical energy 
in biological cells. Insights into basic biological processes were expected, 
but the ruling theme of the announcement was clearly future energy tech-
nologies. In the days of the first oil shock, the press would subsequently 
disseminate the Californian vision of the purple membrane as a “power 
source” of biological solar cells and a surmised “scientific goldmine” far 
beyond the US.270 The press conference and its medial precipitate is im-
portant not only because it showed the stellar ascent of a research object 
that Delbrück had called the “weird purple membrane” only five years 
previously, but also because it illustrates how the material substance rap-
idly turned into a crystallization nucleus for molecular biotechnologies. 
One may suspect a mere slip of language or a bold extrapolation by jour-
nalists, scientists, or both, but the arguments put forward in the press per-
formed a leap from a molecular pump found in the cell to pumping, that 
is, energy- generating devices as working technologies. In the particular 
moment of the mid- 1970s, a molecular machine such as this lent itself to 
speculations and visions that foreshadow 1980s nanotech, but that also 
remain distinct from it (see chapter 4). The public attention that the new 
molecule received was also the moment when a linearized version of BR’s 
discovery story became known, e.g., from an article in Scientific Ameri-
can, which omitted the complete turn of the project in early 1970, and 
played down Blaurock’s and Oesterhelt’s contributions.271

Thus, the 1976 press conference marks an end point to the historical 
development described in this chapter: The materialization of a mem-
brane pump, from the find of an active material substance, or Stoff, to 
the isolation of a molecule, to the characterization of its effects as a num-
ber of steps in a mechanism and finally to a visualization of its struc-
ture. This process involved a transformation of the project originally 
conceived at Rockefeller from membrane to molecule, the recruitment 
of various experimental technologies and actors, as well as the involve-
ment of research fields and institutions from different countries. No-
tably, these included historically better- known, cutting- edge endeavors 
such as bioenergetics and structural biology, but also ones that have re-
ceived less attention, such as physiology or organic chemistry. Within a  
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little more than five years, a novel research field coalesced around the 
material opportunity provided by the purple membrane, which, in turn, 
helped move membranes from elusive, hard- to- grasp biological entities 
toward tangible substances. Researchers had something in hand to toy 
around with and to observe with their eyes. In brief, they disposed of 
membranes as Stoff in an almost phenomenological sense. This Stoff 
could be used in simple assays, tried out with new instruments, or ana-
lyzed chemically. There have been other moments of “materialization” 
in membrane research; yet, it is safe to say that hardly any of these ob-
jects promised to be so easily accessible and suitable to work with. BR in-
deed represented a “very well- behaved” research object, allowing scien-
tists to carry out projects that would not have been possible otherwise.272

The developments described in this chapter coincided with big changes  
in membrane research, as epitomized in the fluid mosaic model from 
1972. This latter quickly displaced the old Davson- Danielli structure 
and suggested that biological membranes be thought of as an arrange-
ment of two lipid films with proteins sitting therein and traversing them 
from face to face, as not only Henderson and Unwin’s model had con-
firmed. Moreover, the films were imagined to exist in a dynamic, liquid 
crystalline state, with the proteins “drifting” in a moving sea of lipids. 
This model, as many other findings emerging from, for example, im-
munology or studies of erythrocyte membranes, ended old debates and 
opened new research questions.273 And even if the history of this rapid 
development toward a molecular view of and approach to membranes 
would look different if different case histories were considered, these 
would presumably converge on similar molecular-mechanical mod-
els to explain function— with “hinges” or “gates” regulating the open-
ing and closing of channels, “twists” of the protein transmitting signals 
across the membrane, or “tilting” protein segments transporting sub-
strates from the inside to the outside.274 The materialization of pumps, 
channels, and membranes that started in the 1960s, and that gained full 
force in the period described in this chapter, shows some parallels to the 
materialization and molecularization of the gene concept in the 1950s, 
with DNA or the respective proteins becoming stable but still flexible ob-
jects re- grouping researchers, instruments, expertise, and problems.275  
In the present case, this would lead to the formation and unfolding of 
a broader molecular-mechanical vision of life, as described in the next 
chapter.

In contrast to, for example, developmental biology or genetics of higher  
organisms since the 1970s, the membrane and protein field retained  
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molecular biology’s heritage of reductionist analysis, modeling, and 
thinking in quite an extreme form. Not only membrane proteins, but 
also other active substances such as enzymes were increasingly conceived 
of as robot- like contrivances of nature to carry out biological function 
on the molecular level, so that biochemist Arthur Kornberg would later 
on simply equate enzymes and molecular machines, as in the epigraph 
to the Introduction.276 The models and images of such machinery and its  
workings do not convey its materiality very well, or even render it as some-
what immaterial. By contrast, this chapter has shown that the molecu-
lar machinery that surrounds us today has emerged from a laboratory  
world of working with active material substances, or the Stoff of life—  
by isolating fractions in the centrifuge, by observing their colors and re-
actions, by extracting and mixing substances, by shooting electrons  
at them or creating models of them. The materiality of life mattered for  
the shaping of the concept of a molecular machine, and it still does.
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3 Synthesizing Cells and Molecules— Mechanisms  
as “Plug- and- Play”

However, the idea of life out of an automat is “nonsense of course,” as chemist 

Thomas Dörper suggests. The gene machine’s operator knows: “Pure chemicals en-

ter the machine and a pure product of chemical synthesis comes out of it. Chemi-

cally considered, it is DNA, but biologically considered, it is absolutely dead.”
German newspaper Die Zeit, 1983277

One way of examining how researchers would nowa-
days probe the function of a membrane molecular ma-
chine would look like this: Take a vial with the pump 
molecules, produced by genetically engineered cells and 
purified, tag them with chemical probes, integrate them 
into synthesized model membranes, and record how the 
protein changes its shape upon the addition of substrates.

From this short description, it is clear that all of the 
mentioned components of life— protein, membrane, tags, 
and substrates— represent made- up and pieced together 
material substances. That is, researchers probing molec-
ular mechanisms of, e.g., pharmaceuticals work within 
an arsenal of living substances that is synthetic in many 
ways: Produced by genetically engineered organisms or 
made by automats assembling molecules, modified by at-
taching tags or probes to it, and finally assembled into a 
cell- like structure that can be researched in a “plug- and- 
play” mode. In other words, the materiality of life in con-
temporary science is strikingly different with respect to 
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the “building blocks” or compounds and their availability as compared 
to forty or fifty years ago. This chapter will detail how we got to this 
point, thereby focusing on the relevance of ways of making, or synthe-
ses, for a molecular- mechanical understanding of life.

The interplay between the making of an object and the understanding  
of that object is nowhere in science as important as in chemistry. Since the  
nineteenth century, when organic chemists produced a plethora of novel 
substances in their retorts, syntheses have served to create substances for 
many purposes— to make novel artificial materials from scratch (syn-
thetics), to imitate natural substances for use (dyes), or to remake natu-
ral compounds in order to confirm knowledge of their chemical structure 
and composition (complex organic, i.e., carbon- based substances).278 
Concerning the entanglement of making and knowing, Catherine M. 
Jackson has convincingly argued that the origin of organic synthesis in 
the work of nineteenth- century German chemist August Wilhelm Hof-
mann, which was later overshadowed by the commercial success of con-
structive chemistry, was more investigative than economically moti-
vated, centering on reactions rather than product.279

As much as syntheses have served different purposes, the meanings 
of this concept have been manifold, referring to futurism as well as to 
the (non)genuineness or man- made character of a product, or to tech-
nical routines to make it.280 It is the latter two aspects that are central 
as to how the impact of synthetic practices on the life sciences are ques-
tioned in this chapter. By analyzing how humans have technologically 
remade components of organisms, I take up the obvious, but still linger-
ing question ( hinted at by the epigraph) about the relationship between 
chemical syntheses and ways of making in the life sciences, especially 
but not exclusively with regard to recent synthetic biology. Even if a 
plethora of research endeavors to design, engineer, or remake organisms 
or parts of them have been baptized “synthetic biology” throughout the 
twentieth century, and the current field can be considered neither their 
heir, nor simply a “replica” of nineteenth- century synthetic chemistry, as  
Luis Campos and Bernadette Bensaude- Vincent have convincingly ar-
gued, the relationship between today’s synthetic biology and synthetic 
chemistry especially on the level of practices needs to be questioned: 
How have these fields been related historically as syntheses of biological 
substances— from molecules to cell- like aggregates— become ever more 
influential and widespread?281 Have the recent life sciences indeed been 
facing another round of natural objects turning synthetic— whereas this 
applied to carbon- based organic chemical substances before, it is now 
about the substances and components of life? What were the epistemic, 
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practical, and disciplinary relationships between organic chemistry and 
the life sciences in the late twentieth century? How far have the image 
and the success of synthetic chemistry actually informed the dealings 
with life one hundred years later?

This chapter suggests an answer to these questions not by looking for 
precursors of synthetic biology in chemistry, but by taking into view a 
genealogy of chemical practices from the 1970s and 1980s, which have 
formed a basis for contemporary synthetic biology at the interface of the 
chemical and the life sciences. This pertains to the adoption of technique 
and concepts from chemistry into the life sciences — such as “total syn-
thesis,” or making from scratch— as well as to the adoption of instru-
ments and machines to take apart and remake the complex substances 
of life.282

Most importantly, this chapter focuses on the targets of this research, 
that is, the materiality or the Stoff that life is made up of, and the inter-
play between gaining chemical knowledge of its composition and dy-
namics, and the development of ways to (re)make it. Practices of analysis 
and synthesis, of taking apart and putting together DNA, proteins and 
cell- like aggregates, which fall within both the realms of chemical and 
molecular biological thinking and working, have significantly changed 
the entire material inventory of life after 1970. As a result, functional bi-
ological matter was rendered much more akin to substances in test tubes 
(and analogous to man- made machinery) that can be de-  and recom-
posed or modified. This transformed materiality of biological matter has 
contributed significantly to the shaping of the contemporary molecular- 
mechanical vision of on protein function: Life has become mechanical, 
or so I argue in this chapter, because it can be taken apart and put back 
together on the level of molecules and even cells.

I will venture into the as yet largely uncharted historical territory 
of the intersection between organic chemistry and the molecular life 
sciences in the last quarter of the twentieth century, which includes 
figures such as the biophysicist Alec Douglas Bangham and biochemist 
Efraim Racker or the organic chemists Har Gobind Khorana and Bruce 
Merrifield. Thereby, this chapter brings to the fore the important and 
frequently underestimated share that chemical practices to make things 
have had on the formation of the present molecular life sciences.

As in the preceding chapter, my analysis will continue to follow the 
case story of bacteriorhodopsin, as it comprises a number of important 
developments that have also become influential on a more general level; 
however, I will zoom out of the case study at times to describe a larger 
picture of my actor’s research or the introduction of new methodology. 
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An appropriate point of departure to conceive of this episode from mem-
branes to molecular machines is the 1976 San Francisco press confer-
ence on BR: Even if quite a lot was already known about the molecular 
structure and mechanism of the pump as compared to other proteins, 
this and most other such biological substances differed from other or-
ganic (i.e., carbon- based) chemicals in an important way: The pumping 
molecule was still a natural product, assembled by living cells and to be 
isolated from them by biochemical techniques. This was to change in the 
period until 1990, when scientists developed various strategies of taking 
apart and remaking proteins, based on techniques from organic chem-
istry as much as from the newly developing recombinant DNA. Even if 
many limitations existed in practice, it had become possible at the end of 
this development to make and modify a molecular machine and put it to 
work in a cell- like structure in ways that I will detail below. Insofar, this 
chapter can also be framed as the transformation of life’s material inven-
tory from Stoff of nature toward Stoff of the laboratory (i.e., man- made, 
mobile, controllable, modifiable).

In spite of all particularities of a case story with respect to the tim-
ing and sequence of events, I argue that this transformation represents 
a general trend and has become a hallmark of the present molecular life 
sciences. Research on life is carried out widely in the “plug- and- play” 
mode sketched above. Insofar, this story should also be understood as  
explaining how biological processes became reformulated as molecular- 
mechanical processes through conceptual and methodical transfers and 
exchanges with organic chemistry, by piecemeal additions of technique 
and instruments such as automats to make DNA and proteins. This has 
rendered the boundary between chemical substances and biological mat-
ter permeable, and in turn also that between the chemical and the life 
sciences.

Making cell simulacra in the test tube— liposomes

“Six lyophilized egg yolks are homogenized with 150 ml acetone in a 
top- drive macerator, allowed to stand for 15 min, then centrifuged at 
400 x g for 15 min to remove acetone- soluble impurities (triglyceride fat, 
steroids, and pigments).” Thus goes a recipe, published by Alec Doug-
las Bangham, originally a hematologist, in 1974, that had nothing to do 
with food chemistry, but was, in fact, the first step toward making mate-
rial models of cells in a test tube. And here’s the result: “If now the smear 
is gently covered with a thin layer of a dilute salt solution, say, 10 mM, 
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smectic mesophases will rapidly form, and the observer will be beguiled 
by the process.” (fig. 14)283

In fact, Bangham was neither the only scientist, nor the first, to be be-
guiled by smectic mesophases (a term from crystallography), or in other 
words, self- assembling vesicles enveloped by a double lipid membrane. 
These little spherical blobs, later called liposomes, not only resembled cells 
under the microscope, but allowed many of their physiological phenom-
ena to be reproduced, thereby becoming mysteriously lifelike objects in 
the test tube. Historically, strategies to obtain insight into membrane or 
cell structure and function by re- forming films or liposomes (with lipids 
isolated from actual biological substances) hark back to interwar colloi-
dal and surface chemistry. Similar models of cell and membranes had been 
prominent with, for example, British biologist William Bate Hardy, chem-
ist Eric Rideal, or American physicist Irving  Langmuir.284

Whereas Bangham called his liposomes “surrogate cells,” as they were  
in some sense a replacement of the actual objects, I will designate them cell 
simulacra, as their function in research was not so much to be a material 
ersatz of cells, but a re- formed object displaying important structural and 
functional properties of the living cell. 285 Without buying wholesale into 
the philosophy of Roland Barthes here, it is notable that the characteristics 
and function of  liposomes exemplify what he wrote at the time of Bang-
ham’s experiments about the production of simulacra in the context of the 
“structuralist activity:” The aim of the latter was to reconstruct an object 
in order to understand its rules of functioning, thereby creating a “directed, 
interested simulacrum” that is not an “original ‘impression’ of the world, 
but a veritable fabrication of a world which resembles the primary one, 
not in order to copy it but to render it intelligible.”286 It is along these lines 
that liposomes, resulting from a disassembly of an original structure (lipid 
extraction from a cell) can be understood as reformed simulacra, meant to 
represent properties of living cells and membranes in a specific situation and 
for a given moment. Thereby, they become an instrument of explanation, 
or, to bring Barthes into conversation with his unlikely kindred spirits from 
biochemistry, a material explanans of the living explanandum. Addressing 
the aspect of uncanniness that comes with man- made look- alikes of organ-
isms, physiologists have fittingly called such cell simulacra “ghosts.”287

To understand what was meant by reconstitution, let us look at a 
short note published in Nature in 1962, announcing a “reconstitution 
of cell membrane structure in vitro and its transformation into an ex-
citable system.”288 What was described in this paper, the formation 
of so- called black lipid films, seems to have been exciting indeed: “The  
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F i G u R e  1 4  Cell simulacra. images of lipid vesicles, i.e., membrane- enclosed droplets made from, for ex-
ample, egg yolk lipids (lecithin) immersed in watery solutions. similar vesicles were used in interwar col-
loid chemistry as material cell models. under the name “liposomes,” they saw a revival in the age of mo-
lecular biology and bioenergetics since the mid- 1960s, and were later recruited for the delivery of drugs in 
biomedicine or to the cosmetic industry. Top row, light microscopic images, middle and lower row, electron 
micrographs of stained liposome preparations. image e has been obtained by freeze- fracturing the sample, 
i.e., by mechanically breaking up the membrane layer after flash freezing, which reveals its different layers. 
From bangham, Alec D., m. w. Hill, and N. g. A. miller. 1974. “Preparation and use of liposomes as models 
of biological membranes.” in Methods in Membrane Biology, edited by edward D. korn. New york: springer, 
p. 4. reproduced with permission.
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physiologists went mad over the model” that was “as irresistible to play 
with as soap bubbles,” remembered liposome enthusiast Bangham, but 
they were not the only ones.289 Max Delbrück was quick to congratulate 
the authors of the work, and adopted black lipid films in his Caltech lab 
for the molecular study of sensory perception (albeit, as in the case of 
BR before, with little success).290 But what exactly was described in the 
note? Similar to Bangham’s protocol, the authors of the Nature work 
had chemically extracted membrane lipids from cell material, and used 
these to re- form a thin lipid film at an interface separating two liquid- 
filled compartments. In other words, they had mimicked the elusive cell 
membrane in a laboratory setting by reassembling it from its compo-
nents, such as lipids isolated from egg yolk or soy beans. Remember that 
the assembly of small lipid molecules into a colloidal vesicle or sphere is 
a spontaneous, self-organizing process in a watery solution. As the elec-
trical behavior of this membrane simulacrum appeared similar to models 
of electrophysiology— it could be electrically charged and discharged in 
a similar way to nerve cells— the authors concluded that they had recon-
stituted the cell membrane structurally and possibly also functionally.291 
Thus, it was the lifelike behavior of black lipid films or vesicles that gar-
nered attention, and reconstituted membranes of various sorts devel-
oped into models for physiologists, pharmacologists, cell biologists, and 
many others.

Liposomes, coming even closer to cells than films, were used to study 
phenomena from self- organization and the origin of life to membrane 
processes in bioenergetics or cellular signal transduction. They have also 
attracted the attention of medicine and the cosmetic industry: Bangham 
remembered not only scientists, but also L’Oréal and Christian Dior vis-
iting his institute, who were interested in novel ways to deliver and dis-
tribute substances to surfaces such as the skin. As a consequence, the 
term liposome, as much as micellae (designating similar vesicles formed 
by a single layer only), has become part of advertising language. From 
targeted drug delivery to food production, liposomes function as “Tro-
jan horses” to transport substances into cells, using their membranes as 
a cover, and they have nowadays become common stock in science, bio-
medicine, and consumer culture.292

Reconstituting the bioenergetic cell— Efraim Racker, liposomes,  
and molecular machinery

Around 1970, biochemists integrated functional proteins into lipo-
somes, thus creating “proteoliposomes” to selectively model membrane 
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processes in the test tube and spell out the interactions and dynamics of 
proteins, or the mechanisms of biological processes.293 This approach of 
reassembling a cell- like structure was also called reconstitution, and it 
was especially influential at the time in the study of how cells generated 
energy on a molecular level, or bioenergetics (see chapter 2).

Researchers who focused on the role of membrane- bound cell com-
partments in the generation of energy had been struggling with the fact 
that membranes as isolated from cells contained many different proteins, 
which made functional analyses on the molecular level difficult, and that,  
on the other hand, isolated membrane proteins could not be studied in 
watery solutions as could other enzymes, since they required the mem-
brane environment and structure for function.294 In this situation, a cell 
simulacrum with a known composition was considered a way out of an 
experimental dilemma.

A video teaching session by the British Open University from 1976 
provides insight into the practices and modeling culture that accom-
panied the uses of liposomes in reconstitution experiments (plate 4). 
Setting out on an exploration of bioenergetics, the video presented a 
cutting- edge and all but consensual topic to students of the mid- 1970s, 
namely the question of how biological cells generated energy in the form 
of ATP at the membranes of their mitochondria. What may occur on 
the molecular level in these cell- like organelles was explained through 
interviews with researchers, by means of experimental demonstrations, 
and with large 3D- plastic models of mitochondrial membranes and the 
proteins sitting therein, these latter being designated as, for example, 
“turbines” or other mechanical gear. Peter Mitchell’s disputed chemi-
osmotic hypothesis of energy generation, in which membranes played 
a central role as a permeability barrier maintaining a gradient of pro-
tons that stored energy, was analogized to a dam that would maintain 
the kinetic energy of water. The presenter then announced a “fascinat-
ing experiment” in favor of this theory, which indeed became iconic for  
bioenergetics.

This study, carried out by Walther Stoeckenius, the co- discoverer of 
BR from San Francisco (see chapter 2), and Cornell biochemist Efraim 
Racker in 1973, was based on using the purple pump protein in a cell 
simulacrum to demonstrate cellular energy generation. As the video il-
lustrates (it was shot only three years after the initial studies), the ex-
periment quickly acquired a demonstrative function.295 To detail the ex-
periment, Racker appears on screen, a gray- haired gentleman in short 
sleeves, wearing horn- rimmed glasses and a brown tie. Racker was an 
Austrian émigré with a medical degree, whose research trajectory had 
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F i G u R e  1 5  “Thinking with his fingers”— efraim racker (1913– 1991) in his laboratory at Cornell university, 
1966. racker, standing in front of glass pipettes, is holding a test tube probably in order to visually assess, 
e.g., composition or mixing of a sample— this is frequently done in work with liposomes, and generally in 
wet biochemistry. in a recollection, racker characterized his specific style of experimentation as follows: 
“most of the ideas have come from experiments that i tried to interpret. i think with my fingers.” (racker 
and racker 1981, 271). From: Cornell university Faculty biographical files, #47- 10- 3394. Division of rare 
and manuscript Collections, Cornell university library.

led him from brain physiology in Britain toward intermediary metabo-
lism and later to bioenergetics in postwar New York.296 Racker is not 
only the wittiest biochemist the author has ever read (and wished to 
have had a word with), he turned into a central player in the controversy 
about chemiosmosis. His laboratory not only isolated crucial protein 
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components from mitochondrial membranes in the 1960s, among them 
the rotating ATP- synthase, a protein complex later to become a para-
digm of a “molecular machine,” it also introduced reconstitution and 
proteoliposomes into bioenergetics (fig. 15).297

Racker himself characterized this approach as an interplay between 
“resolving” and “reconstituting” bioenergetic membrane processes. Based  
on the chemical distinction between analysis and synthesis, resolution 
meant for Racker analytic biochemistry— the purification of enzymes as 
molecules, their functional characterization in vitro, or the profiling of 
metabolic activities. Reconstitution referred to the reassembly of the iso-
lated components (membrane and proteins) to mimic functional states in 
test tube model systems of increasing complexity— such as the making of 
defined cell simulacra.298

Thereby, he took up a tradition of cell and membrane modeling that 
had stretched from interwar colloid chemistry to researchers such as 
Bangham. But whereas this synthetic approach had existed disconnected 
from the molecular approach of genetics or biochemistry that became 
cutting- edge after the war, it was to no small extent Racker who intro-
duced the molecular dimension to reconstitution as he managed to inte-
grate purified proteins into liposomes. Moreover, EM was used to image 
liposomes, and radioisotopes were added to samples to follow the ensuing 
biochemical reactions. For the historical development of cell and mem-
brane biology, this meant that a tradition of modeling complex structures, 
and understanding by analogy, became fused with the tools and concepts 
of postwar enzymology and molecular biology. This combined strategy, 
popularized by Racker in a book under the tell- tale title A New Look at 
Mechanisms in Bioenergetics, had a major impact on the development of 
the field.299 Reporting on the advance Racker’s lab had made with the ap-
proach in bioenergetics, the Miami Herald ran an article in 1972 that the 
living cell’s “elusive energy system” had been “partially duplicated in the 
laboratory.”300

Let us return to how the 1976 teaching video introduced the BR re-
constitution experiment. Racker, standing in front of his laboratory  
bench at Cornell, narrates with a slight German accent how “one day, 
Dr. Stoeckenius from California called me and told me about some ex-
periment which he has been conducting.”301 He then presents a sausage- 
like plastic model of Halobacterium, elaborating on the purple mem-
brane, the rhodopsin- like protein sitting therein, and the light- dependent 
transport of protons. Stoeckenius was invited to a seminar, or so Racker 
continues, and was asked him to bring along some BR, which was shown  
to the audience as a little flask containing a pink- colored fluid, and they 
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set up an experiment in which the protein was incubated with lipids 
to form a proteoliposome. In other words, Racker and Stoeckenius 
joined forces to reassemble a proteoliposome containing the purple 
pump, and yet in other words, the new research object BR was put cen-
ter stage into the bioenergetics controversy— “Protons were moved 
when the bacteriorhodopsin vesicles were illuminated,” thus Racker 
on the study that was based on similar principles as Oesterhelt’s pH- 
pulse studies described in chapter 2; however, they employed cell  
simulacra.302

In fact, correspondence confirms that the first piecing- together of a 
functioning cell simulacrum by Racker and Stoeckenius in June 1973 
seems to have worked straightforwardly. As Racker wrote to Delbrück 
at the time, “I was prepared for complications . . . We were lucky, how-
ever.” The incorporation of the protein into liposomes worked well, and:

[ . . . ] I am just trying to combine this proton pump with the mi-
tochondrial ATPase to get ATP generation and am getting prom-
ising results, I agree with you that this is an exciting system, but 
I am sure that the anti- Mitchell crowd will call it a nice model 
system and not accept its applicability to the natural systems.303

This quote shows how quickly the concept of a molecular pump was 
taken up by bioenergetics, and how the experimental opportunities pre-
sented by BR were adapted in a new context. However, Racker’s doubts 
also reveal a general problem of reconstitution experiments: While al-
lowing the complex situation of the living cell to be addressed with a 
model of known composition, it was problematic to assess whether the 
measured effects actually represented the natural situation or whether 
they were artifacts.

Doubts notwithstanding, Racker and Stoeckenius’s study appeared 
in print only a good six months after the experiments were begun, in 
the somewhat preliminary format of a “communication” filling only two 
pages of the Journal of Biological Chemistry. The paper argued that the 
molecular pump, incorporated in a liposome with the other mentioned 
protein, i.e., the ATP- synthase of beef heart mitochondria that Racker’s 
lab had purified, would form ATP upon illumination.304 This study was 
not only frequently cited by scientists, but also discussed by philosophers 
and sociologists for its supposed role in resolving the controversy on how 
cells generate energy at their membranes. It has been designated the “cap-
stone” of the bioenergetics controversy in favor of chemiosmosis for its 
implication that a proton gradient across a membrane alone, as produced 
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by the pump BR, sufficed for the production of ATP by the ATP- synthase, 
and that no other components or processes were required (such as direct 
interactions between other proteins in the mitochondrial membrane or 
intermediate chemical reaction products).305 This was basically also the 
interpretation proposed by Racker himself in a 1977 review, which is of-
ten quoted as having ended the controversy.306

However, in order to understand the role of the Racker- Stoeckenius 
experiment in science and historiography, one has to take into account 
not only its logical structure and the conclusions it permitted, but the 
specific makeup of the cell simulacra: These brought together an ani-
mal ATPase synthase protein and the purple membrane of a microbe 
in a lipid membrane environment from a plant, the soy bean. That is, 
molecular components from different organisms were pieced together 
to form a hybrid cell simulacrum.307 This reassembly of biological func-
tion in a structured in vitro system suggested that generalizable physico- 
chemical processes were operative in evolutionarily distant cells, and just 
like parts of devices, one could combine a generic cell “casing” from one 
organism with components of two others to form a hybrid system in 
which the different functions joined together like parts of machines. The 
feat of putting together biological components that had no prior connec-
tion and making them work may also explain why the existing criticisms 
of this study did not dominate its reception.

From chemiosmosis to molecular mechanisms

What has frequently been overlooked is that the Racker- Stoeckenius 
experiment paved the way toward the acceptance of a specific version 
of chemiosmosis, namely a molecular- mechanical one, which was not 
the one advocated by its creator Peter Mitchell. Mitchell’s correspon-
dence with Stoeckenius from the years 1973– 1979 shows that the cen-
tral figure of bioenergetics became interested in the experiment, but 
remained somewhat cautious about the results and their interpreta-
tion. Mitchell had considered BR a “very nice system for experimental 
study,” especially since it entered the arena as a novel object not over-
loaded with conflicting data as existed, e.g., for mitochondria or chloro-
plasts.308 However, the very details of what Mitchell called the protein’s 
“coupling mechanism,” i.e., the way the absorption of light was coupled 
to the build- up of a proton gradient and the subsequent generation of 
ATP, remained controversial between him and the new BR researchers.

Even in letters to Stoeckenius from 1977 and 1978 Mitchell opposed 
the explanation of protein function by “conformational changes” (i.e., 
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changes of protein shape, as established in the early BR work; see chap-
ter 2), and contrasted this to his own thermodynamic explanation: This 
latter centered not on the mechanical movements of proteins sitting in a 
membrane, but on them catalyzing spatially ordered chemical reactions 
(such as the redox processes in the respiratory chain).309 The difference 
between these two ways of understanding molecular phenomena is as 
subtle as it is fundamental: Mitchell believed that ion gradients were 
built up by chemical reactions oriented through a membrane, such as 
by having a proton on one side of the membrane react and thereby dis-
appear. Stoichiometrically, this would imply the build- up of a gradient; 
however, there is no molecular movement of or within a molecular ob-
ject required in his model! By contrast, Stoeckenius, arguing on the basis 
of molecular data from spectroscopy, defended in the correspondence 
another understanding of the same process, which implied that a po-
tentially identifiable proton was pushed across the membrane mechani-
cally by a pump without a proper chemical reaction (i.e., the breaking 
of a chemical bond to release or bind the proton), like the freight of an 
elevator. This explanation comes close to today’s perspective on protein 
molecular mechanisms. The differences between Mitchell’s concept and 
that of Stoeckenius, Racker and Oesterhelt, are nicely illustrated in an 
embarrassing conversation the latter, then a mere youngster, recalled 
with his senior colleague: To Mitchell’s question concerning what he 
thought the chemical reaction (specifically, the redox reaction, the main-
stay of Mitchell’s explanation) behind BR function would be, Oesterhelt 
avowed that he supposed there would be none, as proton transport was 
accomplished by mechanical tilting of the molecule. Mitchell insisted 
that he just had not found this chemical reaction yet, and would not let 
him walk off like that.310

The fact that both Mitchell and Stoeckenius thought of each other’s 
approach as a “black box” underlines that we see here not only differ-
ent explanations, but what one could tentatively call, following Ludwik 
Fleck, the clash of two incongruent thought styles within bioenerget-
ics, and potentially within biochemistry in general. The conflict between 
Mitchell’s older model of explanation, inspired by thermodynamics  
and colloid or surface chemistry centering on chemical reactions ordered 
in space, and the newly emerging molecular-mechanical perspective,  
as epitomized by spectroscopy or reconstitution, had a paradoxical  
effect: Whereas Mitchell’s chemiosmotic model became generally  
accepted in the course of the 1970s, and while he was celebrated as  
the “winner” of the bioenergetics controversy, the differences in 
the details of the chemiosmotic mechanism pitched him against the  
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mainstream of the field, which sided for molecular mechanisms— the 
revolution devoured its father (for reference see note 306).

Mitchell’s role in bioenergetics and his personality set aside, this 
refined historical interpretation of the Racker- Stoeckenius experiment 
complexifies the history of bioenergetics as much as it underlines the role 
of this study, and the used research objects, for the ascent of a mechani-
cal understanding of molecular processes. Since the 1980s, molecular-
mechanical explanations of protein function have become the dominant 
perspective in bioenergetics and beyond, with the proton pump as well as 
Racker’s ATP- synthase— now conceptualized as a molecular rotor— as 
their poster children.311 Structural and functional insights gleaned from 
other membrane proteins, such as the photosynthetic reaction center, 
reinforced this notion.312 Thus, when Oesterhelt used an onomatopoeic 
term for a scissors’ movement, of “Schnipp- Schnapp” (snippety- snip), to 
explain to the author what his molecular pump did, he pointedly grasped 
the mechanical essence of an understanding of biological function at the 
molecular level that now has become omnipresent.313

A plug- and- play— biology

The Racker- Stoeckenius experiment specifically, and reconstitution gen-
erally, are early examples for a style of experimenting with life that has 
become influential ever since. The reshaping of life’s materiality as a set 
of components that one could take apart and put back together also 
had an impact on its visual representation. In the 1976 video, Racker 
explained the experiment with the help of material models, that is, plas-
tic props of the molecular compounds— a large plastic ball representing 
the liposome, and two small ones (one white, one red) for the respective 
proteins (see plate 4 bottom). He illustrated the assembly, or “piecing 
together,” of the proteins into the vesicle, by literally squeezing the red 
plastic ball (representing BR) into the surface of the larger vesicle, ac-
companied by an awkward shrieking sound. This visual, even haptic 
style of modeling is prominent throughout the video. It connects to the 
modeling culture of structural biology as exemplified in Dickerson and 
Geis’ The Structure and Action of Proteins, and implies that proteins are 
structures similar to macroscopic material objects.314 Racker’s piecing 
together of the two plastic balls illustrates this thing- like, mechanical as-
pect of biological matter and processes in the most tangible way.

Thereby, the reconstitution experiment and its presentation exemplify 
what I propose to call a plug- and- play approach to life: This mechanical 
and manipulable understanding of biological processes and entities on the 
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molecular level reaches from modeling to experimental assays, such as 
those on the color changes or the pH pulse experiments that displayed a 
repetitive, game- like behavior of material substances. Plug- and- play was 
enabled by material aspects of substances such as BR: As an ample and 
robust Stoff, the membrane preparation in a flask could be packed into 
a suitcase and flown from California to Cornell. In another lab, the sub-
stance would be mixed with molecular components of life from plants 
or animals and made to work with them in an assembled material cell 
model, in electric circuits or on microchips (chapters 2 and 4). This pro-
tein became a “molecular component” of life since it could be unplugged 
from its original environment, the cell membrane, and plugged into novel 
environment of a cell simulacrum apparently without loss of function.

Generally, resolution and reconstitution contributed to entrenching 
the molecular- mechanical vision of life. A combined analytic- synthetic 
approach has been adapted to the study of various proteins since the 
1980s and 1990s, many of which have biomedical significance, such as 
cell receptors from immunology, ion channels of nerve, or multidrug 
pumps contributing to the resistance of cancer cells.315 Reconstituted 
membrane proteins are even sold by biotech companies in ready- made 
assays to probe the function of proteins or to screen potential pharmaceu-
tical substances. However, it should also be stressed that the plug- and- 
play approach that could be established so easily in the case discussed 
here, caused numerous problems with other biological matter, most of 
which was much more delicate and recalcitrant, rapidly losing its func-
tion outside of its original environment— proteins mostly did not want 
to play the games researchers wanted. How an exceptional case such as 
presented here became a pioneer for a new normal, that is, for a more 
widespread plug- and- play biology, will be described in the following  
sections.

Plug- and- play also anticipates the problem of an intrinsic modularity 
of life, i.e., the question whether cells harbor an inventory of molecular 
parts than can be isolated and recombined in order to newly design bio-
logical cells, e.g., by engineering metabolic pathways, signaling cascades, 
or other biological devices. Under the label of the “biobrick,” such strate-
gies have become an interest of today’s synthetic biology. Simple model 
systems such as BR may have given rise to an impression that may not 
easily be generalized, and that may also have intrinsic biological limita-
tions (regarding, e.g., delineation and combination of “parts”).316 Yet, 
the promise and vision of a “modular” inventory of life, to be isolated 
and reassembled, has remained influential in synthetic biology, biotech-
nology, and biomedicine. Not only have recombinant DNA techniques 
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helped to fill laboratory freezers with protein or nucleic acid parts (as de-
scribed below), nowadays, made- up cell simulacra of various sorts exist: 
Membrane vesicles from simple erythrocyte ghosts to much more com-
plex artificial cells are regularly used; some of them short- lived, others 
longer, some for the purpose of probing cellular function in the lab, oth-
ers to specifically deliver cosmetics or pharmaceuticals in the body or 
even to make cheese more creamy. Proteoliposomes have been used to 
model scenarios for the origin of cells, and thereby of life as we know 
it.317 Membrane vesicles nowadays represent not only a mere casing of the 
“protocells” with which synthetic biologists tinker, but their active, i.e., 
functional boundary, mediating between an inner milieu and the environ-
ment, and thereby representing a pivotal step toward artificial cells.318

Seen from a historical angle on the development of the molecular life 
sciences, the unspectacular blobs of egg yolk lipids described by Alec 
Bangham at the beginning of this chapter represent a productive and 
influential heritage of colloidal thinking and working. Figures such as 
Bangham, Mitchell, or Racker, as much as membranology in general, 
thus defy the historiographical model of a monolithic midcentury mo-
lecularization of the life sciences along the axes of genetics and structural 
biology. Stories such as that of liposomes and reconstitution hark back 
to interwar colloid chemistry, a field that has often been declared dead 
prematurely after its major conceptual premises had become refuted in 
the 1930s.319 The historical continuity adumbrated in this case may be 
described as a genealogy of practices to imitate and ultimately remake 
lifelike objects on the cellular level. The concept genealogy as adapted 
from Friedrich Nietzsche by Michel Foucault implies a historiography 
focusing on “those things nearest to it,” and whereas Foucault speaks of 
the body here, materiality and practices may well take that place in the 
present history of science.320 And just as Foucault highlights the “bar-
barous and shameful confusion” of elements found by such historiog-
raphy, disconnected from an origin or a master narrative, the present 
case demonstrates how practices of modeling a cell- like object were suc-
cessfully disconnected from the controversial conceptual framework of 
1920s colloid chemistry, and that using them did not entail identifying 
oneself as a “colloidalist” in a sense that was tainted in the postwar mo-
lecular life sciences. By contrast, the story of resolution and reconsti-
tution as exemplified in Racker’s work illustrates how such practices 
of making lifelike objects were successfully combined with the molec-
ular approach to life from protein biochemistry, and how these prac-
tices helped to pioneer a molecular-  mechanical understanding as well as 
plug- and- play approach to life that is dominant nowadays.
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P l at e  1  The cell as a molecular hustle and bustle. Graphic based on the structural outlines of proteins, nu-
cleic acids, polysaccharides (sugars), and lipids making up a bacterial cell. Scale is indicated as 1,000,000×. 
From: Goodsell, David S. 2009. The Machinery of Life. 2nd ed. New York: Springer, p. 52. Reproduced with 
permission.
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P l at e  2  Molecular imagery. Illustration of a gap junction by American artist and scientific illustrator Irving 
Geis (1908– 1997). Gap junctions connect nerve cells (membranes of both cells depicted as yellow bi  layers), 
and they are formed by two adjacent protein half- channels (blue). Gap junction channels (called connexons, 
depicted here in open state) allow the synaptic transmission of electrical signals between neurons. Although 
the image dates presumably from the 1980s, it is illustrative of the simplified, visually appealing style of 
depicting biomolecules and processes pioneered by Dickerson and Geis’ textbook The Structure and Action 
of Proteins (1969). As Geis’ longtime collaborator, biochemist Richard Dickerson, remembered, Geis claimed 
“not to draw a protein exactly as it was, but to show how it worked,” to “move it out in the open where it 
could be seen and the molecular mechanism thereby understood” (Dickerson 1997, 2484). Similar models of 
macromolecules, from material 3D structures to those on screens, have informed the molecular- mechanical 
vision of life throughout, and become ever more widespread with the advent of computer graphics. Image 
from the Irving Geis Collection, Howard Hughes Medical Institute. Rights owned by HHMI. Not to be repro-
duced without permission.
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P l at e  3  “Stuff that does something.” Slides used in presentations by Dieter Oesterhelt, presumably mid- 
1970s. Top, photo of cuvette filled with purple membrane material suspended with salt solution and ether. 
Bleaching from purple to yellow was achieved by illumination with a focused light beam, demonstrating the 
material’s reactivity (photoeffect). Similar images demonstrating material activity were frequently shown in 
presentations by bacteriorhodopsin researchers. Bottom: Experimental set- up to demonstrate photoeffects, 
e.g., in lectures. Images reproduced with permission of D. Oesterhelt, Martinsried.
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P l at e  4  Membrane mechanisms explained. Film stills from teaching video, 1976. Top and center, biochem-
ist Gottfried Schatz, in front of the drawing of a mitochondrion, the opened outer membrane of which makes 
internal membranous invaginations (cristae) of this organelle visible. Schatz used a mobile 3D-model of  
a membrane bilayer with white spherical components representing the ATP- synthase to demonstrate the struc-
tures and molecules involved in cellular energy generation by a chemiosmotic mechanism. Bottom: Prote-
oliposome modeled with plastic balls by biochemist Efraim Racker. The small purple ball (bacteriorhodopsin) 
and the medium size white ball (ATP- synthase) are squeezed into the larger white ball (liposome), illustrat-
ing the reassembly of life’s molecular inventory, or a plug- and- play biology. From Open University chemistry 
video on oxidative phosphorylation (Nunn 1976). With kind permission by the School of Life, Health and 
Chemical Sciences, © The Open University, http://www.open.ac.uk.
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Remaking life’s molecular inventory

Attempts to make not cells but much smaller biological molecules by syn-
thesis, such as proteins, have been a mainstay of organic chemists in the 
first half of the twentieth century. The aim was to (re)make living substance 
from scratch, or, more precisely, to build large and complex biomolecules 
from smaller carbon compounds sitting in flasks on laboratory benches.

Syntheses of substances such as hormones (some of which were pro-
teins or protein- like) or other complex organic compounds such as vi-
tamins or toxins, have been considered as a chemical art, based on a 
skillful combination of intermediates by plentiful chemical reactions. 
However, the art of synthesis has served different scientific, at times 
very mundane, purposes: First, syntheses aimed to obtain or confirm in-
sights into molecular structure (pertaining to, e.g., components, chemi-
cal bonds, or side groups of a large molecule) as obtained before by 
analytical methods, i.e., isolations or methods breaking larger molecules 
into pieces that could be characterized. This was often the reason for 
complex and expensive “total syntheses” (among organic syntheses, one 
can distinguish approaches to build up complex natural substances en-
tirely from simple compounds of another source, such as carbohydrates, 
ammonia, or water, called total or complete synthesis, versus partial or 
semi- synthesis that uses larger molecular fragments). Second, achieve-
ments to remake a potent biological agent such as a hormone, minute 
amounts of which would transform an animal or human body, have 
retained a Promethean spirit of mastering nature— such syntheses were 
“feats” shifting the boundaries between nature and artifice, and they 
have certainly contributed to the cultural image of chemistry. Last, and 
certainly not least, the chemical remaking especially of substances such  
as vitamins and hormones has included endeavors to substitute natu-
ral products for nutritional or medical use with those from the labora-
tory, with the latter being more accessible, pure, open to modification or 
refinement, available in boundless quantities, and (potentially) cheaper. 
Such industrial processes often relied on semi- syntheses, and even if they 
were influential in some cases, in others they remained problematic for 
economic reasons as much as a perceived contrast between a natural 
product and its synthetic counterpart. In sum, organic syntheses up to 
the first half of the twentieth century, situated at the crossroads of phar-
macology as well as organic and biological chemistry, have included 
epistemic aspects (insight into structure of unknown biomolecules, such 
in the case of plant alkaloids) as well as demonstrative aspects (proof of 
principle, “feat,” such as in the cases of vitamin B12 or a gene, as discussed 
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below) as well as economic or technological aspects (such as in the case 
of vitamin C, a consumer product synthesized by combining chemical 
and biotechnological steps).321

Surprisingly, the impact of synthesis, and generally that of organic 
chemistry, on the development of the molecular life sciences after World 
War II has garnered only very limited historical attention. This is a de-
sideratum of research since this period saw widely perceived synthe-
ses of biomolecules. Just to name a few, syntheses of various hormones 
were achieved, of the photosynthetic pigment chlorophyll by Robert B. 
Woodward of Harvard University, or of vitamin B12, jointly achieved by 
Woodward and Albert Eschenmoser from the ETH Zurich in 1972.322 
In this section, I will describe the impact of syntheses on the molecu-
lar life sciences by looking at novel ways to make ever larger biological 
molecules from scratch, which culminated in the creation of functional 
synthetic genes and proteins in the 1970s and 1980s. One central pro-
tagonist of this story will be the Indian- American organic chemist and 
molecular biologist Har Gobind Khorana. I will also glimpse into the 
mechanization of protein and nucleic acid– making through machines 
such as by Robert Bruce Merrifield’s peptide synthesizer. My central ar-
gument will be that with these chemical methods, in combination with 
the establishment of recombinant DNA and biotechnologies in the 
1980s (a much better studied subject), biological macromolecules in-
creasingly changed from products of nature, isolated biochemically as 
the cells made them, into products of the chemical laboratory, that is, 
pure and in many ways synthetic substances— characterized down to the 
atomic details of their composition and structure, (re)made, modified, 
taken to pieces and reassembled or even designed. Novel ways of making 
molecules at the interstice of chemistry and the life sciences, or so I will 
argue, steered the materiality of biological objects significantly toward 
the state we now encounter in the sciences and technologies of life, and 
this should be seen as another important step that contributed to turning 
molecules into machine- like objects.

Synthetic molecular biologists— making molecules in retorts  
and by machines

Among the well- known figures of molecular biology such as Crick, Del-
brück, Jacob, Monod, or Watson, all of which were either molecular 
geneticists or structural biologists, the personality and work of Har 
Gobind Khorana (1922– 2011) has garnered curiously little attention.
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Even in histories of the genetic code, for the deciphering of which 
Khorana shared a Nobel prize with Robert W. Holley and Marshall W. 
Nirenberg in 1968, his contributions, centering on the use of synthetic 
DNA messages to record the “answer” of the cellular apparatus to ge-
netic messages, have not been discussed in great detail, which stands in 
stark contrast when taking into view his accomplishments and the im-
pact he made on the field.323 This neglect may be due to the fact that 
he never became a public figure and that he did not indulge in autobio-
graphical or popular texts; however, what may be a more relevant reason 
is the fact that he pursued an approach to molecular biology that does 
not fit with the existing narratives of this field as a combination of mo-
lecular genetics and structural biology (i.e., DNA and protein crystallog-
raphy).324 Khorana, by contrast, pursued a decisively chemical approach 
to molecular biology, in which syntheses played a central role (fig. 16).

Obituaries remember Khorana as a quiet, almost humble man and an 
arduous laboratory worker.325 After studying chemistry from 1940 at the 
University of Lahore, then part of British India, he went to Cambridge 
to conduct doctoral work on the chemistry of proteins with Alexander 
Todd, more specifically on the peptide bonds linking the amino acids of a 
protein’s polypeptide chain. Following the war, and personal turmoil af-
ter the split between India and Pakistan, he went to the ETH Zurich’s or-
ganic chemistry department for a postdoctoral sojourn, stumbling there, 
or so goes his own account, upon forgotten chemical reagents called car-
bodiimides, which allowed him to embark on a project that was to char-
acterize large stretches of his scientific life: A way to build up ever larger 
molecules, or more technically speaking the synthesis of molecules of life 
from ordinary chemicals used as building blocks.326 Among the molecu-
lar inventory of life that Khorana reproduced in the laboratory was, first, 
ATP, the central energy metabolite of the cell, and a focus of attention 
in intermediary metabolism biochemistry or bioenergetics (see chapters 1  
and 2). As ATP contained a nucleotide ring structure as its basis (i.e., aden-
osine, a complex cyclical carbon and nitrogen structure that also forms 
one of the components of DNA), he was able to adapt his technique to 
make oligonucleotides, i.e., short polymers of the nucleotide bases. Such 
snippets of the hereditary substance had moved into the center of molecu-
lar biology since Watson and Crick’s model thereof. The next step in this 
synthetic chain was an entire co- enzyme, still based on the same nucleo-
tide core structure, but larger and more complex. Interestingly, Khorana’s 
approach does not fit within the frameworks of either molecular genetics 
or metabolic biochemistry of the time, but bridged these by the molecules 
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F i G u R e  1 6  Chemical synthetic biologists. Har gobind khorana (1922– 2011) and a group member  
identified as T. mathai Jacob in the laboratory at the university of wisconsin, operating a chromatography 
column. The photograph was taken in the 1960s, presumably in the context of khorana’s work on the genetic 
code or the synthesis of a gene. Chromatography columns are used widely by biochemists and organic chem-
ists to separate molecules differing in molecular properties, such as cell contents or products of syntheses. 
From university of wisconsin- madison Archives, image iD s10961. reproduced with permission.

he made. His systematic, bottom- up approach to rebuild molecules, the 
biological assembly and function of which others studied, appears as 
that of a construction worker and architect, stepping on each stone he 
laid to reach even higher, and using earlier results of syntheses as start-
ing materials for the next step. Khorana’s synthetic chain shows some 
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resemblance to what nineteenth century chemist Marcellin Berthelot had 
demanded for a synthesis of living matter— advancing from the simple 
to more complex, step by step in a rational way, building each new level 
on top of the previous.327

Making ever larger and more complex molecules, Khorana criss-
crossed between different fields. His strategy was not an invasion of mo-
lecular and cellular biology by organic chemistry, but looks more like an 
integration of them, for example when he interlaced chemical methods 
of synthesis in test tubes with enzymological reactions, that is, the ways 
by which cells assembled biomolecules.328 In these cases, it was Kho-
rana, the chemist, who was to learn from organisms to imitate biologi-
cal reactions, and to move away from the harsh and aggressive condi-
tions his profession typically employed in their retorts, which did not 
work well with many biological materials. An example of such a “biomi-
metic chemistry” was the use he made, in a collaboration with biochem-
ist Arthur Kornberg, of snake venom as a type of molecular “scissors” 
to specifically split nucleotides.329 Kornberg, remember the epigraph to 
chapter 2, was an expert on the enzymes that made the DNA in cells, 
seen as early examples of molecular machines.

In 1960, Khorana announced the “total chemical synthesis of mac-
romolecules possessing biological function” as a challenge of organic 
chemistry.330 Thereby, he meant making a gene from scratch, and this 
was to become a project that would keep him and his large research 
group busy for the next 15 years. By the mid- 1970s, when Khorana 
ran a laboratory at MIT, this goal had become a reality: To make not 
only DNA, but a functional gene from simple carbon, nitrogen, and 
phosphorus- containing reagents, his laboratory had developed a long se-
quence of synthetic reactions, blending organic chemical and enzymatic 
steps, and employing cutting- edge physical detection methods such as 
gel electrophoresis or mass spectroscopy to analyze the reactions’ inter-
mediates and products. Over the course of more than a decade, the nu-
merous steps of the “epic task” to make a gene, as the New Scientist put 
it, precipitated a series of technical, tedious- looking papers authored by 
the teams carrying out the delicate wet chemistry of making, joining, or 
cutting molecular fragments.331

These papers also highlight that behind the Promethean façade of proj-
ects such as this one— remaking the material basis of heredity— syntheses 
often were sophisticated but mostly empirical and laborious collective 
projects. What is more, in this case, as in others, the published procedure 
to make a gene never became a practical routine, and a journalist rightly 
suspected in 1976 that Khorana’s synthetic gene would be the first and last 
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of its kind, as the “more glamorous” and “far less time- consuming” tech-
niques of recombinant DNA that had been established in the meantime al-
lowed some of the chemical methods to be dispensed with.332 However, a 
gene as a complex DNA molecule was certainly no ordinary stuff. In addi-
tion to the demonstrative accomplishment of making what many consid-
ered as life’s master molecule, this feat could be seen as opening the door 
toward the modification or the remaking of genes.

Khorana was not the only chemist venturing at the time into synthe-
ses of complex and important biological substances. Another example of 
a chemical molecular biologist was Rockefeller University chemist Bruce 
Merrifield, who took up the much debated and tried- out project to syn-
thesize proteins in test tubes. Whereas peptides (i.e., small proteins) such 
as the hormone insulin had already been produced in this way by the 
1950s, Merrifield succeeded in piecing together an enzyme composed 
of more than 100 amino acid components in 1969. His remake of ribo-
nuclease A, as this well- studied example of a nucleic acid- splitting enzyme 
was called (which was commercially available, and its molecular struc-
ture known), showed biological function in a test tube assay. Again, this 
should be seen an accomplishment if not to make a “dead” chemical alive, 
then to emulate some of its specific vital functions, thereby subverting the 
gap between the living and nonliving. Both for the gene and the enzyme, 
syntheses showed science’s power and promise to question ontological di-
visions, and so these projects were much more Promethean than technical.

Even if neither Merrifield’s nor Khorana’s syntheses of genes or proteins 
became used on a larger scale (they were indeed surpassed by biotechno-
logical methods after 1970), both have contributed in the longer run to the 
establishment of automated synthesis robots producing these substances as 
probes and reagents for molecular biology.333 Merrifield had already con-
structed such machines turning the sequential synthesis of a protein’s poly-
peptide chain into an automated process since the 1960s (fig. 17).

Basically, his apparatus consisted of a reaction vessel connected by 
tubes to a number of reservoirs containing the specific amino acid com-
ponents and the required reagents to be added. The trick he employed 
was to perform the synthesis reaction not in a liquid medium as known 
from organic chemistry, but to immobilize the growing peptide chain 
on a solid support, such as polystyrol beads, in the reaction vessel. This 
would prevent unwanted side reactions of the nascent molecule, which 
would inevitably occur in solution, and allow the remaining reagents to 
be washed off by a mechanical pump before the next reagent was added. 
A similar strategy for an automated “solid- phase synthesis” has been 
established for nucleotides around 1980, using not exactly Khorana’s 
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protocols, but similar schemes to obtain a chain from specific nucleotide 
building blocks. Such “gene machines” made quite a splash in biotech 
and academic research, as they rapidly supplied ever cheaper specific 
DNA probes required for genetic engineering, PCR, and sequencing. To-
day, the research supply industry delivers entire genes synthesized on 
the basis of these methods at a mouse click.334 That is, the impact of syn-
theses as practiced by chemical molecular biologists such as Khorana or 
Merrifield on today’s molecular life sciences can be seen both in render-
ing biological macromolecules akin to more ordinary stuff that can be 
made and remade by humans, and more practically, in helping establish 
methods and approaches to mechanize these processes, enhancing speed, 
precision, and automation of syntheses.

Making and unmaking molecules for structure and mechanisms

With the molecular mechanisms of heredity (seemingly) left to be ironed 
out, many established molecular biologists were looking for new topics 

F i G u R e  1 7  making molecules with machines. robert bruce merrifield‘s automated peptide synthesizer, used 
at rockefeller university since the mid- 1960s, on display at the museum of the science History institute, 
Philadelphia. The mechanical drum on the right executed a program, according to which motorized syringes 
added reagents (e.g., amino acids, solvents) to a reaction vessel (small vessel right of the big brown flasks). 
This vessel contained a solid- phase support material attached to which peptides were synthesized. in one 
step, an amino acid was added, reacting with the support material, then the material was washed before the 
next amino acid followed, etc., until a peptide chain had formed, which could then be cleaved off the sup-
port. reproduced with kind permission of the science History institute, Philadelphia, PA.
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in the early to mid- 1970s. Among target areas of this “mass migration” 
ranged biotechnology and biomedicine, the biology of higher organisms,  
and thereby development, or cellular communication, cognition and bioen-
ergetics, the latter pivoting around membranes.335 Following Delbrück, 
Khorana moved to membranes when quitting molecular genetics, consid-
ering this later as an entry point to “molecular neurobiology and signal  
transduction.”336

To him as to many others we have heard of before, the purple pump 
appeared as a material opportunity to enter the membrane field, and he 
gathered expertise from the small BR community of the mid- 1970s, en-
compassing Henderson, Racker, and notably Stoeckenius, in “getting 
the system going,” as he put it.337

Khorana’s first “go” at BR was, in fact, not synthetic, but analytic. 
His group set out on the task of disassembling the protein into its com-
ponent parts, amino acids, or to be more precise, to sequence the pro-
tein. Protein sequencing was routine by the 1970s. Since the pioneer-
ing work of Frederick Sanger on insulin in the 1950s, sequencing by 
sequential degradation of a protein’s amino acid chain was widespread, 
and automated apparatuses existed.338 However, membrane proteins 
had proved recalcitrant to the customary approach for the reason that 
they were insoluble in the watery solutions used as reaction media. Here, 
Khorana took a novel approach by adapting one of the new physical 
methods of chemistry, mass spectroscopy, to the problem.339 While his 
group dissected the protein into protein fragments (peptides), a mass 
spectrometry group at MIT determined these fragments’ fine structure. 
This combined wet chemical and automated physical approach led to 
the sequencing of BR.

However, by the time the American sequence of the protein’s amino 
acids was published in 1979, a map depicting the protein as a chain of 
amino acids, a Soviet sequence was already in existence, worked out by 
the group of organic chemist Yuri Ovchinnikov at Moscow’s Shemyakin 
Institute of Bioorganic Chemistry.340

What did these hand- drawn maps of a protein as a sequence of  
amino acids contribute to an understanding of its molecular mecha-
nism? Certainly, they did not simply reveal “parts” of the pump in the 
sense of pistons or levers. However, this map allowed understanding 
how the three- dimensional protein molecule known since Henderson 
and Unwin’s 1975 EM- structure was built up from its elements, the 
amino acids, and, conversely, how these were related to components 
such as the alpha- helices traversing the membrane. It was now pos-
sible to describe the “molecular landscape” of the pump sitting in the  
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membrane in greater detail, and to question how the emerging elements 
of protein substructure (i.e., protein domains, or, even smaller molecu-
lar components such as single important amino acids and their chemical 
groups) could be related to function in space and time. In sum, this map 
contributed to understanding how suspected functional elements of a 
molecule orchestrated its movements or shape changes. Such a presumed 
analytic relationship of whole and parts in terms of assembly and func-
tion is characteristic of mechanical contrivances.

In that sense, the map of bacteriorhodopsin’s “secondary structure” 
(the technical term for the amino acid sequence of a protein, as opposed 
to its tertiary, spatial structure) could also be read as an instruction for 
further experiments to relate the protein’s function to the role played  
by its components, that is, to determine which of its amino acids repre-
sented which functional part. A similarly consequential map of BR fol-
lowed in 1981, when the sequence of the gene corresponding to the pump 
protein was published.341 Therefore, Khorana’s group had transferred 
their expertise in nucleic acid chemistry to the new membrane project: 
Amidst the first successful gene clonings for proteins and their sequenc-
ings around 1980, they had provided a genetic map and a DNA sequence 
that was the instruction for the cellular synthesis of the pump molecule.342

The rationale behind Khorana’s introduction of molecular genetic 
routines into the membrane project, however, was not primarily to un-
derstand a genetic problem. By contrast, “fishing” the BR gene and se-
quencing it allowed recombinant DNA methods to be applied as a tool-
box to scrutinize protein function in more detail. Remember that BR, 
and in fact much of membrane biochemistry and biophysics, had been 
a “molecular biology without DNA” before: Protagonists of this book 
such as Henderson or Oesterhelt had carried out their respective work  
mostly without addressing the level of DNA, and as late as 1976, a paper 
on the “biosynthesis” of the purple membrane did so entirely from a bio-
chemical vantage point, neither wasting a word on the potential genetic 
regulation of the process, nor employing terms such as “operon,” “tran-
scription,” or “translation” that were omnipresent in the contemporary 
discourse of molecular genetics.343 This underlines the hiatus that existed 
prior to 1980 between biochemistry/biophysics versus molecular genetics.

A recombinant DNA toolbox such as used by Khorana and others 
for protein function studies became publicized from the early 1980s by, 
for example, Tom Maniatis’s “cookbook” Molecular Cloning: A Labo-
ratory Manual.344 This indicated a shift from gene cloning as a research 
project to its employment as a technical routine to enable other experi-
mental manipulations: Genetically engineered cells became tools with 
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which to synthesize, modify, and study proteins, adding to the battery of 
organic chemical methods to make and modify biomolecules.

Molecular infrastructures— convenience genes

The work of Khorana’s group is a good example of how analytic and 
synthetic approaches to biomolecules went hand in hand; that is, how 
the making of genes and proteins, as well as their redesign, was related 
to studying their molecular structure and function. To this purpose, 
the group created an infrastructure of recombinant DNA methods and 
tools, which will be explained at the example of Khorana’s work on the 
BR gene. The accomplishment in this case was not in synthesizing this 
specific gene, as it had been in the 1970s; this was now easily achieved 
by recombinant DNA methods.345 The aim was to include the stretch of 
DNA coding for BR in a genetic “cassette,” thereby creating a “conve-
nience gene.” Philosopher of science Ulrich Krohs (2012) has coined the 
term “convenience experimentation,” referring to semi- automated ap-
paratuses and ready- made experimental kits used in the molecular life 
sciences of the 2000s, which standardize and black- box parts of the ex-
perimental work, thereby facilitating it. The design of genes suitable for 
manipulation and their distribution in the community should be seen as 
an early step of such developments, although not yet on the level of com-
mercialized products. Khorana’s convenience gene could easily be taken 
in and out of its cassette by means of restriction enzymes (i.e., the mo-
lecular scissors of recombinant DNA, cutting the strand at specific sites); 
algorithms were employed to determine a sequence of the DNA stretch 
that was more user- friendly for further cutting and pasting.346 The con-
venience gene could be spliced, transferred, and distributed more easily, 
forming part of an infrastructure to use recombinant DNA for protein 
studies. It allowed one, for example, to introduce the gene into another 
organism such as Escherichia coli, a model of molecular genetics and 
workhorse of genetic engineering. This made the DNA more easily ac-
cessible to manipulations, many of which were difficult to adapt to or-
ganisms with an exotic physiology such as Halobacterium.347

The creation of a molecular genetic infrastructure for protein stud-
ies was in itself research work and kept Khorana’s group busy for years. 
Yet such an infrastructure, at the time established for other proteins as 
well, enabled many of the later structure- function studies (such as by 
mutation analysis). In addition to the convenience gene, this infrastruc-
ture comprised, e.g., genetic vectors such as plasmids, cloned and/or mu-
tated variants of the gene, recombinant organisms making the protein  
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(“expression systems”), and assays to check function. The aim of Kho-
rana’s work, oscillating between recombinant DNA and chemistry, was 
perhaps not so dissimilar to that of German chemist August Wilhelm 
Hofmann’s in organic synthesis a century earlier: In both cases, it was 
not primarily about producing novel substances for use, but about estab-
lishing routines to make molecules and to take them apart, which helped 
to scrutinize molecular structure and reactions in greater detail.348

With respect to the central theme of this book, the materialization 
of molecular machines, the existence of this infrastructure brought in 
significant changes, for example, when Khorana used it for the “total 
synthesis” of an entire mammalian receptor protein in a plant cell extract 
(if also in minute amounts only).349 Not only did the meaning of the term 
synthesis move here from chemical to molecular biological making, this 
hybrid test tube system to make protein exemplifies the changes to “what 
it was to be a protein” after 1980, as compared to the proteins as natural 
products that Oesterhelt and Henderson had toiled with a mere decade 
before. “Protein engineering” transformed these molecules of life and re- 
conceptualized them as synthetic, i.e. as man- made, hybrid, and mobile 
chemical substances (for more on protein engineering, see chapter 4).

Mastering and playing with molecules

Many of the strategies to describe what happens to and within a pro-
tein during function, relied on interventions with molecular dynamics— 
insofar, my variation of Hacking’s theme that if you can block a molecu-
lar pump, it must be real, also paid out an epistemic dividend— if you 
can block it, you can possibly understand it.350

One such strategy was “site- directed mutagenesis,” i.e., the targeted 
and selective modification of a nucleotide triplet in a gene coding for one 
amino acid in order to exchange it for another. Site- directed mutagenesis 
allowed, for example, to swap a guanine- adenine- thymine in the DNA, 
coding for an aspartic acid in a protein, to an adenine- adenine- thymine, 
coding for an asparagine. Such specific mutations, long discussed  
in the context of designing biological function, had become possible since  
1978, when synthesized DNA oligomers (the short snippets of DNA) 
were employed to change the respective codons in a gene— here is a di-
rect connection to Khorana’s work on nucleotide synthesis and its au-
tomatization in the gene machines of the early 1980s.

The rationale behind site- directed mutagenesis in the study of pro-
tein function was to exchange amino acids suspected as functional ele-
ments and to monitor the physiological effect; that is, to approach the 
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problem of what element did what in a protein by scrutinizing poten-
tially changed or dysfunctional mutant proteins.351 Within the mechan-
ical framework of understanding membrane proteins emerging since 
the early 1970s, the central question about the dynamics of the proton 
pump was how this molecule used the energy of light- induced chemical 
changes to transfer its freight, the proton, across the membrane, or, put 
simply, what made it a pump. Spectroscopic analyses had revealed that a 
certain type of amino acid, aspartic acids, which occurred several times 
throughout bacteriorhodopsin’s sequence existed in both a protonated  
as well as a de- protonated state, i.e., these aspartates were able to bind 
or release exactly the suspected freight. In a labor- intensive mutation 
screen, Khorana used his convenience gene to construct 13 modified 
variants (alleles) of the BR gene, in which the aspartate residues were 
exchanged one by one for asparagines, a structurally similar amino acid  
unable to perform the de-  and reprotonation effect. The recombinant 
proteins were expressed and biochemically purified from recombinant 
E. coli host cells, and after chemical activation, these mutated pumps 
were checked in an in vitro assay for function.352 To make a long and so-
phisticated story short, this approach, in conjunction with studies from  
other groups, suggested two specific aspartates at positions 85 and 96 
in bacteriorhodopsin’s amino acid chain, as crucial for accepting and 
releasing the proton, or for doing the pump work. In the contemporary 
molecular-mechanical explanations quoted in the Introduction, these as-
partate residues became described functionally as BR’s “proton accep-
tor” and “donor,” respectively.353

It is important to stress that Khorana’s recombinant DNA approach 
to pinpoint functional elements of the pump molecule was only one way 
to address the problem of mapping protein function on specific amino 
acids. Another, more established way of approaching structure- function 
relationships was practiced since the early days of molecular genetics, 
e.g., in the famous 1940s experiments by George Beadle and Edward 
Tatum on nutritional mutants of Neurospora that had correlated genes 
with enzymes and their specific physiological functions.354 This ap-
proach consisted in screening randomly mutated organisms in order to 
find physiologically modified cells that would harbor loss- of- function 
alleles. In the quest to find the functional elements of the pump, Oes-
terhelt’s department at the MPI of Biochemistry built on this approach, 
when they added chemical mutagens to growing cells and sequenced the 
DNA of the respective loss- of- function alleles in order to spot sites of 
crucial mutations.355
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Even if both the directed and random mutation approach converged 
in identifying the same elements as crucial, Khorana’s method using ge-
netically engineered proteins had an advantage: The set of mutated al-
leles, available through the molecular genetic infrastructure of vectors, 
cloned alleles, etc., could be used for other experimental strategies to ad-
dress protein function. For “molecular cross- linking,” another interven-
tionist strategy to probe structure and dynamics, mutated amino acids 
were modified chemically in order to block their molecular movements. 
To illustrate this approach, and the analogy to mechanics it induced, 
one may imagine two mobile parts of a macroscopic device being linked 
by a bar or stick, and thereby prevented from moving. The important 
point in Khorana’s case was that the linkage of different spots within 
the protein allowed those parts of it that moved with respect to each 
other to be identified throughout the protein’s functional cycle; i.e., this 
approach allowed a dynamic molecular topology of the molecule to be 
established.356 That is, in contrast to crystallography’s static images of 
molecules, cross- linking allowed insights into the dynamics of the mo-
lecular pump during functioning in vitro or even in the living cell. Here’s 
the epistemic dividend of Hacking’s theme: Molecular motions and in-
teractions were probed and specified by blocking them.

The available site- directed mutants also allowed biophysicists to at-
tach magnetic or fluorescent tags or labels to the protein, which could be 
detected by optical or magnetic resonance spectroscopies. Such labels took 
the role of “light beacons” attached to the molecule, permitting spectros-
copists to peek into the molecular dynamics and surroundings at defined  
points of the molecule. Historically, this approach can be seen as an ex-
tension of the work pioneered by biochemist Mildred Cohn in Philadel-
phia in the 1960s, who had used metal ions in biological substances as 
probes for NMR spectroscopy.357 Again in addition, and sometimes in 
opposition, to the static snapshots of protein structure from crystallog-
raphy, these techniques helped to shape a dynamic picture of “what hap-
pened” within a biological molecule such as a pump, a receptor, or a 
transporter at a molecular resolution, and thus how structure was related 
to function.358 Pinpointing episodes of what happened during the pro-
tein’s functional cycle (after illumination, addition of substrates, etc.) to 
certain of its amino acids or even atoms, suggested a functional topology 
of the molecule, its divisibility into parts with discrete functions, at the 
same time as it enhanced the temporal resolution of its dynamics.

Overall, this precipitated in data on conformational change of a mol-
ecule when it performed its biological function. Knowing that the amino 
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acid at position 85, for example, was bacteriorhodopsin’s proton do-
nor fed into the pool of data that could be used to construct a sequen-
tial explanation of molecular action— this amino acid pushed this one,  
transferred a proton from here to there, flipping around a domain, etc. 
Studies such as the ones described here are where the Shakespearean nar-
ratives of molecular function described in the Introduction have resulted 
from, the actors of which were atoms and chemical bonds, and which 
became puzzling in their individuality and complexity as more and more 
data were gathered.

Conclusion I: Plug- and- play, mechanisms, and the integration toward 
the molecular life sciences

Whereas BR had been a fortunate exception as a “user- friendly” natural 
substance in the 1970s, attracting Racker, Khorana, and many others as 
a material opportunity to devise new approaches and apply new tech-
nique, the situation changed after c. 1980: An increasingly large, multi-
national community of researchers had adopted recombinant DNA and 
other chemical methods described above, turning this, but many other 
proteins from scarce, delicate, and potentially impure natural substances 
to such more akin to materials of chemical laboratories, which could be 
produced or even synthesized under controlled conditions, modified, de-
signed, and reassembled. Insofar, BR pioneered a trend that has become 
ever broader since around 1980.

The set- up of a molecular genetic infrastructure, in combination with 
biochemical and biophysical experiments such as cross- linking or spec-
troscopies, have allowed researchers to spell out molecular-mechanisms 
of proteins in the ways that dominate today. This would have been im-
possible on the basis of proteins as natural substances, before these tech-
niques took hold. In turn, this means that today’s molecular-mechanical 
perspective of life unfolded on the basis of a transformed materiality of 
proteins: It was the joint use of synthetic methods from organic chemis-
try and recombinant DNA that allowed researchers to express protein 
dynamics as molecular mechanisms and thus to turn them into what 
they are conceived of today, molecular machines– on this point, Racker’s 
plug- and- play biology and Khorana’s makings and probings of mole-
cules are not only illustrative, but to a degree exemplary.

The research to spell out protein molecular mechanisms adumbrates a 
novel way in which the molecular life sciences were practiced in the 1980s 
and 1990s: The BR story as told in this and the preceding chapter has 
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shown that molecular genetics, structural biology, organic or biological  
chemistry, and biophysics remained in many respects disconnected 
fields in the 1970s, and that these fields became integrated on the level 
of actors, technique, and objects only after 1980— research on BR then  
encompassed biochemistry (protein purification, enzymology), membrane-   
or electrophysiology, structural biology (crystallography, EM), biophys-
ics (fluorescence, Raman, electron and nuclear magnetic resonance spec-
troscopies), and recombinant DNA (cloning, mutagenesis).359

The increasing joint use of different physical, chemical, genetic, or 
physiological methods on one object, sometimes in a study of one group, 
sometimes by collaborating groups, meant not only that different re-
searchers zoomed in on one object from different angles, but that they 
reciprocally built on each other’s insights, in the sense that recombinant 
DNA allowed mutants to be constructed for genetic analyses as well as 
for spectroscopy, spectroscopic data were correlated to structural biol-
ogy, structural biology was used to select and design further mutants, 
and so forth. The general picture of such an integrated use of methods 
blurred the boundaries between biochemistry, biophysics, and molecu-
lar genetics, and it appears characteristic of the contemporary molecu-
lar life sciences. Similar developments could be shown for other cases, 
such as neurophysiology’s ion channels or transporters; however, the 
sequence in which approaches were applied to different objects, and the 
exact timing, differed.360

The combination of biochemistry, biophysics, and molecular genetics 
to study select proteins allowed “triangulations” relating data on molec-
ular structure to those on dynamics and function. These coalesced into 
the visualized dynamic mechanical models of protein function shown in 
fig. 1 and plate 1. Obviously, not all these triangulations were success-
ful and contradictions have remained between data from different ap-
proaches, sometimes casting doubt on one technique, sometimes on the 
entire project of molecular-mechanical analyses (see Conclusion). How-
ever, after 1990, research on an increasing number of larger, more com-
plex proteins from animals, often with medical significance, has con-
verged on a molecular- mechanical picture of function as described in 
complex, Shakespearean narratives.

While I have focused primarily on the impact of experimentation on 
the transformation of proteins, developments on what one may call their 
natural history, i.e., the collecting and classifying of molecular diver-
sity, also need to be taken into account in order to draw a more com-
plete historical picture of the molecular life sciences after 1980. These 
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years saw not only an increase in protein structures being determined by 
X- ray crystallography, but also the expansion of large- scale databases, 
such as the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (for comparisons of their 3D 
structures), as well as the creation of generic graphic models to display 
them and their functional domains.361 On the basis of genetic or pro-
tein sequence comparisons, protein taxonomies were created, such as the 
family of the “seven transmembrane receptors” (also called G- protein 
coupled receptors) comprising not only rhodopsins, but also hormone 
receptors or cellular signal transducers.362 Through shared sequence mo-
tives or functional domains, these families have suggested a common 
evolutionary history of proteins and general patterns to relate structure 
to function, which allowed characterizing common types of mechanisms 
among their idiosyncratic diversity.

One central and recurring theme in the entanglement of (re)making 
proteins, researching them in a plug- and- play mode, and understand-
ing them mechanistically has been their mastery and control. Many re-
searchers chose their objects of study as these lent themselves to experi-
mentation in one or the other way, or as one could say, as they were 
“well- behaved.” Some of the abovementioned studies also resemble 
playful tinkering with a molecule, as one may probe the mechanical in-
teractions of an unknown contraption by unscrewing parts of it, bend-
ing them, fixing them, putting them together in a new order, et cetera. 
Mastering a biomolecule, having it as a pure substance in the test tube, 
and being able to use it for diverse experimental approaches was inter-
preted by the researchers as satisfaction, such as when Oesterhelt stated, 
in a conversation about his current research on a protein, “now that we 
master the fatty- acid synthetase [i.e., a protein complex] in all its as-
pects [ . . . ], it’s huge fun.”363 Plug- and- play, or control in connection 
with play— monitoring color changes the test tube, recording traces of 
molecular action on papers, as seen in the previous chapter— reconnects  
to the project of synthesis as we have encountered it in Racker’s or Kho-
rana’s cases: Making and mastering the cell’s molecular inventory, piec-
ing components together, and modifying them to understand them 
ultimately did not only shape the molecular- mechanical vision on an 
epistemic level, but these ways of acting on and interacting with pro-
teins opened the door to thinking of them as molecular machines that 
could be actually put to use. On the level of organisms, human beings, 
or even societies, the objects and subjects of which were to be controlled 
through their molecular biology, the trope of mastery also harks back to 
the outset of what Lily Kay has called the “molecular of vision of life” (see 
Introduction).
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Conclusion II: From making molecules and cells to synthetic biology? 
A genealogy of practices in between chemistry and the life sciences

Another way of framing the research described in this chapter is to ask  
for its relevance for a very recent field, that of synthetic biology. Simpli-
fying the developments and relationships of organic chemistry and the life  
sciences over the last four decades quite a bit, one could say that as the 
latter have become more chemical, the former has become more biologi-
cal. The first part of this statement should be fairly clear: With the meth-
ods of recombinant DNA, that is, gene splicing and molecular cloning 
by tools such as restriction enzymes or synthetic probes, or the use of se-
quencing technologies and physical instruments, chemical thinking and 
working within biological research has significantly increased. It is now 
commonplace even in botany or zoology (think of DNA- based taxon-
omy and the equipment needed for it— DNA preparation kits, gel elec-
trophoreses, or PCR machines).

Khorana’s “way up” from synthesizing small to ever larger biomol-
ecules such as a gene, and his subsequent adoption of recombinant DNA 
to make proteins in order to understand their mechanisms, exemplify the  
perhaps less obvious way in which organic chemistry has become more 
biological: We have seen the example of an organic chemist moving to-
ward the biological realm, regarding not only the objects analyzed and 
synthesized, but also the tools and methods employed. The “going bio-
mimetic” of chemistry, to pick up a term used in the 1960s, implied that 
the soft and delicate ways in which cells made substances were emulated 
in the test tube, at the expense of chemists’ harsh (hot, explosive, and cor-
rosive) reagents. This may represent a larger trend: Oesterhelt, who had 
approached biological chemistry very much from the angle of organic or 
natural product chemistry, adopted recombinant DNA in his lab in the 
1980s, and later became involved in both genome analysis and biotech-
nologies.364 On the level of lab equipment and industry, enzymes and kits 
for molecular biological routines have been marketed by biotech as well 
as by chemical companies, with many of the latter forming “life science” 
branches, encompassing biotechnology, biomedicine, and agriculture.365

Nevertheless, the share of chemistry, and the practices of synthesis 
that it has brought into the recent life sciences, has been curiously under-
rated in its extant historiography, which is dominated by the develop-
ment of genetics- based biotechnology. From the 1940s to 1970s, or so 
one narrative goes, molecular genetics was dominated by its first, analytic 
phase, in which the basic molecules of life such as DNA were identified 
and central cellular processes were spelled out. In the early 1970s, the 
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second, biotechnological phase began, focusing on the re- programming 
of organisms by recombinant DNA, or genetic engineering. The turning 
point between these two phases has been pinpointed to the first DNA 
cloning experiments, such as those by Stanley Cohen and Herbert Boyer 
to cut, paste, and transfer genetic elements between different microbes 
or similar strategies employed by Paul Berg for viruses.366 Interestingly,  
the story of Khorana’s synthetic gene, or Bruce Merrifield’s synthetic en-
zyme and the machine to make it, fall into the same period. However, 
they decenter the historical picture of how the life sciences became in-
vested in making from genetics, and reveal a broader trend that recon-
nects to synthesis as the quintessentially chemical project to remake the 
molecular inventory of life. Through the remaking of, e.g., vitamins and 
hormones, this synthetic project was in full swing long before molecular 
genetics entered the stage, it remained around and the two became en-
tangled with each other.

However, neither the chemical nor the molecular genetic project 
of remaking as described in this chapter were primarily invested in the 
making of substances for use or the “creation of life” as a feat in itself, 
but rather in gaining understanding through remaking. As total synthe-
sis was meant to confirm molecular structure to chemists, and as one 
synthesized element served as a stepping stone to make the next, larger 
one, so did the “wet tools” of the cell: Enzymes isolated in one round 
of investigation were used in further rounds of molecular genetic stud-
ies to obtain deeper insight into life on the molecular level. In instru-
ments such as gene machines or DNA sequencers, the chemical and the 
biological making approaches have been integrated seamlessly, shap-
ing the commercialized technological practice of the contemporary life  
sciences.367

So, what does this interplay and interlacing of chemical and biologi-
cal making projects since c. 1970 tell us about the history of synthetic 
biology? This field, situated at the crossroads of, e.g., genomics, cell bi-
ology, and bioinformatics, has often been characterized by having im-
ported a making ideal into the life sciences after 2000. Among synthetic 
biologists’ portfolios range modest aims such as the production of sub-
stances by genetically and metabolically engineered organisms or the de-
sign of simple biologically functional elements such as a “switch,” but 
also more ambitious ones as the construction of protocells, cell- like com-
partments delimited by a membrane, containing a hereditary system and 
a metabolism.368 Whereas most protocells represent only short- lived ag-
gregates to model biological processes, Craig Venter’s institute actually 
plans to design artificial microbes, containing a minimal, engineered ge-
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nome inserted into a membrane shell and cellular environment, which 
would serve biological energy production through modified enzymes. 
One ultimate goal of synthetic biology is the creation of novel forms of 
life, pieced together from modular components.369

It is striking to see that all of the material components required for 
a flagship project of contemporary synthetic biology such as Venter’s 
protocells have been shaped in the research discussed in this chapter— 
Bangham and Racker’s making of membranes and liposomes from iso-
lated membrane lipids (the basis for a protocell), Khorana’s synthesis 
of DNA and genetic elements by chemical methods, or the making and 
modification of proteins by recombinant DNA. That is, the chemical- 
molecular biological practices and the plug- and- play approach as de-
scribed in this chapter can be read as a genealogy of practices to make 
and assemble components and parts of organisms leading up to synthetic 
biology. With reference to Michel Foucault’s adaption of this Nietz-
schean concept, a genealogy does not depict a historical master narra-
tive or origin (Ursprung) of recent synthetic biology, by following earlier 
emanations of the concept, and tracing their usage up to the present. By 
contrast, my focus on the scattered and small events and their rearrange-
ment explain its contingent descent (Herkunft) from seemingly marginal 
fields and episodes of science.370

What could be gained historiographically by the genealogical per-
spective I am suggesting here? Existing historical accounts of synthetic 
biology have, on the one hand, highlighted its novelty as a coalescing 
discipline in the molecular life sciences of the turn of the millennium. 
On the other hand, the new synthetic biology has been pitched against 
prior usage of the term for attempts and announcements to “create new 
life from scratch,” or at least to imitate its forms and functions. In many 
cases, these prior synthetic biologies have been pinpointed to novel in-
sight into “life,” and they frequently bordered on metaphysical questions 
and debates, such as in their first guise, the inorganic model systems of 
cells pioneered by French biologist Stéphane Leduc in the early twentieth 
century, centering more on morphology than on molecular composition 
and dynamics.371 By contrast, a genealogy of practices feeding into syn-
thetic biology is not primarily oriented at the proclaimed aim to “cre-
ate life,” but at ways of making biological molecules and compounds 
that have been shaped in between different fields of the chemical and 
the life sciences. This perspective brings into view the often piecemeal 
and mundane innovations on how to make biological Stoff in the labo-
ratory. Rather than looking for one or several moments of foundation,  
the genealogical perspective highlights the events scattered over a longer 
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period of time from whose rearrangements and confluence current syn-
thetic biology has resulted: From the synthesis of nucleic acids, genes, 
and proteins, to the piecing together of liposomes, and (not discussed 
here in more detail) methods of cell fusion or cloning. Such a historical 
picture has the advantage of highlighting the impact of actors and prac-
tices that frequently go unnoticed in narratives of foundations or origins, 
among them the contributions of organic, physical, or colloid chemistry  
in the last five decades— Foucault has characterized genealogy as “gray, 
meticulous and patiently documentary.”372 This does not mean to deny 
the influence of, e.g., genomics or computational biology in the present 
(and possibly the future), but it brings into view how life’s materiality 
has already changed in small but significant ways under our eyes in re-
cent decades.

When the German organic chemist turned recombinant DNA en-
thusiast Ernst- Ludwig Winnacker announced a “synthetic biology” 
in the early 1980s, for example in the news piece from which the epi-
graph of this chapter has been taken, his intention was certainly to con-
struct a past for his own field that linked it to the scientific and eco-
nomic successes of nineteenth- century synthetic chemistry. Yet, in spite 
of problematic historiography, he may have had a point here: The focus 
of the article was the introduction of gene machines à la Khorana and 
Merrifield to Germany, that is, an innovation to speed up the making of 
biological Stoff.373 That DNA as a pure chemical substance spat out by 
these machines was biologically “absolutely dead,” as the chemist oper-
ating the machine told the journalist, was trite. Yet, more interestingly, 
thirty- five years in hindsight, we see that biological matter as a product 
of synthesis machines has, among many other remade components men-
tioned in this chapter, subverted the boundary between the chemical and 
the biological bit by bit, thereby indeed changing what life is made of 
nowadays, and making certain pieced together lumps of matter perhaps 
a little less dead.
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4 Biochip Fever: Life and Technology in the 1980s

Our machines are disturbingly lively, and we ourselves frighteningly inert.

Donna Haraway, 1985, p. 69.

Around 2007, an internet video of an ordinary laboratory 
rat, distributed as supplementary material to a publica-
tion on neuroengineering, created a stir. The furry crea-
ture sitting in an empty plastic box had been hard- wired 
by a fiber- optic cable attached to its skull, supplying light 
to its brain’s motor cortex. The mouse was arbitrarily ex-
ploring its surroundings, sniffing corners, taking a few 
steps to the right or left, when an LED attached to the 
cable was switched on, creating a blueish halo around the 
animal’s skull. Concurrently, the mouse began to run in 
anticlockwise circles rapidly and mechanically, but with-
out panic or irregularity. When the light was switched off 
a few laps later, the animal resumed its prior behavior, 
sniffing, idling, exploring, as if the light- induced run had 
never taken place, or as if no traces were left in its mem-
ory. Was this murine cyborg a beginning of a new era of 
controlling life, of coupling it to digital technology, as the 
flood of articles on this or similar experiments in outlets 
such as Wired or The New Yorker has insinuated?374

“The Beam of Light That Flips a Switch That Turns 
on the Brain,” thus reported for example the New York 
Times about the uncanny study, which has become an icon 
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of the rapidly developing field of “optogenetics,” a neologism combin-
ing optical stimulation and genetic engineering.375 The animal, whose be-
havior was manipulated by engineering light- sensitive channel and pump 
proteins into membranes of specific cells from the brain’s motor cortex 
and triggering these by illumination, is in fact an emblematic example not 
only for optogenetics, but generally for attempts to couple organisms to 
digital technology in, e.g., bioelectronics.376 My point for setting the scene 
of this chapter by the optogenetic mouse, however, is neither this field per 
se, nor the immediate history of an emerging constellation such as this 
one (which, however, has direct links to the story told in the preceding  
chapters).377

For this history of membranes and molecular machines, the cur-
rent technological use of proteins in optogenetics, which has unfolded 
in the first decade of the new millennium on the basis of methods from 
membrane research, recombinant DNA, cell biology, and neuroscience, 
provides a frame and a motivation to explore and conceive of the his-
tory of an earlier conjuncture between life, molecules, and technology: 
Whereas Wired enthused in 2015 about optogenetics’ “fascinating little 
machines” that switch on and off brain activity, in the climate of bur-
geoning 1980s biotech and early nanotech, a comparable magazine such 
as Omni had mused about “biochips” and “biocomputing.”378 Coupling 
organisms to electronic technologies was one of the aims discussed un-
der these labels (such as in prosthetics); however, the visions reached 
much further, up to chips to be built from proteins, and other biologi-
cal molecules that were to accomplish a novel, radically different way 
of computing. Let me stress again that I claim neither that optogenetics 
stands in historical continuity to 1980s biocomputing, nor that its im-
mediate goals were the same (biomedical technologies within an organ-
ism in the present case, organic or organismic computing devices in the 
dry world of microelectronics in the 1980s). If also under very different 
scientific, economic, and medial circumstances, however, both have at-
tempted to tackle life’s molecular machinery for computing technolo-
gies, as chips or interfaces, and both have zoomed in on structured and 
active biological matter.

The promise of “lively machines,” Jan Müggenburg’s term for bionic 
technology, now on a molecular scale, should in both cases be seen as in-
stances of what Robert Bud has called the “enduring dream” of biotech-
nologies, that is, the attraction that technologies based on life have repeat-
edly posed to scientists, companies, and government in the past century.379 
This dream obviously encompassed the idea of untapped economic  
potentials, but, maybe less obvious from recent historiography, the idea 
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of a better (i.e., more efficient, more refined, smarter) because lifelike 
technology, not only in medicine or agriculture. Biocomputers, for ex-
ample, were presented as a radical alternative to silicon microelectronics, 
with some similarities in rhetoric as to how optogenetics’ technologies 
are advertised to replace drugs and electrodes used to study the brain or 
treat disorders. And in both cases, these fields have been wrapped in com-
parable fever pitches of medial attention, with life’s molecular machinery 
starring in colorful stories rather than in dry scientific publications.

With regard to the guiding question of this book, in what ways sci-
ence and technology have come to think of and remake our cells and 
bodies as a “collection of protein machines,” this chapter will add bio-
technology to the picture, both as a style of doing research and as an ac-
tual engineering effort. To that purpose, I will analyze both the promises 
and the lab realities of biotechnologies in the 1980s, and characterize 
the specificities of concepts of molecular machines at the crossroads of 
recombinant DNA, biophysics, emerging nanotechnology, and comput-
ing/microelectronics. This will bring me back to the question of what 
about proteins and membranes has inspired biotechnologists and how 
they have in turn reshaped the materiality of life in order to create chips 
containing protein “switches.”

But there are more reasons why the history of biocomputing needs 
to be told: First, it serves as an antidote to a historiography of 1980s 
biotechnology that takes into view largely the economically successful, 
biomedical aspects of the field, such as the production of recombinant 
proteins (insulin, interferon, etc.). Biocomputing shows that 1980s bio-
tech was much more than this— in addition to and beyond venture capi-
tal and pharma, it was also the idea of alternative technologies modeled 
on life. Whereas this vision has not been realized in a way comparable 
to its biomedical side, both the general aims and the specific projects dis-
cussed in this chapter have remained around as part of tech discourse 
ever since— mostly under the label of nanotechnologies. Which brings 
me to another aim of this chapter: By sketching first, the general climate 
and the conceptual framework of biocomputing, and then zooming in 
on one case history of an attempt to actually build a biochip (from the 
purple membrane), I will also put more flesh on the bones of the history 
of nanotechnologies or “molecular electronics” (ME), as the field was 
called at the time, which has so far centered either on important figures  
(such as Eric Drexler, and his ideas of self- assembling molecular ma-
chinery) or broader research programs. This focus brings in actors and 
discourse that differ from those readers of this book have encountered in 
previous chapters— to simplify, one could say that biochip research took 
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 membranes and molecular machines from labs in California (such as 
Stoeckenius’ at UCSF) into Californian labs around the world, and from The  
Journal of Biological Chemistry into sci- tech “fanzines” such as Omni. 
These were places and media of what historian of 1980s futurism and 
nanotechnology Patrick McCray has called “visioneering,” that is, a 
spe cific form of mixing technological speculation with engineering, of 
making things and forming communities, often working and commu-
nicating beyond the confines of mainstream science and technology.380 
Such places, however, existed in their respective local fashions also 
beyond the US: By taking into view discussions and developments of 
bacteriorhodopsin- based chips in West Germany and getting a glimpse 
on what happened in the Soviet Union, I will contrast the approaches to 
bio-  and nanotechnologies in very different research environments. This 
will provide a richer and more complex picture of the biotechnological 
history of membranes and molecular machines.

Alternative computing

The February 1984 edition of highTechnology, a monthly computing 
magazine combining business aspects with pieces on technological de-
velopments, confronted its readership with a hypothetical next frontier 
of microelectronics: the biochip (fig. 18).

The aims of such chips were to replace conventional silicon semicon-
ductors with carbon- based biomolecules, thereby increasing miniatur-
ization. Among the broad spectrum of attempts to use biological materi-
als or biological design principles that were discussed in highTechnology 
was a proposal for a robot vision device by theoretical biophysicist Mi-
chael Conrad, a figure whose name and institution, Wayne State Univer-
sity, has been repeatedly mentioned when it came to biological inspira-
tion for novel technologies in the 1980s.381

Conrad’s goal was to build a hybrid biochemical- electronic device 
that would mimic the visual and cognitive system outside of an organ-
ism. To this end, he sketched a three- dimensional structure, to be real-
ized as a sandwich- like “chip” of membranes or films stacked on top of 
each other. This was clearly modeled on the retina’s anatomy: A first, 
“wet” photochemical layer would contain photosensitive chemicals (the 
reader of this book may think of rhodopsins or other photoreceptors, 
and in fact, Conrad discussed similar cellular signal- transducing sys-
tems). This sensitive layer would transform optical into a chemical sig-
nals, which further elements of the chip, layers of “protein switches,” 
would then amplify.382 Finally, the signal produced by this layer— one 
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may think of a chemical reaction— would be transformed into an electri-
cal one by an electrode covered with enzymes. Importantly, this chip’s 
output would not comprise a “yes” or “no” answer as in digital sys-
tems, but a graded, approximate response, which was ultimately to in-
form a robot arm’s reaction toward the perceived object. Apart from 
the final electrode component (a technology called “enzyme electrode”), 

F i g u r e  1 8  merging microelectronics and biotech. cover of highTechnology magazine, issue February 1984.
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Conrad’s biochip existed on paper only: It was a theoretical scheme in-
formed by programming theory, physical chemistry, as well as biochemi-
cal and cell biological models of what should be possible in principle. 
As with many other proposals of the time, he remained vague on the is-
sue of concrete substrates for his devices, mentioning different possible  
realizations.383

Conrad’s robot vision device is a good example to introduce 1980s’ 
biocomputing, not only due to its speculative nature, the envisaged 
makeup from biological components, or its reliance on knowledge from 
different disciplines. In fact, this device epitomized many of the expec-
tations of what a form of electronic technology taking its inspiration 
from life was to accomplish: Conrad’s biochip would, for example, op-
tically detect an object not bit after bit. Put in computing language, it 
would not process information serially, but just like an eye, it would 
process all input in parallel; that is, it would detect structures altogether 
through their shape or gestalt. Such parallel processing, modeled also 
on how the brain was thought to work, was a much- discussed trope of 
1980s hardware developments, as it promised to enhance computational 
capabilities. The approach was often explained by analogies to brain  
architecture.384

A second conceptual inspiration that Conrad’s device took from life 
on the molecular scale was that it promised to mimic a way of cognition 
that was seen as typical of how biological systems processed informa-
tion (to adopt the actors’ language): As mentioned, biological molecules 
as computing devices would say not only “yes” or “one” and “no” or 
“zero” as did the silicon transistors on digital chips that embodied the 
binary of Boolean logics. Biochips, by contrast, were capable of say-
ing “maybe,” as explained in the highTechnology article, when, for ex-
ample, a slight chemical reaction was induced by a stimulus to an en-
zyme.385 This matter of degree was seen as an advantage over the rigid 
information processing of existing semiconductor technology, especially 
when it came to constructing optical interfaces or artificial intelligence.

In sum, the biochips envisaged in the 1980s could be tentatively char-
acterized as computing devices made from biological materials and/or 
based on principles of biological design. They promised, among many 
other things, enhanced data density by providing connectivity not in two 
but in three dimensions or modes of computing that were entirely differ-
ent from semiconductors, such as by molecular movements (conforma-
tional changes of proteins, see chapters 2 and 3) or optical effects (read-
ing and writing by lasers).386 Let me finish this introduction by saying 
what the biochips or biocomputers that will be subject of this chapter 
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were not, since these and related terms have been used for very different 
things in the past three decades: 1980s biochips were not directly related 
to the so- called DNA computer, and they have even less in common with 
today’s DNA chip technologies as used in biomedical diagnostics (al-
though all these approaches tackle biological materials to address prob-
lems of detection or information processing).387

Beyond silicon— lifelike electronics

The highTechnology article sits amidst a fever pitch of popularizing ac-
counts of biocomputing in the first half of the 1980s, which hyped the 
field as the coming merger of microelectronics and biotechnology.388 
In this way, biocomputing brought together two central motives and 
motivations of contemporary discourse on new technologies— first the 
promise of lifelike devices, and second the improvement of microelec-
tronics by miniaturization— from switching units to chips to entire com-
puters. Under the heading of “Moore’s law,” implying that the amount 
of circuit components that manufacturers were able to put onto a given 
area doubled within a period of a year or two, miniaturization has 
been widely discussed since the 1970s. According to historian of sci-
ence Cyrus Mody, Moore’s law should be understood not only from a 
technologically determinist perspective, that is, as a description of the 
progress in producing and arranging ever smaller switching units on mi-
crochips. The rule of thumb that came under this name equally com-
prised a performative dimension: As a social fact, Moore’s law drove 
actors of research and development toward further miniaturization and 
innovation.389 One field influenced by the permanently pending doom of 
ultimate miniaturization, was molecular electronics (ME). This loosely 
organized, iridescent field, comprising different novel approaches to mi-
croelectronics straddling science and engineering, gravitated around the 
general idea of using not macroscopic devices such as transistors, but 
molecules or even atoms as switches for computing. In other words, the 
basic units of microelectronics would not be made from bulk solid- state 
material, such as the layers of doped silicon in common transistors or 
integrated circuits. In an envisaged molecular computer, the device alter-
nating between the two states forming a digital bit of information would 
be provided by a single molecule. Obviously, such a computer promised 
an extreme degree of miniaturization and therefore increases in capacity 
and power.

The history of ME as an alternative to silicon semiconductors stretches 
back to the 1950s, involving, e.g., physicist Arthur von Hippel and institutions  
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such as the US Airforce or the Westinghouse corporation.390 However, it 
was molecular electronics’ second coming since the mid- 1970s that brings 
us closer to understanding how molecules were thought to compute, and 
why biomolecules received specific attention. In the mid- 1970s, research-
ers at IBM’s labs in Yorktown Heights, New York City, and San Jose in 
California were studying what a central protagonist, physicist Arieh Avi-
ram, called “molecular rectifiers.” These were organic, i.e., carbon- based 
molecules that could function like a diode by conducting electricity in 
only one direction. As diodes were normally built from bulk semiconduc-
tors, and in a way formed the basis of a transistor, molecular rectifiers 
gave rise to a more generalized scheme of “organic electronics,” that is, of 
synthesized carbon molecules serving as digital switches on an ultra small 
scale. In debates about the possibility of such molecular technology, Avi-
ram justified their existence with evidence from biology— nature would 
have “developed comparable miniaturization several billion years ago in 
living organisms,” whereby he referred to signal transmission in nerve 
(and thus, probably, synapses, ion channels, or the like).391 Aviram’s was 
certainly not a mainstream idea, but as we will see, there were a number 
of life scientists, some more senior and established, who formulated simi-
lar ideas around the time.

Some of the heterogeneous approaches falling under the heading 
of ME promised even more than miniaturization or switches beyond 
silicon: Their plan was to rethink central premises of computer archi-
tecture. On the conceptual level, computers in the second half of the 
twentieth century worked according to an architecture named after 
Hungarian- American mathematician John von Neumann. This referred 
to a device in which commands and data were represented as separate 
units stored on the same memory device. The basic operation cycle of 
a von Neumann computer would be to fetch a command and execute 
it on data picked up from the memory, before proceeding to the next 
operation. This sequence is the conceptual core of what has been de-
scribed above as the serial mode of processing.392 Attempts to move be-
yond the limits of serial processing loomed large around 1980, for in-
stance, in projects aiming to process large amounts of data in parallel, 
as required for problems of artificial intelligence or automated cognition 
(such as a gestalt- like perception of figures, called pattern recognition). 
At the level of hardware development, parallel computing architectures 
aimed at implementing these goals were tackled in large- scale techno-
logical programs to further develop existing silicon- based microelectron-
ics, such as the Japanese “Fifth generation project,” and its American 
response, the “Strategic Computing Initiative.”393 Another approach to 
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solve the problem of parallel processing was the attempted use of mac-
romolecules, i.e., not small synthetic carbon compounds as in Aviram’s 
case, but proteins as switches. Arrangements of such biomolecules were 
thought to carry out parallel, non- binary (i.e., analogue) computing, as 
in Conrad’s abovementioned scheme. What is more, they subverted the 
central distinction of a von Neumann computer, as the macromolecule 
represented at once program (instruction materialized in its structure) 
and data (information through its shape or conformation). With the pre-
vious chapters in mind, it is easy to imagine how enzymes and membrane 
proteins as discrete molecular objects accomplishing their biological 
function by structural rearrangements may have inspired such ideas— 
here was a form of active or, metaphorically speaking, “programmed” 
matter seemingly made to compute.

The second wave of ME, encompassing broad, diverse, and far- 
reaching plans for a novel microelectronics, coalesced in the early 1980s 
at a series of workshops called “Molecular Electronic Devices” (MED), 
organized by Forrest Carter. The physicist, characterized by Mody as 
a charismatic central figure of the emerging scene, held a PhD from 
Caltech (where he reportedly partied with Richard Feynman, a central 
post hoc inspiration for nanotech) and later worked on organic con-
ducting materials at the US Naval Research Laboratories. Carter’s ideas 
inspired the MED gatherings, the stated purpose of which was, as he 
expressed it in most general terms, “to explore the possibilities of devel-
oping switches at the molecular level for ultimately controlling and mod-
ifying signals.”394 Although many of the contributions to the first 1981 
MED workshop centered on physical phenomena or synthetic molecules 
(such as Aviram’s), examples from the molecular life sciences, such as 
photosynthesis, vision, or self- organizing cellular protein structures, 
were also present. Biology became a more important strand of molecular 
electronics throughout the second MED meeting: Here, Eric Drexler, a 
charismatic MIT engineer from a younger generation than Carter, who 
stood in for a cornucopian take on future technological developments, 
presented a vision of “molecular machinery” that would earn him fame 
under the label of nanotechnology in the years to come.395 Like Avi-
ram, Drexler took the existing molecular biological “technology,” i.e., 
the protein and nucleic acids of the cell and their doings, as a “feasi-
bility proof” for his far- reaching plans of miniaturization. Specifically, 
his inspiration for the Engines of Creation (thus the title of his widely 
distributed 1986 book) came from the prime examples of machine- like 
macromolecules in the life sciences of the 1960s and 1970s as discussed 
in the preceding chapters. His programmatic 1981 paper on “molecular 
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engineering” in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 
contains a table classifying “molecular machinery” (NB, this is an early 
example of the generic term) according to macroscopic devices— with 
the fibrous protein collagen representing a “cable,” membrane proteins 
representing “pumps” to “move fluids,” or the “genetic system” as a 
“numerical control system” to “store and read programs.”396 The spe-
cific point of fascination (and controversy) about Drexler’s molecular 
machinery was that the existing small “tools” of the cell (such as the 
ribosome) were supposed to assemble even smaller, second- generation 
molecular machinery (later on, Drexler called this type of machines “as-
semblers”). The optimism that design of proteins and further miniatur-
ization would become feasible was fueled not only by quoting Feyn-
man’s assessment that there was “plenty of room at the bottom,” but 
on a material level by the recent advancements of recombinant DNA.397

Bio- inspired ME in the 1980s, that is, encompassed different actors 
than we have seen in this story previously, and unfolded in another sci-
entific environment: Research on membrane structure, the function of 
enzymes or physical chemistry, which had taken place in rather conven-
tional academic settings (carried out by people trained in the respective 
disciplines, presented at meetings of societies, or published in the respec-
tive specialized journals) suddenly appeared in the cosmos of guru- like 
personae such as Carter, or publicly visible, charismatic “visioneers” such 
as Drexler. Dry, expert matters such as biochemistry or biophysics, or 
even a technological approach to life such as recombinant DNA, turned 
into hotbeds for speculation of novel technological alternatives for micro-
electronics, but also medicine and other purposes. This was certainly cata-
lyzed by the mix of actors gathering at MED (from physics, engineering, 
the life or computer sciences), but also by hip, technophile outlets in which 
this research was discussed: “The Biochip Revolution,” for example, a 
piece penned by science writer Kathleen McAuliffe that appeared in the 
pages of Omni in 1981, may have actually coined this term.398

Omni was neither Science, nor the Scientific American: As a product 
of Penthouse publisher Robert Guccione and his wife, Kathy Keeton, 
the sleek and colorful sci- tech magazine shaped a characteristic 1980s’ 
format for the popularization of science and technology, from (para)
psychology to evolutionary biology, or recombinant DNA to microelec-
tronics, and it became a characteristic outlet for visioneering à la Drex-
ler.399 McAuliffe’s article, for example, introduced the biochip as a form 
of neuro- prosthetics, that is, an interface between the organic world and 
that of microelectronics, and quoted a start- up employee musing about 
the chip’s development into “a compatible symbiote that will literally 
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grow into the brain, establish communication with individual neurons, 
and thus learn from them in a biological sense.”400 For today’s readers, 
this cyborg scenario may be more reminiscent of sci- fi writer William 
Gibson than of biotech history: Indeed, the second volume of the Neu-
romancer trilogy, Count Zero (1986), gravitates around the topic.401 In 
addition to Omni and the daily press, biochips were discussed in other 
popular sciences magazines (such as the New Scientist), but as much as 
the topic was also a product of science- writing and a novel scientific per-
sona such as the visioneer, there clearly was a more mundane dimension 
to it as well: Articles appeared in established scientific journals (albeit of-
ten without terms such as “biochip”), and there were outlets subverting 
the idea of clearly separated camps.402

The insufficiency of considering these development in a dichotomous 
framework of a countercultural, “groovy” and/or entrepreneurial versus 
a more conventional academe pertains not only to the media, but also 
to the actors: In spite of the importance of individuals such as Carter or 
Drexler, the MED meetings and molecular electronics generally were 
not solely an affair of gurus and their followers, and neither were they an 
American affair only, as the remainder of this chapter will show.403 Con-
tributions were authored by international scientists, such as the Swiss- 
German surface chemist Hans Kuhn, biochemist Hartmut Michel, or  
X- ray crystallographer Johann Deisenhofer. Whereas Kuhn was a director 
at the MPI of Biophysical Chemistry at Göttingen, later Nobel laureates 
Deisenhofer and Michel worked on membrane protein structure at the 
MPI, in the ambit of Oesterhelt. These were rather down- to- earth aca-
demics that did not smack of either counterculture or entrepreneurship. 
Moreover, projects similar to those present at MED were initiated in, 
e.g., West Germany or Japan.404

The questions of how the boundaries between the established fields 
of science and novel, cross- disciplinary activities such as ME developed, 
how reciprocal influences played out and how different individuals navi-
gated this new situation, or how biocomputing projects developed in 
different countries will be followed up through the remainder of this 
chapter. But first let us see what were the inspirations, or the scientific 
points of departure, for schemes such as Conrad’s biodevice or Omni’s 
biochips.

Membranes and proteins as biological technologies

Musing about biochips as future “brain symbiotes,” or about cells being 
filled with a fleet of molecular machinery just waiting to be improved by 
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humans, certainly did not represent the mainstream of how the molecu-
lar life sciences considered the potentials of protein technologies at the 
time. And yet, similar sounding ideas had been uttered a few years previ-
ously from more established quarters of science, and it may well be that 
these inspired visioneers such as Drexler.

Notably, the call for engineers to tackle the molecular biological ma-
chinery for microelectronics originated from membrane and protein sci-
ence. “Living cells contain the ultimate in microelectronics,” thus an-
nounced biophysicist Britton Chance in Physics Today of 1980, before 
detailing membranes and photosynthesis, vision or the function of mito-
chondria.405 Chance, a well- established representative of postwar basic 
biophysics, based at the Johnson Foundation in Philadelphia, had been 
a central figure in bioenergetics. Against the background of his prior 
work, e.g., spectroscopic insight into how membrane proteins orches-
trated molecular movements and electronic processes of metabolism (re-
member that he also adopted BR as a model for spectroscopic work in 
the 1970s), this article took a surprisingly visionary glance, that indeed 
foreshadowed tech discourse of the coming decade, for example, when 
he finished on the note that “assembled into a brain, for example, they 
[i.e., these biomolecules, M. G.] perform as incredibly powerful infor-
mation processors. Physicists and engineers concerned with building 
ever smaller devices can look to them for inspiration.”406

Such a bold statement from a senior basic researcher could be read 
in many ways. First of all, the journal needs to be taken into account— 
somewhat similar to Scientific American, Physics Today is neither a 
peer- reviewed journal of a discipline, nor does it speak to the broader 
public. It was a monthly communication of a scientific society that in-
cluded generalizing pieces directed at physicists more broadly construed, 
as much as, possibly, to policy makers, science journalists, etc. Thus, a 
visionary article by a reputed individual such as Chance may have also 
had journalistic background inspired by, e.g., an editor. Taking the ar-
ticle’s content literally, what it accomplished was to explain the new ter-
rain of biophysics, membranes and proteins to physicists and engineers. 
Moreover, the article set out as a reply to an issue of the journal on “Mi-
croscience” one year previously. Whereas the 1979 issue, opening with 
a synopsis of Richard Feynman’s famous lecture on microscopic tech-
nology in physics from twenty years before, Chance’s was a biological  
reply, echoing what we have already heard from, e.g., Delbrück or Avi-
ram, that “biological systems, however, have, in a sense, solved the 
problems associated with such small microstructures.”407
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Interestingly, Chance’s paper is another early case where the generic 
term of “molecular machines” was used (and it was quoted by Drexler a 
year later). But as most of membrane research was not in any sense “ap-
plied” at the time, tackling quite basic issues, was Chance only speculat-
ing when he talked about technologies?408

In fact, a number of surface or membrane technologies that could be  
further developed for computing processes— think back to Conrad’s 
sandwich- like biochip— existed, and someone tinkering in this area was 
Hans Kuhn, the Swiss chemist and MPI director who contributed to the 
second MED meeting. After completing post- docs with Niels Bohr and 
Linus Pauling, Kuhn became head of the department for “Molecular Sys-
tems Assembly” (Molekularer Systemaufbau) at the MPI for Biophysical 
Chemistry— the institute that was at the time home to self- organization 
theorist Manfred Eigen or neurobiologist and later patch- clamp No-
bel prize winners Erwin Neher and Bert Sakmann. Kuhn used synthetic 
membrane models, so- called Langmuir- Blodgett (LB) films, roughly 
speaking a planar version of Bangham’s liposomes, to assemble and 
study structured molecular layers, which became a frequently discussed 
building block for biochips among the MED community.409 Kuhn’s films 
comprised sandwich- like protein- lipid arrangements, which he had con-
sidered already in the 1960s “construction kits” to create “molecular 
switching devices” for “information processing.”410

Chance and Kuhn illustrate how senior, mainstream scientists from 
biophysics or physical chemistry have supplied not only keywords, but 
concepts and material models to the forming biocomputing scene. Their 
work also illustrates how permeable the boundaries must have been 
around 1980 between established institutions and a realm of scientific- 
technological speculation that later gained a “louche reputation” among 
a more conventional academe.411 Finally, these papers illustrate an un-
expected point of departure for biocomputing, or ideas of molecular 
technologies in general: research on membranes, proteins, and their con-
formational changes, as well as the electrical and chemical dynamics of 
metabolism, seemed to suggest that a world of ordered molecular enti-
ties and processes existed in cells, discovered in the 1960s and 1970s, 
ready to be tackled technologically in the 1980s. Interestingly, biologi-
cal objects were addressed here at their lowest level, i.e., that of atoms 
and chemical bonds in macromolecules studied by physical and chemi-
cal approaches. For a historian or a philosopher, this raises the question 
of what (if anything) was perceived as specifically biological about these 
molecules and their doings as compared to complex, man- made chemical 
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substances, such as Aviram’s organic rectifiers. However, let us first look 
at the “tools” envisaged to tackle this cosmos of biological molecules.

Cloning a computer— the ultimate scenario of recombinant DNA

Recombinant DNA around 1980 was a set of methods from molecular 
genetics by which it had become possibly to mobilize, modify, and pro-
duce proteins by acting on their genes with “wet” tools isolated from 
cells. To understand how certain researchers reacted to the novel proce-
dures to splice and link genes (molecular cloning), to shuttle proteins be-
tween different organisms, or to introduce mutations into them (as dis-
cussed for Khorana’s work in the preceding chapter), however, one has 
to also take into account the enthusiasm and the expectations (economi-
cal and others) that accompanied what became the first wave of molecu-
lar biotechnology. The few years when scientists turned “gene jockeys,” 
to quote Nicolas Rasmussen, were fishing and cloning the DNA of hor-
mones such as insulin and produced the substance artificially in bacteria 
introduced a new speed of research into the life sciences, driven by in-
vestment and patenting. These developments gave molecular biological 
research enhanced public visibility and political importance, and they 
helped shape a novel, entrepreneurial scientific persona.412

At the MED meetings, molecular geneticist Kevin Ulmer, represent-
ing a biotech start- up company by the name “Genex,” formulated the 
expectations of what recombinant DNA could bring for biocomputing. 
As Aviram or Drexler before him, Ulmer took existing life as the proof 
of the principle that molecular technology was possible, and that the 
tools of genetic engineering would provide “the ability to biologically 
produce any protein we desire.”413 In order to reinforce this argument, 
he mentioned the design of functional enzymes from scratch, the predic-
tion of protein 3- D structures, and other topics or problems of biochem-
istry and biophysics, which made it appear as if molecular technology 
seemed right around the corner (many of these issues have remained 
unresolved).

It is not easy to provide an adequate historical understanding of these 
generous expectations. In addition to the marketing aspect that was cer-
tainly inherent in Ulmer’s statement, one has to take into account that in 
the early 1980s, protein engineering on the basis of recombinant DNA 
was indeed a rapidly developing field: Techniques were used that had 
been inconceivable a mere decade previously (DNA and protein syn-
thesis), and bold prognoses extrapolating these past developments may 
have looked a lot more plausible than they do in retrospect.
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Taking up the concepts of the German historian Reinhart Koselleck 
to understand the modern transformation of historical experience and 
expectation in the wake of accelerating social and technological develop-
ments, one could say that the “space of experience” (Erfahrungsraum) 
provided by recombinant DNA, that is, the fresh and forceful historical 
experience that objects and processes of life had become open to change, 
set in motion a broadening of the actor’s “horizon of expectation” (Er-
wartungshorizont): The actual as much as the experienced tempo of re-
search increased, and the “ultimate” was perceived as possible, if not 
imminent (this term was used by Chance, Ulmer, and other quite hetero-
geneous researchers).414

Yet, the nitty- gritty of genetic and protein engineering at the time re-
veals the flipside of this experience of acceleration: My account of Kho-
rana’s 1980s’ work to clone and modify proteins has shown that recombi-
nant DNA at the time comprised tedious, year- long work by specialists in 
cutting- edge institutions of science in order to clone single genes, to intro-
duce a few specific mutations, or to have cells synthesize minute amounts of 
a recombinant protein. Often enough, such accomplishments represented 
proof- of- principle or demonstrative work rather than technological solu-
tions to actually make proteins for use, let alone to change the world with 
them (it remained, for example, still easier to isolate a relatively well- studied 
model membrane protein such as rhodopsin from eyes obtained at a slaugh-
terhouse than to produce it biotechnologically). In a similar vein, Nicolas 
Rasmussen has argued that with regard to commercial biomedical projects, 
the early revolutionary expectations were not met, and that the field under-
went a normalization toward much longer and complicated research after 
the first “low- hanging fruit” of, e.g., cloned hormones had been reaped.415

In comparison with Khorana, Ulmer’s “ultimate scenario”— to de-
velop a “genome” for a computer that would “code” for some sort of 
protein- based circuitry self- assembling in a cell— clearly adumbrated 
a totally different level of feasibility. As discussions of his talk at the 
MED meetings suggest, some participants perceived such utterings as 
improper speculation at the time and were highly critical regarding both 
general conceptual problems and practical feasibility. Caltech biophys-
icist Howard Berg, for example, took an ironical stance on the issue,  
when he reportedly quipped that a computer based on biomaterials 
would have to be kept sterile in order to prevent microorganisms from 
“eating it.”416

In retrospect, recombinant DNA certainly had given a strong stimu-
lus to conceiving of biochips, as its routines to manipulate genes and 
proteins had opened up novel scenarios regarding what had in principle  
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become possible to accomplish and what was expected to become possible. 
However, regarding concrete model systems or laboratory approaches 
to actually build biochips, or simple components of such devices, recom-
binant DNA had comparably less to offer until the mid-  to late 1980s— 
actual experiments relied either on synthetic models that merely emu-
lated certain properties of biological structures, such as Kuhn’s LB- films, 
or simple existing models such as the purple membrane (see below). 
Most applications of recombinant DNA in, e.g., mutagenesis and pro-
tein engineering achieved only baby steps when compared to Ulmer’s or 
McAuliffe’s “ultimate scenarios.”

In other words, recombinant DNA opened up a space of possibilities 
for biocomputing through the advent of different actors on the personal 
and institutional level (such as Ulmer or start- ups like Genex), by add-
ing novel dimensions to existing projects in biochemistry and biophysics 
that did not aim at technology before, and, maybe most importantly, by 
providing an extended horizon of expectation of future developments— 
the ultimate appeared close enough to be taken into view. Thus, in addi-
tion to being merely one method among others or a way to make money, 
recombinant DNA should be understood equally as a ferment of re-
search, accelerating it and driving it in novel directions. If membranes 
and proteins were the machines of the future, then recombinant DNA 
was the ferment to bring about that future. However, what were the en-
visaged gains of novel lifelike technologies?

Molecular bionics: Self- organization, evolution, and adaptation

In 1984, Kathleen McAuliffe penned another piece on biocomputing for 
Omni. “Smart cells” presented the “chief champion of a radical new view” 
on the topic: Stuart Hameroff, originally an anesthesiologist from Arizona, 
participant of the first MED workshop, was introduced as radical because 
he advocated the use of self- assembling cell structures called microtubuli as 
a basis for a mechanical, materialized form of computing.417 Ultrastructure 
analyses of cells, such as by EM, had revealed microtubuli to be involved 
in the building of the cytoskeleton, but the fibrous protein assemblies were 
not only known as the cell’s “microscopic bones”— they also served to or-
ganize intracellular transport and communication, forming a dynamic net-
work of active structures (one microtubulus being formed from different 
protein subunits, which offered a large number of arrangements).

An animated model of one microtubulus as a cylindrical structure 
pieced together from small components seems to have even been on display 
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at MED. Hameroff assumed that these structures were able to save and 
process information by rearrangements of the protein’s subunits, which 
could exist in different “conformational” states (white and black in the 
model), similar to so- called cellular automata, a model from information 
theory much discussed in the context of “artificial life” at the time.418 An 
entirely black cluster of subunits would thus represent one informational 
state of the structure, different combinations of white and black ones 
others, and so on (fig. 19).

Though certainly quirky, Hameroff was not the only one ponder-
ing whether microtubular self- assembly and reorganization, especially 
in nerve cells, represented a material basis for cognitive processes such 
as memory formation. Omni explained this analogy by the “uncanny 
resemblance” Hameroff had observed between their ultrastructure and 
that of a bubble memory, a computing element considered for a while as 
a competitor to conventional data storage technologies.419 Extrapolating 
broadly from this morphological similarity, it was only a small leap to 
speak of microtubuli as “processors” within cells, in which information  

F i g u r e  1 9  a radical new view of computing. model of a microtubule presented at the first “molecular elec-
tronic devices” meeting in 1981. the model was composed of black and white parts (protein subunits), and 
literal protein sidearms displaying molecular transfer processes in a bucket- brigade- like way. technology 
and later quantum consciousness pioneer stuart hameroff conceived of such cellular processes as a basis for 
molecular- mechanical computing elements inspired by life. From: carter, Forrest, ed. 1982. Molecular Elec-
tronic Devices. new York: marcel dekker. Figure 4. p. vi. reproduced with permission.
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storage was accomplished by said molecular- mechanical reconfigu-
rations of their subunits.

Hameroff’s 1987 book, Ultimate Computing: Biomolecular Con-
sciousness and NanoTechnology, described this theory in the format 
of a monograph, and in fact, a somewhat unconventional one: On the 
one side, the title’s wording and orthography as much as the cover de-
sign (decorated with graphic patterns from microtubular elements) were 
more reminiscent of popularizing literature, such as Omni, than of a so-
ber science title published with Elsevier (which it was).420 On the other, 
this was clearly a monograph addressed to professionals in biophysics, 
computing theory, and engineering, demanding a high level of cross- 
disciplinary expertise, not least in mathematics, and offering compre-
hensive bibliographies of current research literature.

Ultimate Computing, reiterating the trope of imminent scientific and 
technological breakthrough, devised a vast, speculative picture of scien-
tific and technological development: Based on the idea that the cytoskel-
eton (assembled from microtubuli) was “the cell’s nervous system, the 
biological controller/computer,” Hameroff rushed from the biochemis-
try of microtubular self- assembly to computing theory to consciousness, 
and finally to the evolution of a type of novel type of technology that was 
to mediate life and conventional human artifacts— “perhaps a merger 
of mind and machine: Ultimate Computing.”421 Whoever may dismiss 
Hameroff as merely an idiosyncratic voice should take into account that 
microtubular theories of cognition have remained around ever since, for 
example, as part of the 1990s debates about quantum consciousness, in 
which Hameroff got involved alongside British mathematician Roger 
Penrose.422 Among those championing similar speculative scenarios to 
understand cognition as an effect of a dynamic, self- organizing, and pos-
sibly evolving material structure ranged also cell and microbiologist Lynn  
Margulis. Of Gaia fame for the 1970s work on the self- regulating planet 
with British physicist James Lovelock, Margulis was another characteris-
tic and controversial figure of 1980s science: As much as the theory of the 
homeostatic earth had become a political argument and a widely known 
countercultural slogan, Margulis’ “endosymbiotic theory” of cell evo-
lution had moved from a renegade to a mainstream position, foreshad-
owing to some a radically different view on life as well. By postulating 
that all cells of higher organisms have resulted from cooperating smaller  
units (originally symbiotic bacteria engulfed by a larger cell), endosym-
biosis challenged the fundaments of a neo- Darwinian evolution “red in 
tooth and claw.”423
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Turning symbiosis into a general principle of life, Margulis took the 
microtubular theory one step further: She argued that just like the cellu-
lar nucleus, microtubuli were evolutionary remnants of microbial sym-
bionts taken up by cells a long time ago, and that these still discernible 
and somewhat autonomous units accomplished cognition (from percep-
tion in microbes to the human mind).424 In her model of a “symbiotic 
brain,” cognition was thus achieved through these structures’ molecu-
lar dynamics, similar to Hameroff’s model. Put forth in her 1986 popu-
lar monograph, Microcosmos: 4 Billion Years of Evolution from Our 
Microbial Ancestors (coauthored with her son Dorian Sagan), the the-
ory of the symbiotic brain was received predominantly critically among 
peers, which, however, did not prevent the authors from concocting 
truly mind- boggling bio- technological scenarios. These put Margulis as 
a feminist, countercultural life scientist in the somewhat unlikely com-
pany of Hameroff, or technological futurists such as Drexler or Ulmer:

As computers and machines come together in the new field of ro-
botics, so robotics and bacteria may ultimately be united in the 
so- called “biochip,” based not on silicon but on complex organic 
compounds, that is, an organic computer. Like plants performing 
photosynthesis, these manufactured molecules would exchange 
energy with their surroundings. But rather than turning it into 
cell material, they would turn it into information. [ . . . ] The out-
come of information exchange between computer, robotic and 
biological technologies is not foreseeable. Perhaps only the most 
outlandish predictions have any chance of coming true.425

The general concept that informed such hypotheses about merg-
ers of life and machines under the umbrella of a novel form of technol-
ogy could be characterized as a molecular version of bionics: Here, the 
role of the biological was neither only to provide new materials to solve 
problems such as miniaturization, nor simply the expansion of techno-
logical feasibility by recombinant DNA. Molecular bionics was about 
taking inspiration for technologies from life by adopting principles of 
biological function at the level of cells or molecules, and thereby subvert-
ing the boundary between them.426

Macrolevel bionics had existed throughout the twentieth century, e.g., 
in designs of artifacts following form and function of biological objects 
such as wings and the strategy to model technologies on organisms was 
taken up in postwar cybernetic perception studies, such as the design of an  
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artificial retina. However, a molecular version of bionics seems specific 
to the 1980s: Attempts to transfer specific biological principles of func-
tion to the realm of human technology had moved to a novel level.427 
Thus, it is no coincidence that Hameroff quoted Buckminster Fuller’s 
geodesic domes or holography as paragons for what was to be achieved 
with microtubules. Interacting networks of cell- like structures or of bio-
molecules, again in conjunction with the extended horizon of expec-
tation provided by recombinant DNA, foreshadowed a kind of tech-
nology that would supposedly differ on a qualitative level from the 
existing man- made artifacts and that was intended to bridge the per-
ceived gap between the living and the inanimate. This was to lead to 
a bio- technological “co- evolution” of organisms and technology— 
tellingly this biological concept was also the title of a journal published 
by Stewart Brand since the mid- 1970s, and it became a slogan for a new 
way of life and alternatives of social development.428

The complexity and adaptability of life were other motives that bio-
computing advocates took up in this context: It was because biological 
systems were capable of going beyond Boolean logics, or rigid program-
mability, as described above, that they would become adaptable, which in 
turn opened up the possibility of technological evolution. Michael Con-
rad, for example, argued that enzymes or antibodies detecting a substrate 
by a lock- and- key type mechanism could be gradually modified by re-
combinant DNA in order to become adaptable.429 And the quoted high-
Technology article thus mused about a “natural relationship” between  
the material structure of such analogue computers and their tasks that 
was superior at complex, context- dependent data processing.430

In spite of all differences regarding scientific background as well as 
the concreteness and articulation of their schemes, a commonality be-
tween the microtubules of Hameroff and Margulis versus Michael Con-
rad’s biochips was that these approaches conceived of computing as a 
material process: Signals did not remain immaterial electric processes 
any longer, since a dynamic and specifically shaped physical structure 
would process information in computing proteins. The distinction be-
tween data and program would become obsolete.

In other words, the materiality of computing and information, and 
as will be shown below, specifically active protein and membrane mat-
ter, loomed large in what biology seemed to offer to microelectronics. 
For Conrad, such complex, sensitive material structures were to become 
“augmentations” of existing technology toward a more lifelike behavior. 
Historically, or so he concluded, the age of biocomputers as a return to 
life’s technology would conceive of their programmable antecedents as an  
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“artificial add- on of the twentieth century.”431 Yet, the molecular tech-
nology aimed at turned out to be problematic in many respects. As Michael 
Conrad correctly observed, the complexity required for technological sys-
tems to be open to adaptation or evolution was also what made them dif-
ficult to control or manipulate, leading to a dearth of models to begin with.

The visionary, alternative, and radical aspects of 1980s biotech dis-
cussed in this chapter, however outlandish they may appear today, stand 
in stark contrast to the received winner’s narrative of venture capital and 
biomedicine. However, these actors, their ideas, and their medial repre-
sentations were also part of the inextricable network of plotting, plan-
ning, making, and projecting, in short of biotech discourse and tinkering 
at the time. Membrane and protein science as a substrate of biocomput-
ing, recombinant DNA as its ferment, and molecular bionics trying to 
mimic hallmarks of life such as self- organization, adaptability, and evo-
lution were “bio- tech” in a more radical sense, attempting to bridge a 
perceived gap between existing physical or chemical technology and life. 
Similar themes surfaced not only in biocomputing, but also in ideas for 
biological energy production, or when it came to the environmental as-
pect of technologies.432

As Robert Bud’s study of the various encounters between life and tech-
nology throughout the twentieth century has shown, this broader mean-
ing of biotech was all but new beyond the molecular level. Yet, detecting 
it also in the 1980s, among biomedicine and the entrepreneurial scientist, 
unexpectedly connected the protagonists of this chapter with discourses 
about alternative technologies reaching back to the interwar period.433 
The fact that the vast majority of ideas or model systems of biocomputing, 
such as Kuhn’s LB- films, have never been turned into any type of market-
able product should not make us forget that, to obtain a richer historical 
picture of what biotechnology represented and promised around 1980, 
these stories must be added to a historiography that focuses all too often 
on projects with immediate economic or technological fallout.

From protein to prototype: Materializing a “molecular switch”

The 1984 highTechnology piece on computing molecules finished on a 
sobering note. The response from the American microelectronics indus-
try to schemes such as Michael Conrad’s had been “nil,” and to secure 
funding, the “basic feasibility of the technology” had to be shown.434 
Even a biochip enthusiast such as Felix T. Hong, who presented with 
Conrad at the third MED meeting (1988) and edited a volume on “Bio-
sensors and Biocomputers,” had to concede that experiments lagged 
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far behind theoreticians’ “hot pursuit.” What were needed were data 
and prototypes, serving as “feeders” to computer scientists. Arguably 
the most important model system for a molecular computing element in 
the 1980s was BR, and the reasons listed by Hong sound familiar: He 
took up the concept shaped in the 1970s of the protein as a “pump” or 
“photosynthetic device” that could serve as a “prototype for biochip re-
search and development,” whereas the related visual system represented 
a “light- activated switch, similar to a phototransistor.”435 Of interest 
where the abilities of these molecules to react to light by changing con-
formation (switching) or by producing a photoelectrical effect (pump-
ing). These features represented “by nature” what those interested in bi-
ological computers were looking for. Moreover, BR seemed to lend itself 
to technological uses: The substance was easily prepared and purified; 
it remained active for a year in an artificial environment; it was one of 
the best understood systems; and it displayed sufficient complexity to be 
engineered by the methods of protein chemistry or recombinant DNA.

Hong was not alone in this assessment: In the US, but also in West 
Germany, Hungary, and the Soviet Union, scientists- as- visioneers, con-
ventional academe, and industry attempted to engineer this molecular 
pump or switch.436 In analyzing the development of the German project 
based at Munich I pursue several goals. First, my account adds a con-
crete case from the laboratory bench to the histories of 1980s’ molecular 
technologies. Even as this case story directly connects to biocomputing 
as introduced above, it involved very different actors and another envi-
ronment of technological development. Contrasting this attempted ma-
terialization of a “biomolecular switch” with the field’s programmatic 
will reveal differing perceptions of its economic and technological po-
tentials as well as problems and contradictions faced by those who at-
tempted to turn molecules into technologies.

Bearing in mind the fancy articles in Omni, or the colorful blend of 
scientists and tech- geeks who gathered at the MED meetings, the proj-
ect that probably took the idea of computing biological molecules fur-
thest toward realization in the 1980s appears rather down to earth, if not, 
frankly, a little boring. When the company newsletter of Wacker Chemie, 
a Bavarian chemical company specializing in the production of bulk ma-
terials from chlorine to silicon, announced this new project in 1989, the  
heading somewhat dryly announced a “biopolymer for optical informa-
tion processing” rather than a biochip.437 In spite of this different lan-
guage, which addressed industrial chemists rather than visioneers or the 
public, the goal of an established company listed on the stock exchange 
was quite similar to what Conrad’s sandwich- like chip or Hong’s assays 
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would have looked like: A joint team of researchers from Munich Uni-
versity, the MPI for Biochemistry (where Oesterhelt’s department special-
ized in membrane proteins), and Wacker’s in- house research department, 
the “Consortium für elektrochemische Industrie,” had worked since the 
mid- 1980s on an optical information processing device, the centerpiece of 
which represented an analogue “chip” based on BR. In fact, this comput-
ing unit would more technically be called a film, as it consisted of oriented 
pump molecules within a polymer layer, similar to biological membranes 
or, even closer, to the LB- films that Hans Kuhn had presented at the MED 
meetings. Based on the molecule’s characteristic interchange between two 
photostates, the aim was to use this film as a medium for reversible infor-
mation storage: A green laser (absorbed by the purple state of the mol-
ecule, “switching” it to yellow) would thus write the information into the 
film, with, in principle, every molecule figuring as one bit, while a red laser 
would read out the information. As the pictures in the article illustrate, the 
instrument did not look “biological” at all— the “biochip” was a semi- 
transparent purple foil, and the rest of the device consisted of a coherent 
optics laser set- up, which required lenses, mirrors, and light sources to be 
installed with high precision on a solid optical table.

The Munich biochip had several intended purposes: In addition to its 
use for reversible, high density optical data storage, it should also be ap-
plied as a processor of optical information— for automated vision, as in 
Conrad’s envisaged device. Wacker’s cooperation with physical chem-
ists and biochemists aimed at constructing an instrument that would 
compare video images in real- time and thereby accomplish pattern rec-
ognition in images— among the mentioned purposes of such a device 
ranged meteorology (dynamic analysis of cloud images), non- destructive 
materials testing (e.g., detection of fissures in a work piece), or, as a mili-
tary application, automated so- called friend- foe detection. The innova-
tion of the “real- time holographic image correlator,” which existed as 
a laboratory set- up, was that it did not transform images bit by bit into 
digital signals, but recorded, read, and compared them in a gestalt- like 
way all at once. In other words, this device materialized a form of the 
much- discussed parallel computing— built, however, not by tech proph-
ets or a start- up, but by an existing chemical company’s research facility 
and conventional academics.

Biotech and molecular electronics in West Germany

It may come as a surprise that actors who differ in many respects from 
the colorful folks met in the first half of this chapter zoomed in on a very 
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similar project. To understand the background of Wacker’s foray into 
biocomputing under another name a little better, it is necessary to trace 
the early history of biotech in Germany.

Whereas American biotech is associated with venture capital and the 
formation of start- up companies such as Genentech, or more closely re-
lated to biochips, the short- lived Genex of Kevin Ulmer, West Germany 
took a different path. Reasons were not only the differences in science 
policy and university structure (all of which were public sector institu-
tions), but the dominance of established chemical companies (the big 
three being BASF, Bayer, and Hoechst) and their strategies to make sub-
stances from bulk to fine chemicals by petrochemical syntheses. More-
over, the country was clearly lagging behind the US when it came to re-
combinant DNA research around 1980— one pivotal moment of biotech 
in Germany thus was the decision of the Frankfurt- based pharmaceuti-
cal company Hoechst to fund a genetic engineering facility at Boston’s 
Massachusetts General Hospital rather than at home.438

The impression arose that Germany was missing out on an impor-
tant novel technology that was thought to counteract the loss of classical 
industrial production, which had affected the country as much as other 
Western European ones or the US. In consequence, recombinant DNA 
became a factor of technology politics: It promised to create new jobs, 
to decrease dependency on oil imports required for petrochemical syn-
theses, and it was considered at least by some as a more environmental 
way of production.

Under these premises, the federal government remodeled a major 
state- funded research and development (R&D) program for biotechnol-
ogy that had already existed through the 1970s. In the first phase of the 
program, funds were handed out to big companies or state research fa-
cilities for a variety of projects, many of them directly applied, such as in 
food or energy production. Under the impression of recombinant DNA 
and Hoechst’s decision, more basic research was included, and grants 
to create partnerships between research establishments and companies 
were handed out (the start- up model existed as well, but to a lesser ex-
tent). Moreover, this scheme involved the creation of four “Genzentren” 
(gene centers), new institutions to facilitate technology transfer between 
academia and industry in recombinant DNA matters. In Munich, the  
Genzentrum was housed in the MPI of Biochemistry, its first director be-
ing the organic chemist turned 1980s’ “synthetic biologist” Ernst- Ludwig 
Winnacker.439 In a climate of reinforced state funding for projects of mo-
lecular biotechnology, including ones with a high risk (the portfolio of 
the federal program ranged from biomedicine to novel areas such as  
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“bioelectronics”), Dieter Oesterhelt, director at the MPI of Biochemistry 
since 1979, garnered support for the project and the head of Wacker’s re-
search department. Together with physical chemist Norbert Hampp from 
Munich University, a joint “Verbundprojekt Biosensorik” (collaborative 
research project on biosensorics) was launched, receiving c. 2.7 million 
Deutsche Mark in funding from 1985 to 1991.440

It may seem strange to see a producer of materials such as Wacker 
Chemie involved in a biocomputing project. However, Wacker’s con-
tribution, which consisted chiefly in devising methods to produce bio-
logical materials, fit into its larger transformation, with the company be-
ginning to adopt biotechnology at this time. Several cooperative efforts 
between the company, the Genzentrum, and the university were formed, 
all centering on the production of complex organic substances, so- called 
fine chemicals (as opposed to bulk substances), by fermentation culture, 
a classic biotechnological approach since the days of penicillin produc-
tion. In the recombinant DNA era, the use of genetically engineered bac-
teria for fermentation suggested that it would become possible to man-
ufacture all kinds of substances not by synthetic chemistry, but using 
engineered physiological processes of organisms. Moreover, as pure sili-
con for semiconductors had ranged amongst Wacker’s important prod-
ucts, it makes sense that the company developed an interest in materials 
that promised to be an alternative for information technologies. To sim-
plify slightly, a company known for chlorine, plastics, silicon, and rocket 
fuel took up food additives, pharmaceuticals, and films for information 
processing, with the business reports of the early 1990s proudly present-
ing fermentation vats, Petri dishes, and brownish bacterial cultures in-
stead of shiny synthetics.441

Comparable reorientations toward biotechnological products and 
ways of making in the 1980s took place in many other companies as 
well— in pharma, Schering and Bayer, for example, expanded their port-
folios toward “red” pharmaceutical biotech, with the latter rebranding 
itself as a “life science company” later. Producers of materials compa-
rable to Wacker, such as the Belgian Solvay company, adopted “white” 
industrial biotech, and a company that is now synonymous for “green” 
plant biotech, Monsanto, had previously been a producer of silicon for 
microelectronics, among many other substances and materials.442

The biochip project was subdivided so that the company’s new, ex-
perimental biotechnological facility developed production methods for 
substances, while the academic partners focused on screening for mutants 
of the protein suitable for optical uses (Oesterhelt’s department at the MPI) 
or the set- up of the laser optical device (Hampp at Munich University). 
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Publications in physics journals such as Advanced Materials, Optical 
Letters, and Applied Optics but also in biological ones followed, in ad-
dition to patents covering production methods of the material, mutant 
proteins allowing the usage of cheaper lasers, and suggested applications 
of BR films.443

Similar to biotech enthusiasts such as Conrad and Ulmer who re-
garded genetic engineering as a pathway toward evolving technologies, 
the German researchers argued that this approach “mark[s] the strat-
egy for the construction of artificial molecules.”444 Around 1990, it may 
have looked for a moment as if the project actually had a chance of 
reaching the market: Wacker’s business report for 1990 envisaged a pro-
totype for the following year, and the company seems to have been offer-
ing the films on a small scale.445

This was also the moment when the press began reporting enthusias-
tically on the novel technology from Munich that relied on “millions of 
years of highly successful R&D by nature.” The German weekly news-
magazine Der Spiegel saw researchers “get a step closer to their distant 
aim, the compact biochip- based supercomputer,” and in 1993, Hampp 
and Oesterhelt received a research prize endowed by a tobacco company 
for what was baptized “bionics on the molecular scale.”446 These arti-
cles not only show a second pitch of the biochip fever around 1990, but 
also illustrate a change of language: As much as the terminology of the 
Munich project in the company’s reports, patents, or the peer- reviewed 
journal articles differed from that of Omni and the MED proceedings in 
being much more sober and technical, as soon as the work was taken up 
by the press, the bold and speculative language from ME and nanotech-
nology surfaced also here.

Visioneering versus upscaling— materializations of molecular devices

In addition to project organization, type of researcher, and language, 
there was another central difference between projects to use BR among 
the MED community and in Munich. This relates to how the actors dealt 
with the problem of the biochip’s materiality, or, put simply, how they 
addressed the issue of getting the stuff that their chips should be made 
of. This issue is illuminative with regard to how the more mainstream 
academic actors from Munich perceived their visionary colleagues from 
ME, most of them in the US.

Wacker’s task in the collaborative Munich project was to develop 
production methods for BR. This was mundane, but not trivial: Even if 
research since the 1970s had produced a host of protocols for growing 
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the microbes and preparing the substance, all of these remained on the 
scale of a research laboratory, and the amounts obtained were negligible 
if compared to biotechnological production. Moreover, it was not pos-
sible to simply make vessels and volumes bigger— fermentation culture 
was a highly scale- sensitive process (as microbiologists had known since 
the debut of penicillin production during World War II), and batch prepa-
ration (one vessel after another) of a membrane protein could not easily 
be turned into an economically much more profitable continuous (flow- 
through) process.447

Wacker’s patent from 1989 covered a method to produce milligram 
amounts of the substance. By contrast, publications from the ME field 
such as Felix Hong’s papers proposing the protein as a prototype mo-
lecular computing element relied on micrograms only— 1,000- fold less. 
Matters of scale are, of course, relative, and what may have appeared as 
substance available in boundless quantities to biochemists or biophysi-
cists (a few micrograms were indeed sufficient for sophisticated experi-
ments such as gel electrophoreses, spectroscopy, or membrane reconsti-
tution) was next to nothing when compared to the needs of industrial 
production. More interestingly, the fact that ME protagonists, many of 
whom were (bio)physicists or computing experts, did not touch on the 
issue of production in their publications, which was central to the proj-
ect involving the chemical industry, is indicative of what these different 
actors perceived as crucial for a realization of biochips, and possibly of 
novel technologies in general: Whereas for the ME crowd, the design of a 
device on paper or a proof- of- principle set- up on a lab scale was central 
to demonstrate its possibility, a feasible and economic way of producing 
the substance was at least as important in the Munich project. Put differ-
ently, ME focused on biotech as novel, lifelike technology, whereas the 
mundane but sophisticated aspect of it as a way of producing substances 
from organisms was not on their map. By contrast, the significance at-
tributed to fermentation culture by Wacker ties in nicely to the pivotal 
importance of upscaling crystalline silicon production in the postwar de-
velopment of the American semiconductor industry.448

Differing expectations, perceptions, and styles of communication be-
tween Hampp, Oesterhelt, and many others based in conventional bio-
chemistry or biophysics in the UK, the US, and the USSR versus novel 
tech enthusiasts who adopted the formers’ object of study prevailed 
throughout the 1980s. Hampp conceded that the decade was indeed the 
age of a gold rush (Goldsucherzeiten) for ME and early nanotechnol-
ogy, with everybody going for the big nugget and only time and experi-
ence revealing the difficulties and the complexity of turning molecules 
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into working technologies. Yet, at the same time, he was very critical of 
his ME counterparts, characterizing, e.g., the US physicist Robert Birge 
(an MED regular publishing on biological computing elements from the 
1980s to the mid- 1990s) as a “good salesman.” 449 Doubting the sci-
entific soundness of Birge’s proposals, he was said to have gnashed his 
teeth when confronted with ideas such as a BR- based 3D- RAM memory. 
Although these two individuals shared the goal of using this material 
to build a biochip, for Hampp (and for Oesterhelt) ME had indeed a 
“louche reputation.”450 Hampp regarded articles on technological us-
ages of the switch protein in popularizing or journalistic outlets such as 
Scientific American (one could add American Scientist or Computer) as 
dubious. His main point of critique, notably, was not that these journals 
were not peer- reviewed, but that they did not contain proper “Materi-
als and Methods” sections, wherein the ways to produce the substance, 
the amounts obtained, or the technical details of what had actually been 
built were specified. He perceived it as an achievement that a Biophysi-
cal Journal paper he coauthored on the use of BR- films as “holographic 
media” included such data for the first time— to him, this was the first 
“hard fact” publication on the matter. Indeed, this paper contained data 
on materials and methods, if also not too many (they may have been 
part of its commercial side). Interestingly, however, this paper drew in a 
certain way on ME’s suggestive terminology and publications, quoting 
Birge’s, Hong’s, and others’ suggestions to use the protein as a “molecu-
lar switch” in “‘biochips.’”451

Let it be said, however, that similar opposing views on what were 
the important steps toward molecular technology, as well as what was 
a legitimately scientific way of communicating research to peers or the 
outside, had surfaced already at the first MED meeting in the US, when 
biochip enthusiast Kevin Ulmer was confronted with what other peers 
considered simple but crucial counterarguments (the biochip simply rot-
ting away) or unresolved principal matters in the way of molecular tech-
nology (this pertained especially to Drexler’s molecular assemblers).452

As research on BR- based technologies was also carried out in the So-
viet Union at the time, debates about the miraculous potentials of this 
active substance escalated into stories with a Cold War flavor. Under the 
headline “Vision chemical is found to absorb radar,” the venerable New 
York Times reported, for example, in 1987 that Birge’s research could 
“foil Moscow’s latest electronic defenses” within three years of an inten-
sive program creating “a new paint, based on chemicals similar to those 
in the eye, that would render an aircraft, missile, ship or tank virtually 
invisible to the most advanced radar system.”453 Other bizarre war and 
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spy- tech stories involved pilot’s goggles changing color upon illumina-
tion, thereby protecting pilots against radiation flashes, or even a BR- 
based stealth cover for secret agents.

Birge and the Soviet biophysicist Nikolai N. Vsevolodov (then based 
at an USSR Academy of Science Institute for Molecular Biological Re-
search in Pushchino near Moscow) seem to have been engaged in a re-
ciprocal escalation of what would become possible to achieve with bio-
molecular technologies. This spiral continued even after the end of the 
Cold War, when Birge wrote in the Scientific American of 1995 that 
Yuri A. Ovchinnikov, the academician and political functionary who 
formerly directed the Soviet rhodopsin project, convinced the military 
that by “exploring bioelectronics, Soviet science could leapfrog the West 
in computer technology. Many aspects of this ambitious project are still 
considered military secrets and may never be revealed. [ . . . ] The details 
of their most impressive accomplishment, a processor for military ra-
dar, remain obscure.”454 Three years later Vsevolodov, who had moved 
to the US in the 1990s, quoted pieces of Birge’s report about what must 
have been close to him or his own work in a scientific monograph. Thus, 
he underlined the significance and the hidden potentials of these tech-
nologies, without, however, giving much more information on them.455

These stories of biomolecular technology’s drastically exaggerated 
potentials seem to have become “folk” among the research community, 
known by many, and immediately ridiculed or deconstructed by basic 
scientific considerations in conversation with the author. Some inter-
preted the feverish escalation of technological ideas and plans as being 
grounded in cultural differences between US and European science, that 
is, as deliberate American pitches to receive attention and thereby fund-
ing, which probably is not the full story, however, as Soviet sources in-
dicate similar projects and rhetoric. Hampp remembered a Soviet col-
league to have been baffled about the milligram quantities of BR he saw 
when visiting the Munich lab. That said, he spoke quite favorably about 
the scientific abilities of his Soviet colleagues and the “visionary” aspects 
of their work.456

As unrealistic as these stories (similar to the bio- technological mus-
ings of Hameroff or Margulis) may sound in retrospect, they may be best 
understood as medial resonances of the promise and fascination of novel 
molecular technologies in the 1980s. Then, a technology that took its 
inspiration from life promised to be not only smaller, but smarter— one 
step ahead of others and a panacea to all kinds of economic, social, or 
even political problems. Generally, this motive has not only been char-
acteristic to debates about nanotechnology ever since, but it also mirrors 
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the “enduring dream” of biotechnologies, promising to improve tech-
nology and society by the potentials of life, a leitmotif of this field that 
has surfaced repeatedly throughout the twentieth century. More recent 
instantiations of this dream may sound more familiar— think of bionano-
technologies or current media coverage of optogenetics as described at 
the beginning of this chapter.457

This section has also revealed, however, that even if actors in differ-
ent countries and contexts shared a comparable goal or even vision of us-
ing biomaterials for computing, and even if they have been quoting each 
other’s work and texts, their assessments of how to achieve their goals 
and how to communicate them were not identical. The most important 
difference could be pinpointed to visioneering versus upscaling— i.e., 
taking devices sketched on paper as a feasibility proof versus establish-
ing an economically viable technological infrastructure for their realiza-
tion. And yet, there is a paradoxical twist to this latter approach, which 
may appear more sound or rational on the first glance: The upscaling 
of BR production in Munich proceeded further even after the termina-
tion of Wacker’s project in the early 1990s, with a start- up company by 
the name of “Munich Innovative Biomaterials,” in which both Hampp 
and Oesterhelt were involved, producing the active matter on the kilo-
gram scale— a trillionfold increase when compared to what researchers 
had held in their test tubes in the early 1980s. And yet, the smart sub-
stance, containing now genetically engineered “molecular switches,” is 
still waiting to be used.458

Conclusion I: Assemblers, Cartesian molecular machines,  
and active matter

The question of why different camps interested in biological technol-
ogy have zoomed in on the same material in order to make it real clearly 
has to do with research practice: BR became attractive for the ME com-
munity in search of a substrate for their ideas as well as for the Munich 
project looking for a doable optical biochip for similar reasons that had 
attracted membranologists in the 1970s— the protein was available as a 
stable, tractable, and abundant substance.459

Yet, this choice may also tell us something about the specific machine 
concept endorsed by many of those attempting to engineer proteins as 
molecular “pumps,” “switches,” or other machinery. Based on what has 
been stated in chapters 2 and 3, the machines that biochemists and bio-
physicists from the rhodopsin camp were tackling are best described as 
Cartesian mechanical devices, i.e., proteins as composed of at least in 
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principle clearly delineable moving parts (hinges, gates, etc.) that accom-
plished function through rearrangements. Related Cartesian machine 
concepts were and still are used in research on other models of protein 
machinery, such as the molecular “rotor” of the ATP- synthase, the myo-
sin protein catalyzing muscle fiber motion through a sliding action, or 
the ion pumps of the nerve membrane.460

A machine concept centering on movement and mechanical causa-
tion contrasts to Eric Drexler’s assemblers: Remember that in his vi-
sion, the existing protein machinery of cells would be able to guide the  
creation of ever smaller and more refined machinery, eventually from 
other materials. In other words, assemblers— with the term, Drexler 
played on an analogy to the computing process of translating a pro-
gram into machine language— would be machines producing other ma-
chines. However, an ability of machines to reproduce (unrealized for all 
extant devices, apart from software) has been a main ontological point 
of distinction from organisms since the days of Kant. Reproduction and 
self- assembly have remained a matter of controversy about the possibil-
ity of Drexler- type molecular machines, with many renowned scientists 
arguing against it.461 Biochemical and biophysical studies analyzed in 
this book, however, did not attempt to find ways to construct molecu-
lar machines de novo, or to use them as molecular tools to build even 
smaller or more sophisticated machinery. They had cells synthesize their 
pumps, channels, or motors, and since they did not primarily attempt to 
pass beyond the level of miniaturization provided by life, or to conceive 
of generative machinery, they merely conceived of proteins as Cartesian 
molecular- mechanical technologies that could be arranged and used as 
they existed. A review of Felix Hong’s 1989 book on biocomputers and 
biosensors summarizes this distinction between assemblers versus exist-
ing molecular-mechanical model systems concisely. Juxtaposing ordered 
macromolecular arrangements such as Kuhn’s LB- films (or the purple 
membrane) with “a self- organizing molecular machine capable of its 
self- replication,” the reviewing Japanese researcher assumed it would 
“soon become evident that such an enterprise would be neither easy nor 
feasible in the foreseeable future.”462

Distinguishing Cartesian machines, e.g. ordered arrangements of 
macromolecules that many protein researchers endorsed, from Drexler’s 
generative machines is important: It was this first concept of machin-
ery that rose to prominence in the life sciences after 1990, as shown in 
the Introduction, not one inspired by assemblers, and it is this concept 
that abounds in much of today’s discourse on protein machines in phar-
macology, bionanotechnology, etc. These machines can be decomposed 
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analytically into functional parts, or adapted by genetic engineering, but 
they remain ultimately designed by natural selection’s tinkering, which 
is a central point of distinction from man- made nanotechnology. How-
ever, my supposition that this Cartesian concept of machine is wide-
spread and had a significant impact on research does not imply that it is 
free of contradictions from a philosophical point of view, which, how-
ever may not have mattered so much for the actors. Shortcomings of this 
concept at the molecular level, and reevaluations in light of current re-
search, will be discussed in the Conclusion.

Against the background of the sweeping organicist discourse of life 
as an inspiration for alternative technologies in the 1980s, there is some 
irony to the fact that, of all things biological, a protein that had become 
a model system for a molecular- mechanical approach to biology, served 
as a material nucleus for lifelike devices. BR was a special case as it was 
less a typically delicate biological material than a relatively stable chemi-
cal substance that could, e.g., be taken out of its wet cellular milieu and 
inserted into a synthetic film without disintegrating. The plug- and- play 
approach offered by this molecule paradoxically turned it into a focal 
point for those interested in life’s complexity or the approximate nature 
of cognition. One may understand this as simply a case of false- labeling 
on the part of the actors playing the “bio” card at a time when this  
was favorable (whereas what they were actually doing was much more 
physics or chemistry), or else as a methodological consequence of at-
tempts to tackle life by the methods of the late twentieth- century mo-
lecular sciences.

Yet, I propose a different interpretation: As described in the Intro-
duction, since the 1990s, many more proteins, from those of our own 
bodies to those of plants, animals, and microbes, have become amena-
ble to technologies pioneered with BR and other model proteins, and 
a related mechanical understanding of their functioning has become 
predominant. So, I argue that taking the substance BR as an exemplar 
for what “life” represented and how it was to be explained, reveals a 
more general trend: Research on simple model proteins such as this one 
has helped to transform the concept of proteins at the molecular level, 
thereby changing what “biological” or “lifelike” referred to in these re-
spects. Or, to reemphasize a central message of this book: Life has been 
made mechanical at the molecular level by zooming in on objects that 
may have actually been as much chemical as biological.463 To overgener-
alize quite a bit: Life isn’t what it used to be because of research on ob-
jects such as this.
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Wherever future conjunctures between technology and life, e.g., in 
optogenetics, may lead, proteins, their structure, their dynamics, and 
possibly also their self- assembly will presumably play an important role. 
To current researchers, and here lie important points of distinction to 
prior concepts of matter, these complex molecules shaped by evolution 
represent an active type of matter. Such “smart materials,” as Evelyn 
Fox Keller has put it, are endowed to perform specific physico- chemical 
processes through their differentiated structure, thereby standing in 
stark contrast to a conception of matter as homogeneous and passive 
(see Conclusion).464 Taken out of the organism and reintegrated into it 
by means of recombinant DNA and cell technologies, these active ma-
terials have the potential to reshape life, technologies, and the relation 
between them, such as when a beam of light flips a switch in an animal’s 
brain. Thus, proteins as active matter can make us aware that, in un-
expected ways, some machines have become more lively, or biological, 
than we may have thought, and that in turn, life has become more chem-
ical than we have noticed.

Conclusion II: After the fever pitch— a more inclusive  
history of biotechnology

It is obviously much more difficult to trace the ends of abandoned re-
search projects than those of successful, or at least consequential, ones. 
Norbert Hampp framed the end point of the Munich biochip project 
with the disappointed words “here’s a great solution, if someone only 
had a problem for it.”465 Therewith, he was referring to the fact that the 
coherent laser set- up needed for the image correlator made the device 
very sophisticated, expensive, and, worse, immobile. In conjunction with 
changes of personnel and the R&D strategy at Wacker Chemie in the 
early 1990s, as well as a termination of the grant from the Federal biotech 
program, the award- winning biochip project was abandoned. This hap-
pened at a time when the general problems and the outlook of microelec-
tronics changed: The problem of high- density optical data storage was 
successfully accomplished using synthetic organic dyes in compact discs, 
and another impending doom to miniaturization of microelectronics, as 
prophesied by Moore’s law for three decades, did not come true as novel 
lithographic technologies overcame the limits of the 1980s.466

So what historiographical lessons can be drawn from this aban-
doned project, and from biocomputing in general? First, this story of at-
tempts to turn life’s molecular machinery into technologies has revealed 
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that molecular biotech consisted of more than pharma and biomedi-
cine. That the history of the life sciences has analyzed the 1980s mostly 
through the looking glass of developments that appear as forerunners of 
today’s towering technologies and insights— such as DNA sequencing 
and genomics, PCR, computer databases, or the commercially successful 
biomedical face of biotechnology— may have led to the impression that 
this decade, a generation past by now, was something like an appendix 
to the present. By contrast, this chapter inserts the 1980s into the longue 
durée of twentieth- century biotechnology broadly construed, that is, as 
efforts to make use of life in order to create novel, different, even alterna-
tive technologies not only to make new products, but to change the hu-
man condition.467 The idea of “molecular bionics,” pursued by or argued 
for by various actors from the life and the physical sciences in this chap-
ter, from visioneers, more conventional academe, or researchers with 
a political agenda and countercultural background such as Lynn Mar-
gulis, shows that 1980s biotech beyond the stories of start- ups, venture 
capital, and the entrepreneurial scientist existed and that it was a color-
ful episode of scientific and technological planning— one among many 
motivations was “better” because organic, more human, smarter (or for 
others, greener) technology. For the history of molecular machines, this 
meant a transformation not only of the goals, but of the style and the en-
vironments of research. Metaphorically, one could say that while in the 
1970s, molecular machinery was a topic in labs in California (such as 
Stoeckenius’ at UCSF), during the 1980s it became a topic of Californian 
labs, that is, labs dabbling in development of novel technologies for vari-
ous motivations (possibly even in the Soviet Union). Such a more inclu-
sive version of bio- tech, hyphenated to mark its distance from the nar-
rower project that we mostly remember today, involved specific venues 
such as the MED meetings, or different scientific media than analyzed 
in prior chapters of this book— popularizing or generalizing journals 
and monographs, or the daily press (presumably similar could be said  
of nano- technology, as Stuart Hameroff spelled it initially). Thus, the 
1980s transported discourse about molecular machinery from special-
ized scientific journals into the public— or, from the Journal of Biological  
Chemistry into Omni. This helped shape and spread a technology- 
centered, and visionary language that has stuck with the field ever since.

By focusing on a project to actually make “biochips,” this chapter 
has contrasted the visionary aspect of biotech and ME with the mundane 
world of a state- funded R&D program in West Germany, underlining 
thereby the many roots of the projects labeled today as bio-  and nano-
technologies in visionary projecting, industrial materials research, or  
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instrument development.468 Whereas the Munich project illustrates that 
ideas similar to those heard at the MED meetings were pursued under 
very different circumstances, my analysis of it has also highlighted the 
contrasts between what various actors considered as proper science and 
a proper language of talking about it as they entered technology- centric 
research. Materiality and materializations of molecular machinery have 
formed a central point of distinction between the two camps— whereas 
MED researchers largely did not bother about the problems of making 
the stuff their chips should be produced from, this mundane but tricky 
aspect of biotechnology was pivotal to the Munich project.

Finally, this chapter has exposed how 1980s biotech has introduced 
a different temporality into research on molecular machines. The expec-
tation that molecules would soon be turned into “ultimate” technolo-
gies was uttered by a number of heterogeneous actors as their space of 
technological experience had been dramatically enlarged after the first 
rapid successes of recombinant DNA from c. 1975– 1980. The perceived 
tempo of research seemed to accelerate in microelectronics and in bio-
tech, with technological breakthroughs appearing as immediate. The 
impression of coming revolutionary change contrasts not only to the 
abandonment of the Munich project, but also to the general outcome of 
molecular electronics’ second wave, with research activity going down 
after 1990, before intensity and expectations went up again with the 
nanotechnology wave after 2000.469

As we know, neither the biochip nor Drexler’s assemblers have mate-
rialized as technologies so far, and the range of working nanotechnologies 
seems rather limited. Yet, I suggest it would be too easy and rash to judge 
efforts of turning molecules into technologies in hindsight as unjustified 
specu lation or as a failure. A more nuanced historical assessment of the 
1980s must investigate the distinctions between our actors’ horizon of ex-
pectation and the present one in more detail: This chapter’s actors had 
relatively little historical experience of recombinant DNA’s rapid devel-
opment, with the approach acting in many cases more like a ferment to 
raise expectations than actually delivering. This, in combination with a 
far greater belief in technological (as well as, for some, social and politi-
cal) change, may explain why established researchers, including not only 
Britton Chance, Hans Kuhn, or Dieter Oesterhelt, but also Lynn Margulis 
and many others, believed in the potentials of biocomputing. Our experi-
ence of this field as readers of the early twenty- first century, by contrast, 
is informed by developments over a much longer period, which are char-
acterized not by breakthroughs, but by piecemeal change over decades, 
a normalization of biotechnology’s pace, its integration into existing  
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pharmaceutical or chemical industries, as well as a number of disappoint-
ments (such as the outcome of the Human Genome Project around 2000, 
which did not lead to an immediate revolution in genetic medicine, but 
rather complexified matters).470 Neither have the utopian narratives of 
molecular technologies come true, nor have their dystopian counterparts 
such as the “grey goo,” that is, the scenario of self- replicating molecular 
machinery wreaking havoc to the planet.471 Arguing with Reinhart Ko-
selleck, one may say that this richer space of experience has had an effect 
on the early twenty- first- century horizon of expectation— with it becom-
ing, according to him, more circumspect, but also more open.472

These differing experiences and outlooks distinguishing present men-
tal maps from those of this chapter’s actors may also explain why the 
mix of visioneering and mainstream science and technology appears as 
such a puzzling, inextricably colorful blend. This probably looked less 
astonishing in the gold rush era of molecular technology. In that sense, 
the story of biocomputing, as contemporary as it may sound with cur-
rent expectations about optogenetics resounding in our ears, illustrates 
an age of science that is long gone. The seeming paradox of why hopes 
for molecular devices could serve as a common vision to a very diverse 
range of actors, and blend in an estranging way what neatly fell into the 
separate boxes of fact and fiction later on, should be read as a memento 
for the fact that the time of biotech’s hot pursuit almost forty years ago 
belongs deeper into the past than we may be accustomed to think. If 
the story of biocomputing, awkward as it appears today, helps to pro-
duce an alienating effect in perceiving and understanding the 1980s, that 
marks their distance to the present as a foreign country, that is already 
one good reason to tell it. And if biocomputing casts a new light from 
history on current fever pitches such as in optogenetics, where certain 
tropes of revolutionary change in the relationship between organisms and 
technology have reappeared in a different guise, that may be another one.
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Conclusion

Toward the end of his 1970 Logic of Life, François Ja
cob uttered that in molecular biological laboratories of 
his day, “life” was not questioned any longer. Published 
only four years after Michel Foucault had famously histor
icized the concepts of life and biology as bound to a mod
ern “order of things,” Jacob’s conjecture was motivated 
by postwar molecular genetics, understood not only as an 
inquiry of organisms or heredity, but more generally as 
one of code and information transfer under the umbrella 
of cybernetics. However, the last chapter of Jacob’s book, 
a big picture of organizational steps in “living systems” 
from atomic structure and molecular self organization to 
culture and societies (NB, published at the time when this 
book’s narrative set in), hints at another answer to what 
the life sciences may explain at their lowest level in lieu 
of life, namely, the intrinsic properties of matter that lead 
to the formation of complex structures. Modern biology, 
thus Jacob in another programmatic statement at the out
set of his book, explains the organism from the structure 
of the molecules constituting it, and in this sense it corre
sponds to a new era of mechanism.473

So, if recent biological research does not question life 
any longer, in studies of membranes and molecular ma
chinery from microbes to human beings, of molecules that 
rotate, twist and bend, dock, push, and pull, with pieces 
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and parts binding, fusing or falling apart, this research questions “mat
ter.” Specific forms of matter are acted upon if our contemporaries ingest 
a proton pump inhibitor pill to alleviate the symptoms of heartburn by 
blocking a pump in their gastric mucosa, or if optogenetics researchers 
shine a light on a neuronal membrane to open the ion channels therein.  
In this section, I will analyze and contextualize the turn to matter as the 
lowest level of analysis of life, or more specifically speaking the composi
tion, structure, and activity of specific forms of matter allowing the con
temporary sciences to explain biological phenomena in the form of mo
lecular mechanisms. The resulting molecular mechanical vision of life, as 
conveyed by the plethora of books, journal articles, or advertisements dis
cussed above, thus represents much more than a strategy or simplification 
to communicate scientific knowledge. Rather, it should be considered as 
a full blown research program at the cross roads of chemistry, physics, 
and the biological sciences that has transformed the materiality of life in 
the past four decades.

I will first return to the central epistemological issue raised by this 
book, namely what a material centered, historical approach such as this 
one can add to the so far mostly philosophical debate about molecular 
mechanisms, and to what extent it allows a qualified answer to the vex
ing question of what molecular machines have represented to scientists, 
as concepts with explanatory value and a material reference— should 
we indeed take them for real? The two following sections of this Con
clusion are historiographical: I will zoom in on the development of the 
twentieth century life sciences at large, asking to what extent the pres
ent story allows us to expand and reposition the received picture of life’s 
molecularization, especially with respect to its relationship to practices 
and concepts from chemistry. Finally, I will raise some issues pertaining 
to this book’s geography and actors. The question of what type of scien
tist we have encountered in this book may inspire further inquiries into 
recent science.

Matter, activity, and mechanisms at the interstice of the chemical  
and the life sciences

The red thread structuring this book’s narrative from the 1960s to around  
1990 has been formed by researchers’ observations and interactions 
with active matter, and its subsequent materializations as molecular ma
chinery. This led from the encounter of a curious membrane prepara
tion that changed its color to the isolation of a molecular pump, the 
dynamics of which caught the attention of biophysicists interested in 
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molecular mechanisms, as much as of synthetic biologists avant la lettre 
establishing a “plug and play” mode of experimenting with life’s mate
rial inventory. Finally, the potential and promise of this active matter for 
molecular devices entranced bio  and nanotech advocates in the 1980s: 
Here was a substance that could be obtained as bulk matter in the thick, 
composed of molecules that promised to perform certain “jobs” such as 
pumping or switching with high precision— thus, a well suited and trac
table materialization of molecular devices.

As noted in chapter 2, the German concept Stoff seems particularly 
apt to grasp the macroscopic, perceivable aspect of materials that has 
been important for this book’s materiality centered historiography. 
Stoff, translated at a certain loss into “material substance,” refers not 
only to chemical, but also to textile matter, that is, to produced, tangi
bly structured, and usable things that are not found in clearly discernible 
objects or units. Sulfur or its composites, for example, are Stoffe (plural) 
endowed with certain properties, such as their composition, molecular  
structure, or reactivity.474 The direct observations and manipulations docu
mented in laboratory notebooks, images, and technical parts of publi
cations (such as “Materials and Methods” sections) that have informed 
this book’s narrative bring into view the often quotidian aspects of labo
ratory work with Stoff. In other words, the material and mundane side  
of research illustrate how far the specific (re)activities of matter, or its 
agency in a sense compatible with modern chemistry, have influenced the 
development of inquiries. In this story, for example, material encounters 
have been influential at important turning points of the researchers’ in
tentions (such as from the study of membranes to that of a specific mol
ecule, or toward the novel method of crystallographic EM; see chapter 2). 
In turn, such encounters have engendered novel materializations of mo
lecular machinery, with the latter becoming more articulate as a prepara
tion or as molecules of known composition and structure.

Particularly in my reconstruction of 1970s membrane research from 
notebooks, aspects of materiality have frequently been documented not 
solely through data or traces recorded by instruments, but also through 
simple tinkering with Stoff. Often enough, materials existed as percep
tible matter in bulk, displaying visible effects, such as changing color, 
precipitating, or even disintegrating in certain chemical routines. That is, 
my analysis at the level of preparatory work and routines has revealed the 
relevance of a tangible dimension of material substances that may be un
expected for the late twentieth century life and chemical sciences, which 
are, at least since Bruno Latour and Steve Woolgar’s Laboratory Life 
(1979), better known for sophisticated instruments (such as spectrometers 
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or X ray machines) analyzing traces of materials, and producing inscrip
tions (graphs, photographical patterns, etc.).475 By contrast, many mate
rial interactions described here are more reminiscent of earlier times in  
chemistry’s history, when materials displayed their properties and effects 
in the most obtrusive ways— as dirt, smell, or even through explosions— 
with materials being not elusive and hard won as proper scientific objects, 
but sometimes as evident as a slap in the face.476 This untimely resem
blance between materiality in the molecular life sciences and a chemical  
laboratory from the early twentieth century or before should not be con
sidered as historical revisionism— not least, modern physical instruments 
and their data were equally important in this story. However, it may serve 
as a reminder of the role of chemical thinking and working in the life sci
ences generally: On the level of tinkering with material, perceptible quali
ties, the tangible aspect of matter (its molar aspect as opposed to its mo
lecular microstructure), still play a significant role. To take a “feeling for 
Stoff” (paraphrasing Evelyn Fox Keller) on the part of the scientists into  
account, material centered histories have to look beyond the techno
logical feats that appear prominently in papers and recollections of re
searchers, and focus instead on sometimes tedious preparatory work, as 
documented in protocols or notebooks. Analyzing the development of 
this mundane dimension of work with materials over time could also re
veal different temporalities of research practice— with the “old” simple 
tinkering experiment and routine work not disappearing, but persisting 
alongside new high tech research. Following Steven Shapin’s argument 
about the invisibility of preparatory and manual labor, one may assume 
that such material aspects of research were relegated to technicians or 
PhD students, and that they may be documented predominantly in un
published records.477 Still, even in the age of  X ray or sequencing machines,  
somebody must find his or her way through a maze of liquids, greases, 
and precipitates, somebody has to have the skills to interact with ma
terials directly, and observe properties and effects with their eyes and 
noses. In this story, and probably other cases could be found, it was in 
the course of such labors that a Stoff with very specific properties and ac
tivities was encountered, forming the nucleus of a new research project. 
Consequently, the chic and slick molecular objects depicted on today’s 
journal covers, in advertisements, or in books such as Goodsell’s exhibit 
ineffaceable continuities with the realm of direct perception and manual 
action: Life as matter unmade and remade by the human hand and mind.

The relevance of materializations for the unfolding of this story, and 
arguably that of molecular machinery at large, begs for a positioning 
of active biological matter broadly construed within the history of the 
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twentieth century life sciences. First, the assignment of biological func
tions to the properties of specific biochemical substances is not at all 
new— rather, this development is neatly tied into the history of biochem
istry: The isolation of enzymes in the early twentieth century, for ex
ample, which were able to perform feats such as the conversion of sugar 
into alcohol in a test tube, allowed early biochemists to map the biologi
cal process of fermentation on the specific reactivity of a material sub
stance. With the help of instruments such as the ultracentrifuge and the 
electron microscope, viruses materialized as chemical objects since the 
1930s, thereby turning into models to illustrate specific properties of life 
such as its self assembly and reproduction.478

Yet, with molecular composition, structure, and reactivities of pro
teins spelled out as molecular mechanisms since the 1970s, this process 
of materialization, and possibly of a “chemicalization,” of biological pro
cesses gained new momentum: Encompassing the molecular machinery 
(pumps, channels, motors, etc.) described in this book as well as other 
proteins catalyzing, e.g., motions of the muscle fibers, or perceiving and 
self assembling molecules, the concept of specifically structured and re
active material substances has formed an umbrella to explain living pro
cesses within a general physico chemical theory of matter. As Evelyn 
Fox Keller and Bernadette Bensaude Vincent have noted, such active 
materials, biological or not, have challenged the often gendered passivity  
inherent in many earlier concepts of matter, especially mechanistic 
ones since Descartes, and they have brought to the fore the relevance 
of chemical thinking and working. Chemistry has provided concepts to 
accommodate the specificity and the activity of material processes with 
a naturalistic understanding of life. Moreover, and here we reencoun
ter Jacob’s conjecture quoted at the beginning, the increasing relevance 
of examples such as the self assembly of virus particles or the dynamics 
of protein machinery within the recent life sciences has the potential to 
yet again blur the boundary between living and non enlivened, which 
seemed relatively clear cut for much of the twentieth century.479

Put briefly: The modern chemical concept of matter, encompass
ing its potential for self organization or specific reactions, which are 
inherent in today’s molecular mechanical perspective on life, mark a 
central difference to the early modern mechanist conception of living 
processes. Moreover, what chemistry tells us about reactions also helps 
to disentangle active matter from any sort of “molecular vitalism” or 
even hylozoism, that is, of specific nonphysical forces animating matter, 
which have informed discourse on the subject for long time, and which  
seem to be lurking at the back door of contemporary debates. As strange 
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and entrancing as the phenomena of self organizing, reacting, or “ex
citable” matter may appear to outside observers and researchers alike, 
these should not be taken as indicative of biomolecules behaving in prin
ciple differently than their inorganic counterparts, let alone of them 
alone being “alive.” Active matter is firmly grounded within a physico 
chemical framework of explanation describing such phenomena by reac
tion kinetics, i.e., as enthalpic and entropic processes following the laws 
of thermodynamics.480

On the basis of the present story, I argue that zooming in on active 
matter, as a recent umbrella concept with a far reaching genealogy in 
biochemistry and biophysics, reveals a transformation of the ontology 
of organisms, which are now conceived of as composed by specifically 
structured and reacting molecular components. In turn, focusing on bio
logical cases of active matter also illustrates the concurrent change of 
the concept of a chemical substance. Genetically engineered proteins  
as dynamic molecules that can be shuffled between organisms, that are 
used as commodities (enzymes in food, pharmaceuticals, or washing 
powder; chip technologies; bionanotechnologies), that can be applied to 
other organisms in cancer therapies (e.g., antibodies) or even integrated 
into living tissues in optogenetics and implantation technologies, form a 
group of complex substances that was, if not unknown, then only of tan
gential importance to research and industry prior to the 1980s, or even 
the more recent past. Such complex macromolecular substances, which 
biotech or chemical companies were keen to add to their portfolios, of
ten display different properties from the conventional (bio)organic sub
stances with which chemists have been acquainted, say alcohols, fats, or 
carbohydrates: These novel substances frequently exist in small amounts 
only, as they are difficult to isolate or synthesize (e.g., by biotechno
logical routines), they are often delicate with respect to their conditions 
of existence (biological matter, for example, needs to be kept sterile, 
cooled, etc.), and they display properties and activities sensitive to their 
milieu, such as photoreactions or electrical effects, changes of transpar
ency, contraction and expansion, or filtering.481

It is the increasing availability, study, and relevance of this type of 
active, complex matter in science, medicine, and technology that has 
formed the basis as well as the infrastructure for the rise of the molecular 
mechanical vision in recent decades. That is, not only were biological func
tions pinpointed to proteins as chemical substances to an ever increasing 
degree, but these substances were increasingly made and unmade using  
the methods of organic chemistry and recombinant DNA, analyzed and 
modeled in plasticine and wood, on paper, or on screens as structured 
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entities reacting and moving in space. They have populated a novel cos
mos at the interstice of life and matter that is with us today far beyond 
research— in medical practice, advertisements, and consumer culture. To 
put it differently: Bodies, tissues, and cells of our present appear so self 
evidently as filled with a cosmos of active matter, of materialized molecu
lar machinery, which even scholars of science such as Evelyn Fox Keller 
take as the natural way of how things are, because “life” now has a very 
different materiality than it had forty years ago.482 Did these substances  
not exist prior to c. 1970? Some of them certainly not, such as recom
binant proteins, others possibly, albeit in a sense that would need to be 
defined more clearly in philosophical terms, as they were not in the hands  
of scientists as isolated material substances, as Stoff on hands, nor were 
many of them named, analyzed, or represented as discrete objects. That 
is, if they were part of the laboratory ontology, then in a different way.

From the perspective I am suggesting here, the molecular life sciences 
appear to be not only an “engine of discovery,” as Lindley Darden and 
Carl Craver have put it in their recent book, and as the philosophical de
bate about mechanisms seems to assume widely.483 Rather, in the view I  
propose as a necessary historical complement that takes into view prac
tice and materiality of research, these sciences have to be considered on 
equal terms as a human activity that tackles organisms and their mate
rial components, taking them to pieces and remaking them, and thereby 
shifting the identities of both the living and the chemical realms. This 
book and its case story should be considered only a starting point for 
further historical as well as philosophical studies on recent changes of 
life’s materiality.

From what has been discussed above, it appears clear that the age 
old problem of the relationship between machines, mechanisms, and or
ganisms must have found a new guise in the age of active matter and 
molecular machinery, and it may have become a different problem al
together. On the one hand, the problem as it can be gleaned from this 
story has shifted from that whether organisms are, or can be represented 
as, machine like entities (dealt with by Descartes, Kant, or Canguilhem) 
to that if their molecular components represented some sort of machin
ery.484 Arguably, the materializations of this machinery, their conceptu
alization as active matter in terms of chemistry, and the ability to act on 
them, e.g., by pharmaceuticals— if you can block them, they must be 
real— mark important points of distinction to earlier theories or models 
of organisms as mechanical devices.

However, there seems to be a common blind spot to machine analo
gies to organisms as well as to molecules. As discussed in the Introduction, 
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a central argument to the work of Canguilhem, which can be traced 
back to Kant’s characterization of organisms in the Critique of Judg-
ment, states that mechanisms may tell us something about the working 
of a machine, but nothing on how to build it, and that therefore mecha
nistic explanations fail when it comes to organismic reproduction. This 
restricted purview of mechanistic explanations maps on the machine  
concepts largely operative in the discourse studied in this book: The specific 
concept of molecular machinery advocated by biochemists and biophysi
cists and by a number of actors in the biocomputing field was that of Car
tesian mechanical devices, with function being accomplished by defined 
motions in space (albeit based on a different conception of specific, reac
tive matter). By contrast, Eric Drexler’s “molecular assemblers,” which 
most advocates of protein molecular machinery analyzed here were criti
cal of or remained mute about, were to self reproduce, thereby becoming 
truly lifelike machines.

In other words, the possibility of molecular machines’ reproduction, 
a pivotal philosophical point of distinction between organisms and ma
chines, seems not to have been central for many biochemists and bio
physicists working on molecular machinery in the 1970s and 1980s, and 
possibly also later on (see chapter 4). From an entirely historicist point of 
view, one has to concede that the neglect of this philosophical problem 
has not hampered the rise of the molecularmechanical vision of life or 
the productivity of the machine analogy in science so far. From a phil
osophical point of view, however, one may suspect that this discourse 
has not solved the riddle of these machines’ design and reproduction— 
the machinery discussed here has been produced by cells, and thereby 
organismlike entities, with the “designer” being evolution. This leads to 
the critical question if the cell would not have to represent more than a 
mere “collection of protein machines” (to turn around the programmatic 
statement by Bruce Alberts in 1998). In parallel to Canguilhem’s central 
argument about the epi stemic primacy of the organism and the derivative 
status of machines as built by living beings according to their functions, 
this would imply that the cell should be considered as prior and primary 
for the design of molecularmechanical devices, and not the other way 
around.485

Yet, to me there appear to be alternatives to either such an organi
cist position, which comes with lots of philosophical baggage, or an en
tirely historicist position on the matter. To understand what was con
ceivable for the scientists in the 1970s and 1980s regarding molecular 
reproduction, it would be necessary to take into account contemporary 
discourse about self assembly and self organization, which can only be 
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hinted at here, as this took place in a different arena. Notably the theo
ries and models of physicists such as Manfred Eigen’s autocatalytic “hy
percycle,” Ilya Prigogine and Isabelle Stenger’s books on structure for
mation and temporality, or scenarios for a molecular origin of life (the 
RNA world)— largely desiderata of historical scholarship— may have 
provided a possible implicit background to conceive of evolutionary ex
planations for how molecular machinery could come into existence— in 
the history of the earth as well as in test tubes. Donna Haraway, for one, 
found the distinction between organisms and late twentieth century ma
chinery “leaky”. 486 May this not reflect what François Jacob had stated 
a decade previously— that “life” as we knew it was not the question any 
longer?

Molecular machinery in past, present, and beyond

It is time to face a crucial question that may have been on the mind of 
many readers— after all that has been said, historically and epistemologi
cally, to what extent can we say that proteins actually are, or have be
come, molecular machines since the 1970s? Before answering this ques
tion, let me briefly summarize the main premises of this assumption: 
Proteins are modeled as objects with a clearly defined outline or shape, 
containing defined elements of substructure, which move in space in or
der to achieve function by structural rearrangements, i.e., conformational 
changes, and/or by catalyzing chemical reactions. Function is frequently 
displayed as a series of cartoon like snapshots, or nowadays computer 
animations, of these proteins in different states. The molecular models 
used in these explanations have resulted to a large degree from X ray 
crystallography, though not entirely, whereas the knowledge about pro
tein dynamics is based on spectroscopies; biochemical, physiological, or 
genetic experimentation; as well as molecular dynamics simulations.

With the story of this book in mind, it should have become more ar
ticulate what I meant when paraphrasing Ian Hacking in the Introduc
tion with the line that if molecular machinery can be interfered with, 
it must be real in some way: This was to say that many actors in the 
molecular life sciences, and some philosophers or historians, take mo
lecular machinery as more than a tool for pedagogy or a catchy slogan 
for communication— for them, this concept has found concrete materi
alizations and it has explanatory value. There are many episodes from 
this book underlining this— from the first materializations of membrane 
pumps in the 1960s and 1970s, which sparked consequential research, 
to the channels used by present optogeneticists to manipulate cells and 
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animals, to specific studies taking proteins apart and putting them back 
together, or inquiring into functional elements explained in mechani
cal terminology, such as molecular “switches” or “hinges.” As a result, 
concepts such as that of a molecular pump are nowadays used in a self 
evident way in the scientific literature, and they have become part of a 
broader discourse on life, such as illustrated by David Goodsell’s book, 
in advertisements, etc.487 In other words, molecular machinery as part 
and parcel of the molecular mechanical vision of life has received cred
ibility within science and beyond on the basis of transforming life’s ma
teriality, by its explanatory value, and finally by its promise to allow ma
nipulations of biological processes.

However, I would like to understand my argument for accepting mo
lecular machinery as part of science’s ontology, which resonates with en
tity realism in the philosophy of science as advocated by Hacking and 
others, not as a definitive or normative argument for the “reality” of 
these entities, but as showing how and why scientists have come to regard 
them as real. To estimate where similar developments of metaphors turn
ing literal and a materialization of entities may lead, think of the cell. As 
historian of science Andrew Reynolds has argued, this concept, initially 
used to describe units of bounded space, but now self evident to biologists, 
has been based on metaphor since the beginning of its usage in nineteenth 
century biology, with shifting references and meanings throughout the 
development of the life sciences. And who would doubt the existence of  
cells now?488

Time will tell whether future developments in medicine, technology, 
and science will lead to a similar naturalization of molecular machinery, 
what revisions the specific machine concept may undergo, what new dis
cursive connections may form or which new materializations may be pro
duced. It is also possible that molecular machinery as outlined here may 
appear as bound to a state of scientific discourse and practice in the last 
decades of the twentieth century, and may give way to other concepts.

There are developments in current protein research suggesting that 
molecular machines and mechanisms as outlined in this book are already 
being amended and superseded by new insight. First, un black boxing of  
crystallographic practices reveal the limits of the suggestive models of mole
cules as thing like objects. Crystals, as used for structure determination  
of proteins, do not represent the native, more dynamic state of most pro
teins floating around in a cell or a membrane. Contemporary computer 
simulations of molecular dynamics, for example, provide insight into the 
fluctuations and changes of molecular structure over time. What is more, 
the conventions for graphic modeling of crystallographic data, or how to 
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represent protein substructures, that have been put into place since the 
1970s contrast with the individual character of proteins, for example, 
as some portions of a specific molecule may be more dynamic than oth
ers.489 So, a protein that appears as a rigid structure in the models depicted  
in this book may be in constant flux in its physiological milieu, i.e., the 
molecule is always present in a number of interchanging conformational 
states. Recently, this dynamic perspective on protein function has been 
supported by spectroscopic evidence, notably from nuclear magnetic res
onance (NMR). The advantage of NMR is that proteins are studied in an 
environment much closer to the physiological one, that is, in watery so
lution rather than in a crystal, and that the method permits biophysicists 
to record structural dynamics over time, such as when a substrate of an  
enzyme is added.490 NMR models of protein structure have built on X ray 
crystallography and at the same time overcome some of its limitations: 
The basic idea of visualizing protein structure through a spatial arrange
ment of elements (such as alpha helices) is similar, as is their graphic dis
play. However, NMR models do not provide a single static image of a 
molecule, but always a dynamic ensemble of probable states.491

The static and the dynamic approach to proteins, represented by crys
tallography versus spectroscopies, constitute complementary but not 
necessarily mutually exclusive representations of the molecular world: 
Whereas some proteins and their functions are still today modeled in 
a more orthodox mechanical way, with rigid structures and clearly de
lineated movements, others seem to be more protean— hard to grasp, 
floppy, shifting— obeying the statistical laws of the microworld rather 
than classical mechanics of macroscopic devices. This latter perspective 
may not be easily reconcilable with a concept of Cartesian molecular ma
chines.492 Recent nanotechnologies, setting out to construct molecular de
vices, have revealed yet other limits of Cartesian models by exploring 
the differences between mechanics at the macro  and the microscales: 
Physico chemical laws play out in other ways for what British chem
ist Richard L. Jones has called “soft machines,” such as when thermal 
vibration of molecules (Brownian motion) is taken into account, which 
implies that parts of the machines permanently wobble around. Another 
feature of the microscale affecting both functioning and assembly of mo
lecular devices is their “stickiness,” i.e., the adhesion of molecules to 
each other by chemical interactions.493 Exploring such peculiarities of the 
microscale further, philosopher of science Sacha Loeve has argued that 
even the problem of a machine’s individuation, the relationship of the 
whole to its parts or that of an object to its environment, calls for dif
ferent concepts of machines, as well as of objects generally, especially 
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when we think of synthetic nanodevices. These differ from proteins in 
that they need to be fabricated by humans and not by evolution, and that 
their usage needs to be controlled, not least for safety.494

These and other contemporary debates in the science and technology 
of macromolecules corroborate the impression of an ongoing develop
ment of the machine concept, and possibly a modification or even dis
placement from the point in the late twentieth century to which I have 
followed it historically. The outcome of these debates will decide how 
future historians may conceive of the history of proteins as molecular 
machines— as a beginning, as one stage in a longer development, or as a 
dead end.

The bigger picture— membranes and molecular machines in  
the history of the life and the chemical sciences

My tentative response to François Jacob’s conjecture has been that labo
ratories of membrane and protein research may have questioned mat
ter rather than life in the recent past. Not only have they investigated 
active, structured matter such as proteins, but they have thereby re
made bits and pieces of life. The centrality of Stoff in the life sciences 
prompts us to question and reevaluate their relationship to chemistry, as 
the science investigating the properties of matter. Thus, on the basis of  
this story, we may revisit some long standing assumptions and narra
tives of the life science’s twentieth century history, especially with regard 
to the decades after 1970, that is, after the peak of postwar molecular  
biology.

It is clear that taking into account the concepts, actors, periodizations, 
but most of all the topic of the “membrane moment” around 1970 and its 
aftermath makes the contours of a novel narrative of the life sciences’ de
velopment discernible: Membrane and protein science as presented here 
have not set out to provide molecular explanations of organisms’ repro
duction or heredity (which structured Jacob’s account), but of their dy
namics, that is, of problems related to energy, metabolism, movement, 
or cognition. These have been longstanding and intensely investigated 
topics of the life sciences construed large (i.e., encompassing physiology, 
biological, organic, or colloidal chemistry), and in fact they have been the 
subject of a stream of historical investigation before c. 1990, such as in 
Robert Kohler’s work on early twentieth century biochemistry and the 
enzyme theory, or Frederic Holmes’ studies of chemical investigations 
into life from Lavoisier and the chemical revolution to Hans Krebs and 
intermediary metabolism.495 One reason these large fields of study have 
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faded out of view in recent historiography may be, to simplify quite a 
bit, that they lacked a Darwin or a Mendel, and they have lacked a Dar
win or a Mendel as we know them since they lacked a Watson, a Crick, 
and a Human Genome Project, an E. O. Wilson or a Richard Dawkins 
(that said, Peter Mitchell with his strong personality and his philosophi
cal leanings appears as a possible candidate).496 Or, in Angela Creager’s 
words, physiology or physiological chemistry and what developed out of 
them in the twentieth century as biochemistry, biophysics, etc., may have 
not been as visible or obviously politicized domains of the life sciences as 
genetics.497

However, there are reasons intrinsic to science that these approaches 
to study life are harder to grasp historically: They were much more scat
tered in between biology, chemistry, and medicine, lacking the concep
tual thrust, the disciplinary coherence, and the actor’s historiography of 
twentieth century genetics.

But does that mean that explaining features of life such as movement, 
metabolism, or even thought by the properties of organized, active sub
stances is any less relevant for modern societies? Or that this was less 
of a political project than explaining heredity? A short glimpse into the 
history of physiology, from inquiries into the “human motor,” or along 
the line of nerve and cognition from Helmholtz to Hodgkin and Hux
ley’s action potential to today’s optogenetics shows that this question 
is rhetorical.498 Similar could and has been said of theories of metabo
lism from Justus Liebig’s nutritional chemistry in the nineteenth century 
to chemiosmosis providing a general, physico chemical explanation of 
how cells transform food into energy, with ATP as a “currency,” to the 
post 1970s life sciences rendering these processes in terms of molecular 
machinery that can be moved and blocked. The materialistic worldview 
that comes with these theories, outspoken or not, but effectively put into 
practice in medicine, nutrition, etc., has informed and is informed by po
litical convictions of various sorts. This has been shown for Justus Liebig 
and his adversaries such as Carl Vogt or Jacob Moleschott in nineteenth 
century chemistry and physiology, or for debates on the origin of life 
by what would now be called molecular self organization through left 
leaning biologists of the first half of the century, such as J. B. S. Haldane 
or Alexander I. Oparin.499

If the Rockefeller Foundation’s support for a novel molecular biol
ogy since the 1920s was linked to the propagation of specific forms of 
social control, as Lily Kay has argued, why not ask what broader social 
and political ideas have informed research into the current molecular 
mechanical vision of life, as exemplified by membranes and molecular 
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machines, but possibly also many other topics?500 Clearly, concepts such 
as that of the “neuromolecular gaze,” proposed by Joelle Abi Rached 
and Nikolas Rose, or the “somatic self,” grasp important aspects of a 
present constellation that begs for more historical scholarship.501 For 
optogenetics, as yet only a research method, but invested with high ex
pectations to cure all kinds of neurological ailments— from “switching 
off” depression or narcolepsy by modulating the brain’s protein machin
ery to visual prostheses— bodily control is an openly stated aim. Tar
geting the cell’s molecular machinery to achieve control and restore or 
even optimize certain functions is daily practice around the globe for 
drug based therapies of widespread diseases from reflux esophagus to  
cancer.

In brief, within a bigger historical picture, the molecular mechanical 
vision allowing and promising specific interventions into bodily pro
cesses, has been growing out of a heterogeneous, but influential stream 
of research investigating life’s material makeup and dynamics at the 
crossroads of chemistry and physics that existed throughout the twenti
eth century (as described in chapter 1), and which has continuously been 
entangled with medical, economic, and sociopolitical ideas of dealing 
with nutrition, disease, etc. The present study has been primarily oc
cupied by contouring this “molecular biology beyond genetics” as an 
object of historical study from within science, and it has focused on the 
problem of materiality. Yet, this book will hopefully serve as a resource 
and a point of departure to address this topic from other angles in the 
future. Looking beyond the gene in this way may also help to overcome a 
paradoxical effect of recent historiography of the life sciences that seems 
to have reinforced a narrative structured by molecular genetics even as it 
criticized the latter’s epistemological premises, such as when Evelyn Fox 
Keller has called the last century that of the gene.502 In turn, this refocus
ing may help to historicize and contextualize what appears so much as a 
given in today’s research and even the everyday life— that our bodies are 
composed of molecular machinery.

Which brings me to an epistemological consideration: The case of mem
branes and molecular machines is also illustrative regarding the question 
of what became of the reductionist ideal and heritage of molecular bi
ology, i.e., the question as to whether and what biological phenomena 
can and should be explained in terms of physics and chemistry, and the 
level of generality that can be achieved, as famously expressed in Jacques 
Monod’s dictum that what was true for E. coli was true for the elephant. 
In recent historiography of the life sciences, one sometimes gets the im
pression that this ideal and style of explanation was lost in the 1970s, 
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when it became clear that many biological processes were more complex 
than assumed at the heyday of postwar molecular biology, and that ex
planations on the level of cells and organisms have had a comeback, par
ticularly in fields such as developmental biology or epigenetics.503 This is  
certainly true, but only one side of the coin: The molecular mechanical vi
sion shows that aspects of molecular biology’s heritage, namely a physico 
chemical approach and style of explanation for biological phenomena, 
seems alive and well in other quarters of the life sciences. However, with  
important differences: proteins have become at least as important as 
DNA (in fact, they probably have always been), and research today has 
revealed a great diversity of highly individualized molecular mecha
nisms, the “Shakespearean” narrative explanations of which contrast to 
a “Newtonian” biology of general mathematical expressions.504 That is, 
whereas the quest for general principles or laws of how organisms work 
on the molecular level might have been abandoned by many of the actors 
described in this story (it has reappeared among contemporary systems 
biology, however), the underlying assumption or idea that life processes 
can be explained by molecular mechanical interactions and reactions 
seems to be widely endorsed (which, of course, does not exclude higher 
level explanations).505 However, against the relevance of matter and chem
ical concepts exposed by this book, would it not be more suitable to call 
this epistemic framework explaining life instead of reductionism a form 
of materialism, potentially even a “chemicalism”?

Let us turn from epistemology to historiography. The story of what 
happened to molecular biology after 1970 has so far mainly been re
searched along three interconnected lines: First, the turn of molecular biol
ogists to new topics such as higher organisms and thereby development— 
one may think of François Jacob working on mice, or Sidney Brenner 
taking up the worm Caenorhabditis at Cambridge’s LMB. Second, there 
was biotech, and molecular biologists becoming involved in biomedi
cine and entrepreneurship in the wake of recombinant DNA— this is the 
story of firms such as Genentech, but also that of a re configuration of re
search, to simplify quite a bit, from analyzing to making. The third well 
researched aspect is the development of molecular genetics into geno
mics through sequencing and large scale collaborative projects such as 
the Human Genome Project. These developments have been connected 
to the introduction of computing and databases and the resurgence of 
a natural history mode of investigation in the molecular life sciences, 
i.e., of collecting and comparing DNA sequences, protein structure data, 
etc.506 The membrane moment around 1970, as analyzed in chapter 1  
and 2, which followed on a long stagnation of the field since the interwar 
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period, and contributed to the subsequent unfolding of the molecular 
mechanical vision of protein function, adds a novel aspect to this histo
riographical picture.

The events that made this moment drew on many resources from post
war molecular biology, such as structural biology of DNA and proteins, 
and later on recombinant DNA as a way to study and to remake proteins, 
yet these were combined with concepts and approaches from bioenergetics, 
physiology, biophysics, or organic and colloidal chemistry.507 As a result,  
the “molecular life sciences” as they took shape during the 1980s ap
pear as a merger drawing on these different resources, often enough inte
grating them in projects investigating one specific protein or mechanism 
(chapter 3). So, this story stands in no contradiction to either the histo
riography of postwar molecular biology or the post 1970 molecular life  
sciences, but it complexifies both: Neither has “molecular biology” pre 
1970s been as what it largely still appears (i.e., structural biology plus 
genetics), nor are the molecular life sciences post 1970 only higher or
ganisms, biotech or genomes and computers, to caricature the situa
tion.508 By focusing on the materiality of research, which includes infra
structures provided by methods and instruments, and thereby conceiving  
less of a history of research programs than of a genealogy of practices (chap
ter 3), this book’s narrative crisscrosses and undermines the existing his
toriographical narratives of the molecular life sciences. The ongoing rel
evance and productivity of “old” methods from organic chemistry, for 
example, or of the Warburg apparatus from prewar cell physiology in a 
cutting edge molecular project of the 1970s, contrasts to narratives cen
tered on innovation and high tech, such as sequencing machines or com
putational analyses. This change of perspective serves as an antidote to 
overfocusing on highly visible centers and actors of research, and it may 
even be understood as an argument for research policy to take into ac
count the productivity and ongoing importance of hands on, bench top 
research in the light of the “big life sciences,” such as the Human Genome 
Project and its follow ups.509 My genealogical account of synthetic biol
ogy should be understood in a similar way, revealing that this recent field, 
in spite of all claims of novelty, has been built on an ongoing, continuous 
stream of mundane practices to remake not organisms, but first and fore
most the Stoff that life is made of, based to no small extent on methods 
borrowed from colloidal or organic chemistry that were interlaced with 
recombinant DNA.

Are these examples that shift perspective from large to small, or from 
innovation to use, sufficient to produce a “shock of the old” in the un
derstanding of recent science, as David Edgerton has demanded for the 
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history of technology? What is certain is that such stories readjust the 
historical picture of scientific development by bringing into view an in
frastructural side of research, which seems to have special connections 
to chemical practices. Thus, by looking beyond innovation, stories such 
as the ones told here may also permit historians to question the unfold
ing of recent science in time, revealing a greater temporal heterogeneity 
of developments than assumed previously.510

Beyond life? Places and scientists after molecular biology

This book has been largely a history of materiality as well as of approaches, 
instruments, and methods. On the flip side, however, it could also be read 
as telling us something about the sites of research and the scientific per
sona in the recent molecular life sciences. To make a full argument of pos
sible developments on these subjects would require other sources and a 
different historiographical approach. Here, I can only sketch some admit
tedly speculative thoughts on this topic based on what I have learned from 
numerous conversations, exchanges of emails and letters, on site visits in 
Germany, Britain, and the United States, and not least by reading in be
tween the lines of my sources.

Regarding the geographical distribution of the events covered in this 
book, one may also understand its narrative as one of a broadening of 
the molecular life sciences. The handful of hotspots at which molecu
lar biology unfolded (in the received sense as molecular genetics plus 
structural biology) represented the political situation after 1945: In ad
dition to the American sites, such as Boston and Cold Spring Harbor on 
the East or California on the West Coast, the European centers were 
located in Paris, Cambridge, and London. Starting in the electron mi
croscopy department of George Palade at Rockefeller University in the 
1960s, and bringing in Cambridge’s LMB, and to a lesser degree also 
Maurice Wilkin’s biophysics department at King’s College, London, this 
story clearly grew from these places, but it also reveals a more com
plex geography from the beginning, by highlighting the relevance of the 
biochemistry of intermediary metabolism, enzymology, and cell physiol
ogy (Feodor Lynen’s institute at Munich and Warburg’s at Berlin), spec
troscopy (Stoeckenius’ link to photosynthesis through Melvin Calvin at 
Berkeley, Benno Hess at Dortmund, or Britton Chance at Philadelphia), 
and bioenergetics (Efraim Racker at Cornell).

Arguably, the most visible change of geographical distribution in this 
story, however, was the appearance (or return) of other countries on the 
global map of the molecular life sciences. As Ute Deichmann has argued, 
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West Germany had largely missed out on the rise of molecular biology 
after World War II, due to forced emigration, loss of resources, and self 
isolation after the war. The new research campus of the MPG, opened in 
1973 at Martinsried south of Munich, could be understood as symbolic 
for a gradual reappearance of this part of the country on the international 
scene: It brought together a number of still influential important individu
als from biochemistry with a controversial past, such as Adolf Butenandt, 
head of the MPG in the 1960s, with figures that had risen in the post
war period, such as structural biologists and virus researchers, but most 
importantly for this story Feodor Lynen, one of the few protagonists of 
dynamic, intermediary metabolism biochemistry left in the country. Ly
nen became the first postwar full professor of biochemistry in the coun
try as well as a winner of a biochemical Nobel prize.511 The opening of  
Martinsried has to be considered in the context of other novel institutions 
in West Germany, such as the Institute of Genetics at University of Co
logne in 1962, which had brought DNA and virus research into the coun
try under the aegis of Max Delbrück, the MPG’s Institute of Molecular Ge
netics opened in 1964 in West Berlin (in immediate vicinity to Warburg’s 
institute), or the decision by John Kendrew to build a transnational cen
ter for the molecular life sciences, the European Laboratory of Molecular 
Biology (EMBL), at Heidelberg.512 The campus built on the fields south 
of Munich, also an example for a reorganization and a suburbanization  
of science, exemplified a new interdisciplinary and integrative approach of  
the molecular life sciences in the structure of its buildings, composed of 
a set of concrete blocks loosely gathering around a center, and made to 
house varying numbers of research groups in flexible proximity. Indeed, 
Martinsried became a hub for various things molecular biological in the 
coming decades— from structural biology to molecular genetics or re
combinant DNA.

At large, one may tentatively describe the development seen in this 
book as a dispersion of molecular biology’s core (qua molecular genet
ics and structural biology, as a method and a style of explanation) on the 
geographical, the institutional, and the epistemic level, such as in its in
terlacings with organic or biochemistry. And maybe it is this dispersion, 
which makes the heterogeneous influences of this field from before 1970 
as well as before 1945 visible and more interesting historiographically. 
Consequently, one may ask whether similar developments to the one 
sketched for West Germany could be found in other parts of the world— 
the other example that could be touched upon only briefly here was the 
reinvigoration of the molecular life sciences (including molecular genet
ics) in the Soviet Union after 1970. These developments obviously took 
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place under very different political circumstances, but they also seemed 
to lead to an integration of the country’s strong existing resources in or
ganic and biochemistry as well as biophysics with the science of DNA 
as developed in Western Europe and America since 1945 (see chapter 2 
and 3). Insofar, the institutional and geographical aspects subliminally 
present in this book may provide stepping stones for further inquiries 
into the post 1970s development of the life sciences, investigating an in
tegration of fields previously disconnected (bioenergetics, enzymology, 
molecular genetics, structural biology), or reciprocally a dispersion and 
possible transformation of the methods and the explanatory thrust of 
molecular biology.

Zooming in from global to local, it appears exciting to further ex
plore two important sites at which this story unfolded— San Francisco 
and Munich. As different as the two urban spaces may seem at first 
glance— the baroque Bavarian capital in sight of the Alps, seat of a uni
versity and a major hub of the MPG, versus the quintessentially open 
and dynamic Californian port, a symbol of counterculture at the time 
as it is now for microelectronics and biotech— one may draw a parallel 
between them in the context of the late twentieth century sciences and 
technology.

Epitomized not only in the concrete blocks of the MPI of Biochem
istry, Munich became a city of progress in science and technology of 
1970s West Germany (though one may think of counterculture as well). 
In fact, what had never been an industrial site comparable to, e.g., Ber
lin before, turned into the country’s leading high tech city after around 
1970, harboring major microelectronics and other R&D intensive busi
nesses, as well as a large number of non university research establish
ments (many from the MPG, but not exclusively).513 A contemporary 
visitor to the site where Dieter Oesterhelt tinkered with the purple bugs 
and membrane solutions now finds not an institute or a campus, but an 
entire city of science and biotechnologies sprawling around the MPI at 
Martinsried. The unfolding of what has been baptized “Gene Valley” 
began with the opening of the Genzentrum and the adoption of recom
binant DNA— the biocomputing project described in chapter 4 was one 
of the smaller endeavors when compared with the biomedical projects 
carried out in cooperation between academic partners and large phar
maceutical firms, or the foundations of new businesses that followed 
suit after 1990. As a result, what had been a mere farmers’ village at the 
outset of this story has turned into Europe’s second largest biotech site 
after Cambridge, UK (the third main scene of this story).514 In this re
spect, Munich as a site of science and technology in the 1970s and 1980s  
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indeed displays some parallels to the city that harbors UCSF’s Parnas
sus Campus, where Walther Stoeckenius’ group embarked on the con
sequential membrane project in 1969. UCSF, among a few other insti
tutions of the Bay Area at the time, turned from an institution carrying 
out postwar basic research into a prime site invested in applying the new 
molecular biology. Soon after, it became eponymous with biotech when 
recombinant DNA researchers such as Herbert Boyer founded compa
nies and turned the Bay Area, including Stanford and other universi
ties, into the new technology’s West Coast hub.515 Probing Eric Vettel’s 
assumption of biotechology’s “countercultural origin” in San Francis
co’s urban space, one may ask what ferments these two cities have pro
vided for such developments and what other ideas and projects could 
be unearthed (from demands of “accountable” research to alternative  
technologies or reorientations of existing industries, as discussed in 
chapter 4).

With respect to membrane science and other fields of research that 
were not as tightly connected to biotech as was recombinant DNA, but 
became linked to it later, it may furthermore be worth investigating how 
research and researchers have fared in the shadow of changes of insti
tutional priorities and funding structures, of academic roles, projects, 
and work routines. In short, one may ask what science became under the 
spell of biotech, and what this spell was originally. From the 1974 UCSF 
press conference on a novel molecule presented as a panacea to civiliza
tional challenges such as energy, water, or food shortages, to the articles 
in Omni like tech zines a decade later, to mind boggling scenarios of bio
devices at the end of the Cold War, or to a biochip appearing in the busi
ness reports of a German chemical company, the history of molecular 
machinery, which could also be framed as a rather traditional investiga
tion of molecules, appears to be invested with newness, applicability, and 
ever accelerating expectations of progress. How did the environment of 
a tech city, one may ask, influence what it meant to do science in the late 
twentieth century, and how did the power and promise of the biological 
for technology reshape important aspects of scientists’ identities?

These questions bring me to an even larger riddle at the center of this 
book: The flip side of asking how molecules have developed into ma
chines could also involve asking how the actors of the present story could 
be adequately described. Put simply: What type of scientific persona, to 
adapt a concept from Lorraine Daston, did the likes of Richard Hender
son and Dieter Oesterhelt represent? Could one argue that this book’s 
narrative can be read not only as the rise of a new research object, but 
also as that of another particular collective identity of researchers in the 
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life sciences in the late twentieth century, characterized by specific aspira
tions and a specific way of life within and beyond science, as exemplified 
by the plethora of rhodopsinists and membranologists that I have come 
across in the course of my inquiries in Britain, West Germany, or the 
United States?516

Strikingly, these figures as I understand them do not match with the 
scientific personae known from the history of postwar molecular biol
ogy: They were not intellectuals providing philosophical or historical ac
counts on life or biology, such as Erwin Schrödinger or François Jacob,  
and not charismatic “cult figures” such as Max Delbrück. Neither were 
they openly politicized to a degree comparable to John D. Bernal, Jacques 
Monod, or Linus Pauling, and they can also not be described well as 
unconventional hedonistic individuals in the style of a James D. Watson.517  
This might be easy to explain since all of the mentioned, essentially mod
ern figures were part of an earlier generation, studying before the war or 
in its immediate aftermath, before the practice of science had significantly 
changed through the expansion of research and universities. Maybe more 
surprisingly, these book’s actors also do not match with the persona of 
the “scientific entrepreneur” as explored by Paul Rabinow at the example 
of the inventor of PCR, Kary Mullis, and further characterized with cases 
from biotech by Steven Shapin.518 How to describe the predominantly male  
group of professional biochemists and biophysicists encountered in the 
1970s and 1980s life sciences, most of which did not display academic 
disdain for commerce, but who also were not truly at home in the world 
of business, and most of which (no offense) would not be well character
ized by the “charismatic authority” encountered in entrepreneurial sci
ence? For some of them, biotech may have been a collateral benefit, a way 
to do applied science without becoming an entrepreneur themselves, or 
only a bandwagon promising attention and/or funding. Most of those en
countered in this story stayed faithful to small scale science in academic 
institutions, nobody turned into a public intellectual dabbling in philoso
phy or politics, and the degree of self historicization in this field has been 
negligible if compared to molecular biology, recombinant DNA, or the 
Human Genome Project.519 In brief: Membrane research was neither part 
of the “eighth day of creation,” to pick up Horace Judson’s title on early 
molecular biology, nor was it a ninth.520 A Khorana was no Watson, and 
a Henderson was no Craig Venter, although their scientific credentials 
certainly did not differ, and I would go as far as to stipulate that in the re
search described here, there were no Watsons or Venters. Might there be 
a connection to the fact that these scientists did not inquire life so much 
as they inquired matter, seemingly less of a philosophically or politically 
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charged project? In a way, this puzzle, even void of what an academic sci
entist of the 1970s and 1980s was beyond the quintessentially modern 
molecular biologist and the quintessentially postmodern biotechnologist, 
could be seen as an extension of the argument I have provided for biotech, 
where quite a number of actors fitted neither well into the category of the 
entrepreneurial scientist, nor into that of a countercultural activist or any 
other of the boxes that appear so self evident from today’s perspective.521

It might be an appropriate moment to pursue these questions as, 
since I began researching for this book in 2009, the generation described 
above has retired and one may suspect that their mode of research and 
their self understandings have become as much a part of a near past as 
has the late modern concrete architecture of the MPI at Martinsried, or 
UCSF’s Parnassus campus.522 Still breathing a spirit of novelty and prog
ress, for an onlooker of a later generation, these buildings have simul
taneously become monuments of a bygone time, of the moment around 
1970 at which Michel Foucault and François Jacob famously diagnosed 
that “life,” as a category and historical product of the nineteenth cen
tury, was progressively fading from the view of science. Thus, when this 
history of membranes and molecular machines has illustrated the tight  
interconnections between 1970s’ and contemporary research, at the 
same time it brings to the fore the distance between this past and the 
present. And if it was the transforming force to take cells, organisms, 
and molecules apart and to remake their materiality that has pushed our 
picture of biology and ultimately ourselves far from where it was almost 
half a century ago, what do we make today of the once visionary, but 
now historical statement that life is not questioned anymore?
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Glossary

This short glossary will help familiarize readers with tech
nical terms of the molecular life sciences as well as des
ignations of disciplines or research fields used frequently 
throughout the text. It provides a guide for understanding 
this story rather than general, citable definitions.

Allostery: Designates the regulation of enzyme activity by sub
stances other than the enzyme’s substrate, which bind to spe
cific sites of an enzyme, changing its conformation and thus 
affecting catalysis. Allostery contributes to the regulation of 
metabolism (such as through feedback inhibition) and thereby 
cellular homeostasis.

ATP (adenosine- triphosphate): This organic molecule, a nucleotide 
carrying three phosphate groups, is the central and universal 
“energy currency” of cells. Burning of foodstuffs and respira
tion lead to the formation of ATP by phosphorylation, most 
of which is catalyzed by a membrane protein called ATP- 
synthase found, e.g., in mitochondria. Cleavage of energy rich 
phosphate bonds drives all sorts of metabolic processes, from 
transport across membranes to syntheses of biomolecules, per
ception and signal transduction, or muscle movements.

ATP- synthase (also FoF1- ATPase): Protein complex composed of two 
subunits that is found in the membranes of mitochondria and 
microbes and uses the proton gradient across the membrane 
for the formation of ATP. Research on structure and molecular 
mechanism of ATP synthase was central to bioenergetics as the 
protein is a centerpiece of how cells generate energy, e.g., by 
oxidative phosphorylation or photosynthesis. As the formation 
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of ATP is nowadays explained through mechanical movements of the protein 
subunits, which have even been visualized, the ATP synthase has become a poster 
child of a molecular machine (“rotating device”).

Bacteriorhodopsin: Membrane protein belonging to the rhodopsin family, found 
in Halobacteria, forming purple colored patches in their cell membranes. Due 
to the photoreactions of BR’s co- factor retinal, the protein transports protons 
across the membrane (“proton pump”). As this allows the cells to generate 
energy from light, BR accomplishes a simple form of photosynthesis.

Biochemistry: Since the beginning of the twentieth century, biochemistry’s re
search program has been, in very broad terms, to explain the structure and 
dynamics of cells and organisms in terms of chemistry, i.e., by characterizing 
biological substances and their reactions. One mainstay of biochemistry has 
been the study of enzymes. The discipline’s relationship to postwar molecular 
biology is complex— generally, biochemistry is older, it has been influenced 
strongly by nineteenth century physiological and organic chemistry as well as 
by medical research, and it has focused more on understanding metabolism, 
whereas molecular biology was inspired strongly by physics and focused more 
on genetics. However, structural biology of biomolecules straddles both.

Bioenergetics: In the postwar life sciences, this term became used to designate re
search into how cells generate, transform, and utilize biological energy on the 
molecular level (such as through the generation of ATP). Bioenergetic pro
cesses are involved in, e.g., movement, metabolism, or growth. As a loosely 
connected, transitory research field, bioenergetics encompassed, e.g., research 
on membranes, mitochondria (cellular “power plants”), or photosynthesis, 
and drew on methods from physiology, biochemistry, and biophysics.

Biophysics: A research field characterized by the use of concepts and/or methods 
from physics to explain biological phenomena. Biophysics has ranged from 
the application of mathematics to biology to the use of physical instruments 
(e.g., in EM, optical or magnetic spectroscopies) to study the molecular make
up and dynamics of life. With temporally and geographically shifting mean
ings throughout the twentieth century, biophysics had less disciplinary coher
ence than biochemistry or molecular biology, and large overlaps with both.

Carotenoids: Organic molecules, responsible for many yellow or red colorations 
of plant materials (e.g., carrots). For their photoreactivity, organisms use 
carotenoids as pigments, to harvest energy or to detect light (such as through 
a carotenoid called retinal, the co- factor of rhodopsins, which changes its 
conformation upon illumination). Chemically, retinal is a derivative of vita
min A, thus linking nutrition to physiology.

Co- factor, co- enzyme: A co factor is a small molecule attached to certain enzymes, on  
which the latter’s activity depends. Carbon based molecules attached to en
zymes, such as vitamins, are called co- enzymes. One example is the retinal co 
factor/co enzyme of rhodopsin proteins. Co- factors are often inorganic sub
stances such as metal ions.

Conformational change: Widely used umbrella term designating reversible changes of 
a molecule’s spatial structure (conformation). Protein conformational changes 
are often induced by external stimuli (e.g., chemical reactions, binding of sub
strates, absorption of light) and effect their biological function. Many molecular 
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mechanisms are explained as a series of conformational changes, i.e., as a series 
of movements within one protein or an interaction of several proteins.

Enzymes: Biomolecules, most of them proteins, facilitating (catalyzing) chemi
cal reactions within cells of all organisms. Most metabolic processes, such 
as digestion, respiration, fermentation, build up of body material, etc., are 
explained as chemical reactions carried out by specific enzymes. These latter, 
found in the cytoplasm or in cell membranes, are coded in the genome. As 
large molecules based on peptide chains with specific sequences (secondary 
structures), enzymes acquire complex and varying spatial or tertiary struc
tures, comprising active sites, to which substrates of chemical reactions bind.

Langmuir- Blodgett (LB)- film: One or more ordered molecular layers, formed from 
amphiphilic organic substances such as lipids by deposition on a solid support; 
named after American physicist Irving Langmuir and technician Katherine 
Blodgett. LB films have been used as models to study chemical properties and 
effects of monolayers and discussed as active surface or membrane technolo
gies, e.g., in nanotechnology.

Lipids, lipid bilayer, liposome: Collective chemical term for fats and fat like  substances. 
Lipid molecules are amphiphilic, i.e., they are composed of a water loving (hy
drophilic) head and a water averse (hydrophobic) tail; hence, they are often 
depicted as tadpole like structures. In addition to proteins and nucleic acids, 
lipids are another relevant building block of all biological cells. Assembled into 
a double or bilayer (with the heads of both layers facing outside and tails fac
ing each other), lipids are one component of biological membranes. In watery 
solutions, lipids can self assemble into spherical structures called vesicles or li-
posomes. These latter resemble the microscopic structure of biological cells, and 
have been used as test tube models of them. They form the “casing” of protocells 
in today’s synthetic biology.

Halobacterium: Genus of halophilic (salt loving) microbes living, e.g., in salt works, 
the Dead Sea, or San Francisco Bay. The protein bacteriorhodopsin has been 
discovered in the species Halobacterium salinarum.

Membrane, biological: Bilayer composed of two monomolecular lipid films with pro
teins integrated into it (fluid mosaic model). Membranes are a central character
istic of all extant cellular life, forming a semipermeable barrier between organ
isms and their environment. Insofar, they are constitutive of cells. Moreover, 
membranes are the site of numerous important biological processes, from signal 
generation and transduction (e.g., action potentials in nerve) to the generation or 
transformation of energy (respiration, photosynthesis) to the transport of sub
stances in or out of cells.

Mitochondrion: Organelle found in all cells of higher organisms (eukaryotes), sur
rounded by two membrane double layers. Mitochondrial membranes, harbor
ing, e.g., the ATP- synthase protein, are sites of energy generation (formation 
of ATP) from respiration, i.e., the burning of carbohydrates that consumes 
oxygen and produces CO2. Therefore, mitochondria are often called cellular 
“power plants.”

Molecular biology: Influential and programmatic mid twentieth century research en
deavor (mainly in the US, France, and UK) attempting to describe biological 
processes in terms of physics and chemistry. In extent historiography, molecular  
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biology comprised molecular genetics (DNA, virus research, and microbial ge
netics) plus structural biology. To what extent molecular biology was a disci
pline, a vision, a research program, or an assemblage of technologies (e.g., ul
tracentrifuge and electron microscope) remains debated, as much as molecular 
biology’s relationships to biochemistry or biophysics.

Nucleotide: Biological molecules composed of an organic base (purine or pyrimi
dine), a sugar molecule (ribose or deoxyribose), and at least one phosphate re
sidue. The four nucleotides adenine, cytosine, guanine, and thymine are the 
building blocks of nucleic acids such as DNA. Moreover, nucleotides serve as 
coenyzmes of biochemical reactions, and the adenosine nucleotide carrying three 
phosphate residues, ATP, is the cell’s central energy metabolite or “currency”.

Oxidative phosphorylation: In this terminal part of respiratory metabolism, located in 
the inner mitochondrial membranes, carbohydrates and oxygen react to CO2 
and water. The chemical energy of this reaction is converted first into a proton 
gradient across the inner mitochondrial membrane, and subsequently into ATP 
(a process called chemiosmosis). The mechanism of oxidative phosphorylation 
was the subject of a controversy in bioenergetics of the 1960s and 1970s.

Peptide: See protein.
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR): Method to amplify genetic material in the test tube 

using a DNA template, a copying enzyme (DNA polymerase), and DNA build
ing blocks (nucleotides). The process is carried out by specific instruments. Since 
PCR was invented in the 1980s, it has become a widespread method in the mo
lecular life sciences, biotechnologies, and forensics. The process also permits re
searchers to introduce mutations by specifically modifying the amplified DNA, 
which is then reintroduced into cells (site directed mutagenesis).

Protein: Proteins are biological macromolecules found in all cells, representing 
crucial components of life comparable to DNA. All proteins consist of one or 
more chains of amino acids linked through so called peptide bonds (peptides 
are shorter chains of amino acid chains, e.g., insulin and other hormones; the 
term “polypeptide,” designating longer chains, is synonymous with protein). 
The sequence of the 20 protein forming amino acids composing a specific 
polypeptide is determined by the DNA coding for the respective protein. 
Cellular protein synthesis is carried out by the ribosome. Proteins have two 
central functions within cells: 1) as building materials (e.g., the collagen pro
tein of skin and nails) and 2) as active enzymes, carrying out biochemical 
processes. A huge variety of proteins differing in sequence, size, reactivities, 
or cellular location (cytoplasm or membranes) is known.

Purple membrane: Specific microscopic region and functional part of the cell mem
brane of the microbe Halobacterium halobium, harboring the bacteriorho-
dopsin protein in a crystalline arrangement, generating energy from light. The 
purple membrane was isolated biochemically as a strikingly colored fraction  
by centrifugation of cell components in the late 1960s.

Recombinant DNA: Set of methods to manipulate genes by “molecular tools,” such 
as enzymes splicing or copying DNA, in order to create organisms with altered 
genetic properties. The term has also been used to designate the respective field 
of research that has developed out of molecular biology since the early 1970s. 
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Recombinant DNA, some routines of which are called “molecular” or “gene 
cloning,” is the basis of modern biotechnologies (“genetic engineering”).

Retinal: See carotenoids.
Rhodopsins: Family of light sensitive membrane proteins found both in the disc 

membranes of macrobes’ retinae (also called “visual purple,” due to its color) 
as well as in the cell membranes of microbes. All rhodopsins share a conserved 
architecture formed by 7 alpha helices (rod like peptide structures) spanning 
the membrane. Photosensitivity is due to rhodopsin’s retinal co- factor. Upon 
illumination, retinal changes its conformation, starting a sequence of confor-
mational changes within the protein. Organisms use rhodopsins to perceive 
light (photoreceptor, transmitting a signal to the nervous system) or to generate 
energy (as in the case of bacteriorhodopsin).

Spectroscopies: Set of physical methods to study the properties of cells or biologi
cal molecules (and matter generally) by exposing them to electromagnetic ra
diation and recording effects such as reflections or absorptions. In the late 
twentieth century life sciences, both optical spectroscopies (e.g., fluorescence) 
and mag netic resonance spectroscopies (e.g., nuclear magnetic resonance 
[NMR]) were used to study the composition and structure of biological mol
ecules, as well as the dynamics of biological processes by recording signals 
over time.

Vitamin A: See carotenoids.
Structural biology: Designates the part of molecular biology scrutinizing the struc

ture of biological macromolecules. In the postwar period, structural biology’s 
most important results were produced by X ray crystallography, a method 
adapted from chemistry that allowed molecular biologists to reconstruct 3D 
models of molecular structure when crystals of the respective biomolecules 
were exposed to X rays. A well known early result of structural biology was 
the double helix model of DNA (1953). After 1970, other methods were  
added to the repertoire of structural biology, such as spectroscopies or electron 
microscopic techniques reaching down to the level of molecules (e.g., cryo 
EM). Structural biology, as an ensemble of methods used for a specific pur
pose, forms a part of biochemistry, biophysics, and molecular biology.
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Notes

p r e f a c e
1. I should say that I encountered two fortunate exceptions, 

Laura Otis and Max Stadler, at the MPI for the History of Sci-
ence in 2009; see Otis 1999, Stadler 2010.

2. See Introduction for references.

i n t r o d u c t i o n
3. Alberts 1994.
4. Proton pump inhibitors (as much as other molecular 

drugs) have been found to cause a number of serious adverse 
effects, which have been related to patients’ conditions, over-
prescription, or secondary effects of drug action (such as de-
creased calcium uptake from food, leading to increases of bone 
fractures). For a recent metareview, see Abramowitz et al. 2016; 
for repercussions in the daily press, see, e.g., Span 2016. Cen-
tral scientific concepts used throughout this book are briefly ex-
plained in a glossary at the end of this book.

5. Kay 1993, 16ff.
6. Goodsell 2009, 10. The analogy to nanotechnology and 

the idea of molecular devices in this field will be discussed in 
chapter 4 and the Conclusion.

7. Goodsell 2009, 3.
8. de Chadarevian 2002. For an ethnographic analysis of 

contemporary X- ray crystallography, see Myers 2015.
9. Francoeur and Segal 2004.
10. The book’s first edition was mostly illustrated with hand- 

drawn graphics rather than with the computer images found in 
the second edition in 2009.
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11. Goodsell 2009, 5– 6. For a discussion of the differences between the 
macro-  and the microworld of machines, see Conclusion.

12. de Chadarevian 2002; see also Creager 2002, Creager and Morgan 2008 
on the structure of viruses, or Francoeur and Segal (2004) on molecular models 
more generally.

13. Keller 2009a, 22. See Conclusion for a detailed discussion.
14. Goodsell 2009, 141.
15. Abi- Rached and Rose 2010, Rose 2009, 11ff.
16. Rose 2009, 26.
17. Kühlbrandt 2000.
18. See Lanyi 2004, 666. Asp and Cys refer to the amino acids aspartate and 

cysteine, respectively, with the numbers indicating their position in the protein’s 
amino acid chain. Molecular distances are given in Ångström (a tenth of a nano-
meter), pi- electrons refer to a chemical bond, and retinal to a specific, photosen-
sitive part of the rhodopsin protein, which is involved in light sensing (see next 
chapter and glossary).

19. Lipan and Wong 2006.
20. Riskin 2016, 44ff., 132ff., 1551ff.
21. Canguilhem 2008, Kant 1983 [1793], § 64; for an historical overview of 

this problem, Toepfer 2011.
22. Bechtel 2006, Darden and Craver 2013, Weber 2005.
23. Canguilhem 2008, 90, stated that organisms had a “greater latitude of 

action” than machines, including “improvisation,” “utilization of occurrences,” 
as well as pathological states. Darden and Craver 2013, 15: “A machine is a con-
trivance, with pre- existing, organized and interconnected parts.”

24. Alberts et al. 1994, 195. See also note 26.
25. Historian and philosopher of biology Michel Morange has put this suc-

cinctly as follows: “Proteins and macromolecular protein complexes are ma-
chines; mechanisms within these machines are formed by the rigid parts of these 
proteins, elements of secondary structures organized to form motifs. The mecha-
nistic vision of protein functions (and macromolecules in general) constitutes a 
full part of present- day biology” (Morange 2008, 36 f.).

26. The subtitle of Bruce Alberts’ 1998 paper (“preparing the next genera-
tion of molecular biologists”) reveals the strategic use of this concept to pro-
mote molecular biology— similar could be said about the biomedical scenarios 
found, e.g., in Goodsell’s book. In personal communication, Michel Morange 
has pointed out that not all mentions of the word “machine” in connection 
with protein function fulfill the criteria for a mechanistic explanation: Some 
cases may remain unproductive metaphors, or simply follow the successful 
discourse of others. Different meanings as well as the development of the ma-
chine concept will be discussed in the Conclusion. On nanotechnologies, see  
chapter 4.

27. Grote 2014, Kohler 1973.
28. Brandt 2004, ch. 2, Kay 2000, ch. 1.
29. Branden and Tooze 1999.
30. “If you can spray them, then they are real”; Hacking 1983, 22.
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31. On organismic and mechanical background metaphors (Hintergrund-
metaphorik) in the history of philosophy and the sciences, see Blumenberg 
(2013, 91ff.).

32. Reynolds 2007.
33. Block 1997, 217; Tanford and Reynolds 2001, 217.
34. Keller 2016, 7.
35. Kirschner, Gerhart, and Mitchison 2000.
36. Myers 2015.
37. See note 22 for mechanism advocates; Nicholson (2013) for a critic of 

mechanisms. See Conclusion for a discussion of molecular mechanisms in light 
of contemporary research.

38. On the genetic code and informational metaphors, Brandt 2004, Kay 
2000; on the turn toward biotech, Rheinberger 1995, on molecular mechanisms, 
de Chadarevian 2002, 272ff.. Creager and Morgan 2008 have followed up this 
story for Rosalind Franklin and Aron Klug’s structural biology of viruses, which 
directly connects to the development of a novel approach to EM at Cambridge’s 
LMB in the 1970s, as described in chapter 2. On EM, Rasmussen 1997. For an 
overview, Morange 2008, Olby 1990.

39. On biotechnology, see, e.g., Bud 1994, Rasmussen 2014, Yi 2014; on 
sequencing and genomics García- Sancho 2012; on collecting and comparing in 
the recent molecular life sciences, see Strasser and de Chadarevian 2011, Strasser 
2012; on epigenetics and development Jablonka and Lamb 2006; on the fate of 
reductionism and the move to higher organisms in molecular biology, Morange 
1998, 2008.

40. Rheinberger 1997, ch. 10 and following; see also Grote and Keuck 2015.
41. Klein and Lefèvre 2009, 304, Daston 2000, 2.
42. Klein and Reinhardt 2013, ix/x.
43. The quote is from Daston 2000, 2. Cf. analysis of the development of the 

concept of therapeutic substances, or Wirkstoffe (i.e., enzymes, hormones, and 
vitamins) by historian of science and medicine Heiko Stoff (2012).

44. Keller 2009a, 2011, 2016. On the general physical framework of active 
matter, Ramaswamy 2010. I thank Karin Krauthausen (Cluster of Excellence 
“Matters of Activity,” HU Berlin) for discussions on this topic.

45. Bensaude- Vincent 2016.
46. Schäffner 2017, Tibbits 2017.
47. Creager 2017. My thanks goes also to Jennifer Rampling, apparently the 

prime ferment for this reactive terminology.
48. On the history of biochemistry, see e.g., Fruton 1999, Holmes 1992a/b, 

Kohler 1973; on the relationship of biochemistry and molecular biology, Kay 
1993, de Chadarevian and Gaudillière 1996. Notably, also Garland Allen’s 
foundational “Life Sciences in the Twentieth Century” dwells extensively on the 
“chemical foundations of life,” especially on cell physiological and spectroscopic 
techniques, many consequential developments of which are discussed in chapter 2  
(Allen 1978).

49. Bechtel 2006, 236ff., for a programmatic source, see Monod 1971; on 
structural biology of the ribosome, Rheinberger 2015.
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50. Kornberg 1989, ch. 7; Rabinow 1996. In fact, DNA polymerases nowa-
days serve as copying agents for DNA in the omnipresent polymerase chain re-
action (PCR) process; that is, they have become commercialized molecular ma-
chines forming a centerpiece of thermocyclers, i.e., the macroscopic machines 
that do PCR.

51. Stadler 2010; for elements toward a cultural history of membranes and 
surfaces, Grote and Stadler 2015; on channels in neurobiology, Trumpler 1997; 
on microscopic technique and membrane structure models, Liu 2018; on photo-
synthesis and biochemical mechanisms, Nickelsen 2015; on bioenergetics, e.g., 
Allchin 1996, 1997, Prebble 2013, Prebble and Weber 2003, Weber 2004.

52. Olby 1990.
53. Analyses were carried out with the ISI Web of Knowledge database, 

which contains electronic versions of indexed articles of many English language 
science journals as well as some non- English publications (e.g., German, Rus-
sian; monographs or conference abstracts are not covered, but these play a negli-
gible role for the area and the time under analysis). Keyword searches were car-
ried out for the respective terms as contained in the articles’ “topic” data, i.e., 
title plus abstract. Use of the term “pump” in conjunction with “membrane” 
increased from 4 records in 1970 (0.05%) to 66 (0.8%) in 1990 to 568 (5.5%)  
in 2000 (percentage values indicate the share of the respective year’s publications 
in the overall sum of publications detected from 1965 to 2010); the development 
is similar for the term “channel” in conjunction with “membrane.” The increase 
in frequency of these terms’ usage as counted by publications was higher than a 
baseline provided by the overall increase of publication number during the re-
spective period (>100- fold [pump]/>500- fold [channel] versus >4- fold increase 
of publications from 1970 to 2000).

54. Analyses carried out as specified in note 53. The number of papers con-
taining “protein” and “molecular mechanism” in their topic section increases 
from 2 in 1976 (0.008%; first record) to 123 (0.485%) in 1990 and 4040 
(15.9%) in the year 2000 (percentage values indicate the share of the respective 
year’s publications in the overall sum of indexed publications on the topic de-
tected from 1965 to 2000. Again, the increase is higher than that of the overall 
number of publications indexed in ISI for the respective period (>60- fold versus 
c. 1.5- fold in the period from 1976 to 1990). For the term “molecular mecha-
nism” as used in ISI- indexed publications from the areas of biochemistry/molec-
ular biology, biophysics, cell biology, immunology, and pharmacy/pharmacol-
ogy, increase is also detectable (>10- fold increase of term frequency from 1976 
to 1990 as compared to >2- fold increase of overall publication number). Analy-
ses carried out as specified in note 53.

55. See Grote and O’Malley 2011. First usage in Oesterhelt and Hess 1973 
(here in the body text only). The term mechanism as found in the “topic”- data 
increases from 1 count in 1977 to 6 counts in 1990, 77 in 1995 and 68 in 2000, 
out of a total of 577 counts comprising these two terms in their “topic”- data 
from 1970– 2000. Analyses carried out as specified in note 53. A full text search 
through papers indexed in JSTOR confirms this trend.

56. Boyer 1997, Deisenhofer and Michel 1989; on Boyer, see Prebble 2013.
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57. Analyses carried out as described in notes 53/54. First usage of the term 
“molecular machine” detected in 1990 (2 counts, 0.06%), 1995 (12 counts, 0.4%)  
2000 (50 counts, 1.58%), 2010 (222, 7.03%; percentage values indicate the 
share of the respective year’s publications in the overall sum of indexed publica-
tions on the topic). Again, the rate of increase is higher than that of overall pub-
lication activity in the period (c. 100- fold as compared to c. 2- fold from 1990 to 
2010). On the history of nanotechnology, Mody (2011, 2017).

58. In addition, a few published life history interviews, such as carried out by 
the Science History Institute, Philadelphia, have also been used. On the use of in-
terviews in the history of science, de Chadarevian 1997; on the history and meth-
odology of interviewing practices, te Heesen 2013; on the analysis of notebooks, 
Holmes, Renn, and Rheinberger 2003.

c h a p t e r  o n e
59. Maynard- Smith and Szathmáry 1995.
60. See Höxtermann 2000; for an overview of membrane and cell boundary 

research since the eighteenth century; Lombard 2014.
61. Grote 2010, Stadler 2010; the quote by Donnan is from Grote and 

Stadler 2015, 313.
62. That is, as molecular genetics plus structural biology, Olby 1990.
63. Delbrück 1968, 36.
64. On Delbrück’s personality and role, see e.g. Kay 1993, 255 f.; on cyber-

netic discourse in molecular genetics, Kay 2000.
65. Lehninger 1970.
66. Pardee 1968, 632.
67. Mitochondria are intracellular organelles of eukaryotic cells accomplish-

ing energy production (sometimes called the cell’s “power plants”); chloroplasts 
are organelles of plants cells involved in photosynthesis.

68. As quoted in Allchin, 1997, 81. On Mitchell’s analogy to fuel cells, see 
Grote 2010; on bioenergetics and the controversy on oxidative phosphorylation, 
see Prebble 2013, Prebble and Weber 2002; on intermediary metabolism bio-
chemistry, see Holmes 1992a/b; on photosynthesis, see Nickelsen 2015.

69. Teorell 1967, 817. Quotation marks used in original.
70. Strick 2012.
71. On colloid chemistry, see Ede 2007 and Morgan 1990; on the “world of 

neglected dimensions,” see Olby 1986.
72. The surface area determination was carried out experimentally in a 

“Langmuir- Adam apparatus” device, connected to the name of American physi-
cist Irving Langmuir, consisting of a water- filled trough to which was attached a 
mobile, floating barrier defining part of the surface area, and a balance measur-
ing the force exerted on the barrier. Recording the surface pressure exerted by a 
lipid film on this balance allowed the area covered by the film when it was spread 
out as a monomolecular layer to be determined. It is no slight to the illustrative, 
almost iconic character of this work that its result (the lipid bilayer model) was 
later explained as resulting from a fortunate coincidence of quantitative errors; 
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see Gorter and Grendel 1925. For a critique of later views on Gorter and Gren-
del’s work, and a comparison with other studies of the time, see Lombard 2014.

73. See Liu 2018.
74. Danielli, whose scientific career started in the realm of 1930s’ colloid 

chemistry among, for example, Sir Frederick Donnan, Neil Adam, and William 
Bate Hardy, carried out studies of “monofilms,” layers of chemical substances, 
in Langmuir- Blodgett troughs. Stadler (2010, 64ff.) understands Davson and 
Danielli’s membrane model as resulting from the transfer of this expertise in sur-
face chemistry to the study of cell membranes.

75. Olby 1986, 299ff.; on Needham, see Teich 1973, on Schmidt, see Liu 2018.
76. Bechtel 2006, Rasmussen 1997. Keller (2002, 215ff.) mentions micro-

scopic techniques such as phase contrast that were also used to enhance resolu-
tion, but the effects of which have escaped historical analysis.

77. Lombard 2014, Robinson 1997, 147.
78. Rasmussen 1997, 102ff.
79. Sjöstrand 1963; for discussion, see also Wolstenholme and O’Connor 

1966.
80. Bernal quote from the “General discussion,” in Wolstenholme and O’Connor  

1966, 474. Ciba Foundation symposia are a good indicator for topics deemed im-
portant in the history of the molecular biological and biomedical sciences of the 
postwar era; see, for example, the symposium on Man and His Future with Joshua 
Lederberg’s talk on eugenics and euphenics.

81. Letter G. Palade to K. Porter, August 30, 1954, as quoted by Rasmussen 
(1997, 140– 41):

I still believe that the Swedes [i.e., Sjöstrand’s group, M. G.] have 
an advantage in resolution . . . but their ability to integrate their re-
sults in general cytology and in physiology remains nil. This is our  
main asset and it will be wonderful if, in addition, we could regain 
the lead in high resolution. Fly therefore to Berlin [i.e., to the group  
of Ernst Ruska, developing high resolution EM, M. G.], don’t get 
mixed up with the Russians, and bring back an “Übermikroskop” 
that will show even sodium ions crossing through the membranes.

82. Davson and Danielli 1952, xi– xii. Quote is taken from the authors’ pref-
ace to the first (1943) edition of the book. Davson and Danielli attribute the 
statement to Jacques Loeb, the godfather of a biology interested in mechanisms.

83. Reinhardt 2017.
84. Jardetzky 1966, 969– 70.
85. The short paper has been quoted more than 560 times ever since, with 

many contemporary citations (as analyzed by ISI Web of Knowledge, May 
2016). The main reason for this is that the general principle of “alternating ac-
cess” to a binding site in the protein has become the dominant model for mem-
brane transport since the late 1970s.

86. See, e.g., Davson and Danielli 1952, ch. 16; the influence of narcotics on 
membranes has been studied since the work of Ernest Overton in the late nine-
teenth century; see Lombard 2014.

87. Davson and Danielli 1952, 1.
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88. Robinson 1997, 26ff.
89. A difference to carbon compounds used as tracers was that sodium and 

potassium ions were not assimilated into cellular materials, but merely circulated 
through cells and tissues. On radioisotopes in the life sciences, Creager 2013; on 
sodium and potassium isotopes in physiology, see Robinson (1997, 54, 89ff.) 
and Stadler (2010, 282ff).

90. Kennedy 1966, 434, writes about the obstacles of transferring knowledge 
from intermediary metabolism (referred to here as “biosynthesis”) to membranes:

In his paper (1941), [Fritz] Lipmann also considered the energetics 
of active transport across membranes and pointed out that here 
also the coupling of such an endergonic process to the utilization 
of ATP is to be expected. Twenty- five years later, however, in 
sharp contrast to the progress in our understanding of biosynthe-
sis, very little has been learned about the biochemical basis of the 
specific transport of substances across cell membranes in general 
or about active transport in particular. Why has this problem, 
recognized as a central one in cell biology, proved so refractory? 
In part, at least, the answer may lie in the difficulty of applying 
chemical methods to a problem in which cellular topology plays 
such a large part [ . . . ] The methodology which has proved so 
successful in studying problems of biosynthesis can be summarized 
in the maxim: extract and purify. This approach unfortunately 
necessarily involves disruption of cellular architecture and the 
disappearance of that distinction between cytoplasm and the sur-
rounding medium which is the heart of the transport problem.

91. On nerve, Stadler 2010; on muscle, another case in point, D. Needham 
1971; also Robinson 1997.

92. Trumpler 1997, Stadler 2010.
93. Olby 1990; on biochemistry, Holmes 1992a/b.
94. The symposia at Cold Spring Harbor can be considered a nucleus of 

emerging molecular biologies in America. Whereas a number of meetings have 
been held on biochemical and biophysical topics such as this under the direc-
torship of biophysicist Rudolf Fricke, after geneticist Milislav Demerec led the 
laboratory, the scope turned toward molecular genetics. Cold Spring Harbor’s 
biophysical heritage seems by far less well- known.

95. Steinbach 1940, 244, 249. The first mention of the term “pump” seems 
to have been contested, with the American physiologist Robert Dean also specu-
lating about the existence of “some sort of pump, probably located in the fibre 
membrane” of frog muscles, which kept the internal sodium concentration lower 
than the outside. Cited in Robinson 1997, 39.

96. See the quotes in Robinson 1997, 37ff. It is not easy to follow the develop-
ment of the concept of the pump in Robinson’s account, since he does not always 
differentiate between the “pump” as an actor’s term, and his own contemporary 
use— which only goes to show how naturalized the concept is today.

97. Dean 1941, 333.
98. See figure 8.10 in Robinson 1997.
99. Robinson 1997, 126ff.
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100. Skou shared the 1997 Nobel prize in chemistry (with John E. Walker and 
Paul D. Boyer) for his work “for the first discovery of an ion- transporting enzyme, 
Na+, K+ - ATPase,” https://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/chemistry/laure 
ates/1997/; see also Robinson 1997, 127. A comparable materialization effected by 
a conjuncture of physiological and biochemical experimentation had taken place in 
muscle research already around 1940, when several researchers associated the me-
chanical movement of the muscle proteins (which could be seen with the bare eye, 
or visualized microscopically) with biochemical reactions; see D. Needham 1971.

101. Robinson 1997. Compare also the statement from 1967 that “a pleth-
ora of attempts to explain the mechanism of those substance pumps exist, but all 
still have hypothetical character.” Schlögl 1967, 757, my translation.

102. Bergman et al. 1969, 100.
103. Delbrück 1970a. The labels “neuroscience” (F. O. Schmitt), and “neu-

robiology,” comprise among others nerve physiology à la Hodgkin and Huxley, 
but also the sensory physiology and biochemistry of vision. See, for example, the 
Cold Spring Harbor Symposium (1965) on “Sensory physiology” (discussed be-
low), also Stadler 2010, 308f.

104. How far the analogy to phage’s role in molecular biology holds beyond 
the programmatic aspect as announced by Delbrück himself seems debatable— 
see below; Fischer 1988, 189ff.

105. Thus, a detailed review on Phycomyces by Bergman et al. (1969, 136) 
states:

The receptor pigment of Phycomyces is not known. Studies to 
find it have been based on the action spectra, since no other 
assay to recognize the pigment is known as yet. It has been 
suggested that the receptor pigment might be β- carotene, reti-
nal attached to a protein, or a flavoprotein. These compounds 
exhibit absorption spectra resembling the action spectra.

On Delbrück’s 1970s’ research, see also next chapter.

106. The name of the Long Island research (note 94) station has become  
almost synonymous with molecular biology since 1945, for the symposia, the 
annual phage course directed by Delbrück, and Barbara McClintock’s work. In-
terestingly enough, Cold Spring Harbor’s first director in 1928 had been Rudolf 
Fricke, an expert in bio- electric studies of membranes, and there had already 
been two meetings on membrane- related issues (Surface Phenomena, 1933, and 
Permeability, 1940) before geneticist Milislav Demerec became head of the labo-
ratory in 1941. On Fricke: Stadler 2010, 145ff. On cybernetic imaging in brain 
research, Hagner 2006, 209ff.

107. Hubbard, Bownds, and Yoshizawa 1965, 313– 14; on the early receptor 
potential, see Cone 1965.

108. Grundfest 1965, 1.
109. Structural biology from the 1930s to the 1960s targeted not only proteins, 

but also viruses and, obviously, DNA. Its ramifications with the broader history 
of enzymology and its main accomplishments are briefly summarized as follows:  
In the wake of the purifications, crystallizations, and molecular weight determi-
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nations of enzymatically active proteins such as urease, the concept of enzymes 
as catalytically active protein macromolecules has been largely accepted since the 
1930s; in the postwar period, first X- ray structures of DNA, viruses, and pro-
teins were established (Creager 2002, Creager and Morgan 2008, de Chadare-
vian 2002). Sequencing of various proteins from different organisms allowed 
correlating structure and function of these molecules in a way that has been  
compared to comparative anatomy (Strasser and de Chadarevian 2011). More-
over, the folding of proteins, that is, the unique spatial conformation these mol-
ecules took in solution, became related to their chemical activity through the 
work of Christian Anfinsen (Creager 2008). These studies, however, focused on 
relatively small water- soluble proteins— thus, discrete molecular species in the 
test tube— and not on membranes or other larger complexes and substructures 
of the cell.

110. See de Chadarevian, 2002, 148ff. Jim Watson’s Molecular Biology of 
the Gene took a similar direction for molecular genetics.

111. On sequencing and Sanger, García- Sancho 2012.
112. Dickerson and Geis 1969, 1.
113. Dickerson and Geis 1969, 1– 2.
114. Kamminga 2003.
115. Such as the cooperativity of oxygen binding, known as the “Bohr effect.”
116. de Chadarevian 2002, 277.
117. Dickerson and Geis 1969, 64.
118. Pullman and Pullman 1963; Szent- Györgyi 1957.
119. de Chadarevian 2002, 272ff.
120. Blow, Birktoft, and Hartley 1969.
121. In fact, this interaction of the three amino acids— serine, histidine, and 

aspartic acid— to achieve an enzymatic reaction is still taught to biochemistry 
undergraduates today. The fact that such molecular models of enzyme action 
rose to prominence in the 1960s is, however, not to say that efforts to relate en-
zymatic function to protein structure had not been around before. American bio-
chemist Christian Anfinsen, for example, had related amino acids in the model 
enzyme ribonuclease to its molecular structure since the 1950s. He achieved in-
sights into protein structure by indirect means, such as an unfolding and refold-
ing of the enzyme, or cleavage of parts. Thereby, specific residues could be as-
signed to, for example, substrate binding or catalysis in the “active center” of 
ribonuclease. See Creager 2008.

122. Rheinberger 1997.
123. Dickerson and Geis 1969, 109– 12.
124. Lynen also compared the fatty acid synthetase to the “assembly work-

shops of industry,” as “in both cases, the parts or components supplied from 
outside are fitted together and transformed piece by piece, and leave the pro-
duction site only in the form of the finished product” (Lynen 1964, 132). The 
Ciba Symposium 1965 also focused on supramolecular organization (see above). 
On Lynen and biochemistry in West Germany, see Conclusion, and Deichmann 
2002; for the “Riesenpartikel,” Interview of author with D. Oesterhelt, MPI of 
Biochemistry, Martinsried, 22 January, 2009, 2.

125. Pardee 1968.
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126. Interview of author with Richard Henderson, Laboratory of Molecular 
Biology, Cambridge, UK, April 1st, 2010, 1.

127. Sinding (2006, 940) locates this turning point for receptors slightly ear-
lier, and in fact, first steps to isolate and characterize hormone receptors, for 
example, by radioactive substrates, had already taken place in the 1960s (Prüll, 
Maehle, and Halliwell 2009, Trumpler 1997); on the development of the gene, 
see Müller- Wille and Rheinberger 2012.

c h a p t e r  t w o
128. On channel proteins, Trumpler 1997, on receptors Prüll, Maehle, and 

Halliwell 2009. A shorter version of the BR story can also be found in Grote 2013a.
129. See Introduction for data on rise of publication.
130. Rasmussen 1997, 103ff. The Rockefeller Institute was renamed Rocke-

feller University in 1965.
131. Stoeckenius 1994. On myelin figures in 1930s/1940s membrane re-

search, see J. Needham 1936, Liu 2018, 234f.
132. See chapter 1; Rasmussen 1997, 124ff.
133. Grote and O’Malley 2011.
134. See chapter 1.
135. Frederick Seitz papers RU RG 304.2 Series 5 General Admin Box 42 

Folder 14, “Grants Walther Stoeckenius,” Rockefeller Archives.
136. Stoeckenius and Rowen 1967.
137. Wolf H. Kunau in telephone conversation with M. G., October 28, 2011.
138. Stoeckenius and Kunau 1968, 344.
139. The goal of the project at the time was to prepare intracellular structures  

(gas vacuoles) and to check their surface structures, which are now known to 
comprise no membranes at all. Rheinberger (1997, 28) defines epistemic things 
as material entities or processes that constitute “objects of inquiry.”

140. Stoeckenius 1994, Interview of author with Dieter Oesterhelt, MPI of 
Biochemistry, Martinsried, Jan. 22nd, 2009.

141. “CVRI’s 25th Anniversary.” 1984. Isidore R. Edelman, the associate 
director of the CVRI in the 1960s, stated regarding the CVRI Moffitt that here, 
clinical cardiovascular research was “leavened with the yeast of basic science.” 
On biotech at UCSF, most notably Herbert Boyer’s group, see Vettel 2006, 66ff.; 
on the life sciences in the Bay area, Yi 2015.

142. Interview of author with D. Oesterhelt, MPI of Biochemistry, Martins-
ried, 22 January, 2009, 2.

143. Letter from Oesterhelt to DFG, 15 April, 1969. File “DFG- Projekte bis 
ca. 1977,” Oesterhelt papers, MPG Archives, AMPG III. Abt. ZA 211, Nr. 5, 94.

144. Blaurock (1982) and Stoeckenius (1994) published retrospective ac-
counts; Oesterhelt gave a published lecture (see Stiftung Werner- von- Siemens- 
Ring, 2001) and has been interviewed by the author.

145. The notebook was first made available to M. G. during a visit to the MPI 
of Biochemistry in 2009. This and other laboratory documents will be transferred 
to the archives of the MPG, Berlin. The notebook is quoted hereafter as “Oe SF”; 
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“V1”- “V60” are the numberings of the experiments as found in the book. Note-
books by Blaurock and Stoeckenius were not available at the time of research.

146. On the impact of cell fractionation regimes in molecular biology, see 
Creager 2002 and Rheinberger 1997.

147. Oe SF, V1– V7.
148. Oe SF, V5, 2 October, 1969, “[D]ann zentrifugieren des Dialysates wie 

üblich 20000 rpm SS34 30min. Ergebnis: purple pellet, red supernatant.”
149. Oe SF, V6, 23 October, 1969. “hellrot,” “purpurrot,” “hat keine erkenn-

bare Struktur,” “Proteinwolken,” “große Fladen, neben sehr klein [sic] granula.”
150. Oe SF, V8, 14 November, 1969:

Zum Purple Pigment: Aceton gibt sofortige irreversible Entfär-
bung; gelbliches “Protein” fällt dann mit TCE aus, Überstand 
ist farblos. Harnstoff bringt keine Farbveränderung, eben-
sowenig anschließend Zugabe von Dithionit.

151. On smell in chemistry, see the literature quoted by Reinhardt 2014.
152. Rose 2006, 11; Klein and Lefèvre 2007.
153. Interview of author with Dieter Oesterhelt, MPI of Biochemistry, Mar-

tinsried, Jan. 22nd, 2009.
154. Blaurock 1982.
155. Interview of author with Dieter Oesterhelt, MPI of Biochemistry, Mar-

tinsried, Jan. 22nd, 2009; for the prize speech, see Stiftung Werner- von- Siemens- 
Ring (2001, 44).

156. Oe SF, V41, 30 June, 1969.
157. Oe SF, V34, 25 May, 1970; V35A, 1 June, 1970; V38, 13 June, 1970.
158. The strategy to detect retinal co- emerged with the use of a new deter-

gent, which, as Stoeckenius recalled, had been recommended by Blaurock since 
Wilkins’ group had used it to extract rhodopsin from frog retinae. Stoeckenius 
(1994) mentioned another analogy, namely, experiments on phototaxis on Halo-
bacterium that he reportedly performed after hearing a 1969 Biophysical Society 
plenary lecture of Max Delbrück on a phototactic bacterium that showed a simi-
lar absorption spectrum. In fact, Delbrück was National Lecturer at a Baltimore 
Biophysical Society meeting; however, in February 1970, he presented on Phy-
comyces sensory physiology— a story that repeatedly interacted with the present 
project. See Delbrück 1970b.

159. Brown 1990.
160. Chapter 1; on structural models of signal transduction in vision, Mauns-

bach 2008.
161. Kremer 1997, Hoffmann 2001.
162. Morton and Pitt 1957.
163. Wald 1970.
164. Stoff 2012, 133.
165. Such as in the adoption of the Warburg apparatus to study the cell phys-

iology of the purple membrane, see below; on the impact of physical methods on 
1960s’ and 1970s’ chemistry, see Reinhardt 2006.
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166. Oe SF, V14, 18 January, 1970. “Purple: Ein Pellet aus Z1V6 verwendet 
(in Wasser) Ergebnis → hexagonales Muster der Membran.”

167. Glatter and Kratky 1982, Olby 1986. The technique, used since the 
1920s, is sometimes also called “low” or “small angle X- ray diffraction.”

168. Blaurock 1982, Email Mimi Blaurock to M. G., 25 September, 2011. 
Even if Blaurock, who followed a meandering career path afterwards, appears 
as a peripheral figure in this story, his contributions were certainly crucial to a 
project that made the scientific lives of Oesterhelt, Henderson, and Stoeckenius. 
See also Wilkins 2003.

169. Blaurock 1982.
170. Reconstituting a thin film means to materially reproduce it from its 

components (see the experiment of Gorter and Grendel mentioned in chapter 1); 
on the concept of “reconstitution” in cell and synthetic biology see chapter 3.

171. Blaurock 1982.
172. Oe SF, V26, 17 February, 1970.
173. Oe SF V18, Freeze fracturing purple, 27 January, 1970. “Die Bruchstel-

len der Membran: präzise 60° [sign for angle], d.h. u.U. durch hexagonale Struk-
tur bedingt.” The curious effect was later explained by the fact that the drying 
procedure caused shrinking of the membrane film, which then ruptured along 
the lines formed by the units of the crystal.

174. Blaurock 1982. The evidence is that Blaurock credited another member 
of the lab for having prepared the samples that first showed these patterns to him.

175. Stoeckenius suggested splitting the results, whereas Blaurock preferred 
one joint manuscript; see Papiere D. Oesterhelt, AMPG, III. Abt. ZA211, Nr. 9, 
Letter W.S. to D.Oe., 23 September, 1970. One could understand the splitting of 
the results into two papers as a strategy to distribute credit or to enhance output. 
Another consideration could have been that it was improbable to find referees 
skilled in both of these unrelated fields— and hence rejection was less likely if the 
papers were sent separately to the respective experts.

176. See, for example, the works of Mark Bretscher from Sidney Brenner’s 
department at Cambridge’s LMB; Finch 2008, 172– 75. Sir John R. Maddox, 
Nature’s longtime editor, pursued a multifaceted strategy with the creation of 
Nature New Biology, not least to print more papers. Nature New Biology re-
mained nevertheless bound to the editorial regime of the main journal and was 
discontinued two years later; Baldwin 2015, 177– 79.

177. Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius 1971, 152.
178. Publikationen Dieter Oesterhelt, Papiere D. Oesterhelt, AMPG, III. Abt. 

ZA211, V. Referee’s report to Nature, Stoeckenius and Oesterhelt: Bacteriorho-
dopsin, a rhodopsin- like protein from the purple membrane of Halobacterium 
halobium, 29 March, 1971.

179. Wald 1971, Vision and Mansions; Papiere D. Oesterhelt, AMPG, III. 
Abt. ZA211, Nr.9. See the copy of a letter by George Wald to Stoeckenius for-
warded to Oesterhelt, 19 February, 1971, in which he wrote: “It is that vitamin 
A has never been found in a bacterium, fungus, plant or even in lower inverte-
brate. Its first appearances have been in the phyla that possess good eyes: the 
molluscs & arthropods. . . . If a bacterium contains retinal, that’s a big break. 
That’s the sticky point. Everything else is reasonable.” Wald himself had studied 
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visual pigments of various organisms and established their relationships and spe-
cial adaptations to environments such as the deep sea.

180. Papiere D. Oesterhelt, AMPG, III. Abt. ZA211, Nr. 9. See Letters 
Stoeckenius to Oesterhelt, 19 February, 1971, 3 April, 1971. According to Oes-
terhelt, he learned later that the referee had, in fact, not been Wald, but his wife 
Ruth Hubbard, who had worked on visual physiology at Harvard with him, and 
continued to do so when Wald became more of a political figure in the 1970s.

181. Blaurock and Stoeckenius 1971, 154.
182. See Holmes’ detailed reconstruction of the Meselson- Stahl experiment 

on DNA replication from early molecular biology and his attempt to map the 
participants’ memories on archival records; Holmes 2001, 314ff.

183. Interview of author with Dieter Oesterhelt, MPI of Biochemistry, Mar -
tinsried, Jan. 22nd, 2009; personal communication J. Lanyi, UC Irvine, to M. G., 
March 2012.

184. D. Oesterhelt, Die Purpurmembran aus Halobacterium halobium, Er-
langen Okt. 72, Talk manuscript, personal collection.

185. Letters Stoeckenius to Delbrück, 12 February, 1971, 15 March, 1971; Del-
brück to Stoeckenius, 3 March, 1971; Max Delbrück papers, Box 20, Folder 24.  
In fact, the structural data seem to have been revised shortly after, with Stoeckenius 
admitting to Delbrück that “he was never really happy with the model proposed in 
the MS and I am now sure it is wrong.”

186. See Stoeckenius 1971, Part 2; “Bacterial Purple,” 1971; Blaurock 1972, 
538– 39.

187. See chapter 1 for Delbrück’s attempt at a molecular biology of mem-
branes and perception.

188. L. Jan, Studies on rhodopsin structure, localization, turnover and func-
tion— a report for the first thesis committee meeting, p. 1; Delbrück papers Box 
46, Folder 12 Lily Jan.

189. See the correspondence between them: Papiere D. Oesterhelt, AMPG, 
III. Abt. ZA211, Nr. 9/10.

190. Laboratory notebook “München/Tübingen” (abbreviated as “Oe Mü/
Tüb”) to be deposited in Papiere D. Oesterhelt; see the proposal of Oesterhelt to 
DFG, 21 March, 1971, Folder “Projekte DFG,” Papiere D. Oesterhelt, AMPG, 
III. Abt. ZA211, Nr.94. On Lynen’s lab, see Will 2011.

191. Oe Mü/Tüb, V75 Retinyllysin aus Purpurmembrane, 6 September, 1971. 
“[Kulturextrakt] in 50 ml 0.1 M Tris pH 8.0 mit 200 mg NaBH4 versetzt und  
30 ml Äther zugegeben. Nach 2 min. Schütteln Äther verblasen (violette Farbe 
kommt teilweise zurück . . .), und 40 ml H2O + 10 ml CTAB (0.1 M) zugegeben . . . 
Ergebnis katastrophal; fast alles RL zersetzt, nur noch Spuren nachweisbar.”

192. Interview of author with Dieter Oesterhelt, MPI of Biochemistry, Mar-
tinsried, Jan. 22nd, 2009, p.4; Oesterhelt mentions this aspect also in letters 
to Stoeckenius, 10/12 January, 1971, Papiere D. Oesterhelt, AMPG, III. Abt. 
ZA211, Nr. 9.

193. In combination with the notebooks, it looks as if the set- up of this revers-
ible assay to study the light reactions of the purple membrane in the test tube emerged 
piecemeal through the exchange between the two laboratories. Letter Stoeckenius to 
Oesterhelt, 25 February, 1971; Papiere D. Oesterhelt, AMPG, III. Abt. ZA211, Nr. 9.  
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See also the experiments in the notebook München/Tübingen V17, 16 January, 
1971; V44, 19 April, 1971 and the recollection by Stoeckenius (1994).

194. Letter Hess to Oesterhelt, 13 March, 1972, Folder “Dortmund,” 
MPIBC Martinsried. This folder will be transferred to the archives of MPG, Ber-
lin. Hess referred to a talk at the so- called Mosbacher Kolloquium, an annual 
meeting of the West German Gesellschaft für Biologische Chemie, which was 
frequented by international visitors. The 1971 Kolloquium was held under the 
title “The Dynamic Structure of Cell Membranes.” See Tagungsarchiv der Ge-
sellschaft für Molekularbiologie at https://www.gbm- online.de/tagungsarchiv 
.html; last accessed 30 January 2019.

195. Chance 1999, 32; on metabolic control, see Donaghy 2013.
196. Chance 1999, 23, 40ff.
197. Krebs and Schmid 1979.
198. Letter Oesterhelt to Hess, 23 March/2 May, 1972, Hess to Oesterhelt 

27 March, 1972; Folder “Dortmund” (see note 194).
199. Oesterhelt and Hess 1973.
200. For more on vintage physiology, see Grote 2013b; on the quantum yield 

controversy in photosynthesis and Warburg’s role, Nickelsen and Govindjee 2011.
201. “Molecular mechanism” is used for the first time with reference to the 

purple membrane and its protein in Oesterhelt and Hess 1973, 325; for the pro-
tein’s “conformational change” in analogy to rhodopsin, Oesterhelt and Hess 
1973, 323.

202. One of them was biophysicist Janos Lanyi, who picked up rhodopsin 
research and made important contributions to the field in the 1980s and 1990s 
(Grote, Engelhard, and Hegemann 2014). On NASA’s Exobiology Division and 
Ames, see Dick and Strick 2005, 31ff.

203. “CVRI’s 25th Anniversary.” 1984. Email Roberto Bogomolni, Univer-
sity of California at Santa Cruz, to M. G., 2 February, 2010.

204. Lozier and Stoeckenius 1975.
205. See for example the following quote from Stoeckenius and Lozier 1974, 

773: “The purple membrane is apparently a light energy transducer which uses 
a mechanism quite different from the only other known biologic energy trans-
ducers, the thylakoid membrane.” The term is not used prior to Oesterhelt and 
Hess 1973.

206. On spectroscopy and photosynthesis research generally, see Nickelsen 
2015.

207. However, Stoeckenius also remembered many photobiologists being re-
luctant to accept the subject in the initial phase. Neither fish nor fowl, or so one 
could have looked at it as well, since the purple membrane had nothing to do 
with plant chlorophyll on the basis of its molecular structure (Stoeckenius 1994).

208. Experiments on living cells were mentioned in the discussion on the 
papers, however. They were begun by Oesterhelt shortly after the collaboration 
with Hess and are presented in the following section.

209. On Lynen’s move to Martinsried, see Will (2011, 208 ff., 231); Letter 
Oesterhelt to DFG, 21 March, 1971, Folder “DFG- Projekte.” AMPG, III. Abt., 
ZA211 Papiere D. Oesterhelt, Nr.94.
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210. Interview of author with Dieter Oesterhelt, MPI of Biochemistry, Mar-
tinsried, Jan. 22nd, 2009.

211. J. Engel, Die Entstehung und Funktion des Biozentrums, Universität 
Basel, 1460– 2010, 7; J. Engel, Aufbrüche in der Biologie: Molekularbiologie und 
Systembiologie, https://unigeschichte.unibas.ch/fakultaeten- und- faecher/phil 
.nat.- fakultaet/zur- geschichte- der- phil.nat.- fakultaet/biozentrum_start.html. 
Last accessed August 2018. Gottfried Schatz, a former collaborator of Efraim 
Racker at Cornell who was doing bioenergetics on mitochondria, set up a group 
at the Biozentrum.

212. Interview of author with Dieter Oesterhelt, MPI of Biochemistry, Mar-
tinsried, Jan. 22nd, 2009. There is no independent confirmation of this episode; 
however, there are good arguments as to why the transfer of knowledge from 
bioenergetic membrane research could have taken place in this way. The Basel 
researcher, Dieter Walz, was deeply involved in membrane matters at the time, 
including studies in transport or photosynthesis, and he had published on the 
very matter that he was now proposing to Oesterhelt— to measure light- induced 
pH- changes directly in chloroplast preparations, or in his case, cell solutions 
(Walz, Schuldiner, and Avron 1971).

213. On the history of bioenergetics around 1970, Grote 2010, Morange 
2007, on Mitchell, Prebble and Weber 2003.

214. Prebble and Weber 2003, 91ff.
215. J. Nunn 1976, Molecular biology and biochemistry: A third level 

course. S322 Oxidative phosphorylation: program 2. VHS cassette, The Open 
University, c. 7 min. On the video and bioenergetics, see also chapter 3.

216. Letter Oesterhelt to DFG, 21 March, 1971, Folder “DFG- Projekte.”
217. Interview of author with Hartmut Michel, MPI of Biophysics, Frankfurt 

a.M., 14.12.2012, 1. The head of the biochemistry department at the Munich 
Medical School at the time was Theodor Bücher, a student of cell physiologist 
Otto Warburg, and also the renowned bioenergicist Martin Klingenberg worked 
there at the time (Klingenberg 2005).

218. Folder “Protonenversuche/Bleichungen 1972/1973,” MPIBC Martin-
sried. Folder will be included in Papiere Oesterhelt, AMPG, III. Abt., ZA211.

219. For “PV1” (Protonenversuch 1), Oesterhelt used “K56” (presumably 
“Kultur 56”), and as K55 and K60 can be dated to July 1972, this month emerges 
as a likely starting point. See Folders “Protonenversuche/Bleichungen 1972/1973,” 
“München/Tübingen,” MPIBC Martinsried. Folder will be included in Papiere 
Oesterhelt, AMPG, III. Abt., ZA211. See also Letters Oesterhelt to Stoeckenius, 11 
July, 1972, Papiere D. Oesterhelt, AMPG, III. Abt. ZA211, Nr.9.

220. Control experiments of cells that did not contain the purple membrane 
were carried out as well, which did not produce the effects.

221. Interview of author with Dieter Oesterhelt, MPI of Biochemistry, Mar-
tinsried, Jan. 22nd, 2009, (transcript p. 5). Oesterhelt gave a verbatim quote 
of the Bavarian professor’s answer: “Herr Oesterhelt, das glaube ich nicht. Ich 
glaube es nicht und nicht, aber eins: Ich wünsche Ihnen, dass Sie recht haben.” 
(“Mr. Oesterhelt, I don’t believe this, I believe it not and never, but one thing: I 
wish that you were right.”)
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222. Oesterhelt 1972, 1555:

Es erscheint auf Grund dieser Versuche möglich, daß die Purpur-
membran in der Zelle einen Protonentransport bewirkt, welcher 
die gleiche Richtung wie in Chloroplasten besitzt und in der Lage 
ist, Lichtenergie zum Aufbau eines pH- Gradienten zwischen 
Zellinnerem und Zelläußeren auszunutzen. Ob dieser Gradient 
der Zelle zur ATP- Synthese oder zum Salztransport dient, oder 
beides koppelt, ist Gegenstand weiterer Untersuchungen.

223. Letter Stoeckenius to Oesterhelt 13 October, 1972. Papiere D. Oester-
helt, AMPG, III. Abt. ZA211, Nr.9. Shortly before, the purple membrane’s func-
tion as a light receptor rather than a pump was still discussed and addressed by 
phototaxis experiments.

224. See, e.g., Stoeckenius 1994; Email R. Bogomolni, University of Cali-
fornia at Santa Cruz, to M. G., 2 February, 2010. Although Bogomolni was in-
volved in these experiments, he was not a coauthor, nor mentioned in the follow-
ing publication by Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius (1973). For correspondence, see 
Papiere D. Oesterhelt, AMPG, III. Abt. ZA211, Nr.9.

225. Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius 1973, 2857. If detecting the effect was easy in 
principle, the cellular response contained several phases and so the interpretation 
of how the different proton fluxes (ejection, influx, or both) could be explained 
was not clear. Oesterhelt’s initial hypothesis of proton import by the purple mem-
brane as in the chloroplasts, presented at Erlangen, was dropped for proton ex-
port; that is, exactly the opposite phenomenon. It is interesting to note that the 
hypothesis of proton export was rapidly accepted, although both effects could be 
discerned in the experimental data. Their relative contribution to the overall ef-
fect depended on various factors of the environment and the cells. The origin of 
the initial alkalinization, or “pH- overshoot,” which Oesterhelt had seen upon il-
lumination, and then probably stopped the measurements too early to observe the 
subsequent acidification, has been controversial ever since. For review, see Hen-
derson 1977. The debate continued in the 1980s (see, e.g., Helgerson and Stoeck-
enius 1985) and became silent without having reached consensus in the 1990s.

226. Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius 1973.
227. Delbrück to Oesterhelt, 24 September, 1973, Delbrück papers Box 17, 

Folder 2. Presumably, Delbrück referred to the fact that Phycomyces membranes 
contained several proteins and it was difficult to identify a material correlate of 
a photoreceptor.

228. Drachev et al. 1974, 321. Thinking in terms of electrochemistry, an 
electrical effect of BR was of course already implicit in the argument of Oester-
helt and Stoeckenius’ 1973 paper, as the pH gradient built up upon illumination 
by protons flowing out of the cell was correlated to an electrical membrane po-
tential. The study by Drachev et al. differs in that the authors measured the elec-
trical component of the potential directly and that they represented their findings 
in terms of electric circuitry.

229. Trumpler 1997.
230. For a more detailed summary of electrophysiological studies on rhodop-

sins, see Grote, Engelhard, and Hegemann 2014.
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231. In addition to the influential work of Aleksandr I. Oparin on the origin 
of life, the biochemical studies of muscle proteins by Vladimir Engelgardt could 
be mentioned. In the 1960s, Engelgardt headed the Biology Division and a Mo-
lecular Biology Institute of the USSR Academy of Sciences; see Levina and Sedov 
2000, 427 f.; also Graham 1993; D. Needham 1971.

232. As several sources suggest, Ovchinnikov acted as a mediator securing 
large state funds at a time when recombinant DNA’s economic and technological 
potentials became visible in the US. Joshua Lederberg reported after a personal 
meeting with Ovchinnikov in 1985 that “he had gotten Brezhnev’s personal 
backing to modernize Soviet biology through molecular genetics [fairly explic-
itly to get over the Lysenko blight], for its indispensable value to medicine and 
agriculture.” Recombinant DNA became also instrumental to the covert Soviet 
bioweapons program devised since these years, with which Ovchinnikov has also 
been associated (Leitenberg and Zilinskas 2012, 752, and references therein).

233. See chapter 1; papers by Mark Bretscher (1971, 1972) from Cambridge 
indicate similar directions for other proteins.

234. Elkana (1970) spoke of “concepts in flux” for the early stages of a re-
search project.

235. de Chadarevian 2002, Hargittai 2002; see also Introduction.
236. Interview of author with Richard Henderson, Laboratory of Molecular 

Biology, Cambridge, UK, April 1st, 2010, p. 1.
237. Thus Hodgkin and Huxley in a 1952 publication on sodium conduc-

tance in the squid giant axon, quoted after Trumpler 1997, 62 f.
238. Prüll, Maehle, and Halliwell 2009, 150ff.
239. Interview of author with Richard Henderson, Laboratory of Molecular 

Biology, Cambridge, UK, April 1st, 2010, 1– 2.
240. Letters R.H. to W.S., 12 October, 1972, 8 January, 1973, 19 October, 

1973, 20 August, 1974, 25 March,1975, W.S. to R.H. 5 October, 10 December, 
1973. Richard Henderson papers, personal collection of Richard Henderson, 
Cambridge, UK.

241. Interview of author with Richard Henderson, Laboratory of Molecular 
Biology, Cambridge, UK, April 1st, 2010, 5. This account is basically confirmed 
by the correspondence between the two in Henderson’s papers; as well as in the 
acknowledgement of Blaurock (1975). On Franklin’s structural work on DNA 
and virus structure, see Creager and Morgan 2008.

242. Creager 2002, Creager and Morgan 2008.
243. Email R. H. to M. G., 17 October, 2011. In 1953, a Nobel Prize was 

awarded to Frits Zernike for developing the phase- contrast method in optical 
microscopy.

244. On phase- contrast EM, see Huxley and Klug 1971, Unwin (1971); gen-
erally on EM, Rasmussen 1997.

245. Finch 2008, Hargittai 2002.
246. Henderson and Unwin 1975.
247. Interview of author with Richard Henderson, Laboratory of Molecular 

Biology, Cambridge, UK, April 1st, 2010, p. 6.
248. Unwin and Henderson 1975, plate 3.
249. Klug 1983.
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250. de Chadarevian 2002.
251. Personal communication R. H. to M. G., Feb. 22nd, 2010; see also 

Finch 2008 (256f., 273f.).
252. Klug 1983, 575.
253. Unwin and Henderson 1975.
254. See chapter 1; on Ostwald, Olby 1986, on the fluid mosaic, Singer and 

Nicolson 1972, Morange 2013.
255. Henderson and Unwin 1975.
256. Henderson and Unwin, 1975, 31.
257. Singer and Nicolson 1972.
258. See Introduction, also Robinson 1997.
259. See section “From color change to molecular mechanism— optical spec-

troscopy”; for a later perspective, Stoeckenius, Lozier, and Bogomolni (1979).
260. Strictly speaking, viruses or the ribosome are assemblies of several mac-

romolecules. On such models, see de Chadarevian (2002), Creager and Morgan 
2008; on the BR model below, Stoeckenius 1976; personal communication Rich-
ard Henderson.

261. For review, see Grote, Engelhard, and Hegemann 2014.
262. See E. Zeitler, Recent developments in the department of electron mi-

croscopy, in: Tätigkeitsberichte Fritz- Haber- Institut 1985, 1989, AMPG, IX. 
Abt. Rep. 5; letters and reports from Richard Henderson’s papers also describe 
the state of this collaborative project around 1990.

263. Steinhauser et al. 2011, 204ff.; conversation with Fritz Zemlin, group 
leader in the FHI’s EM department, Berlin, Aug. 16th, 2012.

264. Kühlbrandt 2014.
265. The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, Scientific Background on the 

Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2017. The Development of Cryo- electron Micros-
copy, Oct. 4th, 2017. https://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/chemistry/laure 
ates/2017/advanced- chemistryprize2017.pdf. 

Henderson’s Nobel Lecture, published while this book was in its final 
stages, provides more detail on his biography and work (Henderson 2018).

266. Interview M. G. with Hartmut Michel, 14.12.2012, 6ff.; on the X- ray 
structure of the photosynthetic reaction center, Deisenhofer and Michel 1989. 
With respect to the vagaries of obtaining protein crystals, Myers (2015, 61ff.) 
describes the patience required, including idiosyncratic, ritual- like interventions 
of scientists in order to make solutions crystallize.

267. Service and Stokstad 2017; see also the video and slides of Richard Hen-
derson’s Nobel speech at https://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/chemistry 
/laureates/2017/henderson- lecture.html.

268. John Cage, “Lecture on Nothing,” In: Cage 1961, 113. Quoted in: Ber-
nard Khoo, High- resolution structures by electron diffraction, Henderson pa-
pers, Folder HREM 1989– 90, Correspondence.

269. “News from University of California San Francisco,” Memo, UCSF 
Office of Public Information, 23 February, 1976; “Researchers uncover new kind 
of photosynthesis,” NASA News, Press Release 76– 30, 2 Mar 1976; “Basic dis-
coveries result from find of new kind of photosynthesis,” News from University 
of California San Francisco, Memo, UCSF Office of Public Information, 2 Mar  
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1976; all documents private collection. The format of the press conference  
to publicize research results gained an important and controversial role in re-
combinant DNA research and early biotech during the same period (Rasmussen 
2014).

270. Brody 1977, “A strange bacteria’s purple pigment . . . ,” New York 
Times (5 Jul 1977), p. 17; G. Alexander, “Pigment of sea bacterium turns sun-
light into energy,” Los Angeles Times (3 Mar 1976), p. 1; Sullivan 1976, “Bacte-
ria viewed as power source,” New York Times (3 Mar 1976), p. 39. For more on 
BR and membrane technologies, see chapter 4.

271. In light of this publicized discovery narrative, the relationship between 
Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius deteriorated and they turned from collaborators to 
competitors. Interview of author with Dieter Oesterhelt, MPI of Biochemistry, 
Martinsried, Jan. 22nd, 2009, 5/6. Personal communication, J. Lanyi, Irvine.

272. I owe this expression to Natalie Jas, Paris. Other such moments of ma-
terialization were, for example, the isolation of drug receptors by radioactive 
or toxin labelling; however, in these cases, only minute quantities (micrograms) 
of a “receptor substance” could be isolated. See Prüll, Maehle, and Halliwell 
2009, 150 ff., Trumpler 1997. Genetic approaches to membranes took a differ-
ent route at the time by studying membrane phenomena through loss- of- function 
mutations— this was done for example by the groups of Jon Beckwith at Har-
vard, Maurice Hofnung at the Institut Pasteur, or H. Ron Kaback at UCLA.

273. Singer and Nicolson 1972; Morange 2013.
274. Several Nobel awards have rendered these findings more well- known, 

such as the 2003 prize for the structure and mechanism of a potassium channel 
to Roderick McKinnon, or the 2012 award to Robert Lefkowitz and Brian Ko-
bilka for their work on the signal transducing seven- helix receptor family, which 
comprises rhodopsin and BR along with hormone and neurotransmitter recep-
tors. For a review, see Vinothkumar and Henderson 2010.

275. See Sinding (2006), who speaks of them as “boundary objects.” She lo-
cates this turning point for receptors slightly earlier; on the development of the 
gene, see Müller- Wille and Rheinberger (2012).

276. Kornberg 1989, p. 299.

c h a p t e r  t h r e e
277. Doch die Vorstellung vom Leben aus dem Automaten ist “natürlich 

Blödsinn,” wie Diplom- Chemiker Thomas Dörper meint. Der Betreuer der Gen- 
Maschine weiß: “Reinste Chemikalien kommen in die Maschine hinein und ein 
rein chemisches Kunstprodukt kommt irgendwann wieder heraus. Chemisch ge-
sehen ist das zwar DNA, aber biologisch gesehen ist das Produkt absolut tot.” 
Ibelgaufts 1983, 33 (translation M. G.).

278. Russell 1987.
279. Jackson 2014.
280. Roosth 2017.
281. Bensaude- Vincent 2009b, Campos 2009.
282. On the impact of physical technique on the life sciences, Reinhardt 

2006, Slater 2002.
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283. Bangham, Hill, and Miller 1974, 5, 56. “Smectic” describes the layer- 
like arrangement of molecules in liquid crystalline phases, or “mesophases.”

284. On the connection to prewar colloid chemistry, see Bangham, Hill, and 
Miller (1974, 1– 2) and Stadler 2010.

285. Bangham 1995, 1081.
286. Barthes 1972, 214– 216.
287. The term “ghosts” was used to designate membrane sacs of erythro-

cytes devoid of cytoplasm, which were used to study red blood cells. Davson and 
Danielli 1952.

288. Mueller et al. 1962a.
289. Bangham 1995, 1083. These thin films in fact appear black since they 

do not reflect light anymore.
290. Fischer 1988, 182f.
291. Mueller et al. 1962a; Mueller et al. 1962b.
292. Bangham 1995, Gregoriadis 1973.
293. Thus, an extensive 1974 review of “life synthesis” concluded that tech-

niques developed to create “artificial cell envelopes” presently found “their ma-
jor application in elucidating mechanistic principles of biochemical phenomena” 
(Widdus and Ault 1974, 30).

294. Grote 2010.
295. The 1974 paper by Racker and Stoeckenius had been quoted more than 

500 times by 2014, with the highest annual rates in the late 1970s and early 
1980s. It has been referred to in many textbooks on bioenergetics, such as White 
2000, as well as in the philosophical analyses of Allchin 1996 and Weber 2002. 
Prebble (2013) is critical of a pivotal function of the study early on.

296. Schatz 1996, Allchin 2008.
297. This protein complex is also called FoF1- ATPase, see Glossary; Grote 

2014, Prebble 2013.
298. Racker and Racker 1981, 270.
299. Racker had already published a book under the title Mechanisms in 

Bioenergetics in 1965, thereby referring to a more conventional chemical mean-
ing of the term as in “enzymatic” or “regulatory mechanisms” (compare to the 
general expression of “reaction mechanisms” in chemistry; Racker 1965, v). A 
New Look (Racker 1976) comprises a curious mixture of autobiographical and 
historical episodes, parts of a textbook and tidbits of practical laboratory wis-
dom that epitomize Racker’s nerdy humor and hands- on approach to science. 
Racker appears as a colorful and idiosyncratic personality with a tragic biogra-
phy: Steeped in Viennese culture, such as the lectures of Karl Kraus, or his in-
terest in painting and music (his brother became a psychoanalyst in Argentina), 
he escaped to the UK in 1938 and later on to the US. His Cornell lab became an 
important place on the map of biochemistry and bioenergetics in the 1960s and 
1970s. Later on, he became entangled in a scientific scandal as a PhD student 
from his lab, Mark Spector, produced nonexistent data to detect the so- called 
Warburg effect of cancer cell metabolism, a long- standing controversial matter 
in biochemistry. See Racker and Racker 1981, Schatz 1996.

300. R. Pothier, “Life’s Energy System Is Partially Duplicated,” Miami Her-
ald, Jan. 15th, 1972.
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301. Nunn 1976, “Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Oxidative phos-
phorylation Programme 2”; Min. 15 and following.

302. Nunn 1976, “Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Oxidative phos-
phorylation Programme 2”; Min. 17 and following.

303. Delbrück to Racker, 6 June, 1973; Racker to Delbrück, 15 June, 1973, 
Delbrück papers Box 18, Folder 8.

304. Racker and Stoeckenius 1974.
305. Allchin 1996, Weber 2002; for an early analysis of the bioenergetics 

controversy in the spirit of the sociology of scientific knowledge, see Gilbert and 
Mulkay 1984.

306. Racker 1977, Schatz 1996, 339. Gottfried Schatz seems to blow the 
same horn when stating in Racker’s obituary that the experiment had convinced 
the most “obdurate sceptics” to accept the chemiosmotic hypothesis. Marcel 
Weber (2002, 39) speaks of a “remarkable experiment,” Michel Morange (2007, 
1246) calls it a “wonderful confirmation of the mode of Mitchell”— however, 
not without pointing succinctly to the distinctions between Mitchell’s and later 
versions of the chemiosmotic theory.

307. Allchin 1996.
308. Letter P. Mitchell to W. Stoeckenius, 11 June, 1973, Peter Mitchell Pa-

pers, University of Cambridge PR-G1017.
309. Letters P. Mitchell to W. Stoeckenius, 21 December, 1977, 1 March, 

1978, W. Stoeckenius to P. Mitchell, 31 January, 1978. Peter Mitchell Papers, 
University of Cambridge PR-G1018. This was the core issue of the controversy 
between Mitchell and M. Wikström on the mechanism of cytochrome c oxidase 
function in the 1980s; see also Prebble and Weber 2003, Prebble 2013.

310. Interview of author with Dieter Oesterhelt, MPI of Biochemistry, Mar-
tinsried, Jan. 22nd, 2009, 9. Oesterhelt’s account is confirmed by Mitchell’s 
1973 letter mentioned in note 308, in which he suggests Stoeckenius investigate 
bacteriorhodopsin’s redox reaction, i.e., to look for a proper chemical reaction 
rather than conformational changes. The encounter may have taken place at the 
1974 Ciba Foundation meeting on bioenergetics in London, although Mitchell is 
not listed amongst the participants.

311. Research on the ATP- synthase by Efraim Racker, Paul Boyer, Peter 
Mitchell, and others provides another example. See Loeve 2016, Prebble 2013.

312. See chapter 2. Other landmark events were e.g., the 2003 Nobel prize 
for the structure and mechanism of a potassium channel to Roderick McKinnon, 
or the 2012 award to Robert Lefkowitz and Brian Kobilka for their work on 
the signal transducing seven- helix receptor family, which comprises rhodopsins 
along with hormone and neurotransmitter receptors; Vinothkumar and Hender-
son 2010.

313. Interview of author with Dieter Oesterhelt, MPI of Biochemistry, Mar-
tinsried, Jan. 22nd, 2009, 9.

314. Nunn 1976 (see above), Min. 18ff.; on Dickerson and Geis, see plate 2 
and chapter 1.

315. Alberts 1994, Holland et al. 2003.
316. On biobricks in synthetic biology, see Campos 2012, Morange 2009. 

Among many pieces of DNA and enzymes, the biobrick registry of the iGEM’s 
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(Internationally genetically engineered machine) “Registry of Standard Biological 
Parts” lists a number of membrane proteins, such as receptors, channels, or pumps 
(e.g., halorhodopsin; see http://parts.igem.org/Protein_coding_sequences/Mem 
brane; last accessed Sept. 1st, 2018). Status entries such as “It’s complicated!” may 
point to the difficulties of engineering these parts; yet, optogenetics has made suc-
cessful use of such proteins, as described in the next chapter.

317. For a curious case from postwar origin of life research in India connect-
ing back to Oparin’s work, Grote 2011; for contemporary discussions, Adamala 
and Szostak 2013.

318. Hanczyc 2009.
319. Morgan 1990; Teich 1973 and Stadler 2010 have argued against the 

premature death of colloid chemistry, an impression which presumably arose 
after the controversy between the colloid versus the macromolecular concept of 
proteins was resolved in favor of the latter in the 1930s.

320. Foucault 1977, 157.
321. Jackson 2014, Laszlo 2006, Stoff 2012, 137ff.; on vitamin C, see also 

Reichstein 1985.
322. Slater 2002, Slater 2008, Stoff 2012.
323. Khorana produced defined, synthetic genetic messages (i.e., oligonucle-

otides of defined sequences) and utilized these as templates to which the ribo-
some, the cell’s apparatus to synthesize specific proteins, gave defined “molecu-
lar answers.” Kay 2000, Rheinberger 1997.

324. Olby 1996, Morange 1998.
325. As quoted in Grote 2015. Khorana’s personal papers were not available 

for research.
326. Khorana 2000.
327. Bensaude- Vincent 2009b.
328. Khorana 2000.
329. On biomimetic chemistry, see Breslow 1972, Khorana 2000, 44, 253ff.; 

on the use of this concept with regard to nanotechnologies, Bensaude- Vincent 
2009a.

330. Khorana 1960, 940.
331. “Synthetic Gene Works Well in Living Cell,” 1976, 475.
332. This meant that recombinant cells copied and assembled the genes with 

their genetic apparatus as described below; “Synthetic Gene Works Well in Liv-
ing Cell,” 1976, 475.

333. Merrifield 1985.
334. Itakura and Riggs 1980, Khorana 2000, Merrifield 1985, Caruthers 

2013. The relevance of Khorana’s work for recombinant DNA was highlighted 
not least in a lawsuit against the patenting of the PCR process in the 1980s: The 
chemical giant DuPont argued against the patent holder of PCR, the biotech 
company Cetus, that this process was in nuce already present in one of Khora-
na’s papers from the 1960s (Rabinow 2006).

335. Morange 1998, Yi 2015, 53ff.
336. Khorana 2000, 476.
337. Khorana 2000, 478; Letter Khorana to Henderson 11 January 1977, 

papers of Richard Henderson, personal collection of R.H. Cambridge, UK.
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338. García- Sancho 2012.
339. Reinhardt 2006.
340. Ovchinnikov et al. 1979. Ovchinnikov was among the most important 

Soviet biochemists as well as a politically influential figure; see chapter 2. Kho-
rana’s sequence included minor corrections.

341. Dunn et al. 1981.
342. Specifically, they had excised the pump’s DNA from the bacterial chromo-

some and pasted it into a plasmid, i.e., a vector for genetic engineering allowing the 
gene to be transferred, multiplied, and analyzed by the new DNA sequencing meth-
ods; on this so- called c(omplementary) DNA approach, see Morange 1998, 195f.

343. Sumper, Reitmeier, and Oesterhelt 1976; cf. Morange 1998, Rhein-
berger 1995.

344. Maniatis, Fritsch, and Sambrook 1982 and following editions.
345. However, keep in mind that copying, altering, and remaking DNA was 

much more laborious than it became after the introduction of PCR in the later 
1980s (Rabinow 2006).

346. Ferretti et al. 1986; for a summary see Khorana 1988.
347. Nassal et al. 1987.
348. Jackson 2014.
349. Oprian et al. 1986.
350. For a summary of such experiments, see Kaback 1987. On Hacking’s 

theme, see Introduction.
351. On automated nucleotide synthesis, see Itakura and Riggs 1980, also 

below; Morange (1998, 217) interprets the impact of this and related techniques 
of “directed mutagenesis” as the transition of molecular biology from a “science 
of observation” to a “science of action.”

352. This assay was a version of Racker and Stoeckenius’s 1974 reconsti-
tution experiment, in which the pump molecules were incorporated into lipo-
somes; see above.

353. See Introduction; Lanyi 2004.
354. Morange 1998.
355. See, for example, Gerwert et al. 1989; for review of these works, Grote, 

Engelhard, and Hegemann 2014.
356. Methods to display and differentiate proteins according to their molecular 

size or conformation, such as gel electrophoresis or mass spectrometry, then allowed 
probing the specific location of the cross- link within the molecule. Khorana 1980.

357. Reinhardt 2017.
358. See Conclusion for more on the dynamic view of proteins resulting from 

the use of these methods.
359. For review of contributions using these techniques, see Grote, Engel-

hard, and Hegemann 2014.
360. Whereas BR research began with biochemistry and biophysics, and ge-

netics was used successfully only in the 1980s, the situation was the opposite 
for other membrane proteins such as sugar transporters. The transport of sugar 
across cell membranes, its regulation, and its absence in mutants had been stud-
ied phenomenologically (i.e., by monitoring cell physiology or biochemistry) 
since the 1950s in Jacques Monod’s group at the Institut Pasteur, or in the group 
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of Harvard microbial geneticist Jon Beckwith. The genetic “factors” responsible 
for these physiological phenomena were mapped and located to the cell mem-
branes; however, the proteins behind them were only isolated biochemically in 
the course of the 1980s or later on the basis of recombinant DNA technologies 
used to purify proteins (so- called tags attached to them and then used in affinity 
chromatographies). In the course of the 1990s, however, the respective missing 
dimension (i.e., either protein biochemistry or molecular genetics) was added, 
thus creating a more unified approach to and picture of membrane proteins. See 
Hofnung 1982, Shuman 2003, White 2000.

361. Morange 2011, Strasser 2012.
362. Lefkowitz 2004.
363. Interview of author with Dieter Oesterhelt, MPI of Biochemistry, Mar-

tinsried, Jan. 22nd, 2009, 2, my translation. Oesterhelt’s description resonates 
with how scientists talk about running experimental systems in Hans- Jörg Rhein-
berger’s work (Rheinberger 1997).

364. See Grote, Engelhard, and Hegemann 2014. Another case in point is the 
German chemist and 1980s recombinant DNA advocate in the chemical indus-
try, Ernst- Ludwig Winnacker; see chapter 4.

365. On biotech kits, Rebentrost (2006); on chemical and biotech compa-
nies, Marschall 1999, Bertrams et al. 2013, and Hughes 2011.

366. Müller- Wille and Rheinberger 2012, Yi 2005.
367. Rheinberger 1995; on chemical syntheses, Stoff 2012 and above; on se-

quencing García- Sancho 2012. Dominic Berry (London) is undertaking a study 
of DNA synthesis and its commodification.

368. Campos 2009, Hanczyc 2009, Morange 2009.
369. Brandt 2015.
370. Foucault 1977, 145.
371. Bensaude- Vincent 2009a, Campos 2009, Keller 2002, Morange 2009, 

Roosth 2017.
372. Foucault 1977, 139. Interestingly, a broad and method- centered 

scientific review on the problem of “life synthesis” was published in 1974, with 
a preface by membrane physiologist James F. Danielli, who discussed its poten-
tials for food supply, population growth, and the problems of industrial growth 
(Widdus and Ault 1974).

373. Ibelgaufts 1983, also Winnacker 1990. Possibly, Winnacker’s use of 
the term could be related to James F. Danielli’s in 1974 and/or that of molecular 
geneticist Jack Szybalski a few years later; on Szybalski, the label “synthetic biol-
ogy” vs. that of “genetic engineering” in the 1970s, and the eclipse of the former 
from the late 1970s to around 2000, see Campos 2009.

c h a p t e r  f o u r
374. Chorost 2009, Colapinto 2015.
375. Cheng 2007.
376. On bioelectronics in medicine, see Tracey 2015.
377. The “light  switches” engineered into the rat brain’s motor neuron  

membranes, which allow researchers to selectively modify the cells’ activity (i.e., 
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to trigger or repress action potentials by switching on lights of different wave-
lengths) are actually photosensitive ion pumps and channels belonging to the 
rhodopsin family, which function, e.g., as photoreceptors, or “molecular eyes” 
of algae. Since the 1980s, they have been studied by membrane biophysicists 
such as Ken Forster or Peter Hegemann— the former was a PhD student of Max 
Delbrück, the latter of Dieter Oesterhelt. See Beck 2014; Grote, Engelhard, and 
Hegemann 2014; Hegemann and Sigrist 2013.

378. Chorost 2009, McAuliffe 1981 (see below).
379. Müggenburg 2014, Bud 2010.
380. McCray 2013, 13.
381. Tucker 1984. The author, Jonathan B. Tucker, later on became an ex-

pert on biological and chemical weapons (Shapiro 2011); on Conrad, see Fogel, 
Matsuno, and Paton 2001, Mody 2017a, 105.

382. Tucker 1984, 42; Conrad 1985.
383. An enzyme electrode biosensor is composed of a conventional semicon-

ductor device coupled to an electrode (as known from, e.g., pH- meters) covered 
with an enzyme, the activity of which would catalyze a chemical reaction. Such 
technologies were around since the 1960s as devices to determine, for instance, 
blood glucose concentrations in medicine. Some protagonists of biosensors have 
speculated about future uses of these rather mundane devices in or on the body, 
e.g., as automated monitors and therapies for diabetic patients. Clarke 1987.

384. Stadler 2014.
385. Tucker 1984, 41.
386. Different meaning of the term were already distinguished in 1982 in the 

New Scientist, Yanchinski 1982.
387. The “DNA computer,” invented in the 1990s on the basis of PCR and 

gel electrophoresis techniques, analyzes and displays strand- pairing of DNA 
molecules according to their sequence similarities. As a logical gate based on the 
combinatorial properties of DNA base pairing, the use of different DNA probes 
in this assay has allowed certain mathematical problems to be resolved. How-
ever, it did not comprise an interface that coupled wet test tube biochemistry to 
microelectronics; see Gratzer 2009, 221– 230. On DNA chip technologies, such 
as microarrays, Yi 2010. It should be noted that the term “biocomputing” has 
also been used to designate the uses of (conventional) computers in biology— 
again, something completely different; see November 2012.

388. The term “biochip fever” was later used by a Japanese researcher for 
this phase; see Aizawa 1991, 107.

389. Mody 2017a, 7ff.
390. Choi and Mody 2009, Mody 2017a.
391. Mody 2017a, 92ff., 94.
392. Ceruzzi 2003, 23– 24.
393. Kaminuma and Matsumoto 1991, Roland and Shiman 2002, Stadler 

2014.
394. Carter 1982, iii.
395. Carter 1987; McCray 2013.
396. Drexler 1981, 5276.
397. Drexler 1990 [1986], on recombinant DNA, see below.
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398. McAuliffe also was an editor of Omni. I owe my thanks to Cyrus Mody 
for drawing my attention to her work (Mody 2017a).

399. McCray 2012.
400. McAuliffe 1981, 58.
401. Gibson 1986.
402. Both Michael Conrad and cell biologist Lynn Margulis (see below) were 

editors of the journal BioSystems, for example, which published a number of 
speculative or generalizing articles (Fogel, Matsuno, and Paton 2001); see also 
the book by Stuart Hameroff (1987) discussed below.

403. David Kaiser and W. Patrick McCray (2016) have introduced the label 
“groovy science” for a number of projects and people in between academe and 
counterculture.

404. On Michel’s work, chapter 2; on Kuhn and Germany, see below. For 
a characterization of these scientists, see Conclusion. Biocomputers— The Next 
Generation from Japan, a 1988 book alluding to the country’s prior “Fifth Gen-
eration Initiative” to develop silicon- based parallel processing computers at the 
beginning of the decade, presented a number of exchanges between computer 
technology and the life sciences, such as active membranes, molecular circuit de-
vices, and “artificial neural devices.” These appear under the umbrella of a 10- year 
national project on bioelectronic devices funded by the Japanese Ministry of In-
ternational Trade and Industry and involved companies such as NEC, Mitsubi-
shi, and Sanyo (Kaminuma and Matsumoto 1991; Miyasaka, Koyama, and Itoh 
1992; Watsuji et al. 1995).

405. Chance et al. 1980, 32. On Chance and his spectroscopic research into 
protein molecular mechanisms, see chapter 2. His coauthor was Paul Mueller, 
who had synthesized artificial membranes in the 1960s (see chapter 3). Interest-
ingly, Fritz Lipmann, a German émigré biochemist studying biological energetics 
(see chapter 1 and 2) had pondered about “molecular technology” of biological 
structures and microelectronics already around 1970, allegedly inspired by min-
iaturization debates (Lipmann 1971).

406. Chance et al. 1980, 38.
407. Chance et al. 1980, 32; on the microscience issue, see Krumhansl and 

Pao 1979. Kaplan and Radin 2011 have analyzed a similar journal, Chemical & 
Engineering News, for a later period, and introduced the term “para- scientific” 
to designate that these media exist next to and in a way parasite on outlets for 
original research, whereas they are not part of popular science either.

408. Chance et al. 1980, 38; Drexler 1981 quotes the Physics Today piece in 
his seminal PNAS paper on “molecular engineering.”

409. This method had already been introduced in the 1930s by General Elec-
tric physico- chemist Irving Langmuir and assistant Katherine Blodgett; see Tan-
ford and Reynolds 2001. On the MPI of Biophysical Chemistry, see Henning and 
Kazemi 2016, 290ff.

410. The terms in German were “Baukasten,” “Schaltelemente von moleku-
larer Dimension,” and “Informationsverarbeitung.” Kuhn 1965, 258, 265; see 
also Kuhn’s contribution to the second MED meeting (Kuhn 1987).

411. Thus British nanotechnologist Richard Jones in retrospect, quoted from 
Mody 2017a, 108.
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412. On the “gene jockeys,” see Rasmussen 2014, on the scientific entrepre-
neur, Shapin 2008; on Khorana and recombinant DNA in protein studies, see 
chapter 3.

413. Ulmer 1982, 215; McCray 2013, 167ff.
414. Koselleck 1989 used these concepts to conceive of modern historicity 

since the French Revolution and industrialization; however, they seem fruitful 
also to understand this very specific moment in the history of technology around 
1980.

415. Rasmussen 2014, 190– 91.
416. Tucker 1984, 47.
417. McAuliffe 1984, 20.
418. Helmreich 2000.
419. McAuliffe 1984, 20.
420. Hameroff 1987. This was an early usage of the term nanotechnology, 

though, NB, spelled differently. Hameroff’s vision differs from Drexler’s in that he 
aimed at using the scanning- tunnel microscope, an instrument to create ordered 
molecular structures, rather than relying on molecular assembly (Mody 2011).

421. Hameroff 1987, xx.
422. See e.g., Hameroff and Penrose 1996.
423. Strick 2015, 96; see also Grote 2016.
424. Sapp 2015, 116f. Even if Margulis’ spirochaete theory was criticized 

from the beginning, and in fact was not supported by molecular evidence such 
as endosymbiosis, the idea to seek for “molecules of cognition” conserved in 
evolution was not so outlandish. An established researcher such as Eric Kandel 
had surmised at the 1983 Cold Spring Harbor Symposium that molecular neu-
robiology’s next challenge was: “the possibility— indeed, the likelihood— that 
many molecules important for the higher nervous functions of humans may be 
conserved in evolution and found in the brains of much simpler animals, and, 
moreover, that some of these molecules may not even be unique to the cells of the 
brain, but may be used generally by cells throughout the body.” Kandel thereby 
referred to the second messenger system (cAMP- system) of cell signaling, but the 
hope of finding general molecular principles of cognition was related. Kandel 
1983, 907.

425. Margulis and Sagan 1986, 252; also referred to by Hameroff 1987, 68f.
426. The phrasing “bionics at the molecular scale” was used in a journalistic 

account of the German biochip project; see note 446.
427. Müggenburg (2014) draws a line from interwar approaches of biologi-

cal design headed as “Biotechnik” to postwar American bionics, which devel-
oped in the context of cybernetics. On a comparable 1980s bionic project in the 
context of energy technologies, Grote 2016.

428. On CoEvolution Quarterly, published by Brand after the Whole Earth 
Catalogue, Turner 2006, 120ff.

429. Conrad 1985; on the perceived crisis of the “Boolean dream,” Stadler 
2014.

430. Tucker 1984, 40.
431. Conrad 1986, 60.
432. Grote 2016.
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433. Bud 1993; on bionics/Bionik, Müggenburg 2014.
434. Tucker 1984, 47.
435. Hong 1986, 223– 24; Hong 1989, 105.
436. Michael Conrad adopted a similar view in the proceedings of a 1993 

meeting on ME and biocomputing, arguing that the developments in rhodop-
sin research “have served in the past decade to demonstrate beyond a shadow 
of doubt that biomolecular materials can be tamed to perform functional ser-
vices. Other biomolecules may shoot to the fore with similar alacrity in the next 
decade.” Conrad 1995, 100; see also Bräuchle, Hampp, and Oesterhelt 1991; 
Schick, Lawrence, and Birge 1988; and Vsevolodov 1998.

437. “Bakteriorhodopsin— Ein Biopolymer für die optische Informationsver-
arbeitung, Teil 2,” 1989.

438. Bud 1994, Jasanoff 1985.
439. On Winnacker, see chapter 3 and note 373; on the gene centers Reben-

trost 2006, 73f.
440. Bundesminister FT, 1986, 54ff.; Bundesminister FT 1989; Projekt-

leitung Biologie, Ökologie, Energie 1989; Interview of author with Norbert 
Hampp, University of Marburg, Munich, 15.12.2012, Stiftung Werner- von- 
Siemens- Ring 2001.

441. See, e.g., Wacker Chemie 1992.
442. On Solvay, see Bertrams et al. 2013, on Monsanto and semiconductor 

material production Lécuyer and Brock 2006, on German chemical companies, 
Rebentrost 2006. Wacker Unternehmenskommunikation (2003) present aspects 
of Wacker’s corporate history.

443. Such as slower photocycles or shifted absorption maxima to make the 
protein compatible with laser technologies; see Hampp et al. 1992; Oesterhelt, 
Soppa, and Krippahl 1987; Oesterhelt et al. 1990.

444. Oesterhelt, Bräuchle, and Hampp 1991, 427.
445. Wacker Chemie 1991, 19.
446. “Dabei können die Forscher auf Jahrmillionen höchst effizienter ‘Ent-

wicklungsarbeit’ der Natur zurückgreifen.” Biospeicher. Roter Bazillus 1992, 213. 
The original expression was “Bionik in Molekülgröße,” in: M. Weiner (1993), 
Revolution in der Materialforschung, Philipp Morris Forschungspreis, brochure, 
private collection.

447. Bud 1994.
448. Lécuyer and Brock 2006.
449. Interview of author with Norbert Hampp, University of Marburg, Munich, 

15.12.2012, 5, 13; Hampp, Bräuchle, and Oesterhelt 1990, 83.
450. Mody 2017a, 108; see also note 411.
451. Interview of author with Norbert Hampp, University of Marburg, Munich, 

15.12.2012, 2, 5; Hampp, Bräuchle, and Oesterhelt 1990, 83.
452. Carter 1982, 221– 22; for more on such fundamental issues, see also 

Conclusion and Jones 2004.
453. Browne 1987. Probably the article related Birge’s research on rhodop-

sins with synthetic co- factors. On the Soviet version of the biochip, labeled as 
“Biochrome,” see Vsevolodov et al. 1986, on military applications, Vsevolodov 
1998.
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454. Birge 1995, 68. Ovchinnikov had died in 1988.
455. Vsevolodov 1998, 155.
456. Interview of author with Norbert Hampp, University of Marburg, 

Munich 15.12.2012, 4;. Email N. Abdualev (former member of Ovchinnikov’s 
team) to M.G., 6.12.2009; for publications from the time, see, e.g., Vsevolodov 
et al. 1986.

457. Bud 1994, 2010; on current biomolecular nanotechnologies, see Hampp 
2006.

458. Hampp 2006.
459. One should add that this was not so straightforward in practice, as 

problems occurred not only regarding the amounts produced, but also with re-
spect to, e.g., photochemical side reactions that potentially disturbed the techno-
logical use of the protein’s “switching” process.

460. Tanford and Reynolds 2001, 3; Gratzer 2009, 205ff.; for a philosophi-
cal analysis of machine concepts in research on the ATP- synthase, Loeve 2016.

461. On Drexler’s assemblers, Jones 2004, McCray 2012, 171; on machines, 
molecules, and organisms, see Introduction and Conclusion.

462. Matsuno 1991, 323– 24.
463. On a similar line, it seems worthwhile to study how far concepts such as 

complexity, adaptability, self- organization, or evolution have transformed with 
the rise of theoretical biophysics in the 1970s and 1980s— think of Manfred Ei-
gen’s hypercycle or Isabelle Stengers and Ilya Prigogine’s widely received theories 
(Prigogine and Stengers 1984); see also Conclusion.

464. Barad 2007, Keller 2011, 2016.
465. Interview of author with Norbert Hampp, University of Marburg, Mu-

nich 15.12.2012, 11.
466. Mody 2017a.
467. Robert Bud (1994) construes biotechnology exactly in this way from 

the beginning of the century to the 1970s; however, he narrows his perspective as 
well when discussing the 1980s.

468. With a perspective on probe microscopy, these different roots of nano-
technology and usage of the “nano”- label by Drexler and others are analyzed in 
detail in Mody 2011, 175ff.

469. Mody 2017a.
470. Müller- Wille and Rheinberger 2012; Rasmussen 2014, 190– 91.
471. Jones 2004, 5.
472. The original term is “vorsichtig,” meaning also careful. Koselleck 1989, 374.

c o n c l u s i o n
473. Foucault 1974, 207ff.; Jacob 2002 [1970], 318, see also pp. 17, 325. 

Elsewhere in the book, Jacob also discussed enzymes and pumps, artificial pro-
tein synthesis, and the “fine anatomy of molecules,” see p. 286, 313.

474. For a phenomenological analysis of the concept, see Soentgen 2008.
475. Latour and Woolgar 1979.
476. See Ursula Klein and Wolfgang Lefèvre’s historical ontology of chemi-

cal substances in the early modern period: “In classical chemical analysis, the 
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most elusive— molecular chemical structure— was entwined with the most 
quotidian— dirt and smell” (Klein and Lefèvre 2007, 304); Daston 2000, 2 (also 
Introduction, note 41).

477. Shapin 1989; the role of technicians and manual labor with “vintage tech-
nique” in Oesterhelt’s membrane research in analyzed in detail in Grote 2013b.

478. On viruses, Brandt 2004, Creager 2002; on enzymes, Grote 2014, 
Kohler 1973.

479. Keller 2011, 2016, Bensaude- Vincent 2016; see also Karen Barad’s re-
lated argument for an “agential realism” (Barad 2007).

480. For these and other cases, Gratzer 2009, Jones 2004; on “molecular 
vitalism,” Kirschner, Gerhart, and Mitchison 2000. Natasha Myers (2015) con-
trasts scientists’ “lively renderings” of protein structure models (such as when 
protein movements are verbalized as “breathing,” or in animations) to their “de-
animated mechanistic ontology” of these molecules (p. 185). It remains to be 
said, however, that similar descriptions of protein behavior have equally drawn 
inspiration from mechanical devices (such as hinges, gates, turnstiles, etc.), both 
in lab discourse as well as in publications.

481. Loeve 2015, Jones 2004, Gratzer 2009.
482. Keller 2016, 7; see also Introduction.
483. Craver and Darden 2013.
484. Canguilhem 2008, Nicholson 2013, Riskin 2016; see Introduction.
485. On the cell as a “collection of molecular machines,” Alberts 1998, Al-

berts et al. 1904, Canguilhem 2008; see also Introduction.
486. Haraway 1985, 69; see also epigraph to chapter 4. On theories of self- 

organization around 1980, see Adorf 2016, Keller 2009b.
487. See Introduction; Goodsell 1993 and 2009.
488. Reynolds 2007. Andrew Reynold’s book on the history of cell biology, 

which was published while this manuscript was in its final stage, provides argu-
ments on metaphors’ turn to literality and a reshaping of entities that resonate 
very well with my take (Reynolds 2018).

489. The localization and conformation of dynamic protein regions is re-
solved very poorly or not at all in X- ray crystallographic models. In addition to 
such “blind spots,” there are even more fundamental limitations of these models, 
due to the quality of the crystals (minimal wavelength at which date could be ob-
tained) or the intrinsic reliability of what is displayed in the model (the so- called 
B- factors); see Branden and Tooze 1991; on graphic modeling practices, de Cha-
darevian 2002, Morange 2011.

490. The method could be applied to structural biology in connection with 
biochemical preparation methods, such as cloning, site- directed mutagenesis, 
overexpression, isotope labeling, or chemical modifications (see chapter 3). The 
first full NMR structure determinations of proteins, performed in parallel with 
X- ray methods in order to lend credibility to the new method, were carried out in 
the 1980s; Reinhardt 2017, Steinhauser 2014.

491. Such sets of a protein’s different conformers can be understood in terms 
of chemical thermodynamics as coexisting in equilibrium with each other, i.e., 
the individual molecules in a population are present in the respective states with 
different probabilities and fluctuate between them. Enzymological studies have 
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often enough supported such a dynamic view long before NMR methods were 
around. Yet, such classical “wet” biochemical assays did not result in direct visu-
alizations of molecular structure, possibly also because these assays were some-
how low- tech, they had less impact, and only a visualizing method such as NMR 
has given the dynamic perspective more credibility against the dominance of 
models from X- ray crystallography.

492. Myers (2015) speaks of different “renderings” of the molecular world. 
On recent membrane protein studies combining crystallography with magnetic 
resonance spectroscopies as well as “wet” biochemical methods to establish de-
tailed structure- function models, see, e.g., Celia et al. 2016, Bordignon, Grote, 
and Schneider 2010.

493. Jones 2004, 64ff.
494. Loeve 2015.
495. See e.g., Holmes 1992 a/b, Kohler 1973.
496. On Mitchell, see Prebble and Weber 2003.
497. Creager 2017.
498. See e.g., Borck 2005, Brain and Wise 1994, Hagner 2006, Rabinbach 

1992, Stadler 2010; on optogenetics, e.g., Hegemann and Sigrist 2013.
499. Kamminga and Cunningham 1995, Nyhart 2017; on metabolism, e.g., 

Landecker 2013, Grote and Keuck 2015; on origin of life research, Strick 2012.
500. Kay 1993, see Introduction.
501. Abi- Rached and Rose 2010, Rose 2009.
502. Creager 2017.
503. Morange 1998; on the recent rise of interest in developmental biology 

and epigenetics, see Jablonka and Lamb 2006.
504. Lipan and Wong 2006; see Introduction.
505. Another important case straddling neurobiology, physiology, and 

pharmacology are receptors of bodily substances (e.g., hormones) or physico- 
chemical stimuli (light, pressure, etc.); see Lefkowitz 2004, Sinding 2006.

506. García- Sancho 2012, Stevens 2013, Strasser and de Chadarevian 2011, 
Strasser 2012.

507. Olby 1990, de Chadarevian 2002.
508. For the period before 1970, photosynthesis is another good case in 

point (Nickelsen 2015).
509. For an early account of the human genome project, Cook- Deegan 1994; 

see also the references in note 470.
510. Edgerton 2008; for an episode from 1970s molecular membrane re-

search highlighting the productivity of “old” methods from organic chemistry or 
a “vintage instrument” such as the Warburg apparatus, see chapter 2; in more 
detail, Grote 2013b.

511. On the postwar situation of molecular genetics and biochemistry in West 
Germany, Deichmann (2001, 2002); on Martinsried and the MPG, Heßler 2007.

512. On EMBL, de Chadarevian 2002.
513. Heßler 2007, 63ff.
514. Heßler 2007, 167ff.
515. Hughes 2011, Vettel 2006, Yi 2015. Furthermore, these two cities not 

only stood in for the scientific and technological projections of the 1970s, but 
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have also been hubs of sub-  and countercultures and so new ways of life in a 
very different sense— to connect the actors and themes of science and technology 
with these broader sociocultural developments would be an exciting subject of 
further studies.

516. On the scientific persona, Daston 2015. Both Henderson (born 1945) 
and Oesterhelt (born 1940) received their PhDs in the late 1960s from within 
the national centers of their fields at the time (Cambridge’s LMB and the MPI 
of Cell Chemistry, respectively); both embarked on a topic that was novel and 
somewhat radical by methodical and conceptual standards of the early 1970s, 
and both built their careers on it by using their expertise of existing fields (en-
zymology and structural biology) to venture on something new. Oesterhelt held 
the post of a director at the Max  Planck Institute for Biochemistry from 1979 to 
2009, and his department of “Membrane Biochemistry” was an international 
hub for PhD students, postdocs, and visitors, bringing forth a number of interna-
tionally influential figures. Richard Henderson became director of Cambridge’s 
LMB and received a Nobel prize in 2017.

517. On Delbrück as a “cult figure,” Kay 1993, 255 f.; on Watson as a type 
who had overcome the ascetic ideal of the scientist, similar to physicist Richard 
Feynman, Shapin (2008, 217 f.). A plethora of (auto)biographical accounts of 
the mentioned and other molecular biologists exist, a number of which are criti-
cally discussed in Abir- Am (1991); for a more casual but still insightful account, 
see Judson 1996.

518. Rabinow 2006, Shapin 2008, ch. 7; on the expansion of postwar  science 
and its consequences for the role of the scientist, Kaiser 2004, Mody 2016.

519. For example, Cook- Deegan 1994 and note 470; on Craig Venter, 
Brandt (2015).

520. Judson 1996.
521. See chapter 4; for another example from bionic research in Germany, 

Grote 2016. In an essay on the “excluded middle” of 1970s science, beyond 
counterculture and entrepreneurialism, Mody (2017b) has introduced the term 
“square scientist,” for mostly white, straight, middle class men, who were no 
zealots, but involved in applying science to technology development or socially 
relevant projects and who frequently go unnoticed in historical accounts. It 
seems that a number of actors, especially from chapter 4, match this character-
ization, although the specifics of being a scientists in the US versus West Ger-
many would need further analysis to sharpen this category.

522. Dieter Oesterhelt retired as director of the MPI in 2009, and he closed 
his laboratory in 2014, as did a number of other important players in this story 
around the same time— Henderson, Stoeckenius’ former staff member Roberto 
Bogomolni at UC Santa Cruz, Janos Lanyi of UC Irvine, or Hartmut Michel at 
Frankfurt’s MPI of Biophysics. Har Gobind Khorana (born 1922) and Walther 
Stoeckenius (born 1921), a generation older, passed away in 2011 and 2013,  
respectively.
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Archival Material

Max Delbrück papers, California Institute of Technology 
Archives, Pasadena.

Fritz- Haber- Institut der MPG, Tätigkeitsberichte, Archiv der 
Max- Planck- Gesellschaft Berlin (AMPG), IX. Abt. Rep. 5

Peter Mitchell papers, GBR/0012/MS, University of Cam-
bridge, Cambridge UK.

Dieter Oesterhelt papers, AMPG, III. Abt. ZA 211

Frederick Seitz papers RU RG 304.2, Rockefeller Archives, 
Sleepy Hollow, NY.

Personal Papers

Richard Henderson papers, private collection of Richard Hen-
derson, Cambridge, UK. These papers will be transferred to 
the Archives of the MRC- LMB, Cambridge, UK.

Interviews

All interviews were carried out by the author, transcribed 
entirely or in parts and authorized by the interviewees. 
Rather than following a fixed set of questions, the topics for 
discussion were chosen individually for each interviewee 
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according to the interest to this story. All interviews are unpublished and 
kept in private collection.

Interview with Norbert Hampp, Philipps- Universität Marburg, Munich,  
Dec. 15th, 2012.

Interview with Richard Henderson, Medical Research Council Laboratory of 
Molecular Biology, Cambridge, UK, April 1st, 2010.

Interview with Hartmut Michel, MPI of Biophysics, Frankfurt a.M., Dec. 14th,  
2012.

Interview with Dieter Oesterhelt, MPI of Biochemistry, Martinsried, Jan. 22nd, 
2009.
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Membranes, The (Davson and 
Danielli)

de Duve, Christian, 61
Deichmann, Ute, 201– 2
Deisenhofer, Johann, 159
Delbrück, Max: black lipid films and, 

119; as charismatic “cult figure,” 
205; enthusiasm for membranes, 
33– 34, 47, 52, 55; heading In-
stitute of Genetics at Cologne, 
202; moving to membrane field, 
136; Oesterhelt’s paper on BR 
pump and, 91– 92; Phycomyces 
research of, 47, 79, 92, 222n105, 
225n158; Racker’s communi-
cation with, 123; Stoeckenius’s 
communications with, 78– 79, 
227n185; on “weird purple mem-
brane,” 108

Descartes, René, 11, 189, 191. See 
also Cartesian mechanical devices

Dickerson, Richard E., 49– 50, 51– 52, 
55, 95, 126, plate 2

DNA chips (microarrays), 155, 
239n387

DNA computer, 155, 239n387
DNA polymerases, 20– 21
DNA sequencing, 107, 135, 145, 146, 

182, 199
DNA structure, 5, 105
DNA synthesizer, automated, 134– 35
Donnan, Frederic, 30
double- beam spectrophotometer, 82– 

83
Drexler, Eric, 25, 157– 58, 160, 161, 

167; assemblers of, 151, 158, 176, 
179, 183, 192

early modern natural philosophers, 
11– 12, 15, 19, 189

Edgerton, David, 200– 201
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Eigen, Manfred, 193
electrical generator, of Soviet bioener-

geticists’ model, 92– 94
electronics. See molecular electron-

ics (ME)
electron microscopy (EM): confus-

ing membrane structure evidence, 
37– 39; crystallographic, 24, 99– 
104, 102f, 106, 107; of fatty acid 
synthetase complex, 52, 53f, 62; 
of Halobacteria membranes by 
Stoeckenius, 60; of liposomes, 
118f, 122; at liquid helium tem-
peratures, 106, 107; Oesterhelt’s 
arrival at Stoeckenius group and, 
62– 64; phase- contrast technique 
in, 97, 99; of reconstituted purple 
membrane, 73– 75, 74f; refined 
1990 structure of bacteriorhodop-
sin, 106; in Rockefeller University 
Cytology Laboratory, 58– 60; of 
Unwin and Henderson, 97– 104, 
102f

electrophysiology, 43, 47– 48, 92– 94, 
119

Elkana, Yehuda, 231n234
endosymbiosis, 166– 67
energy technologies, biological, 108, 

169
Engelman, Don, 96
Engines of Creation (Drexler), 157
entrepreneurial scientists, 162, 169, 

199, 205, 206
enzyme electrode: biosensor using, 

239n383; in Conrad’s robot  
vision device, 152– 54

enzymes: as active matter, 188– 89; 
allostery and, 41, 49, 209; assign-
ment of biological functions to, 
189; Chance’s mechanistic re-
search on, 81– 82; defined, 211; 
found to be macromolecules, not 
aggregates, 36; Khorana’s use in 
synthesis, 51, 133; Kornberg on, 
1, 110; Merrifield’s synthesis of, 
134, 146; as molecular machines, 
13, 110; molecular structure of 

active site, 51, 223n121; Oester-
helt’s conceptual framework and, 
80, 83. See also ATP- synthase; 
chymotrypsin; DNA polymerases; 
fatty acid synthetase complex; 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

enzymology: Khorana’s organic 
chemistry and, 133; Lynen and, 
87, 201; Oesterhelt and, 62, 80, 
83, 84, 246n516; structural biol-
ogy and, 51, 54, 95, 222n109, 
246n516; transformation to 
molecular- mechanical perspective 
from, 94

epistemic things, 17– 18
Eschenmoser, Albert, 130
European Laboratory of Molecular 

Biology (EMBL), 202
European Molecular Biology Organi-

zation (EMBO), 106
excitable tissue, 30, 42

fatty acid synthetase complex, 52– 54, 
53f, 62, 63f, 144, 223n124

Feynman, Richard, 25, 33– 34, 157, 
158, 160

Fischer, Emil, 3
flash spectrometer, 83– 84
Fleck, Ludwik, 125
fluid mosaic model, 56, 57f, 101, 104, 

109
Foucault, Michel, 128, 147, 148, 185, 

206
Franklin, Rosalind, 5, 96, 97, 100, 

105
Fuller, Buckminster, 168

Gamow, George, 3
gap junction, plate 2
Geis, Irving, 49– 50, 51– 52, 55, 95, 

126, plate 2
gel electrophoresis: in biological re-

search, 145; cross- linking and, 
237n356; DNA computer and, 
239n387; in Khorana’s synthetic 
chemistry, 133; in 1970s mem-
brane research, 56, 67, 76
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genealogy of practices, to make life-
like objects, 128, 147– 48

gene machines, 148. See also auto-
mated synthesis machines

genetic engineering. See recombinant 
DNA

Genex, 162, 164, 172
Genzentrum, in MPI of Biochemistry, 

172, 173, 203
ghosts, cell simulacra as, 117, 128, 

234n287
Gibson, William, 159
Goodsell, David, 3– 4, 5– 7, 11, 188, 

194
Guccione, Robert, 158

Hacking, Ian, 14, 15, 26, 139, 141, 
193, 194

Halobacterium: defined, 211; not 
suitable for recombinant stud-
ies, 138; Oesterhelt’s move to 
UCSF and, 63– 64; phototaxis in, 
225n158; physiological behavior 
of live cells (see pH pulse experi-
ments); in San Francisco Bay, 78; 
Stoeckenius’s biophysical studies 
at Ames, 83– 84; Stoeckenius’s de-
cision to begin work with, 59– 62. 
See also bacteriorhodopsin (BR); 
purple membrane

Hameroff, Stuart, 164– 66, 167, 168, 
177, 182

Hampp, Norbert, 173– 74, 175– 76, 
177, 178, 181

Haraway, Donna, 149, 193
Hardy, William Bate, 117
Hartley, Brian, 51
heartburn pills, 7. See also proton 

pump inhibitors
Hecht, Selig, 69
Hegemann, Peter, 239n377, 246n516
hemoglobin, 50, 105
Henderson, Richard: cryo- electron 

microscopy and, 106, 107; Hart-
mut Michel and, 107; Khorana 
helped by, 136; Nobel prize for, 
24; scientific persona of, 204– 5; 

switching to bacteriorhodopsin, 
95– 97; turning to the membrane 
problem, 54, 95; working on 
bacteriorhodopsin with Unwin, 
97– 106, 98f; working with nerve 
channel, 54, 95– 96

Hess, Benno, 81– 84, 85, 86, 201
highTechnology magazine, 152, 153f, 

154, 155, 168, 169
Hodgkin- Huxley model, 39, 43– 44, 

92, 94, 95, 104, 197. See also  
action potential

Hofmann, August Wilhelm, 114, 139
Hofschneider, Peter, 53f
Holmes, Frederic L., 20, 77, 196, 

227n182
Hong, Felix T., 169– 70, 175, 176, 179
hormone receptors, 144, 224n127
hormones: cloned, 162, 163; synthesis 

of, 129
Hubbard, Ruth, 48, 227n180
Human Genome Project, 184, 199, 

200, 205

informational discourse: Delbrück  
on membranes and, 33; in molec-
ular genetics, 13– 14, 16, 20– 21. 
See also cybernetics

intermediary metabolism: bioener-
getics and, 34; Holmes’ histori-
cal investigation of, 196; Lynen’s 
importance for, 81, 202; Oester-
helt’s conceptual framework and, 
80; permeability problem and, 42; 
Skou’s test tube membrane study 
and, 46; Soviet research on, 93

interviews with researchers, 22, 23

Jackson, Catherine M., 114
Jacob, François, 41, 185, 189, 193, 

196, 199, 205, 206
Jan, Lily, 79, 80, 82
Jardetzky, Oleg, 39, 40f, 41, 44, 46, 

49, 54, 94, 105, 220n85
Jones, Richard L., 195
Journal of Cell Biology, 37, 59
Judson, Horace, 205
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Kandel, Eric, 241n424
Kant, Immanuel, 12, 191– 92
Kay, Lily, 3, 16, 20, 144, 197
Keller, Evelyn Fox, 6, 15, 19, 181, 

188, 189, 191, 198
Kendrew, John, 38, 105, 202
Khorana, Har Gobind, 130– 34, 132f; 

automated synthesis machines 
and, 134– 35, 148; bacteriorho-
dopsin research of, 136– 38, 140– 
42, 237n342; components for 
synthetic biology and, 147, 148; 
infrastructure for protein studies, 
138– 39, 141; neglected contribu -
tions of, 130– 31; organic chem-
ical synthesis approach of, 25, 
115, 131– 33, 145, 146; overview 
of research by, 25; PCR process 
and, 236n334; protein synthesis 
in test tube and, 51; recombinant 
DNA and, 25, 134, 137, 138– 39, 
140, 145, 163, 237n342; scientific 
persona of, 131, 205; synthetic 
DNA messages of, 131, 236n323; 
synthetic gene of, 133– 34; trans-
formed materiality of proteins 
and, 142

King’s College, London, 67, 76, 96, 
201

Klein, Ursula, 18, 66
Klug, Aaron, 97, 100, 105
Kohler, Robert, 20, 196
Kornberg, Arthur, 1, 21, 110, 133
Koselleck, Reinhart, 163, 184, 

241n414
Krebs, Hans, 196
Krohs, Ulrich, 138
Kuhn, Hans, 159, 161, 164, 169, 171, 

179, 183
Kühne, Willy, 68– 69

Laboratory Life (Latour and Wool-
gar), 187

Laboratory of Molecular Biology 
(LMB), Cambridge: as a center of 
bacteriorhodopsin research, 22; 
chymotrypsin research at, 51, 54; 

hemoglobin model established at, 
50, 51; Henderson’s research at, 
24, 96– 104, 98f, 106; as hotspot 
for molecular biology research, 
201; previous historiography of 
structural biology at, 6, 17

la Mettrie, Julien Offray de, 11
Langmuir, Irving, 117
Langmuir- Adam apparatus, 219n72
Langmuir- Blodgett (LB) films, 161, 

164, 169, 171, 179, 211, 220n74
Lanyi, Janos, 108, 228n202
Latour, Bruno, 187
Lavoisier, Antoine, 20, 196
Leduc, Stéphane, 147
Lefèvre, Wolfgang, 66
Lehninger, Albert L., 31f, 34
Lem, Stanislaw, 29– 30
life: Jacob on complex structures of, 

185; as nineteenth- century cate-
gory, 206; transformed chemical 
concept of, 180– 81, 189; trans-
formed materiality of, 7, 25, 113– 
14, 115, 148, 186, 191

Life of a Virus (Creager), 17
lipid bilayer, 31f, 36– 37, 211, 219n72.  

See also Davson- Danielli model; 
fluid mosaic model

lipid films, and colloid chemistry, 36
lipids, 211
Lipmann, Fritz, 42, 221n90
liposomes, 116– 19, 118f; in bioener-

getics reconstitution experiments, 
56, 119– 20, plate 4; colloid chem-
istry and, 128; defined, 211; of  
Soviet scientists’ electrical gen-
erator, 92; synthetic biology  
and, 25. See also cell simulacra;  
proteoliposomes

Liu, Daniel, 21
LMB. See Laboratory of Molecular 

Biology (LMB), Cambridge
lock- and- key model, 3, 168
Loeve, Sacha, 195– 96
Logic of Life ( Jacob), 185
Lovelock, James, 166
Lozier, Richard, 108
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Lynen, Feodor: enzymological ap-
proach of, 83, 87, 201; fatty acid 
synthetase complex and, 52, 54, 
62, 63f, 223n124; natural product 
chemistry of, 69; pH pulse experi-
ments and, 90; postwar German 
biochemistry and, 52, 202; reorga-
nization at Martinsried and, 85– 86

Lysenko affair, 93, 231n232 Machin-
ery of Life, The (Goodsell), 3– 4. 
See also Goodsell, David

machines. See molecular machines
Maniatis, Tom, 137
Margulis, Lynn, 25, 166– 67, 168, 

177, 182, 183, 241n424
Martinsried, Max Planck Institute of 

Biochemistry at, 23, 24, 85– 86, 
85f, 202, 203

mass spectrometry: in detection of 
retinal, 71, 76; in sequencing of 
bacteriorhodopsin, 136

materiality: of BR biochip, 174– 75, 
183; in chemical research, 18, 
187– 88; of life, transformed, 7, 
25, 113– 14, 115, 148, 186, 191; 
of molecular machinery, 55, 110; 
Oesterhelt’s attentiveness to, 64, 
68, 72; of proteins, transformed, 
6, 142; of proteins in biocomput-
ing, 168, 183; of purple mem-
brane, 73, 109

materialization: of gene concept in 
1950s, 109; of membrane struc-
tures, 108– 9; of molecular ma-
chines, 15, 109– 10, 139, 183

matter, 185– 86. See also active matter
Max Planck Institute of Biochemistry: 

biotechnology at, 171, 172– 73; 
Hartmut Michel at, 107; Martins-
ried campus of, 23, 24, 85– 86, 
85f, 202, 203; Oesterhelt’s group 
using loss- of- function alleles, 140

Max Planck Institute of Cell Chemistry 
at Munich, 55, 62, 63f, 79– 81, 85

Max Planck Institute of Molecular 
Genetics, 202

Max Planck Institute of Nutritional 
Physiology, 81. See also Hess, 
Benno

Max Planck Society, 202, 203
McAuliffe, Kathleen, 158, 164
McCray, W. Patrick, 152
ME. See molecular electronics (ME)
mechanism: Jacob on new era of,  

185; in philosophy of life sciences, 
12– 13

mechanisms, molecular: active mat-
ter and, 186; bacteriorhodopsin 
photoeffect and, 83, 228n205; 
bibliometric analysis of term, 22, 
218n54; as central issue for 1960s 
membrane studies, 34; as goal of 
bacteriorhodopsin research, 105; 
integrated fields of research in stud -
ies of, 142– 43; machines and, 12– 
13, 216n23, 216n25; membrane 
research of 1980s and, 56; pro-
teins and, 49– 52, 104– 5. See also 
conformational changes

MED. See Molecular Electronic  
Devices (MED) workshops

medicine. See biomedicine
membrane moment of 1970s, 24, 35, 

55, 56, 57, 196, 199
membrane proteins: combining of 

research methods for, 142– 44, 
237n360; explanatory power of 
Henderson and Unwin model, 
104– 5; first X- ray structure of, 
107; insoluble in aqueous se-
quencing media, 136; as molecu-
lar machines, 110; as molecular 
mystery until 1975, 94; plug- 
 and- play research on, 127; quest 
for high- resolution structures of, 
106– 7; reconstituted, for sale  
in assays, 127. See also bacteri-
orhodopsin (BR); proteins;  
proteoliposomes

membranes, biological: as black boxes,  
41– 45; coalescence of research 
on, 108– 10; competing models 
of, c. 1970, 31f, 34; controversial 
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through 1970s, 32; defined, 211; 
distinguished from other surface 
layers, 30, 32; electron micros-
copy’s confusing evidence, 37– 39; 
epistemic things emerging in re-
search on, 18; fluid mosaic model 
of, 56, 57f, 101, 104, 109; history 
and philosophy of life sciences 
and, 32– 33; history of molecular 
machinery and, 20– 22; integra-
tion of research fields and, 17; 
modeled with circuit diagrams, 
44, 92– 93; molecularized by BR 
and purple membrane, 79; mo-
mentum of research increasing in 
1970s, 54– 55; status of research 
in 1960s, 33– 35; unfocused re-
search before late twentieth cen-
tury, 30. See also lipid bilayer; 
membrane proteins

Merrifield, Robert Bruce: automated 
synthesis machines and, 25, 130, 
134– 35, 135f, 148; as organic 
chemist, 115; synthetic enzyme of, 
134, 146

metaphors: generative potential of, 
13– 14; informational, in molecu-
lar genetics, 13– 14, 16, 20– 21; 
molecular machinery used as, 13– 
14, 216n26; original concept of 
the cell as, 14, 194

micellae, 36, 72, 119
Michel, Hartmut, 87, 107, 159
microbiology: in Halobacterium proj-

ect, 63; need to scale up for bio-
technology, 175

Microcosmos (Margulis), 167
microelectronics. See molecular elec-

tronics (ME); Moore’s law
microtubules, 164– 67, 168
Miledi, Ricardo, 95
Mitchell, Peter: bacteriorhodopsin 

and, 91, 107, 124– 25; colloidal 
thinking and, 125, 128; electro-
chemical processes and, 51, 91; 
as major thinker, 197; opponents 
of chemiosmotic theory and, 123, 

235n306; rejecting molecular- 
mechanistic interpretation, 51, 
124– 26, 235n310. See also chemi-
osmotic theory

mitochondria: ATP generation at 
membranes of, 34, 120, plate 4; 
microscopy of, 59; overview of, 
211; oxygen- dependent pH shifts 
in, 87, 91; Racker’s isolation of 
membrane proteins from, 122.  
See also chemiosmotic theory

models. See molecular models
modular components in synthetic  

biology, 147
modularity of life, 127– 28
Mody, Cyrus, 155, 157
molar aspect of scientific object, 66, 

188
molecular biology: biochemistry 

and, 18, 20; continuing relevance 
of bench- top methods for, 200; 
defined, 211– 12; geographical 
broadening of, 201– 4; historiog-
raphy of, 16– 17, 145– 46, 198, 
199– 201; island of neglected di -
mensions in, 36, 52; Khorana’s 
chemical approach to, 131; Mer -
rifield’s chemical approach to, 
134; as molecular genetics plus 
structural biology, 21, 201; reduc-
tionist ideal of, 110, 198– 99; as 
reference for membrane studies, 
49, 109– 10

Molecular Biology of the Cell (Alberts),  
12, 14

molecular bionics, 167– 69, 174, 182
molecular biopolitics, 7
molecular cloning, 145, 146, 163, 

213
Molecular Cloning (Maniatis), 137
molecular cross- linking, 141, 142
Molecular Electronic Devices (MED) 

workshops, 157– 58, 159; Birge as 
regular at, 176; collaborative Mu-
nich project and, 174, 175, 176, 
183; Conrad at, 242n436; Hamer-
off’s microtubule theory at, 164– 65, 
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Molecular Electronic Devices (MED) 
workshops (cont.)

 165f, 169; Hong’s biochip enthu-
siasm at, 169; Kuhn at, 159, 161; 
neglect of materialization in, 183; 
tech- geeks at, 170; Ulmer at, 162, 
163, 176

molecular electronics (ME), 151, 
155– 59; attraction of bacterio-
rhodopsin for, 178; decline of 
1980s revolutionary expectations 
in, 183; inclusive style of biotech-
nology and, 182; mixing tech en-
thusiasts and academic figures, 
159, 175– 76; Moore’s law and, 
155, 181; in West Germany,  
171– 74. See also biochips and 
biocomputing

molecular genetics: Delbrück’s ap-
proach using, 79, 80; development 
into genomics, 199; gap between 
biochemistry/biophysics and,  
137; in historiography of mole c-
ular biology, 16– 17, 145– 46,  
198; informational metaphors  
in, 13– 14, 16, 20– 21; infrastruc-
ture for, 142. See also recombi-
nant DNA

molecular machines: amended or 
superseded by new approaches, 
194– 96; appearances in scientific 
literature, 22, 219n57; bacteri-
orhodopsin publicized as, 108; 
biotechnologies in 1980s and, 
151, 182; as Cartesian mechani-
cal devices, 178– 80; cell biolo-
gists opposed to analogy of, 15; as 
Chance’s term in Physics Today, 
161; Drexler’s molecular machin-
ery, 158; enzymes as, 110; history 
of membrane research and, 21– 
22; materialization of, 15, 109– 
10, 139, 183; mechanisms and, 
12– 13, 216n23, 216n25; meta-
phorical or strategic use of con-
cept, 13– 14, 216n26; in protein 
imagery of Dickerson and Geis, 

49– 50; proteins as, 13– 14, 193– 
96, 216nn25– 26; reality of, 14– 
15, 26, 193– 94; self- assembly of, 
151, 179, 192– 93; synthetic mac-
romolecules and, 130, 142; trans-
ported from specialized journals 
to public, 182

molecular- mechanical vision: active, 
complex matter as basis for, 190– 
91; bacteriorhodopsin photocycle 
and, 84; bacteriorhodopsin re-
search in 1970s and, 94; colloid 
chemistry and, 128; descriptive 
middle path regarding, 16; early 
modern natural philosophers and, 
11– 12, 15, 19, 189; as full- blown 
research program, 186; Goodsell 
on, 3– 4, 5– 7, 11; in imagery of 
Dickerson and Geis, 49– 50, 52, 
55; integrated picture of protein 
function and, 143; of membrane 
processes since 1980s, 94; over-
view of, 1– 3; personal, social, 
and political implications of, 6– 8, 
197– 98; reproduction and, 192– 
93; resolution and reconstitution 
in, 127; spectroscopy and, 125; 
submolecular level in, 13; trans-
formed materiality of proteins 
and, 142. See also molecular  
machines

molecular mechanisms. See mecha-
nisms, molecular

molecular models: explanatory power 
of, 105; of Henderson and Unwin, 
103– 5, 103f

Monod, Jacques, 41, 198, 205, 
237n360

Moore’s law, 155, 181
Morange, Michel, 216nn25– 26, 

235n306, 237n351
Moyle, Jennifer, 87
MPG. See Max Planck Society
MPI. See Max Planck Institute
Mr. Tompkins inside Himself 

(Gamow and Yčas), 3
Mullis, Kary, 205
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Munich, as site of science and tech-
nology, 203– 4

Munich biochip project, 171– 75, 178, 
181, 183

Munich University, 23, 171, 173
Myers, Natasha, 15
myoglobin, 50, 105

nanotechnology: biotechnologies in 
1980s and, 151– 52, 175; BR- based 
biochip and, 26; Drexler and, 25, 
151, 157– 58; Feynman’s influence 
on, 33, 157, 158, 160; Hameroff’s  
vision of, 166, 182, 241n420; pec -
ularities of the microscale and, 
195– 96; proteins modeled as ma-
chines for, 13; unrealistic expecta-
tions for, 177– 78; wave of expec-
tations after 2000, 183

Nature New Biology, 76, 226n176
Needham, Joseph, 37
neglected dimensions, 36, 39, 52, 72, 

101
Neher, Erwin, 93
neuromolecular gaze, 7, 198
neuronal membrane: gap junction in, 

plate 2; generation and conduc-
tance of electricity by, 42– 44;  
sodium and potassium pumps of, 
15, 39, 40f, 41, 46 (see also chan-
nels). See also action potential

neurophysiology, 34, 39, 93, 143. See 
also electrophysiology; Hodgkin- 
Huxley model; physiology

New Look at Mechanisms in Bioener-
getics, A (Racker), 122, 234n299

New Scientist, 78, 133, 159
Nickelsen, Kärin, 21
Nietzsche, Friedrich, 128, 147
Nobel prizes: for biochemistry to Ly-

nen, 202; for deciphering genetic 
code, 131; for membrane- related 
research, 22, 24, 46, 106, 107, 
233n274

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), 
39, 195, 244nn490– 91

nucleotides, defined, 212

Oesterhelt, Dieter, 24; belief in po-
tential of biocomputing, 183; bio-
technology project at MPI and, 
173, 174, 175, 176; Blaurock and, 
62, 66– 67, 68, 72– 75; chemical 
approach of, 64– 66, 68, 69, 71, 
80; collaboration with Stoeck-
enius after return to Munich, 79, 
80; complicated relationship with 
Stoeckenius, 77, 233n271; dis-
agreement with Mitchell, 125, 
235n310; fatty acid synthetase 
complex and, 52– 54, 53f, 62, 
63f, 144; Hartmut Michel and, 
107; loss- of- function mutations 
and, 140; MPI move to Martins-
ried and, 85– 86; photoeffect of 
bacteriorhodopsin and, plate 3; 
pH pulse experiments of, 87– 88, 
89f, 90– 91, 123, 127, 230n225; 
pivotal paper with Stoeckenius, 
75– 78, 226n175; played down in 
popular article, 108; recombinant 
DNA and, 145; San Francisco lab 
notebooks of, 64– 66, 67, 70f– 71f, 
71– 72, 74f; scientific persona of, 
204– 5; start- up company involve-
ment of, 178; in Stoeckenius’s lab 
at UCSF, 54, 62– 68, 69– 75; un-
aware of chemiosmosis, 87

Olby, Robert, 21
Omni, 26, 150, 152, 158– 59, 164– 

66, 170, 182, 204
Oparin, Alexander I., 36, 197
optogenetics: bodily control as goal of, 

198; current fever pitch for, 184; 
forms of matter and, 186; media 
attention to, 26, 151, 178; mo-
lecular machinery in, 24, 26, 58, 
193– 94; mouse brain controlled 
by, 149– 50, 238n377; social and 
political implications of, 197

optograms, 69
organic chemical detection reactions, 

69, 70f– 71f, 76
organic chemical synthesis, 114– 16, 

129– 30; becoming more biological, 
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organic chemical synthesis (cont.)
 145; decentering historical pic -

ture from genetics, 146; Kho-
rana’s approach using, 25, 115, 
131– 33, 145, 146; molecular 
mechanisms and, 142. See also 
Khorana, Har Gobind; Merrifield, 
Robert Bruce

origin of life, 36, 128, 193, 197
osmosis, 30, 32, 39. See also chemi-

osmotic theory
Ostwald, Wolfgang, 36, 101
Ovchinnikov, Yuri, 93– 94, 136, 177, 

231n232
oxidative phosphorylation, 212
oxygen pulse experiments, 87, 91

Palade, George, 38, 39, 43, 58, 60, 
201, 220n81

parallel processing, 154, 156, 171
Pardee, Arthur B., 34, 35, 41, 52, 94
patch- clamping, 93
patents on bacteriorhodopsin, 174
pattern recognition, 156, 171
Pauling, Linus, 104, 205
PCR. See polymerase chain reaction 

(PCR)
Penrose, Roger, 166
peptide synthesizer, automated, 134, 

135f
Permeability of Natural Membranes, 

The (Davson and Danielli), 37, 
39, 41– 42. See also Davson- 
Danielli model

permeability problem, 37, 38– 39, 41– 
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